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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Draft Two of the Bellevue English Languagp Arts and Skills Program is a.

remarkable document. Draft One was a considerable achievement in that
district-wide committees of teachers and parents could agree, even in a

tentative way, upon a single set of Expectations for all students .in the

Bellevue schools. Having arrived at a first draft of these experiences

in English, the amount of work that followed in writing sample activities,

producing EEE kits, -and correlating pages of New Directions in English,

was truly prodigious.

In the light of this great amount of work, I find it remarkable that the

Curriculum Department and contributing teachers would at the end of the

first year, take the trouble to interview every teacher of English Language

Arts in every building of the district, invite criticism, then go back to

the drawing board to produce the kind of program that even more nearly

represents the wishes of the majority.

This is a responsive and responsible process. In a democracy there can

be no other way, and I consider it a tribute to Bellevue teachers that

they should embrace such .a process in searching for better ways to teach

children.

Clearly, each of us has an obligation to help carry out this program.

Teachers will need to work with it and contribute to it, department leaders

and principals will need to help introduce and implement it, curriculum

representatives will need to provide in- service training for it And none

of us should be surprised if it is necessary to revise the-program again,

and yet again, until we are satisfied thatit reOeSents'the finest educa-

tional experience possible for the students entrusted to our care.

William H. Morton .

Superintendent of Schools



THINGS WE HOPE YOU WILL LIKE ABOUT DRAFT TWO

Last mar we have it a
j.

and said tell us what you think:

Some teachers said that the Expectations are not cleer.enough, so we
tried to rewrite them in the clearest possible language.

Other teachers said that they sound too much like objectives, so we
tried to rewrite them to be experiences as clearly as possible.

eachers and practice teachers said thanks for giving us at least
something to go on.

Parents said thank you for telling us what our children are supposed
to learn. We hope we've done that again.

The board of education said show us the basic skills, so we put all the
basic skills in one handy section behind its own divider tab.

Principals said more in-service is needed, so we h.jive created a format
that -lends itself more readily to swapping Was.

People who care about people said that the program uses "his" and "he"
when people of both sexes are meant. So the Expectations have been
purged of chauvinist expressions, but not all of the activities have
yet been edited.

Everybody said you have too many activities for the first sections but
not enough in later sections. So we tried to get more activities
in all sections.

Most people said it's an entertaining if not proven idea that there can
be just a single set of expectations K-12, so we kept just one list
hoping that English really is the same subject K-12.

Nearly everybody said it's a good idea to have published a program based
on the exchange of ideas around common Expectations and not try to
tell us how to teach, so we kept that feature.

R things- e still haven't solve

We-still don't know the best order the Expectations so you'll
have to make your on -sequence.

We still need many more act ":ties, so we e7courage you
tribute them.

We still are very far behEnd on the production of kits.
After publication of this notebook, in-service and kit production
are our next priorities.
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A FEW WORDS ABOUT THOSE RED INDEX TABS

The organization of this year's edition of the program is an
attempt to reflect the learner's point of view. For the

learner, school is not so much a matter of objectives or
subject content, as it is a matter of what happens to us.

"Today, the teacher read to us." "Yesterday, she took us

for a walk." "Tomorrow, she's going to put us into groups."

The index tabs represent what hamens to us when we use
language. In a common instance, a language cycle begins

when we become aware that a speaker or a writer has said
something to us. We respond--in the most generalized terms-
by saying (1) That's the way he says things are Then we are

inclined to add (2) This is how I say things are In doing

so, we are likely to continue with a speculation (3) This is

the way things might be, or an affirmation (4) This is the
way things ought to be. Having said so much, we are led

naturally to wonder (5) What am I like, myself?

As much for a kindergartner marching to the rhythm of a
story, as for a twelfth grader struggling with patterns of
light and dark imagery in Macbeth, the statements above
describe an important way we use language to bring order to
our experience. We have chosen it for this program because
we think it is one way of making sense not only to kids but
to everyone who wonders about the organization of English as
a school subject.

Due to non-reproducibility, the information on the tabs has
been transferred to the first page of each section.
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ASSUMPTIONSPTION AND EXPECTATIONS

THE DEVELOPMENTAL EXPECTATIONS

Of The English Language Arts Program Of The Bellevue Public Schools

Second Working Draft

THE WAY OTHERS SAY THINGS ARE

Language involves our understanding of what someone else has written or said;
this is the way he says things are.

Each Student In The Bellevue Schools Will have The Opportunity,
One Or More Times:

1. To read the literature of our own culture and to respond to what has
been suggested about what it means to be human

2. To read at least-some literature from other cultures and to respond to
what has been suggested about what it means to be human

To feel another person's feelings, to perform another person's actions,
be transported to other places and times through literature

To experience the impact of conflict and mood in literature; to explore
the connection between these and plot, setting, theme, and characterization

To explore the ideas of an author, composer, film maker, or artist: wha
does this person speak about (the topic)? What does this person say it'
like (the comment)?'

6. To experience the writer-as-artist means of picture-making: images,

metaphors, symbols

To experience the expression of an idea in a variety of ways: from writing
and from speaking, from different cultures, from different times, from
different points of view, from different forms; from different levels of
concreteness.

. To interpret a person's statement or act as a dramatic thing: the person
as actor, the person's statement as action, the person's listeners as
audience, the person's location as scene, the person's reasons as purpose,
the person's manner as method

9. To consider the impact of time, place, and context upon another person's
idea



10. To consider the statement of another person as a value judgment; to assess
the validity of the suggestion that all value judgments are autobiographical

11. To evaluate what other people say using such standards as reliability,
accuracy, and others_ that are self made; to support the standards-chosen
and the fairness of their application

12. To probe for understanding of an intended meaning which has been deliberately
masked through irony, fable, exaggeration, understatement, allegory

13. To explore the marvelous variety of ways human beings have invented for
associating ideas: agreement and disagreement, cause and effect,
similarities and differences, classifications and categories, time and
space, to mention a few

14. To investigate the many ways in which people's perceptions and attitudes
are formeri and changed

15. To hear the English language in many of its varieties: dialects, styles,
vocational terminologies, forms, levels of usage

16. To experience non-verbal communication and the-silent spots in language:
gestures, facial expression, pauses, quiet spaces

17. To be the audience for writing or speaking which vigorously attempts to
convince; to identify the methods of the writer or speaker

18. To explore the ways in which language changes

II. THE WAY I SAY THINGS ARE

Language involves our response to what someone else has written or said;
this is the way I say things are.

Each
One Or

udent In The Bellevue Schools Will Have -The_Op-ortupity,
ore Times:

19. To apply drafting skills in written composition: expressing great quantities
of-ideas without conscious consideration for editing or preserving

20. To try out and apply means of generating ideas, such as: asking many
questions, seeing new combinations and connections,. finding analogies

21. To translate into language information that comes from the senses

22. To deal with an idea on various levels of concreteness from specific
universal



23. To cast ideas into the subject - predicate form common to most languages:
what am I talking about (my topic or subject), and what am I saying
about it (my comment or predicate)?

24. To assume various roles in order to test the impact of those roles upon
an idea

25. To stay with an idea long enough to see it develop or change

26. To express in a verbal way an idea from a non-verbal medium; to assess
what is lost, what is gained in the process

27. To express an idea in a nonverbal medium

28. To work with the constructions of words for a larger vocabulary

29. To apply editing skills in written composition: making appropriate
selections and arrangements of draft for various audiences, for various
purposes, in various forms, with increasing attention to the authenticity
and clarity of one's own "voice"

30. To express an idea with one's own consideration for form: a poem, a
story, a written sketch, or whatever choice one might make of his own
accord

31. To revise ideas reflecting the reactions of a live audience

32. To apply preserving skills in written composition: spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, usage, appearance

33. To present an idea through speaking, both formally and informally, in
discussions, skits, panels, oral presentations

34. To have a piece of one's work published

35. To be involved in a dialogue about one's own writing and the writing o_

other students

36. To work together on a common project

III. THE WAY I SAY THINGS MIGHT BE

Language involves our statement of what we have imagined, dreamed of,
speculated upon; the way I say things might be.

Each Student In The Bellevue Schools Will Have The importunity,
One



37. To respond to a situation in which no obviously correct answer can be
determined; to deal with possibilities rather than certainties

38. To confront a situation that will stimulate a variety of alternative
responses or questions; to share the responses and questions with other
students

39. To speculate on how something came to be the way it is or to be said the
way it was said

40. To confront events that require predicting possible effects

41. To speculate about what people might become

42. To invent,- expand, and transform sentences-

43. To experiment with word invention; to speculate about outcomes of our
changing language

44. To investigate the difference, if a statement had been made by a
different person or in a different time

IV. THE WAY I SAY THINGS :SHOULD DE

Language involves our response to what we have inquired of, inve
researched; this s the way I say things should be.

Each Student In The Bellevue Schools Will HaveTheOpportunity,
One Or More Times:

_gated,

45. To encounter a situation in which judgment must be reserved until all
of the evidence is in

46. To make and support a value judgment

47. To generate alternatives for specific action; to pursue to a conclusion
a single course of action; to assume responsibility for the results

48. To be involved in establishing criteria for selecting the best way of
doing something

4- To seek out criteria for the best way of communic_ _ing in a specific
situation

50.- 79 attempt to persuade another to one's own belief



THE WAY I SAY I AM

Language involves a private statement to ourselves;

this is the way I am. . .

Each Student In The Bellevue Schools Will Have The 0--ortunit

One Or More Times:

51. To state to one's self a view of the relationship between the self and

other people, other places, other times

52. To weigh the personal consequences on oneself and on others of t,e various

identities one might try out or encourage in oneself

ALL NUMBERS ARE FOR EASE OF REFERENCE; THEY DO NOT IMPLY A SEQUENCE
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Elementary

THE WAY OTHERS SAY Th IN GS ARE

Junior High

Good books: Benjie's Blanket by Myra Brown
City Under the Back Steps by Lawman

* *

Senior High

You might begin the discussion -by reading the poem, "I Speak, I Say, I Talk,"
by Arnold Shapiro. Discuss the animal sounds- that the author says these
particular animals make. Do the words sound like the actual sounds of the
animals? (purr, hoot, buzz) Have the children experiment with making the words
in different ways which closely resemble the original sounds of the animals.
What sounds does Mr. Shapiro Say that humans use? Can we make other sounds?
What are they? You might want to make a list of-the different human sounds. What
other animals make sounds? What sounds do they make? YoU might want to expand
the poem through adding lines about the which thechildren suggest.

Try reading the Poem in a choral form. One of the many possibilitiesHs to have
the children supply the sound of each animal as you mention it. You might want
to assign animals to various children in the room. Then they listen carefully
as you read the poem so that they come in with their sound at the appropriate
time.

Children may want to write their own short poems about the sounds which their
pets or other animals-they know make. You-may alSo went to extend this intro-
duction of onomatopoeia by talking .about other words that represent sounds.

I peak,
I Say,
I Talk

Cats purr.

But I TALK!

-- Arnold L. Shapiro

*



To rea Lean some literature horn other Oures and

to respond to what.h has been su, est.ed tout what it means

to be human



Elementary Junior High Senior High

Good books: The House of Sixty fathers by De Jong
Lee Lan Flies the Dragon Kite by Hermanns
TTka T i kk i TeMbo by Arlene Mosel
S_ng Down-the Moon by O'Dell

* *

Many art prints in Classrooms Unr-ited depict other cultures:
Living in Japan
Children of Asia
Children of Australia and the pacific islands
Children of Europe
Children of North America
Children of SoUth AMerica
_Children"s Life in Japan
Life Among the .Eskimos

A beautiful book of illustrations that may also be used for depicting other
cultures is ittlEilly_of Man.

* * *

2-1
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Good books: I Should Have Stayed in Bed by Joan Lexau
Striped Ice Cream by Joan Lexau
Where the Wild_ Things Are by Maurice Sendak

Read the book or see the film, The Red Balloon by Lamorisse. Discuss how the boy
felt at different times during the story. Could this have happened in America?
Would anything be different if it happened here?

To help children understand the background of current black/white racial proble
use the following materials:

History of the American Negro, filmstrip/record
Ghettos of America, filmstrip/record
Lonnie's Day, film
Sweet Pea by Jill Krementz
Snow Day by Ezra Keats (primary)
Current newspaper and magazine articles

Hand to students or orally ask them to find an answer to a question about the
past. Samples are: Who invented television? When?

What was the Merrimac?
What was the name of the doctor
who delivered-you?

...Give -them overnight to -find the answer. The following day have them give. the .

answers they found. Then lead into a discussion of how they went about finding
the answers and what tools did they use Questions -like-like the following can be
explored: Where did yob get .the information? le what ways was language involved
in-reaching back into the past? What kinds of language did-you use?

Have them give samples of situations
back into the past for information.

which language is 'used to help man reach

The series, The BoUnds of Language, published by HOlt, Rinehart, and Winston, inc..,furnishes children with many opp rtunities to realize and appreciate the beautyof language. Although the series is listed along with standard reading texts,its approach is the approach of literature and is radically different from theusual reading text. The books are based 'on the premises-that 'language is learnedin the ear and that the sounds of sentences are more important in our languagethan the sounds of words. Much oral language is incorporated into the program.For a more complete description of .the philosophy of the series, consult the,backpages in any of the books' teachers' editions.

Each selection in the-books is accompanied with a-suggested learning sequence andcomments for the teacher from the author, Bill Martin Jr. This sequence involves

3 -i



many different language experiences such as picture and word analysis, choral
reading, storytelling, and creative writing. Enjoyment of language is one of the
prime goals of the series. These books are available in limited amounts from the
district warehouse.



To e erience tie impact e f conf1 i - and -od in 1 iteratpret

to explore the c nn- on between these and plot, setting,

theme, and characterization
_



Elementary .

junior High
Senior High

Read a story to the class.

1. List the important events and characters.

2. Assign each student an event or character.

3. The child then illustrates his event or character.

4. Put the series together in a class book.

=I=

One way to expose children to the rhythm of words is to share much rhythmic poetry

with them. Nursery rhymes are a good source of this kind of poetry. One example

follows:
One, two buckle my shoe.
Three, Four, open the door.

Five, six, pick up sticks.

Seven, eight, -LIN+ them straight.

Nine, ten, big fat'hen.

Begin by enjoying the -rhythm together. You may read or say the poem while

children listen. Experiment with different ways of using the rhyme for choral

reading. One way is for you or a group of children to chant the "one, two" and

another group complete the sentence, "buckle my shoe."

You.may want to have the children clap the rhythm of a line from the poem as:

One, two, buckle m,F shoe

clap clap clap clap

Which word had two syllables for one clap? When did the rhythm -of the line speed

up? On which words?

Have the children substitute words for "buckle" in line one.

One, two, my shoe.

rattle
hammer
paint
take off
scriggle

Try the new words in the sentence. Do they change the rhythm of the line? If

in what way? Does the new word sound as good as buckle? Is it a one, two or

three syllable word? Will two one -beat words equal one two-beat word as

"take off? ""



Read the below poem to the children. Discuss how the rhythm is influenced by
natural speech patterns. Have the children write poems following the same
basic pattern. Ask them to pay particular attention to the rhythm created by
syllables.and phrasing.

Lone Dog

I'm a lean dog, a keen dog, a wild dog, and lone;

?

-- Irene Rutherford McLeod
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leentary Junior High Senior High

Show the film Dream of Wild Horses. Discuss:
I. What was the fil317Jout?
2. How did it make you feel?
3. Were the horses afraid?
4. Was there a leader among the horses? Is it important to have a leader?

Was there more than one leader ? What happens if there is more than one
leader? Who or what determines the leader among animals or people?

Let the children listen to ballads and then discuss what messages the ba
are trying to convey. Ask if this is a form of communication, and how e
is it as a means of communication?

Possible selections: Battle oaf New Orleans, Johny Horton
Ballad of Davy Crocket, Fess Parker
Ode to Billy -Joe, Bobby Gentry

ads
ect i ve

Read a poem such. as "Mice" by Rose Fyleman to the class. Discuss, the points the
poet brings out about mice. Are they good things? Does she think so? Does she
want you to think so? What are your feelings? You may want to read another
poem about mice in which the poet expresses a different attitude toward mice.
Discuss this poet's comments on the subject. Are they positive or negative in
nature? What does he .suggest -to you, the reader? Well, are mice nice or not?

This may lead into an individual or group project in which children choose a
topic and collect poems or stories about the subject in which the poets or
authors display different perceptions related to the topic. These they could
nut together into a type of booklet for the class library or to be presented
orally to the class.

Mice

I think mice

1.4-24,&01

441

--Rose Fyleman
* *

5-1



After reading a poem to the class, have various children role-play words or
portions of the.poem as they talk about the meanings of the poet. An example
a poem that lends itself well to this-type of activity follows:

Cat

The black cat yawns,

Mary Britton Miller

You may wish to have one of the students bring a cat to school so that they can
the desCriptons of the poet to the actions of a real cat. Questions..

related to-their own -cat observations should also be asked as they discuss the
observations made bythe poet. Allow several 'children to interpret-any one phrase
from the poem before moving to another. Ask-them haw they know that a.Cat movesthat way. Have children react to the various interpretations.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Using a story created by the class or from a library book, have the children draw
scenery and make puppet characters, or use stuffed animals. Using a slide-camera,
take sequence-by-sequence shots of the story. Tape the children's dialogue to
follow the slide sequence. (See Resources Section for EEE Tape-Slide #1.)

Read o
follow

ally to the class Jonathan Lifir-111.011. by Richard Bach. Discuss the.n--
ng questions:

How was Jonathan different?
Why was he different?
Do you think the author was really talking about more than a seagull
when he was talking about Jonathan?
Are some people like Jonathan?.
Are people who are different treated like Jonathan was tr a ed?

*

The painter-as-artist offers an excellent introduction to the writer -as -ar
Following are some good examples:

At the Race Course by Edgar Degas (no. 16-1)
Two Horses by Hans Erni (no. 22-1)
Three HorSes, (no. 4434)
Th-Blue Horse by Franz Marc (44-1)
The Red Horses (44-2)
Ch -argues by Denes De Holesh (no. 7-1)

Discuss one print at a time:
How does this picture make you feel?
What has the artist done to make you feel this way?' (Examples:
color, line, softness, boldness.)
What title would you give this picture?

After discussing several prints, you may want to compare the artists' methods,
which ones the students responded to, and why. To encourage the children to
become sensitive to the work of individual artists, set out several prints and
have the children try to identify the works of "their" artist.

One could select many art prints with similar topics- -clown prints, seasonal
prints, flower prints, face studies--and achieve the same expectation.

* 6



Introduce picture writing through the use of a book on cave man art or Indian
picture writing. These are available in elementary libraries. Have children
attempt to interpret or read projected messages that you have written using
original Indian picture symbols. These can be projected through the use of
transparencies or opaque projection.

Discuss such things as What can the author tell you through pictures? Is
anything important left out? If so, what? Why wasn't it included? What kinds
of things can be told through pictures?

Have children write messages using original Indian picture symbols. These can
be displayed or presented orally to the class. You may want to have children
develop their own picture symbols which they then use to write brief messages.
These can then be presented to the class and they in turn can attempt to inter-
pret the message.

Discussion of picture writing as a form of thought extension can take place
during the above activities.

Project an ad in which the picture used plays a large part in preienting a
message to the reader. Have the children read the picture in order to interpret
the message. You may want to block out the words so that they are only
reacting to the picture. Discuss what it is that the artist or photographer
trying to convey to the reader. Allow for many interpretations. Discussion
could center not only on the power of pictures to convey a message, but also
their ability to stir the reader to action.

Have children collect ad pictures which illustrate the use of pictures to
convey a message. Students can present their picture ads to the class and nter-
pret them. You may want to have older children collect or draw a picture which
they in turn use to project a specific message.

Discuss how symbols are a form of visual code. Have the children collect pictures
of visual codes- from magazines and newspapers. Have each child make a symbol

anothernother child in-the room. Collect the syMbols and haVe the class guess
which person is being symbolized.

Person: John

Symbol: If GUM 0

Reason: He is always chewing gum

* *



Divide the class into two teams. The children alternate in supplying responses

to stimuli
sentences. A child from the first team begins a sentence such as

"A dog is like..." which a child from the second group completes. Then another

child from the second
team begins a sentence such as "A car is

like..." and a

child from the first team responds.
With

young children,
accept any

reasonable response. You may want to have the

child comment on how o$ in what way one thing or object is like
another. This

game works well with
other forms of

comparisons such as metaphors as well.Discuss the similarity between people and animals,
particularly dogs. Have

the children bring in magazine pictures of people.
Have them match the people

with animal pictures and write
a comparison.

Comparisons might be made between

people's moods and
animals. For example an angry

person might be like a mad

cobra. A sad
person might be like a hyena. The children could write animal

similies, comparing man with the animals.

* * *Discuss ways in which animal names are
sometimes used to describe a person. For

example, we might
say she is as meek as a mouse or he is as sly as a fox.

Discuss what a lion
person might be like.

What would a hippo
person be like?

Have the
children compare

themselves to an animal, telling why they think that

animal would symbolize them well.

Have the children compare themselves to a
common object. For example, have the

child compare himself to a chair,
indicating points of

similarity and
difference.

The children could write stories in which the chair became animated and their

bodies turned to wood. They could trace the
now-human activities of a chair as

it attempts to live the normal life of a 9-year-old boy. It might have unique

problems, such as how would it ride a bicycle to school and what would it sit on?* * *Have the children compare two
basically different

environments, noting the

similarities. For example, you might ask what in the ocean is like a forest,

or what in the
country is like a row of

skyscrapers. The children could use

these
comparisons to create the imagery in a story. For example, they might

describe an underwater
journey,

describing their swim past a
skyscraper of coral

and their fight through a dense
forest of kelp.

The writing of
mathematical formulas could be adapted to the writin

or other forms of creative writing. The children could write formu

of related images which create a mood
as illustrated

below:

thunder

I_Ar221212L1_A winter storm

of poetry
s consisting



The formulas could also be written in the form of a literary riddle:

runaway rabbit
gpldenwatch

inAlice n Wonderland

(From a publication of The National Council of Teachers of English.)

* *

Begin the activity by reading a poem which uses imagery. Many excellent examples
are available in the books, The Sound of Poetry by Mary C. Austin and Queenie B.
Mills, Let's Enjoy Poets by Rosalind Hughes, and The Readio of Poeta by
William Sheldon, Nellie Lyons, and Polly Rouault. An example of picture-
language poetry is:

Fuzzy Wuzzy, creepy crawly

64e

-- Lillian Schultz Vanada

After reading the poem, ask the children which words make pictures in their
minds. Which words let you see what the caterpillar looks like? _Which words
let you see how he moves? Which words let you see how the butterfly moves? You
may want to have children draw the animals from the descriptions.

At this point you may want to have the children-role-play a caterpil lar's. move-
ments. A blitterfly's movements.

Allow children to dictate or write their own picture - language poems. These
should be shared with classmates its some form.

*

Use the book, the Sun is a Golden Earring t0 introduce the children to the use
of personification. This book consists of poems written by ancient peoples that
explain natural phenomena. (The sun is a golden earring, worn by a beautiful
woman.) Ask the children to pretend they are an ancient tribe attempting to
explain Nature. Have them make up their own personifications to explain such
things as the sun, clouds, and thunder.



After reading a poem like "Cat" by Mary Britton
Miller, in which the emphasis is

on the
description of movements or actions,

discuss the action words used by the

poet (yawns,
stretches, arches, pads). Do they

create pictures in the minds of

the listeners? Are they good words to use in
describing the movements or actions

of a cat?
How would the poet know what kinds of actions a cat

performs?Suggest that the children might like to write action poems about some animal

or object which they know well. Living subjects seem to be
most effective.

You may wish to bring in some animals that the children may observe such as

fish, a canary, or a kitten.
Children may also want to write about the actions

of some pet they have at home.
Encourage them to write during or immediately

after they have observed
the animal's

actions because the most vivid
descriptions

seem to result from
onethe-spot recording. Younger children who are not yet

adept at writing can dictate their poems to older children, to the teacher, or

record them on a tape
recorder.

Lat.L:' children can read or play the tape of their poems to
classmates. They in

turn may wish to role-play the actions from the student written poems as they

discuss them.

Cat

The black cat yawns,

4 A
et,

-- Mary Britton
Miller
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A good way to introduce children to similies is through reading poetry. Talkabout the image that the use of the simile supplies them. Examples of poemswhich might be used follow:

Titer -Gat Tim

Timothy Tim was a, very small cat

-- Edith Chase

Sample questions: Describe Tim. How big is he? What does "like a tige
tell us? What could we say instead of "like a tiger?"
Which way of describing him do you like better? Why?
Do all cats look like tigers? How do they look? Have
the children use the pattern, "like a ..." to describe
other cats they have known.

The Cock Again

The cock again

Kikaku

Sample questions: What is a cock? What is the rooster doing? How does
Kikaku describe the fighting? How does a lion fight?
Does the "like a lion" help us to see how the cock is
fighting? What does it tell us? What is a mane on a
lion? What would the mane be on the cock? How else
might the cock fight? Have the children experiment
with a change in the simile as "like a slug" or "like
a bull dog." You may want to have the children role-
play the simile.

Motor Gars

From a city window, 'way up high,

Rowena Bennett



Sample questions: What do the cars look like to the poet? Why do they
seem like that to her? What are the different things
that she has watched the cars do? You may want to
have children role-play the car's actions (slowly
crawl, huddle close, grope their way). What things
do cars have that remind the poet of a beetle? (Hums
and drones, lights, muddy tracks.) Have you-ever
thought that cars looked like other things? What
other things? What did the car haVe or do that
reminded you of the other object?

Encourage children to write about the things around them through the use of the
simile. They may dictate or write a simple sentence or a more elaborate poem
as the one above. (My cat is like a big gray mouse,)

* *
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v1 Elementary Junior High Senior High

Assign one or two students daily to be "newscasters". They should bring in
articles of news items and be encouraged to give their personal opinions on
several articles.

Have a high school language class or foreign speakers tape a dialog in a
language other than English. .Choose a script that relies on emotion to carry
part of the message. Play the tape for the class and ask them to listen to
attempt to interpret what is happening. Discussion of the pesible setting for
the dialog can then be held. Examples of kinds of dialogs that might be used are:
an argument between two people, children playing a game involving excitement
and joy, someone pleading for help or reacting to some emergency.

Discussion questions. might include: What can .you tell from the tape? What do
you think is happening? .How do you know? Do you understand. everything? Why
not? How could you increase your understanding? What serves as clues to your
guesses?

Have children give examples of voice or tone clues they have discovered and
reacted to in their relationships with others. They may want to role-play
situations in which voice and-tone play an important part in sending a message.

* * *

Discuss the idiom as a form of American code. Ask the children for examples of
idioms (he lost his head, she got carried away, etc.). Discuss how a person
just learning the language might react to these. Give some examples of idioms
from foreign countries. Some examples are listed below. ASk the children what
the intended meaning might be They could develop cartoons for idiomatic
expressions. For example, the expression "I lost my head," might be illustrated
as below:

John: I lost my head.
Carl: Why don't you try the lost and found

or
I don't see any cracks could it hive come off?

L.017-511117---

Spanish Idioms:

Aqui hay gato evic rrado = There is a cat locked up here.
(I smell a rat.)

Agarrarlo con las manos en la masa = They seized him with his hands in the
corn.

(They caught him red-handed.)
Buscar tres pies al gato =.To look for_to the cat.

(Looking for trouble.)

7 -1
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

You may want to visit various locations to discover and describe the "Sound
Setting." Good possibilities to visit are the docks on a week day, the zoo,
the train station, the airport, a department store, or a farm.

Tapes of these locales could be used instead of Y-le actual trip thus eliminating
information from other sense organs. The children,could then be asked to listen
to the tape, try to identify the location, and to detect the various sounds and
identify them. They also may attempt to describe the sounds which they hear.
You may want to have children write Stories based on a sound tape they have heard
or you may encourage children to make tapes of "Sound Settings" to be played
for their classmates.

0.1

Give the children a list of the following types of words and have them write as
many situations in which they might hear the sounds as they can think Of: whoo,
tap, creak, Jingle, snap.

A complementary activity might be to give them a list of situations and have them
list all the sounds they might hear in that situation: stable, restaurant. This
activity could be followed up by a sensory recording session in which the class
goes to a particular area and records all the sounds they hear. A composite
class list could be made and descriptions or stories written. This could be
used as an activity with any of the other four senses.

Establish a situation in which something is being communicated, e.g., Father
clears his throat to warn child that he is talking too much. Have the children
build a communication chain using the below outline.

Sender
Father

MI1LM
Quiet

By_Meahsof
lers

throat

Receiver's Sense
Ears

Receiver
Child

Have the children develop similar situations and outline communication chains.
Discuss ways in which the chain might get blocked. Read "Paul Revere's Ride."
Discuss the communication chain and how it might have been broken.

8
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

To give the children concrete, physical examples of context and historical bac
grounds, the following study prints may be used:

Pioneer Days
The West
Life in the New Nation
The New Nation Moves Wes t

Show to the children prints in which a similar object or scene is painted by
different artists (horses in Picasso's Guernica, Blue Horses by Marc, cave
paintings, Egyptian wall paintings). Discuss the mood of each painting and thedevices which the artist uses to convey this mood.

A similar exercise could be developed with musics Choose pieces which use asimilar theme (spring, a story, war). Discuss the different ways in which the
composers or musicians view and recreate the theme. Poetry could also be used
in the above way.

Any of the above exercises could be used to motivate student projects. Childrencould draw pictures and write poetry on a similar theme and their creations couldbe used to motivate discussion of the differences in perception.

*

Cut movie ads out of the paper, selecting those that contain partial quotations("truly outstanding..." -- Judith Grist). Discuss what impression this state-ment makes upon the reader. Does he want to see the movie? Discuss how his
opinion might change if he had more information. Have the children contribute
possible extended quotations for the movie. ("This is a truly outstanding pieceof garbage.") How do their extensions change the meaning of the statement? Whateffect would the extension have on the reader? What might his reaction be?

Read the poem, "The Blind Men and the Elephant," in Book 3 of New -rections inEnglish, page 9. Discuss reasons for differences in perception. Show the childrena picture of an animal such as a platypus. Discuss how the unsighted men mightdescribe that animal. The children could rewrite the poem, changing the title
and the reactions of the unsighted men to fit the change in animal. You may
want to discuss how tne unsighted men could have overcome their narrow interpre-tations of the elephant. They could illustrate the new animal as described by
the unsighted men. (Some sightless people are offended by the term, "blind.")

* * *



Have the children collect comic strips that show intense emotion or action.
Discuss the way in which the cartoonist conveys this emotion in the dialog.
How do people convey emotion in the way they talk and in word usage? Have the
children make up an inappropriate dialog for a comic. For example, Dondi is
being chased through the woods by 3,000 screaming wombats. The child writes
a dialog in which Dondi is thinking about going to the store for his mother.

Discuss situations in which we are attuned to a certain type of stimuli. For
example, we might notice people's noses when we are on the way to a plastic
surgeon or when someone as just told us we have a big nose. Have children
brainstorm situations in which they might notice the following:

fingernails
rocking of a boat
fillings in a person's mouth
smog

Discuss situations in which we tune out
a person driving to work may not notice
smog or a kid may not -.even: notice that
reasons for this.

9-2

certain kinds of stimuli. For example,
that` he is driving in a blanket of
the teacher is talking. Discuss possible
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show the film, The Happy Owls. Discuss with the class the values of the owls.
How did their values make them happy when everyone else was unhappy?

Have the class save editorials out of the newspapers for week. As a class
or in small groups go through the editorials to see what value,judgmen4-s the
author has made.

Read then poem "Let's Be Enemies" by Janice Udry, or some other poem or story
that involves friends becoming enemies. Discuss changes in friendships. Havethe children give examples of people who have been friends at times, enemies at
others, then friends again. As the discussion develops, the following questionsmight come up: Why do we change our minds about people around us? Does theperson change? In what way? Is it something about us that changes? Whathappens? How do we feel about them when they are our enemy? When they are ourfriend?

Using sisters and brothers as a topic for the above activity works well also
since children have ever!-Changing perceptions of relatives.-

Let's Be Enemies

.James used to be my friend.

anice May Udry



After.studying a .food familiar to children, you might want to try a similar
activity with a completely new food, for-example, caviar. -Tell--the class that
the purpose is to explore people's reactions to -something unfamiliar to them.
Have them explore the food for taste, smell,_feel, and sight. Ask. that they
note characteriStics on. paper. Also have them note individual reactions to
-the-food and try to pinpoint-their reasons for rejection or approval. ls it based
on sense information? Are there any other bases for reactions? (Possible
reasons: knowledge of source, others' feelings- or reactions, taste habits, time
of day and fullness.) CoMpare the reactions with the reactions to the familiar
food they have tested,

Have children think of something, maybe food, that they used to dislike, but now
enjoy. As they suggest things, discuss why they have changed their minds. Had
the thing changed or had they? What caused the change?

Have children think of some fear they used to have, but no longer have. With
young children such things as fear of the dark, of specific animals, or of
certain situations are still vivid in their minds. Have them explore questions
of fear. What caused you to be afraid of this thing? How did you overcome your
fear? Why are you no longer afraid of the thing? How do you feel about it now?
Why the change? Did the thing change or did you? Are all people afraid of this
thing? Why aren't we all afraid of the same things?

You may want to survey -the class for common fears.- These can then be explored
further to-speculate on why they are common -fears. What-are-soMe ways of over-
Coming fears? What should our reactions be to our fears?' To others' fears?

Have children discuss and study their reactions to adults Be specific in the
topic. For example, parents at different times, or teachers io different
situations, the manager of the apartment building where they live, of the life
guard at the pool. Questions such as the following might be investigated: How
do you Feel about your mother when she sends you.to bed before you see the TV
program you wanted to see? When she lets you goto the movie with friends?
When she does somethino special with you. When you surprise her with a Mother's
Day gift? Why do your feelings change? Is your mother someone new? Are you
different in some way? In what way has the situation or relationship changed?
How do you react? How do your reactions change from time to time? Can you
explain why?

You may want to have children role-play their changes An perception-and atti udeS.
as- .stated above.- .This:kind-of discusSion also leads into:somepossibilities- for
writing projects related to adults and children's .reactions to them.



"Perception is not a photographic but a highly individual process...and the
response of individuals may reflect personal interests, characteristics, and
past experience."

J.W. Creber, Sense and Sensitivit

Discuss -the word "table." If we were all to show a phot o-graph of what each of
us means by "table," would the 'photographs be identical? What in our experience,
accounts for our differing perceptions of even so common an object as a table?
In a senior high text by Harcourt BraceJovanovich, words for-which- we-all see
the same thing are recorded in our brains' "D" circuits (denotation).

. Words that
each of us thinks-of uniqUely because of past experiences .are- recorded in our
brain as "C" circuits (connotation).

Kids can understand better how value judgments are autobiographical if they
first understand how our private understandings of words are autobiographical.

Kids can draw "C" and "D" circuit cartoons for various words such as the
following.



Have the children collect interesting letters to the editor from the newspaper.
Establish criteria with the children for evaluating the letters. Choose a topic
and divide the class into groups, asking each group to brainstorm for ideas and
develop their own letter. Dear Abby type letters could be developed in a similar
way.
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I_ Elementary
Junior High

Senior High

Write a list efkbrand names on the board that are named according to characteristics of the product (examples: Ivy-Dry = a cure for poison ivy, Breeze Boxelectric fan, Frigidaire = cold air). Have the children guess the identity ofthe product. They could collect their own samples of appropriate names frommagazines and newspapers. Have the children suggest some inappropriate namesfor products (examples: No-Goal Basketballs or Slipping Hiking Boots). Thiscould be extended into a lesson on good and bad names for people or animals.Discuss the connotation of various names. What would be some bad names? Whatwould be a good name for an elephant in a T.V. series? What would be a badname? The children could make up cartoons like the one illustrated below,showing the effect of naming.

t)04.10r,l) FAIN& !
The book, Ounce,_ Dice, Trice, is an excellent

resource for this activity,
* * *



informthe class that some startling news has just been revealed -by modern
medical science. Doctors have discovered that pickles can produce death. Pass
out a sheet similar to the following and allow the children to read the evidence:

PICKLES CAN KILL

A recent study by scientists has revealed the terrible truth.
Pickles can kill. Are yon taking your life into your hand everytime
you shove one of the sour delicacies between your teeth? Read the
evidence and discover for yourself:

.--99% of all people killed in plane wrecks have eaten pickles.

...100% of all people who have eaten pickles will eventually
develop wrinkled skin, brittle bones, and get white hair
and will die.

.97% of all people who have died from cancer have eaten
pickles.

.982 of all people involved in fatal auto wrecks have eaten
pickles.

Have the children choose.a pet hate and develop evidence in-a similar way. Stress
the fact that all evidence has to be true or as cloSe as possible. They cannot
make up phony-sounding evidence.-
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

The follo4ing are examples from Koch 's book. Exaggeration and understatement
are the key. Everything the child creates is acceptable, exciting and good.
It is especially motivating to read children's examples before they begin.

FORMAT-Examples: I .used-to be
But now I

I am

I am
and -e

Kenneth Koch,
Wishes ILies and Dreams
AvailableAn ESC Library

Examples from children six years old:

I used to be a cherry bomb
I am purple

But now I am pepperoni.
I like circles.

I used to be aflag
But no0 1 am-aipickle.

I used to be a zoo
But now I am a zizzer-zaz -zoo.

I used to be a baby
But now I am a paper

I used to be water
But now I'm grape lui e.

I am green grass
I feel like I am strong.

12

*

I am, I am, I am
a great salmon.

And I feel like I am
going zigley zigley.



Write several unusual food names` on the board. Good choices might include
Baked Alaska, Pigs in Blankets. Let the children guess what each food item
might be. Discuss how they were named. Ask the children for new name suggestions
that might be used for some of the following: Mashed potato and gravy (piled
clouds with mud sauce), bubble gum (sugared rubber). Have the children make
a list of disguised foods. Allow time for sharing of the lists and let the
children guess the identity of the foods. A fun extension might be to have the
children prepare simple food at home such as carrot sticks. He would write a
disguised name for each of his items and give each member of the class a choice.
For example, someone might choose a "puffy cricket" (one Rice Crisple).

*

Supply children with riddles about rhyming_ words. They answer the riddles by
supplying the words that rhyme. Examples follow4

What is a word that rhymes with log and is an animal? LIR
What is a word that rhymes with fun and means to move fast?

After you have given the children several riddles, allow them to create riddles
of their own. You may want to set up a rhyming riddle bulletin board where
children can place their new riddles as they invent them.

At this time you may want to read poems in which rhyme is a key ingredient. The
poem, "Jamboree" is especially good to use as an accompaniment to the rhyming

game above. The book, Poems Children Will Sit Still For, includes "Jamboree"
and other rhyming poems. It can be purchased through the Scholastic Book Club.

Jambotee

A rhyme for ham? Jam.

Have the children write a conversation between two people who really aren't too
_fond of each other. After each person speaks, write in parentheses what that
Person is really thinking:

Harry: My, t'sAood-ito see you. (What luck, I couldn't avoid him.
Herman: You're looking well. Looklat-.that flabl)

Discuss situations in which people don't really-say what they mean. Why do they
cover up? Discuss euphemisms. Have the- children write contrasting sentences
using euphemisms and the more polite forms:



She is a slender girl.
vs.

She is a skinny girl.

Euphemism Meaning

blessed event birth
meeting one's Maker dying
gathered to one's reward dead
touched in the head insane
mental reservation lie
under the weather ill or drunk
financially embarrassed without money
strategic withdrawal retreat
senior citizens old people
culturally disadvantaged people poor people

As an introduction to the writing of-tall tales, have the children w ite-
exaggerationS. Discuss the use .of- exaggerations in .speech. Compose some examples
as a class such as the following:

She was so thin that...her mother used to use her as a sewing needle.
His mouth was open so wide that...a bear thought it was a cave and

hibernated for the winter.
or

...the dentist found a bat hanging from a back molar.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Have children bring objects to classify by touch. The labels for groups may or
may not be developed before the children begin collecting. Examples of labels
might be Smooth Things, Slippery Things, Rough Things, Hard Things, Soft Things,
Tickly Things. Be sure that children have ample time to explore and discuss the
objects and the touch discoveries they have made. As new words are used to
describe touch sensations, a list or chart of touch words might be developed.
The objects- are then grouped under an appropriate label.

. .

Describe as many settings as you can think of in which you might encounter tie
following: stale air, dust, popcorn, gasoline. Choose one word and form a
chain of association. For example, what does popcorn make you think of (movies,
skiing, cold nights, etc.)? Choose one of the associations and extend as below.

popcorn) movies - -) King Kong--) beautiful blond lady - -b mother*

Use this chain as-the basis for a poem or a creative story.

* *

You might want to introduce the topic through displaying a small tool kit with
the question, "In what ways is your body like a tool kit?" After children have
had ample time to think about the question and formulate answers, a discussion
of the body as a tool kit can take place. Questions might be What are some
of the body's tools or tool parts? How are body tools different from tools in
the kit? In what ways are they better? Not as good?

A large drawing of the body may be drawn on tagboard for display. You might even
want to cut it into Puzzle parts which would fit together along tool lines to
form the complete body. As body parts or tools are identified and discussed,
the pieces of the puzzle can be fit together forming the whole. Emphasis would
be on identification and function of the t.1s. Possible tools are eyes, ears,
tongue, brain, teeth, fingers, hands, toes, legs, arms. The display can be
expanded through the use of growing lists of uses of these various tools. These
may be in the form of pictures or words.

* *

Select animals with which children are familiar. These might include dogs, cats,
rabbits, mice, birds, fish. Have children identify specific tools of each
animal and make comparisons between the animal and others. Questions as: Is

there any special tool he has that we don't? How are his tools different? Are
there tools which we have that he doesn't? What things does this allow us to
do that he can't?

Younger children can investigate one animal through the use of a book or a film.
Discussion of the animal's tools and their uses can then develop. Having the
real animal in the room is the most valuable source of additional information.

13 -1



Display examples of tools that serve as body extensions. You may want to ask
children to bring in samples. Although the real things are always more exciting,
pictures or drawings will have to serve in many cases. Allow children to explore
the extensions, experiment with their use, and group them in various ways. Anobvious way would be by the part of the body that they extend. Examples are
megaphone, tape recorder, periscope, wrench, needle, hammer, pencil, window
pole, stilts, car, horse, words, sounds.

Discussions can center around questions like the following: Are these thingsalike in any way? How are they different? If you had to group them, how wouldyou do it? Do some things fit in more than one group? Why did man invent
extensions? Aren't living tools enough? In what way does this specific toolextend man's body? Why is it used?

*

Ask the class for names of as many competitive sports as they can think of. Whenthe board is full, ask the children to make up some combination names. What
would a combination of ping pong and base ball be called? (base pang ball?)
How might the game be played? Divide the class into groups. Have each group
brainstorm several new combination games and choose their favorite. Have themwrite rules and practice a pantomime of their game.

Example: BOX PICKLE

A combination of the sport of boxing and the game of Pickle.

Object of the game: Try to throw a pitched pickle as far
as you can and box with the first baseman for position on the
base. To score a point, you must run to first and run home
without being tagged by the pickle. Upon returning home, you
must box with the catcher for possession of home.

Rules: Don't eat the pickle and no. ur expressions.

Tape a series of sounds made by objects familiar to children. Include a varietyof sounds made by humans, other animals,- machines, nature. Play the soundsfor the class. Have them.litt.the sounds that they heard. (You may want to-play the tape more than once.) From the list that the class has made, haVe kids
group the sounds in various ways. Some- possibilities might be: AniMal Sounds;Human Sounds, Sounds of Nature, Soothing Sounds, Frightening Sounds, Sounds ofMachines.
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Discuss the relativity of some labels and their frame of reference. For example,

if I say King Kong is small, I might mean he is small in comparison to
Have the children complete similar exercises such as the

sample below:Metal is softer than
The Empire State Building

smaller than
Discuss ways in which

comparisons clarify labels. The children might write
riddle poems like the below:

GIGANTIC THINGS TO ME

snow flakes
dust balls
fleas

pebbles
Who am I?

.a germ!

DiscuSs the problems involved in using absolute labels such as "She is
ugly',4.', or

"I hate math."

Give children
many opportunities

to-compare things in their surroundings. These
comparisons allow children to form criteria for

classification. Start by com-

paring two things; later you may want to have children
compare more than two

objects. In these comparisons emphasize both common and differing features.

When comparing objects it is best to have the
actual things being compared on

hand. This is especially important for younger children. Moffett suggests that

the best
comparisons are made about

things which are familiar and important to

the children.
Classroom pets are especially good for this activity. Types of

discussion Questions follow: How is Cuddles
like Sport? Do they both have hair?

Fur? In what ways are they
different? Are their ears the same size? Shape? In

what ways are they alike? Different?
Have the children list or the teacher may list likenesses or differences on the
board as the following:

Eikenesse

Both have hair
Both have two ears
Both move on four paws

Differences

Cuddles is white; Sport is black
Cuddles has .long, thin ears butSport has short, tiny ears

Divide the class into small groups. Give each group pictures of objects that
have both common and differing features. Establish a time limit such as 5-10
minutes. In the given time, each group is to make two lists, one of common
features and one of differing features of the objects on their card.

After time

has been called, have the groups
present their lists to the class.

Transparencies

work well for this. CoMpare the lists of the various
groups. Discuss the

differences and
inconsistencies. Allow children to challenge the items listed

on each
others' lists. An example follows:



A card could contain pictures of objects such as car, rowboat, airplane,
train, camel. Children may produce lists- as the following:

Common Features

forms of transportation
things man uses
things with moving pa

Differences

some alive, others not
some man made, others not
some move in water, others on

land, others in air
made of different materials.

If available, use the Attribute Games Serie of "Creature Cards" to illustrate
classifying. If not available, it is possible to make.up your own set using
the below as a sample:

These are Snoples:

These are not Snoples:

Which of these-are Snoples?

The children could then make up their own cards.

Have children collect_pictures of a particular species of animal such as pictures
of dogs. -After the pictures have been collected have-the children group the dogs
in various ways. Some possible criteria might be by size shape, coloring,
breed. Discuss the common characteristics which-all dogs possess. Have children
think up appropriate labels for the groups which they create.

* * *

Write a list of animals on the board. Have the children suggest several ways of
classifying the list. Discuss useful ways of classifying. Ask the children to
clessifY\the animals in a way that might be useful to a zoo collector; a pelt
hunter; a'lla:_ive; another animal. Compare the groupings and discuss the reasons
behind variations in them.

Have the chrldren'li t things that they might classify in the following ways:

1. According
2. According
3. According

According
5. ,Ac6pr-ding

to f6Tiction (body parts, car parts)
to apPearance (people clothes)
to per's6-0,p1. likes and dislikes (food)
to physical, characteristics (races, animal
to size e) -

groups)



Discuss the need for some system for organizing the classroom library with the
children. Have them suggest various ways that the books could be grouped for
Bach in locating and returning materials. As a class, develop various labels
for the groupings. Study the various books and place them in the correct
classes. Class members may write the group labels on tagboard and place in
appropriate areas. Books might be organized under labels such as: Animals,
Plants, Poetry, Adventure Stories, Science. You will want to have the children
key the individual books in some way so that they can easily be returned to the
correct area. Colored masking tape on the end is one possibility.

* *

The children could be asked to keep a day's diary. This would include all the
important experiences that happen to them in one day. They could then take
the lists and find a consistent way of classifying the day's events. Methods
of classifying experiences could-then be compared. Encourage kids to take the
list and reclassify the events in different ways.

The following are suggestions for developing. card games which have as their
basis classification of words by structure or meaning. These games can be
developed by teachers-or by children themselves, especially by intermediate
children for primary children.

Develop a pack of cards, each card containing a picture of an object.
Children are dealt five cards apiece. The remaining- cards are drawn
from the center pile as children take turns. They draw the number of
cards they have laid down. Children form families based on matched
rhyming patterns. They may lay cards down by families of three or more.
Once a family is laid down, any child can lay down a single card .that
matches the family. One point is given for each card laid clOwn. The
chid with the most points wins the game. Rules may be varied if
desired. Examples follow:

Cat Mat Rat Tree Bee Sea Tray Play Clay

2. The above game could be varied by supplying older children with cards
using words instead of pictures. The game is played as above, but
-children must read the word, listen to the sound, and match rhyming
sounds. Include words that use different letter patterns to make the
same sounds as those below:

blue beat light
flew meet kite
two complete recite

Develop a padk of cards, each-card containing a.wcird which May be used-as
a synonym for another word.- Children combine-cards into pairs of synonyms.
Children are dealt five cards at the beginningof the game. The remaining
cards are plaCed in the center pile. Children may .only iey pairs down at
their turn. They rotate and draw one card froM the center pile each turn.
If they.lay cards .down,. they may draw replacement cards. The game ends when
all cards are 'drawn and-no child is able -to lay cards down.

. The winner 4s
the player with the most pairs.-- Examples- follow:

big-large small-puny

11=5-

thin-skinny



The above game can also be played, but substituting antonyms or homonymsfor the synonym cards. Examples follow:

black-white
dark-light
big-small
up-down

or

beet-heat
l-eye
know-no
son-sun

Develop cards with words or pictures whose names vary in the number ofsyllables. Children build ladders by classifying words as one, two, or threesyllable words. Children are dealt five cards apiece at the beginning of thegame. They may lay one card down at each turn and replace it by drawing acard from the center pile. Any card can be challenged by another player ifhe thinks it has been placed incorrectly. If the challenger is correct,the card is given to him to be placed on one of his ladders. The game endswhen all cards have been placed on a ladder. One point is given for eachcard correctly placed. The player with the most points wins the game.

Series of cards are made up'of pictures of words with long vowel combinations,or the words themselves may be used. Children can build families based onat least three cards containing the vowel sound or made up of letter combina-tions. The rules for the game can be the same or similar to those of theprevious games. Add your own variations. Example cards follow:

Sy _Sound
Icy Letter Combination

cape
cave
stay

rain
train
raise

Sets of cards could be developed to work with short vowel sounds orcombinations such as ou, ow, oy, oi. Blends could also be used as a basisfor a card pack.

Have the children write definitions that use the words, "except there's more ofit. For example, a mountain is like a hill ...except there's more of it. A lionis tike a cat...except there's more of it. The formula could be changed by addingor changing words. For example, a straw pile is like some ladies' heir...exceptit's more beautiful.

(Suggestion a publication of The National Council of Te chers of English.)
*

Write a list of antonyms on the board. Ask the chi dren o choose about fivepairs and give examples of things that might be described by using an antonym-pair. For example, hard-softness might describe a strict mother. Calm-nervousnessmight describe a girl on her first date. Shakespeare, in Macbeth, describeda situation as "Oh joyful trouble'"
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Comparisons provide a channel through which to teach the writing of sinillies.
Give the children two things to compare and have them brainstorm for all of the
possibilities. For example, a drinking straw is like what animal, or a marsh-
mallow is like what animal? The comparisons could be reversed. What object in
the kitchen is like a shark? Comparisons between natural events and events in a
child's life could also be made by older children. For example, when was your
life like a terrible storm? When was it like a waterfall? Have the children
give reasons for their comparisons. A format suggested by the English Coordinator
is:

is like because they both

If children have difficulty starting, you can give some leads:

Ice cream is like because they both
My_ cat Missy_ is as soft as because they both feel

The use of concrete objects in the room helps the children actually experience
the similarities with their senses.

Ask the children when their birthdays are. As they give you the dates,list them
on.the chalkboard-in random order. Read the birth dates after they have all
been listed. Ask the children if they can think of a way or ways in which the
birthdays could be grouped. They may suggest that they be grouped by month,
days of the month, season, or by boys and girls. You may want to try more than
one way. -Thiscould be done by placing the birthdays on cards so that they
could easily be shifted from one grouping to another.

Introduce the calendar as one way of grouping days. Relate this to the birth
dates of the children. They may suggest this on their own as they talk
about grouping by month. Suggest that the class develop a birthday calendar on
which they indicate in some way the. birthday of each person in the class..
Display the calendar in the room and refer to it regularly to determine when
various children will celebrate their birthdays. A special activity may be
planned on those Aays in which the birthday children play a large part.

This is an especially good activity to plan at.the beginning of the year as it is
one other way to get acquainted and plan year - ong activities.

* S *

HaVe the children make up a calendar .of fantastic holidays. Ask them to think
of a title and possible events that-might-be held to celebrate the day.-

Possible:Holidays:
-Annual Toadstool' -Festival
Day-of-the Spotted -Newts
Gathering. of Petrified Forest Rangers
Paramecium Day
Homage to the Green Baboon
Festival of-the Marvelous Garbage_
The MassiVe Ironing of the Rhinoceros Wrinkles ay
Frozen Celery Day



Brainstorm a list on the board for further examples and then have each child be
responsible for one famous day. The children could write stories telling the
origin of their holidays. The child might be responsible for planning an actual
event to take place on his day.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Children can be asked to discover various shapes within objects. Any complex
object can serve as a topic for study. For example: A chair can be placed in
front of the class. The question is asked, "How many different shapes can you
see in this chair?" Children's responses are listed on the board as they are
given, shown, and explained. Children should be allowed.to describe the shapes
in their own words as "The legs are long, thin pipe shapes" or "There are small,
round button shapes on the back." The sizes of the shapts may also be explored
through comparisons and descriptive words. Children make many discoveries about
shapes as they explore objects and the relationships of the various shapes- in
forming the whole image. (It might be fun to use the human body as the topic
for the above activity.)

Discuss the process of perception:

object or force 4. sense organ.--41m brain (asso iations).---.6preaction

The children could build perception chains,rawing them in cartoon form. List
situations on the board and have them provide- the chain (possibly'representing
their own chain of perdeption ). See example below:

t

Bee on -r- Eyes and ears Association-
(Sting in Past)

Reaction
(Run)

Discuss the fact that perception can be affected by past experience or by things
that-are told to you. DiScuss the relative merits of perceptiont learned through
verbal and nonverbal means.

Fill a bottle with an odorous substance-(vanilia, perfume, etc.). Pass the
bottle around the room,- having each child smell the bottle and write a comment
on .a piece of paper Have the children read-their-comments. Discuss the reasons
for differences. Why were some comments of a positive nature and some negative?
What-roles do experience and 'association play in one's perceptiOn?.

* =

Divide the class into two groups of boys and girls. Appoint a secretary and a
captain For each group. The task of the boys' group is to make a list of smells
that they think girls like. The girls will make a boys' list. Read the lists,
allowing either group to argue and make changes. Discuss why the lists are
different. What aspects of a boy's life makes him develop positive or negative
attitudes towards things? How would a boy's development have to change in
order for him to like feminine things? As a follow-up have the boys make a
collage of things they think girls don't like. The girls could meve a similar
collage for the boys. Poems could also be written using the lists as a basis.



Make vanilla pudding and put it into a number of cups. Add food coloring so
that the pudding selection will include colors such as black, green, purple, and
pink. Include a few conventional colors such as brown and yellow. Let each
child select a pudding (enough containers should be provided so that each child
can choose either a conventional color or a strange color). Before eating his
pudding, he should write a description of how he thinks it will taste and why he
chose his particular color. Have him again describe the pudding after he eats
it. Read the description of the child that chooses a strange color and compare
it with a description of a conventional color. Discuss how color affects
perception. How would it feel to eat a breakfast of blue eggs, black bacon,
green orange juice, and magenta toast? How would black watermelon taste? Have
the children think of other things that Would be strange if seen in another
color (hair, makeup, trees).

Survey the class for foods most liked or disliked. From the list choose one for
further study. For example, spinach. Tell the class that the purpose of the
activity is to determine what it is about this food that makes it a "loser."
Divide the class into small groups as investigating teams. With older children
you may want to have each group investigate a different "loser." With younger
children, it is best for the total group to consider one food item. each group
is given a sample of the food along with necessary implements. Ask questions that
relate to the taste, looks, and smell of the food. Have children respond orally
or in writing. Expecially note findings, opinions, and characteristics that lead
to negative reactions. Examples might be:

Taste Looks Smell s

salty dirty green sea smell
tangy SIT .th dark green
grassy taste stringy watery

spongy rotting looking

If investigation is done in small groups, allow time for group reporting and
general discussion about group discoveries and possible conclusions. Try to get
children to explore their personal whys for liking or disliking the food. Does
it go beyond the sense information they have gathered? If so, can they give
reasons for their opinions?

On a warm cloudy day .have children go out and lie down on the grass. Have them
discover all the things they can see in the cleudS-.. You may want to circulate
and jot down the things that individual children See. -When back in the:class-
room,-write on the board or giVe orally the -list of 'student- responses. The
diScussion can center on questions such.as: What kinds of- things .did we .see?
Why didn't we- all-see the same things? loihy.do we-see the things we do? What
klnds of things might an-.Eskimb_child see. in the- clouds? : An African boy from
the jungle? How were you able to recognize.the things you.saw?



Use optical illusions to illustrate the role of the mind in interpreting sensory
information. Discuss why the brain is fooled and the role experience plays in
perception. Show pictures exhibiting perspective and discuss how the artist uses
his knowledge of perception to make the viewer interpret his drawing as being
three-dimensional. Have the children collect magazine pictures that visually
fool the viewer. (Animals that camouflage themselves could also be used to study
how man is fooled by "what he sees".)

*

Droodles provide excellent material for discussions on perception. Draw a
droodle on the board and ask the children to guess what it is. Discuss
differences in response.and why it is difficult for us to guess what a droodle
is. Allow the children to draw their own droodles and challenge the class.

Example:

An Eskimo
apartment house

Third grade New Directions _in English has good sections related to droodles.
These supply some good studen activities.

* *

Have children take rubbings from preselected surfaces in the room. Have each
child put his rubbings together in the form of an island, naming each area
according to its geologic make-up. Example follows:

Desert of
Humps

Pits of Scales

4F4 Forest of Holes

Mountains of Teeth

Lake of Letters

Compare the maps and discuss how the maps illustrate man's differences in per-'
--ception. He interprets sensory information according to viewpoint and past
experience. The children could write adventure stories that take place on their
island.

Have children make or give to children abstract paintings or ink blots. Have
them describe what they see or have them label the painting based on what they
think it is. The children can rotate the paintings so that they are given an
opportunity to react to the same ones. Compare the labels or descriptions that
individual children gave for the same painting or blot. Discuss why they did
not all see the same things or describe the paintings in the same way. In what
ways are their descriptions different?

*

14-3



Have the children lis t all the names they can think of to refer to one particular
object, for example a car. Some names for a car might be: a hotrod

a clunker
a Cougar
a Thunderbird
a buggy
a Valiant

Discuss the various names, the possible reasons for the name being applied to
a car, and the impressions it creates. Possible questions might be: What do
the various names tell you about the car? Do the names imply different things?
If so, what? What are some possible reasons for the invention and use of names?

Have the children collect names of particular objects. These can be product
names or descriptive names. You may want to divide the class into groups so that
each group can concentrate on a different object, or you may want to have
individuals choose their own thing to study. Ask them to collect names for the
objects and to formulate some theories on why the names were given to that
object. Some possible items to study might be: candy bars, bicycles, lipsticks,
soaps.

Cut out and mount pictures of three men. Give the pictures the following labels:
Janitor, Bank Manager, Doctor. Ask the children questions such as the following;
which men would be most likely to steal? Which man would be the most interested
in seeing a ballet? Rate the men in intelligence. After the children have
discusser! the men, tell them that you got the labels mixed up. Change them
around and ask if they wish to change their responses. Discuss why they answered
as they did and how the labels influenced their answers. This could lead into a
discussion of stereotypes. Have the children suggest labels which might be
stereotyped. Choose one and have the class write a paragraph describing the
thing which the stereotype describes (a teacher: strict, never swears, enjoys
work, etc.) Compare the descriptions and discuss how stereotypes might be
formed.
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Discuss or have children list names that they have been given or that thpy have
heard given -to others. -(George, Georgie, mommy's boy, kid, jerk, sweetheart,
dummy) ALTHOUGH THIS IS A TOUCHY AREA, IT CAN BE VERY FRUITFUL BECAUSE CHILDREN
HAVE STRONG-FEELINGS ABOUT NAMES AND THE-NAMING'PROCESS.

As children share their lists, encourage questions related to the function or
purpose of the name, the motivations of the name, the motivations of the name r,
and their reactions and feelings about names that come up during the discussion.
Why were specific names used for people? What were the circumstances surrounding
the naming? In what ways was age a factor in the choice of the name? What
might have been the motives of the "names "? What kinds of things can a name do
for a person? To a person? What are the advantages of having names? Disad-
vantages? Are there special names for kids their age? When members of the
class are themselves name-givers, what are their various purposes?

-u may want to extend the discussion by having children
names as the basis for a classifcation activity,. Have
under headings such as Personal-Names Names That Hurt
Feel-Good, Names For Little Kids.

use their lists of
hem group the names
Names That Make You

Below is an example of the code used by hoboes in the U.S. and Europe. Discuss
possible ways in which a person might learn the code. The children could draw
alternate symbols for the established code. They could write stories about
their journies on the road, keying their stories to a symbol map.

This is good road to foll

11_1 You may camp he

This is not a safe place.

Jail

Dangerous- ,drinking water.

O.K.

A gentleman lives here.

May be pi ice trouble.

Hat.-

Good place handout.

Fresh water and a camp site

The owner is in

The owner i out.



Discuss differences in language usage between the classroom and the playfield.
What sort of things might be said during recess that might not be said in the
classroom? Ask the children to be observers and, without being noticed, record
conversational snatches during recess. Allow them to share their research.
They could make a mural, filling in bubbles above the figures with the actual
recorded speech.

Have the children collect one particular comic strip for a period of about two
weeks. have them attempt to distinguish changes in language usage as the
situations change (example: Brenda Starr thinking about buying a new dress
and being chased through the streets). These strips could be classified in a
bulletin board display. Classifications could be according to usage or dialect.

Discuss ways in which language patterns identify certain occupations. For
example, a newspaper salesman might say "Extra, extra, read all -.bout

A conductor might say "All aboard!" Discuss the language used by a circus
ringmaster. Write children's suggestions for types of words he might use on the
board. Discuss some of the circus acts that the zhildren have seen. Have the
children make up their own fantastic three-ring circus. Ask them to attempt
using language like a ringmaster might use as in the below example:

Ladies and gentlemen, in this ring I give you the most fantastic
act` of the century. .Creepo the Great will attempt to walk on a bed
of hot buttered peas while balancing a live gorilla on his nose. He
will be pursued by thirty-five rabid sow bugs. Never before has this
astounding feat been accomplished.

A
R
C

Have the children collect comics that illustrate different dialects. Some good
strips might be Lill Abner, Andy Capp, and Tumbleweeds. Also have th m collect
comics in which the dialect is close to their own. Discuss the strips and why
the people talk differently. Have the children translate the text of a strip
into a different-dialect. For example, Mary Worth might talk like Li'l Abner.
The children will have to study the way in which the dialect is represented by
the cartoonist before they can tackle this assignment.

.DEAH!
THE

CHAUFFEUR
DAY OFF

ARCHIE
WILL TARE
'OU WHER
YOU WANT

TO Go,
OrKeR.

MY VEAII BOY.
WHY ON EARTH ;D
YOU BRING i'VIE



Have the children write puns by working with the multiple meanings of words.
For example, the alternate spellings and meanings of the word "foul" could be
used in the following way. "You are a fowl person," he said to the chicken
farmer. Or, "The chicken hit a fowl ball." Children could also illustrate
homonym jokes as below:

A gnu dress....
A hole tree.....
A pear of feet....

A good book to use as a resource i is the book un-

Introduce the activity by using tw two puppets from the Puppet C c rner. Have the
puppets introduce themselves and then engage them in a simple conversation with
each other. During the conversation have one of the puppets tell the other a
joke. The second puppet may or may not give the expected response. After the
presentation, talk about the meaning of a joke. You may ask children if they
know any jokes they would like to share. Generally children are initially very
shy about telling a joke for classmates. Talk about the important things to
remember when telling a joke. Emphasis on enunciation and volume are especially
important as children tend to give the punch line =too softly for the listeners
to catch the joke. Because of this puppets are especially effective as they
allow the child to tell his joke through the puppets and thus shift the attention
from himself to them.

Suggest that the children find jokes that they would like to have puppets tell
each other. Some children will prefer to tell jokes through puppets for their
own enjoyment only. Others will volunteer to perform for the class, Some
children may Prefer to tell their jokes without the use of puppets.

Some children may wish to write their own jokes. Favorite and student wri
jokes may be collected into booklets for the classroom library.

ten
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le -Elementary
Junior High

Senior High

DiscuSs-with students ways that feelings can be observed withou_oral communica-tion. Show the film, String_ Bean or DOT and the Hunter having the class-con-centrate on the character's
Havp the students tell how the-Character'sfeelings changed during the film and what made the feelings change.

Discuss Mserials and some of:the more fantastic melodramas (ladies going underconveyor belt;:into'saws, poolS of.crocodiles). Write a melodrama script as aclass. .Make it short' but very_ iexciting. The outline might be:1.: Narrator tells about last wok's event.2. Last week's crisis resolved.
3. NeW crisis reached.

Divide the class into groups. Have each group substitute nonsense words for-someof those on the script. Have each group act out the play, attempting to capturethe meaning of the original script through tone of voice, gestures, and facialexpressions This could be approached as translating into a new foreign language.

Children can experiment and explore gestures and body language as an extensionthought. This can be done in the form of the game of Charades. Children aregiven cards or oral messages which they in turn convey to a group of their peersthrough the use of gestures. Messages or thoughts can vary from the one wordvariety as "Come," "Stop," "Eat," to phrases or sentences as "I won't do it.","Help me!", Ii don't like you Discussion of the process of conveying thoughtsthrough body language alone could develop. Questions as the following may arise:DP gestures extend my thoughts to others? Did others understand what I was think-ingl Was it hard for me to convey my thoughts through body langauge? What areadvantages and disadvantages of body language as a means of conveying messages
The above`, activity can be extended to include conveying other than planned mes-sages. Children can discuss the body language used to relay mood, feelings, oremotions, to others. What messages can we unconsciously be giving to othersthrough the Use of.body language? This may include nonverbal role-playing situa-tions such as the following:

a) You are a',three year-old child who has not learned to control his temper.You want to go outside
to join your older brother and sister who are play-ing. They have just gone out the door, closing it behind them.You have been playing on the playground. Your team was tied with theother team and yOu were up to bat. You just struck out, as the bell rang.Now you are on your way back to class.

Discussion of, situations can center on questions such as What Is happening?What can you tell from his actions? Facial expressions? Can you be sure? Whatwould you like to know that you can't find out from watching him? How would youfind out if this were a real situation?
Strengths and weaknesses of relying onbody language as thought extension can be brought out during the discussion. Havechildren think about and discuss the kinds of body language they use and have seenused by others In real life situations.



Have the children make up a code using only facial movements The children
could develop face messages and challenge the class to guess what they are
saying. Examples:

Snap. teeths.
Blink eYes=-b
tick out tongue t

Relate facial codes to codes formed by letters. What does the,le ter stand or?
(A sound) What do we need to know to be able to translate a word-sound into
an idea? (A knoWledge of what the word SymbOlizes.)
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attempts to convince; to identify the methods of the writer

or s eaker



Elementary Junior High Senior High

.Cut-severaLadvertisem*nts.out of magazines. -Divide-the class, into small groups
giving each group one adVertisement. Have.theAroups determine'the metho-d:used-
to:persuade them to buy the product.
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Junior High
Senior High

The study print, Primi ve Communications, includes color photographs of cavePaintings, Greek torch telegraph, the Quipi runner, voice relay system, signalflags, Indian sign language, African talking drums and the message stick. Theprints can be used to discuss forms and changes in language.

After discussing words that have been invented because of new discoveries duringthe 20th century, have the children make a list of sentences that would not beunderstood by people of pioneer times because they would be unfamiliar with thevocabulary. Have them do research on pioneers and write sentences spoken bypioneers that most people now would not understand.
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ies for this a pectat 1 yin have been gathered in the Basic Skills sect on.
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ME WAY I SAY 'THINGS ARE

unfor High Senior High

The book Wishes Li
E.S.C. library, sugg
parisons:

Examples:

and Dreams by Kenneth Koch, which can be found in the
a 'format for creating metaphors through absurd.com-

a

by teeth are as big as a carrot
This is how I look.

(author Mark Pa

My legs are as long as light!
(by Steve Richa

ingers are as skinny as toothpi
as skinny as a thread.

(Paul Krajcir, 6)

My hair as red as Hannibal 's hair.
(Theresa Holland, 6)

My pan _s one as pink as pepto-bismol.
(Chris Kaiser, 6)

Collect pain chips illustrating various shades of-a-primary color. Divide'
the claSs into groups.and live each group a variety of shades in one primary
color. Ask the ch dren. to rename the colors thrOugh comparison with life
objects (algae green, fog _gray.) Allow the groUps time to share their lists.

Short l ening periods Within the classroom can be planned during which children
listen to teacher-made sounds or to taped sounds. Sound effects records may also
be used These sounds can be given in isolation or they can be a sequence of
ounds.; Children listen to detect the sound, attempt to identify it or to describe
L, and to note variations. They can be asked to compare the sounds they have

according to pitch, length, and rhythm. Children can be asked what the sounds
remind them of or cause them to think about., How do they react to the sounds?

if the t acher has taped a sequence of sounds that suggest a story, children can
asked to tell a "Sound Story" based on the sounds they heard. Allow for many

interpretations of the sounds. Children may want to tape sound. stories for
classmates to listen to and interpret.



You might begin by asking students to draw a tree. (Any object that has definite
shape might be used.) Compare and discuss the various drawings as related to
shape. These kinds of questions could be discussed: Are all the drawings the
same? How are they different? Did you have any special tree in mind when you
drew your tree? Does your drawing look exactly like the "real tree"7 Do all trees
look alike? How are they different? How are they all alike? What makes a tree
a tree?

After talking about trees, give children an opportunity to observe, sketch, and
describe various trees. This can be done simply by taking the entire class on a
walk in which trees are singled out and talked about on the spot. Or a more elab-
orate approach may be used. Mark trees of various shapes on the playground so
they can be easily found by small groups of children. Divide the class into small
groups of 4-6 students. Give each group a map.of the playground which indicates
the marked trees to be studied. (With younger children, it is good to use cross-
age helpers to serve as group leaders.) The groups rotate from tree to tree. As
they observe each tree, they note its shape and complete a contour drawing done
at a distance with emphasis on shape. (Contour drawing is done by placing the
pencil on the paper and then outlining the shape of.the object without lifting
the pencil from the paper. It is an especially good technique to use when empha-
sizing shape.) Older children may also be asked to jot down note-, on size in rela-
tionship to the tree's surroundings, movements they detect, colors, feelings or
reactions that they experience in response to the tree.

After the groups return to the classroom, discussion of their sketches and notes
can take place. Again questions related to various likenesses and differences in
the trees can be discussed. With younger children you may only want to focus on
differences and likenesses of shape. (The number of trees studied at any one time
should vary with the age, interest, and maturity of the students involved.)

Divide the class into small groups and give each group an object, Each group
may have a different object or the same object. In a given time limit, the
children brainstorm as many uses for the object as possible. Then have them
supply a name for each use that can be seen for the object. Examples:

a rubber band = Hold things together = Rubber Grouper
As a weapon = People Snapper
Bookmark = Rubber Place
Stretch with fingers =.Finger Exerciser

After time to work, have the children share their object, the possible functions
they have found for it and the new names they have invented to represent its
various functions. During the sharing and discussion, questions related to the
naming criteria, the naming process, and the possible limitations a name might
give to an object's use can be explored.

* .* *



Purchase or make puzzles for children which can.be used independently or with
classmates. These develop inference, word meaning, and visual discrimination
skills. There are several excellent sources of word puzzles for elementary
children now available through children's book clubs. Copies can be purthased
for individual student use or- the teacher can purchase one copy to use separated
and mounted in plastic so that students can find them- in a "Thinking or Activity
Corner" in the room. Encourage children to work together in solving the puzzles
and riddles. Through the interaction with others, much more learning takes
place than isolated individual thinking.

By varying the kind of puzzle and making only a few puzzles available at any one
tire, .the children's enthusiasm can be kept high.- Answers to the puzzle may be
placed somewhere in the Puzzle Corner so that children can refer to them at
will., Don't make this a you-do-prod-1-check rkind of experience.

Some sample booklets available. from book clubs are: Puzzles and Riddles pub-
lished by the Young Readers Press, Inc., Puzzles'for Pleasure published by the
Young Readers Press, Inc., Falcon_Book of Fill-in Fun and More published by the
Young Readers Press, Inc., and Puzzle Patterns published by the Young Readers
Press, Inc. Sample pages from these books-follow.



You might introduce the asking of questions through read, g the poem, "First Day
of School," by Aileen Fisher. Discuss the things that the author wondered about.
Did children in your class wonder about things on the first day of school? What
were some of their wanderings? Have they ever wondered about other things at
other times? What were some of these things?

If there is enough interest and enthusiasm, have children write about wonderings
or dictate poems in which they tell about their personal wonderings. These can
be shared with classmates on tape or through personal reading.
A good supplementary book is, The Sense of Wonder by Rachel Carson.

First Day of School

I wonder

-- Aileen Fisher
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To translate into language information that comes from the senses



Elementary Junior High S'enior High

To help students verbalize sense information, these kinds of activities can he
used:

Sight: What's another w(.,cd for yellow?
What's another way to say yellow? (banana, mango.

Hearing: With eyes closed, crumple some paper: Wi,at word is that?

What thing is that sound?

Smell:

Shake a box of pins: Who is that?

What word/sentence tells us about that sound?
What land does that sound come from?

Child smells some cleanser with eyes closed:
What coloris that smell?
What sound is thatrtmell?
What-animal is -that smell

Feeling: Child feels an object: Describe the feel.

What animal feels that way?
Is it a scary feeling?

Taste: Close eyes and-select various foods:
What's-another name for that taste?
Where do you-find that taste?

*

From tape reeerdings of sounds, either teacher -made or purchased, have the
. children write about the actions -they imagine or the story they "hear" on the
tapes.

Havechtidren- invent sounds
. thankfulnete_

or silent things Red, blue, hurt feelings,

* * *

Have the children make sound boxes from milk cartons or boxes. Fill them with'
objects from within the room. They may put one to many objects in a carton._
Shake the cartons giVing nonsense names to-the sound,-or real names to what
the contents might actually be How many things could make that sound? Howmany ways can you manipulate the tc.ton and arrive at a new name for the myt
inside? Make word lists of the adjectives which describe the sound.



Have the children make feeling boxes. Shoe boxes can be used with a hole cut
in the lid for the children' to feel into. Each child selects his own special
thing to feel and adheres it to the inside of his box. As with the sound boxes,
he attempts to describe what he feels. How many things can he describe that
feel like what the box contains? It's fun to list all the adjectives that
describe the object and save the iist in a personal dictionary for each child
that might come in handy for him during writing periods.

The children or teacher make feeling "sacks," placing all sorts of different
items in them. The students then reach into their sacks and investigate its
contents by touching. The children then draw pictures of what they felt. Put
items in the sack that stimulate imaginative drawings or multiple interpreta-
tions.

Read the poem "Jabberwocky," found in the book Alice in Wonderland. Ask the
children to draw their interpretations of what they think the jabberwook looks
like.

Bring to class three or more objects which.are different shades or tones of the
csame color, -for instance, yellow. Ask-the children to look at the-objects and

find Similarities and differences. They will probably respond to characteristics
other. than color:as Well.- Focus on color through questions like the folloWing:
How many different' yellows are there? What does the word, yellow, stand for or
mean? How many different things can-we name,whic are yellow? Do.other colors
coo in many different shades and tones?

After-discussion of colors, form the class into-groups- of from 4-6. -Assign or
have each group '_select a color to investigate. Ask that each group find and col-
lect samples of the color they are investigating. (These maybe in .the form of
paper, cloth, paint,,objects,0 Each group can display their.samples along with-
names which they.have created -to describe each color. You may want each -group
to make a display or chart which organizes .the samples in some way.

After groups have displayed-their samples, discussion can center on what they
have discovered about colors. You May. want to spend some time talking about the
.various names children create for-their colors. DO -they-_-help to describe -the..
color? (Children may .create names such -as dirt-brown or-.apple-red.).

* a

Give children an opportunity to discuss their personal reactions toward colors.
Questions such as the following may be used: What is your favorite color? Why
do you- like it? Is there .a color you dislike? Do you know why? Does any color
make you feel a special way? Hcw? How does red make you feel- How does black
make you feel? Cain you think of an angry color? A sad color?

You may want to have children write or tape about a color of their choice after
the above discussion. These may follow the pattern of the poems in Hailstones
and Halibut Bones. Both the book and tile film can be used prior to the above
discussion as stimulation for personal reaction toward color.



The following activity may be done with. the total group or in small groups. The
small groups.offer more individual participation. Four to five objects of vari-
ous_ shapes and textures are placed in paper bags. One bag is given to each group.
A child is chosen to put his hand into the bag and select one of the four items
oniy by touch. He is not allowed to look at the object. He then attempts to
describe it to his group mates using only his-sense of touch. They in turn, try
to guess what it is he has found. Good objects for bags are: a fur collar, a
feather, a piece-of sandpaper, a ball bearing, a nail, a piece of liver. Then
the bag can be given to ,another student who finds and describes a different object.

Divide the class into pairs. Prepare enough sacks so that each pair may have one.
All sacks contain the same item.. One of the partners puts his hand into the sack.
He describes what he feels to his partner. The partner records his observations.
The pair then trade places. After an allotted time, regroup the pairs into groupsof six. Within these larger groups, each pair reads its observations and contrib-
utes its guess as to what is in the sacks. After all have contributed, the total
group of six mi=kes a decision as to what is in the bags. If the group does not
agree, pairs attempt to persuade other pairs by using their lists of observations.
All large groups contribute their guesses which are written on the board. Sacksare opened. The original partners then remeet to go through their list of obser-
vations and cross out those that were not useful in describing the object. Use-ful observations are then shared with the class.

Ask for suggestions of words that describe sounds. Use about five of these.
Discuss things that are associated with these sounds by various children. Have
the children write stories using the sound words in order. These can later be
shared with classmates.

Make a quantity of vanilla pudding and put it into-a number of containers. Color
each container with a different color of food coloring. Tell the class that they
are going to finger- paint and introduce the lesson as you would an Ordinary-art
lesson. Let the children become involved in their projects and allow them to

. discover on their own-the identity of the finger painting substance.

Buy several pieces of an unusual fruit such as mango or kiwi fruit. Divide the
class into groups and have each group examine a fruit and record the following
kinds of information: size, texture, color, smell, sound when shaken, consis-
tency, other things it resembles.

Cut the fruit and have them describe the interior in a similar way. Give each
child a piece and have him eat it slowly, noting texture, taste comparisons
and sound.

Using information gained,. brainstorm for a name and write three descriptive para-
graphs (outside, inside,. end taste).



Read Mary O'Neill's poems, "Sounds of Fire" and "Sounds of Water," leaving out the
titles. Have the children try to guess what might produce the sounds in the poems.
Play a tape of pre-recorded sounds of common objects and let them guess what each
sound comes from. Either have fhe children work in groups or separately. Have
them choose one object (nose, shoe, lips, etc.), brainStorming a list of all the
sounds that object might make- (shoes = squish, stomp, splash, thud). Have them
write a composite poem from the sounds. Those who wish may read their poems to
the class leaving off the _title. The class can then Attempt to guess the title
which names the object responsible for the sounds.-

Sound of Water

The sound of water is

-- Mary O'Neill

5IC

Sound of Fire

The sound of fire

,,4,661

-- Mary O'Neill

Divide the class into five groups. Give each group an object (the same ft)r all
groups). Each group represents one of the five senses. Their task is to observe
and describe the ol-ect, using only the sense which they represent. After group
members read their descriptive paragraphs, discuss which of the senses was most
va:Jable in describing the object. Have each group make a collage of mgazine
pictures Mustrating objects that are best described using their particular
sense,



Bring in a nu er of different bottles of substances for the children to smell.
Record the var;ed reactions to each and discuss the varied effects of sensory
stimuli on people. Have them brainstorm under the following categories: good
smells, bad smells, happy smells.

Write poems in the following form;

A smell .can make you happy like
It can make you sad like,

Etc.

Have each child in the room draw four legs, one body, two ears, one. tail, one
head and neck. Collect the animal parts in separate boxes, scramble them, and
pass them out again. -Have the children reassemble their creatures and write
stories or poems about them.
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Elementary junior High Senior High

Display 5-10 objects, each interesting in itself and different in some ways from
the other items. A display might include: a glossy glass ball the size of a
walnut, a smoky plastic cube, a roll of solder, a piece of driftwood, and a
seashell. Encourage the children to explore the objects at their leisure and
get to know them well. After all the children have had an opportunity to
investigate the objects, discussion of one or more items can take place. Explore
the following kinds of things: What is your favorite thing? What do you like
best about it? What have you discovered about it? How big is it? How does it,
feel? What colors is it? What kinds of things could you do with the object
as it is now? What would'it be like if it were alive? What would you like to
do with it then?

If interest is strong, you may want to continue the discussion for more than one
session. This activity can be followed by independent work with objects. The
following is an example: Ask children to bring their own favorite objects to
school. Suggest that they first try to discover what it is about the objects
that they like. You may ask that they share their favorite objects orally during
Sharing or the English class period, or you may have them write about their
object. If they write, allow time for the class to read the stories or descrip-
tions. If possible, have the children display their objects somewhere in the
room after they have presented them to the class, so that others may look at
them more closely.

After much exposure to the varieties of a word such as bird, would be appro-
priate to have children write their own definition of the word based on their
personal experiences. Their definition will be a group definition based on what
they know and observe about the things a word represents. Allow them to phrase
it in their own words. Discussion of common characteristics of all things for
which the word stands will take place during the writing of the definition. You
may want to have the class make a class dictionary in which they write their own
definitions of words that they research or create. The children can add to the
dictionary throughout the .,ear as small group participants, individuals, or as
a total group. If small groups or individuals write a definition to be added,
the class can react to the appropriateness of the definition and make revisions
if necessary before it is actually entered into the class dictionary. You may
want to have some child or children act as official class illustrators who will
supply illustrations for the dictionary.

Make up a dictionary. that mlght-beutefel in a particular situation or mood. An
example -would of-words-which-iWouldibe:useful--when youare happy,
or a dictionary of words which would be useful when -you-ere sad.

You might have children make a dictionary for an animal describing things that
.would be important to him.-- -Define,- keeping in.mind that animal's most iMpOrtant
sense.



Think up an unusual way of writing a definition for various objects or things with
which the children are familiar.

Examples: The bumblebee has a fur coat with a very sharp personality.
The mosquito is a flying hypodermic needle with no blood.

You may want to combine the definitions into a class book complete with illustra-
tions in cartoon

You might introduce this activity by showing the children several pictures of
families. Include families of various kinds. You may want to include families
which are from the children's readers or from stories that have been read to
them. Have them identify the pictures as families and ask that they speculate
about the relationship-names of the various members. Write their responses on
the board: grandfather, father, mother, sisters, brothers, uncle, aunt, etc..
Ask various children to tell about their own family members. Have them give
the personal name as well as the relationship name for each.

You may want to have each child make a chart displaying his family and then
of the family members. The children can be asked to draw-a picture of their
families or they can bring a photo. Below his picture the child can list the
fami ly members as:

Father, George
Mother, Mary

ter, Alice

Younger children will probably be concerned only with those members living with
them. Older children may be asked to explore. family relationships beyond the
immediate family. They even may want to- make a simplified family tree in which
they list the relationship and personal names of family members..

You may want to extend this activity to include poetry and stories revolving
around family members. Two examples are "Uncles" by Aileen Fisher and "My
Brother" by Marci Ridlon. Talk about the positive and negative feelings we some-
times have about family members. Explore the ways in which family members work
together for each other. Children often want to write poems or stories about
their families. TFIse can often be made into a,book, "My Family."

Ask the children if they have ever seen an animal. The answer I s really, "No!"
The children may have seen lions or horses or cows, but they could not have
seen an animal because the word is an abstract noun. Discuss other similar
abstract words (danger, future, safety). For homework, ask the children to
bring in a picture of a horse. Have them also bring in Pict ire of danger.
Compare the pictureS. Discuss reasons why the piet%r, illustrate the word
"danger" are so different. Discuss situations whn - ,Ild not want to use
too many abstract nouns. Have the children write In the first
paragraph, they would write abstractly. In the secorie :J-agraph,they would
follow the theme and format of the first but would use more specific words.

* * *



Build a classification system using a "ladder of abstraction.' Discuss and
define the terms "abstract" and "specific." Ask the children for examples of
abstract words (living creatures, plants) and for specific words (John Jenkins,
palomino horses). Write a series of related words on the board (John, human,
mammal, John Jenkins, living thing). Have the children reorder the words
going from general to specific. Ask them to contribute a sentence for each
word in the series. Discuss the utility of abstract vs. specific words. Ask
the children to expand specific words. Ask that they expand specific words,
moving toward the ultimate abstraction.

Example:

Discuss the relative number of members in specific and abstract :classification
systems.

Have a fantastic event in your room such as a jumping bean race, a worm or frog
race, or a paper airplane contest. Ask the children to write an article
describing the event. Remind them of the five "W's" of a news article. You
might have the children bring in sports articles to use as examples.

The following activity is suggested by James Moffett in his book, A Student-
Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13: A Handbook for Teachers. For
more detailed information refer to page 137 of the text. it is designed to
help children experience the connection between specific events and abstractions
such as time.

Each child makes a calendar for the oncoming month by cutting up sheets of light-
colored paper into rectangles about seven by nine inches. These are placed on
notebook rings, a sheet for each day of the month. At the top of each page the
child writes the month, day of the week, and the date. (This repeated use of the
wois should insure that the child learns the spelling of the words.) Teachers
of ,aunoer children may want to make the calendars for the children so that they
only have to label the pages. This can be done as n group project or indepen,-
dently during free time.

Discuss how the calendars will be used with the children. Set aside a time each
day during which they make entries on their calendars. They can note things
they are going to do in the future on appropriate pages as reminders and they
can write what they have done, on today's or past pagas as remembrances. Explain
to the children that these calendars are their own personal property and that
what they write will not be read by you unless asked by them. The calendars will
be theirs to keep at the end of the year. They may illustrate entries if they
wish. Encourage children to read back ove what they have said during the past
few days before writing the daily entry.



Have the children refer to their calendars regularly as they discuss or write
about events or activities. When writing letters or pen pals, children can also
refer to the calendars to refresh their memories as to the activities or thoughts
in which they have been engaged.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Read the book Drummer Hoff by Barbara Emberley.

1. Read the story several times. Allow the children to either
the verse or recite all they remember.

r m

2. Analyze with the children what makes Drummer Hoff so much fun.
Examples: a. rhythm

b. rhyme
c.

d.

nonsense names and happenings
fun pictures

Clap out together the rhythm of Drummer Hoff's lines. Rhythm clap with
the verses. Rhythm clap without7==o the children see the
beat.

Discuss the rhyming patterns.

5. Brainstorm lots of nonsense names and activities-to help stimulate
additional ideas for Drummer Hoff. Have the children give some oral
examples and then create their very own verses.

6. Example: 1 2 3
Esquire Pippin kpl_i t 4Pir,character' ih-difie --N4FR; object

what he did to what

The children may want to illustrate their verses and even make their
own books.

Cut out articles from a newspaper.

1. Cut off the headline and sta02 onto construction paper.

2. Staple the article to another piece-of paper.

3. Number the headline and article on the back to identify them as a pair.

4. Have the children exchange different articles and headlines.

5 One child reads his-headline and the others look fcr the article to
-match that-headline by scanning the first paragraph of the articie.or
by reading the entire article.

6. One child reads the first paragraph of his article and the other chil-
dren search their headlines for the one that matches the content of
the article.

#.5



The literature series, Sounds of Language, emphasizes a good technique to teach
sentence patterning. Students use substitution to build new sentences, using
the form of other sentences. The example below illustrates the process:

Basal Pattern:
Substitution:
Substitution:

The/cat/jumped/happily.
A/mouseisprang/speedily.
Someicows/jumped/merrily.

The same technique could be adapted to teach the use of synonyms with sentence
patterning:

Basal Pattern: The /cat /jumped /happi
Synonyms: The/feline/lept/merrily.

Y.

Children can be supplied with subjects and then brainstorm alternative predicates
to complete the sentences. Children can respond orally or they can be asked to
write the predicates. This should vary with the maturity of the students.
Examples follow:

The doctor (operated on the man.
(came to our house.

I (want a dog for a pet.)
Tiaye Mary_a pe17611,

Mary (is my best frien
took my lunch.

Discuss the two-partedness of the sentences and the flexibility of what can be
said about any subject. Have the children read their alternative predicates.
Talk about the differences in meaning and in form. Do the sentences make sense?
Could they be mproved? If so, in what way?

In order to reinforce the concept of two-partedness of sentences, children can
be given oaktag strips on which parts of sentences are printed, one subject or
predicate per strip. The children can arrange the strips in order to make
complete sentences. More than one arrangement may be possible. Children will
also discover that while a sentence may be grammatically correct, the meaning
may be humorous or illogical. Examples follow:

Subjects

ULLI2i]

illy rabbi

Lgur ba

Predicates

[is round.

eats d food.

1 has long white ears.

You may want to choose sentences from the children's readers in order to
reinforce reading skills, or from the children's own papers.

* * *
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Elementary unior High Senior High

Children may-be given the opportunity to "role-play" or "act out" colors. Thisworks best after they have had ample opportunity to discuss colors, their personalreactions to them, and the moods they feel colors create. You may or may notwant to have classmates try to guess the color that is being role-played. Withyounger children it is sometimes best to have the entire group "be red" at thesame time. Then discuss the various reactions to the color role-played.

Divide the class into groups. Take the class to the playground and have eachgroup find and collect a small living thing (worm, insect). Return to the class-room and have each group observe their creature for fiVe minutes. A secretaryshould record observations. Have each group write a cooperative description
of their_ creature. Each group will read this description. to the class and
cooperatively act out the movement of their creature-(example: two childrenrepresent a worm, two represent the dirt, and one represents the rain). Providefor the return of the living creatures to their natural environment.

J. J.

Children can be asked to act out words. Discussion questions which relate tothe many different meanings of the word can be explored. For example, the wordwalk can be explored for variations in meaning

Give the children a sentence in which the word is used, e.g., Joe walks toschool. Ask the children how many ways there are to walk. Have them experiment-
with walking in various ways. As they demonstrate, have them describe their
actions in words. You may want to write these on the board (walk slowly, walk
like an elephant, walk fast). In the discussion bring .out the vagueness of the
word walk which results From the uncertainty about the specific meaning. Questionssuch as the following can be discussed: Do we know how Joe goes to school?. Arethere things that we do not know'? If s what? In what ways could we make ourmeaning clearer?

Have children change the sentence in various ways to clarify the meaning of theword walk. Note the changes in meaning as the children suggest alternatives.
Have theft then demonstrate the clarified sentences they have created.

* * *

Write as a class an exciting adventure such as an attack on the school by a wild
gorilla, condensing the action into onn paragraph. Divide the class into groups.Have each group act out the paragraph using:a different part of the body .(face,
hands, feet, body trunk). Have one:child in the group read the paragraph-while
the others act it out.

24-I



Discuss facial expression as an extension of one's feelings. Have the childrenJemonstrate facial expressions to illustrate several emotions which suggest non-verbal sounds. Discuss the sounds that would or could go with each expression.For example: sad face makes a crying sound.

Choose one child to represent each of the following emotions: love, hate, anger,fear, happiness, jealousy, sadness. Have the children line up across the frontof the room and choose-a conductor to lead the group. Upon a signal from him,all players change from a blank expression to an expression that represents theirmood. Upon an added signal, they add sound to go with their expression. Theconductor controls the sounds and expressions and can stop the group at will.Gestures could be added to the symphony. Discuss the body as a physical extensionof the mind. What other things does body language communicate?

Children should be given numerous activities which allow them to explore and ex-periment with creative dramatics as a form of thought extension. Children can beasked to be the following kinds of things: inanimate objects such as an egg beater,clock, or a cloud; living things such as leaves, trees, rabbits, a flea; emotionssuch as sadness,
happiness, terror; actions such as jumping, strolling, striding;nouns such as fiend, lady, imp; imaginary creations such as dragons, elves, fairies;situations or scenes from stories. Often the source of motivation or backgroundinformation is .supplied by observing objects, seeing films, or poems and storiesfrom 'books, either read to them or read by themselves.

A Student-Centered Lan ua e Arts Curriculum, Grades K-1 A Handbook for Teachery James Mo ett provi es ' ackground forF t e teacher n the use o creative ramat-ics with younger children. He especially emphasizes the need for younger childrento be participants,
riot spectators_

also suggests the stages of develop-ment in the area of creative dramatics. (Available in the English Coordinator'soffice.)

Group compositions provide a good introduction to creative dramatics in theintermediate grades. Below are a few possibilities for activities:

The Machine:
7---DTTEWs machines and their-various parts. What kind of noises do they make?What different movements might you see? Divide the class into pairs.

. Have eachpair invent a machine. Have the children develop a sequence of sound and coopera-tive movement for their machine. Allow time for classroom presentation. Theclass could guess what function the machine performs.

Back Pantomime:

RMZ-Z750.pantomime cards for each child. Cards might say such things as,"be a-rock singer." Choose five children and, without their seeing it, .tapeacard to each of their backs. Choose an actor as a partner for each of the fivechildren. His task is to read his partner's card and act out the card's instruc-tions. The child with.the card on his back tries to guess what the card says.



Process or System Pantomimes:
An example of a process pantomime might be a Frito Machine. Following a

visit to a Frito factory, the class would recreate the process involved by
making a human Frito machine. Each child would be a part of the machine. One
child would be the Frito and would be sent through the machine.

A study of the digestive system might motivate a system pantomime. After
learning the parts of the digestive system, the class would recreate the system
on the floor. Two children might be the teeth, four the esophagus, etc. A
piece of food would enter the mouth and would be acted upon by the various
parts of the system.

Have children, individually or in small groups, act.out various occupations and
have the rest of the class see if they can guess the occupation.

Present the filmstrip/record, Black and White Rabbits. Have children assume the
role of a black rabbit and discuss or write NO4 they would feel and react.
Then have the children assume the role of a white rabbit and do the same. As a
class, discuss a solution to the problem.,

Have two children select animals that they feel are not compatible -- dog and
cat, lion and antelope, birds and worms. Let them pantomime as they think the
animals might interact. The children can keep their animal identity secret so
the audience can guess their identity. When pantomiming it is always fun to
ask "How else car, that be done? How else does a monkey act? What's another way
for a broom to sweep?"

After the children discuss what an emotion is, let them select an emotion they
wish to pantomime. Have them select an emotion that was brought on by a speci-
fic event. Act out the event and the resulting emotion. This can be a sharing
time if the child choses to share his special feelings after his pantomime.

* * *

Begin the activity by asking the children if they always talk the same way. You
may get a yes answer. If so, give the children some specific situations (talking
to a pet, talking to your mother, talking to a friend).

Children may spontaneously demonstrate how they talk in these and other speaking
situations. Discuss how the talk varies in each situation. Do the children
have explanations for their different ways of talking?

As a class make a list of different talking situations. Some examples might be:
a teacher talking to her class
a teacher talking to the principal
a child talking to his pet
a child talking to his baby sister or brother
a mother talking to her baby
a mother talking to a teenager

Have the children role-play various talking situations. These may be based on
the items an the list or they may include new situations. After each role-play
discuss the talking style and form. How is it different from other talking
forms?
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Using the book, film, or record version of Lentil, discuss the characteristics
of Lentil and Old Slurp.

Sample questions: What kind of person is Lentil? Old Slurp?
How does Lentil or Old Slurp make you feel?

3. How did Lentil or old Slurp make the townspeople feel?
4. What made Old Slurp change?
5. What do you think might become of Slurp now? H

might the townspeople treat him?

You may list the qualities of both characters on the board or on tag board to
make comparisons more vivid.

Often as a result of the reading of a story of the viewing or a film, discussion
includes various children's accounts of like experiences. After a story or film
account has been "labeled" by the children as a sad experience or a special day,
you may want to have them base a story, poem, or picture .on a personal experience
that fits the label.
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vol Elementary Junior High Senior High

Order the art print Charges by Denes De Holesh (no. 7 -1). Discuss the mood of
the picture. How does remake you feel? Compare the mood and conflict of the
print with the film, Dream of Wild Horses.

1. How were the "Charges" similar to the horses in the film?

2. What were the moods of the film and print?

3. How did the filmmaker create a mood and conflict?

4. How did the artist create a mood and conflict?

5. What were similar ways through which the artist and filmmaker achieved
mood?

6. Which mode of expression did like best? Why?

As a follow up, the children can create their own pictures. They may select the
medium that will best suit the mood or conflict they are going to create (soft
water-color in free fashion, poster paint, crayon, pencil, felt pen, colored
chalk, charcoal, tag board, newsprint, tissue, etc.). Encourage the children to
create a title for their picture which is expressive of the mood.

Show the film The Junkyard appropriate for all grade

1. Have the students list as a group everything ugly and distasteful that
they observe.

2. Have the students then list as a group everything beautiful and appealing
thatthey observe.

Then discuss whether a junkyard is beautiful or ugly.

Have the students draw a personal opinion of what they saw and give them
the opportunity to explain their drawing orally or in writing.

* *
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Children can be given objects and asked to discover and describe the colors with-
in the objects. Leaves, especially in the fall, are good for this activity. Each
child or group of-children is given a pile of leaves which he or they are to ex-
plore for colors. They will make many discoveries about the leaves including
color characteristics in an activity of this kind. Some possible discoveries are:
leaves are not all one color but a combination of many colors; each leaf is unique
in its coloring; upon careful observation, many more colors are visible than first
detected; color is an important factor in the beauty of a leaf.

Children may be asked to pick their favorite leaf and tell about it. Encourage
them to include color in their story about the leaf. (Children can du the above
orally, on tape, or in written form depending on their age and your purposes.)

Listen to a recording of animal sounds. Discuss ways in which man uses language
to-simulate these sounds (buzz, woof, meow). Ask for suggestions of human sounds
that are symbolized1hrough words (achoo, sniff). If possible, find lists of
wordS or foreign comics in which-different words are used to represent sounds.
Have the children make up their own words to represent animal sounds. They may
want to use their words in the song, "Old MacDonald." ThiS activity is a good
introduction to onomatopoeia. At this point it is good to read poetry to children
in which onomatopoeia is used. You may want them to experiment with writing their
own poetry in which they use onomatopoeia.

Spanish Words for Sounds
meow----mew snore----ronquido hoot----buho neigh----relincho
cluck----ctoqueo hiss----siseo howl----aullido pop --- taponazo
moo----mugido honk----pitazo hum----zumbar

Call childrens' attention to the use of sound in films to suggest mood, setCing,
action. You may want to play only the sound of a short film and let the children
try to follow the story using sound only as a clue. This may be done after or
before a film is seen. The film, "The Golden Fish," lends itself well to this
activity. Discuss the changes in Speed, rhythm, and mood. What do the changes
suggest or symbolize to the children? Can they speculate on the kind of action
that is taking place at any one point?

With older children you may want to have them experiment with making their own
sound tapes to be used with live pantomimes or they may want to make their own
film in which they incorporate sound.

Records, too, can be used to make children aware of the use of sound in telling a
story. The record, "Peter and the Wolf," is an example of the use of musical in
struments to symbolize humans and animals. It is valuable to allow children to
talk about their personal reactions to the music used in the record. Are they
frightened by the sound of the wolf? More so than they would have been if sound
had not been used? What kind of music was chosen for Peter? Why was this type
chosen? Again, you may want to allow children to write stories which they accom-
pany with music of their awn making.



Project a comic strip such--as Peanuts aftei blocking out- the dialog. Have the
children attempt-to read. the pictures and supply their version of the dialog.
that should:accompany:the strip. Uncover the original and

of
the children

compare their -versions to .the original. Discuss the .use of pictures in the strip
io-carryjart of the message. The following 'questions are examples of kinds of
questions that might--be asked: Were you- able to guess what was happening in the
strip? .What.were.some -of the clues you used? Does your version of the conver-
sation come close to themeaning that. the author,of.the original intended? In
.what different? Can-you-explain-the differenCe? COmpare your version
to Others the clasS. Are they all the same? Can you give possible reasons
-for differences?'

At this point children may be asked to draw their own cartoons or comic strips.
(This activity is especially fun when children work as partners or in small
groups.) They can present their strips with the dialog covered through
projection for classmates to guess what is happening or their strips can be
displayed with their version of the dialog attached.

You may also want to have children collect strips from the papers and rewrite
the dialog either to retain the original message or to present a change in the
message.

2
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Read the poem or view the film "Hailstones and Halibut Bones", by Mary O'NeilL

i. Form small groups of children who are especially excused about one color
or section of the work.

2. Give them that-section of the poem to read aloud.
All each group to select a rhythm instrument that they feel portrays
the sound and mood of their part of the poem, each child with his own
instrument.

4. The students readthe poem and interpret the lines with their instruments
in a way appropriate to the mood .of their part.

Many colors can be "sounded" using instruments or voices.

Example: Give me a sound for purple. Red
Give me a noise for white.
If you're light green, give me your sound.
If you're black, give me your sound.
Let's see what light green and black sound li'<e together.
Let's hear a musical note for orange.
What's a beat for purple? Black?

After studying color, children may be given an opportunity to make color collages.
There are many possibilities. A few variations are: making a collage of collected
color scraps to illustrate the wide variety of colors, making a collage illustra-
ting the variety of "colors" which may fall under the one-word label as "yellow,"
creating a mood or feeling through the use of color, selecting mood pictures to
combine which symbolize a color.

Create a light show for the children. I) Have each child make a slide. Cull

mylar plastic into squares and have the children create a design with flow pens.
Mount the plastic In adhesive mounts (available at photography stores.)
2) Choose music with heavy or distinct beat. 3) Put glass pan of water on over-
head projector in back of the room. Add a small amount of oil to the water.
Shake in time to music as you add food color. 1) Add, slides in projector and
flash in time to the music. Have children react to show.

I. Name the colors.
2. What did the shapes look like? What did they remind them of?
3. Use "Ing" words to describe what was happening.

-Children may be g verran opportunity to create through the use of shapes. They
can be asked to drew or paint "shape pictures" using designated shapes. or they may
be allowed to.choose- their own shapes-With which to work. Shape collages are also
funto.create.-_.-Older. childrenmaybe- asked to make pictures of common-objects' by
cutting out and putting_ together shapes from-magazine_pictures. For example:
heads might be'cut out and used for the wheels of a bicycle, horns from a cow might
be Used-as the handle -bars, etc.



Discuss the meaning of silence. Is complete silence possible? Would you hearsilence if you sealed yourself in a soundproof room? Have the children close their
eyes and listen to sounds around them for one minute. List the sounds they heard
on the board. Divide the clasz into groups of about five and have these groups
make up symphonies of silence. Each person in the group will simulate a sound he
heard during the silence period. Using the mu5ic principle of beat, have the group
combine their parts into a symphony. Have the various groups present their sym-
phonies to the rest of the class.

Have the children draw a picture of an imaginary
machine. The machine should

perform some new and fantastic task. For example, it might remove the warts from
pickles or make spinach into a useful or delicious substance. Have the childrenlabel areas of their machine for function. Have them write a step-by-step account
of the processing of the item from raw material to the final product. Several
of the best could be chosen and the children could do

group.pantomimes of the
machine, with part acting as the machine and the others being the operators and
the product.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Children might take some time to explore the shapes of familiar words. This can
be done by outlining the shape. of a word and then filling the "box" in. The
shapes of words are clues in word -recognition,. although- many children are unaware
that they use them. It is fun to have children guess words from their shapes
alone, find words that would fit a certain shape, or write a sentence in which
one word is replaced by its shape pattern. Then it has to be guessed from the
shape and-the context of the sentence. Children enjoy making these puzzles up
for their classmates.

Examples are trot =

The horse will ED:10
* *

Have children collect samples of a given word, for example, bird. The examples
may be in the form of a picture, a photograph, or the real thing. After several
examples have been brought in and displayed,discuss their likenesses and differ-
ences. Are all the birds alike? If not, in what ways are they different? In
what ways are they alike? What makes a thing a bird? Do any of you know other
words for any of the pictures or real birds that we have collected? (Children
may suggest names such as robin, eagle, hawk, Harry.) Can a thing be both a
bird and an eagle? Haw is this possible? This can lead into an introduction to
the levels of abstraction which words represent.

At first you may want the total group to work on examples of one word as explained
above. Later children may be broken up into groups or work as individuals. They
may select a word which they research as to variety of things for which the word
can stand. These should be displayed and presented to the rest of the class in
some form. Two possible forms aye: Have the children make a word-picture diction-
ary in which a word is illustrated with many examples of its realities. Or have
the children make word trees similar to the drawing below in which they paste
pictures illustrating the variations of the things" for which a word stands.



Take the children outside and have each child collect a small but interesting
weed. When -they return.to the class-room,. choose one good specimen and describe
it, using the following headings: feel, color, size and smell. What does it
resemble? Encourage the use of unusual descriptive words (avacado rather than
green). Have the children imagine that they are botanists- and have just gone on
an exploration trip to an unknown planet. Their job-is to desCribe and name .the
plants that they have found. Discuss how. names of things sometimes tell a-great
deal about the object. Ask the :children for'exampies of good descriptive names.
Some samples .to start them off might.include such names as yellow-bellied sap
sucker, woodpecker, and_yellow _jacket. Make up a name for your plant, using
adjectives. that the children have volunteered (examples: the yellowish-green,
stubby) feather plant or the tubby, olive green plant). Have the children write
descriptive.. -lords for their own plants and make up several good names. Have them
write a description of the plant and describe the location where it was found.
An extension-might-be to classify the plants that the-children-found using a
predetermined criteria for classification.

Children should be given many opportunities to relate the sounds of words to
their written letter symbols. Dictation is one way of providing this opportunity.
After presentation of a sound-letter relationship, children can be asked to write
words from dictation which use that pattern. After they have written the word,
allow them to check or compare their word form to that of the common form.

Taping words to be used by children in independent writing works well. The tape
can be made so that the word is dictated, time is given for the child to write
the word and the spelled form is given so that he may compare his word to the
common form immediately, before going on to the next word.

*

To help the children spell multi-syllabic words, choose rather long but phonetically
consistent words from the dictionary and dictate them to the class, syllable-by-
syllable, having them spell the 011ables as you go. Nonsense words can also
be used to attune children's ears to the sounds of letter combinations.

Discuss things that are spelled differently than they sound (foreign, sight, etc.
Ask the children for examples and write them on the board. Have the children
choose one particular unusual spelling pattern and write poems like the following
example:

The ptarmigan is strange
As strange 'as-he can:be
Never sits on ptelephone poles
Or roosts upon a ptree .

And the way he'ptakes.pto spelling
Is the strangest -thing pto me.

Discuss why the English language is not always phonetic. Read examples for a book
suCh.as- The- JournalS .of Lewis and Clark, written during a time in which spelling
patterns were -not-set. Discuss the relative advantages and disadvantageS of that
system.

* *
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This game is a var:a ion of Scrabble. W'rd syllables are printed on small cards
or cubes. These are spread out before the children who are playing. Each child
draws five cards -and places. these before' him. The object of the game is to form
words from the syllable parts. Children take turns in drawing new cards to use
in building new words-or adding to the words they have already built. The game
continues until all cards have been drawn. The child with the most words wins
the game.

When making the syllable scrabble game, it is a good idea to choose words from
the children's readers or other books to which they have been exposed.- This
gives them the added advantage of having seen the whole word prior to seeing
oniy parts of it.

You night introduce the activity by having children listen to words which you
pronounce for them. -Vary -the nomber.of syllables in the words you-choose (snake,
fa-W-ly, re-turn). Ask the children to listen to the parts within the-words
and to tell how many.parts they hear. You-may want to have the children-clap
the words as you say them,-one clap_ representing each syllable.

Ask the children to find an interesting word from a book, magazine, or newspaper.
Have them copy the word onto prepared strips of paper large enough for the
children to print the word comfortably. Collect the strips, paste them-onto a
piece of tagboard for easy handling, and project them with the use of the
opaque projector in random order.

Havethe children group the words according to the number of syllables.

One Syllable Words Two Syllable Wards Three Syllable Words

snake return family
a over potato
run into important

If the-child.who supplied the word does not-know how to pronounce it, you should
pronounce the word for the class. The point hereis- not to have the children
divide the words into syllables by visual rules, but rather to develop an
awareness that words are built from parts known as syllables. We -can detect.
these-parts-through listening carefully as the word is pronounced. You may-again
want to have the-children clap the-syllables-- aS they attempt to detect the number.
Write the words under the correct ClasSification group as a decision is made by
the class. This can- be done on the chalkboard.

Names work very well for this,

Sue
Mary
Geraldine
Elizabeth
Anastasia

Al

Robert
Abraham
Englebert
Maximilian

anyone know any six syllable names?)

* *



Ask the children for suggestlons'of multi-syllabic words (contumacious, terrific,
-etc.). Choose one word and ask the children for ways in which .the last syllable
can be changed. For example, the word "psychedelic" might become "psychedelephant"
or "psychedermie,." Divide the class into groups. Have each group choose a word
and-write a list of syllabic variations. The-lists could be presented as chants,
emphasizing the rhythmic quality of syllables.

Place words which contain prefixes or suffixes on tagboard cards, one word per
card. Display the cards in random-order for the children either on a flannel
board or on the chalkboard. Ask them to look at the words and think of a way
in which the words might be grouped.- Allow for variations in the kinds of
grouping, but especially emphasize the possible grouping by like-affixes. Discus-
sion of each prefix and suffix group can center around the meaning of the root
words and the added or changed: meaning that comes about- as a result of the addition
of the affixes What meaning does the prefix or suffix have in itself? Have
children experiment with using the root words, then the root-plus the affix in
sentences.. You-may want -to .use a bulletin board as a classification area where
children can add words to the groupings already begun as they discover new.words
using the patterns. Very the number of words and affixes introduced at any one
time with the -age and maturity of the-studehts.

To emphasize the meanings of word affixes, have the children create new words
that can be interpreted by knowing the meaning of the affix. Examples for "aqua"
might be "aquaphant" (an elephant that lives in the water) or "aquatary" (a
wet secretary). A "pseudodile" might be a fake crocodile. A "semiserpent" could
be half a sea serpent.

,Make up nonsense words . After the words are defined, add a prefix or a suffix
and ask the children how the meaning has changed.

blop = rest
unbloped unrested (unblopped?)

Put a nonsense word in a sentence. Challenge the class to find substitute words,
containing the same affixes, which would fit in the sentence.

It was a very unblopful day.
It was a very uneventful day.

Have the children look up the word "circle" in the dictionary. Ask them to find
other members of the "circle" family (circular, circlet, circumference). Make
more word families, possibly developing them into a bulletin board display.
Good words to use include "catch," "scribble," and "sign."

* * *

Read the poem, "Jabberwocky," by Lewis Carrol. Discuss possible meaning in the
first stanza. Discuss whether an exact meaning is necessary for the enjoyment
of the poem. Have the children either illustrate sequentially or write a news
article about the Jabberwock event. The poem could be dramatized or read
chorally. Emphasize enjoyment of the nonsense words for their sounds as well as
possible interpretations.
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Jabbej-woctsy

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

"Beware the Jabberwock,' my son!
The jaws that- bite, the-claws that catch!

Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
Tie frurninous Bandersnatch!"

He took hiS vorpal sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe-he sought

So rested.he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.

And, as in uffish thought he stood,
The Jabberwock, with eyes of flame,

Came whiffling through the tulgey wood,
And burbled as it came

One, two One, two; And through and through
The vorpal blade went snioker-snackl

He left -it dead, and with its .head
He went galuMphing back.-

"And hest thou slain the Jabberwock?
.Come to my arms, my.beamish boy!

0 frabjouS day! Callooh! Cellay!"
He chortled. in his joy.

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,-
And the mome raths outgrabe.

-- Lewis Carroll

* * *

Ask the children to read the:below poem, challenging them to phonetically sound
out the. words. Have them attempt to create their own poems using nonsense words.
They could also substitute real words for the nonsense words.

Over the stiver and by the sneal

Pherson
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Encourage the children to develop a playful as well as serious attitude toward
words,

Tongue Twisters

Have the children write alliterative sentences. A good poem to illustrate this
is

Sarah saw Susan skip suddenly.

Alphabetic Sentences

Challenge the children to attempt -ritin several sentences using the words
alphabetically:

A boy came during early French.
Good.helpers increase jovial kindness.

Letter Sequence Sentences

Write a series of letters on the board. Have the children write as many
sentences as they can using those letters in the sequenCe given:

Gerald loves frozen peas.
Giraffes like fancy potatoes.
Girls lack free passes.

Write a poem on the board, leaving out the rhyming words. Ask the children to
suggest words that might go in-the blanks:

I fear the wrath
Of the Under-slung Zath
Will someone else tell him
It's time for his

The poems could be more complex for older children or non-rhyming sections could
be left out.

Go over and play with the Gump egutch,Tommy,
The Gumplegutch loves to (play)
You may bounce on his (belly)

And call him 61d belly
And fill up his nostrils with clay.
Don't be 'fraid of his fangs
Or that one yellow (eye)

Or the scales on his (tap I), my dear,
Go over and play with Tommy,

I'll wait for you here.



Many words are printed on tagboard, one word per card, among which .are words
that can be built into compound words. The cards are placed face up on the
table. Two or more children -rotate, selecting one card et -a time, which they
place in front of themselves. The object of the game is to join cards to form
compound words. The child may pass if he sees no possibility for word joining.
The game ends when no player is able to form another compound .word. The child
may pass- if he sees.nopossibility for word joining. The game ends when no
player is able to.form another compound'word. Words that are under question
may be checked on a teacher made answer list or in a dictionary depending on the
age of the student.

You may wlshto have children illustrate compound words which they in turn
present to classmates as riddles. This would be an excellent. follow -up for an
activity of the kind found on page 60 of the first grade New Directions in
English text. On this page children are asked to solve compound word riddles
like the following:

Rain Coat

J

Raincoat

The children's _illustrations may be-drown on oaktag, or pictures of each word
may be found -and pasted on the oaktag in the abbve-pattern. A brainstorming
session in which compound words are listed may be held-prior to the illustrating,
or you.may.want to supply children-with a list of compound words from which they
can .choose for their ill6strated Older children may be asked to find
a compound word on their. own.

An extension-of the abbve activity-would be to have children create new compound
words by joining existing words in a new way. This activity is especially fun
to do with partners. The new words may .apply- to a real object or an imaginary
thing. Children may want to illustrate their new wordS and place them into a_
book of "New Compound Words.

Have the children make up funny poems using rhyme and homonyms:

Who knows more than
A new gnu knew.
A new newt knows
In a blue newt suit.

Have the children brainstorm a list of multi-syllabic words. Make the words
into a chant. Divide the class into groups and have each group experiment with
setting up a rhythmic pattern by planning the location of accents. For_examp e,
secretary, ordinary, veterinary!
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Activities for this expectation .have been gathered in the Basic Skills.section.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

One of the ways to encourage children to develop their own written forms is
give them opportunities to experiment with several forms.

The following ideas are from the book Wishes, Lies and Dreams by Kenneth Koch
which can be obtained at the E.S.C. library.

Invite the children to write wish poems. Here are some suggested formats from
'Koch:

1. I wish I was

2 If I was
I would

Examples from six-yea Ids at Hillaire elementary

If I were a giant giraffe,
I would sparkle with colors.

If I was a muddy shoe,
I would go muddy gush, muddy gush,

o-o-o- ick!

ish I was a snow kitten.

I wish I was a cat
Because I wouldn't have to go to school

AND
I wouldn't have to color on paper.

You may wish to tell the children that they muSt'use a color or sound or noise in
each line or once somewhere in their poems. Some days the kids can be animals,
machines, nonsense things, etc.

Ask your librarian or invite a regional author/authoress to come to your
class and discuss how she or he goes about writing a book. After this experience,
the children may want to write their own books.

Show the film, ,The Story of A Book, and have the children followaa similar pro-
cess in writing their own stories.



Children should be given the opportunity to move to music in order to interpret
and create through movement. Many records and tapes are available in the schools
which supply a wide variety of rhythms, themes, and moods. Have children listen
to and then move to various types of music. Give them an opportunity to describe
the music in words. Is the music happy music, sad music, angry music? Is it fast
or slow? How does it make you feel? What can you do to the music? What makes
that a good thing to do to the music? Children may be allowed to create stories
to music. This they can do individually or in groups as a form of interpreting
what they hear and creating a "Story-in Movement." if children work in groups,
give them an opportunity to present their story to the class and follow the pre-
sentation with talk about the story and how it was interpreted by the dancers as
well as by the audience.

Have students discover and note sounds around the school. These may be written
down for later oral reports to-classmates. Good possibilities for study are:
the playground'at recess, the library, the multi-use room during a class, orches-
tra practice, a kindergarten classroom, the school office, the schoolroom at
lunch time.' Children may want to write their sound notes up in the form of a
riddle or "guess-me" poem. These can be presented to their classmates, and they
in turn try to guess the location described in sound terms.

* * *

Read Ray Bradbury's short story, "All Summer In a Day" in The World Of Lan9ua9e,
Book 6. Discuss ways in which man might adapt to life on amiiih;; planet. Make
up an imaginary planet, allowing the children to brainstorm for ways in which the
planet might be different (no sun, always a fantastic amount of noise, thick layers
of fuzz growing quickly on everything). Divide the class into groups or have them
work individually. Have them brainstorm and make a list of ways in which man
would have to adapt his technology and adapt physically to living on the planet.
(On a dark planet, man might grow feelers or develop a large nose.) Using their
brainstorming lists, have the children write science fiction stories or make up
plays about life on their planet. A picture of an adapted human could accompany
the text.

Invite the children to make up rhyming riddles:

A fruit flavored coin = a lime dime
A plump rodent = a fat rat
A cheap sour vegetable = a nickle pickle

* * *
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Factual information presented in a science unit could be combined with creative
writing to produce science fiction. After finishing a unit, such as The Human
Body, ask the children to 0-;e their knowledge in the writing of a story. They
might copy a movie theme crld write about a journey through inner space, the human
circulatory system. They might use their knowledge of the planets to write a

story about an excursion to a particular planet. Emphasize that the facts
presented should be fairly accurate. The plot comprises the fictional part.
good author to use as an illustration of science fiction is Ray Bradbury.

The following .assignment would be well t imed if given either just before or
right after summer vacation:

Discuss summer camp and ask the children to share some of their pleasant
and funny camp experiences. Have them brainstorm a list of things they
might want in a perfect summer camp. Have the children write advertise-
ments for funny summer camps. If possible, either make up or bring in a
camp advertisement to help the children develop a format. The following
example could be used.



Camp Kiddie

Kids! Are you ready for a summer filled with fun and excitement?
Parents! Do you want a true long vacation from the little dears?
If the answer is yes, the place for your kids is the one and only
"Camp Kiddie Joy."

Our fantas c camp offers all the below extras:

Delicious Food

Our world famous dieticians work day and night to bring to
your children such delights as steak of giant newt, toadstool
hash, poison ivy and tarantula salad, and many other taste
tempting treats.

Activities

Your children can participate in body building sports such. as

1. The around the world swim.
2. Aligator wrestle.
3. Hot lava fights.
4. Hikes to the den of the poison lizard.
5. Survival lessons in the pool of quicksand.

Crafts

Build your child's creative ability as he participates in nose
stitching classes, python dress design (working from the inside
out), and Fingernail clipping crafts.

Counselors

Our counselors are selected from the finest stock of tame
gorillas in the world. They really know how to haridle the kids
and their skill will really tear you up.

Fill in the coupon below and be the first to sign u your child
for a summer of fun!

Name

General Health

Allergies (check the below

gila monsters
black widows

killer bees
gorilla -Fur

Funeral home to call in case of emergency
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Have the children compose a "poetry pack." Give each person in the class aboutsix 3 x 5 cards. Take the class out on the field and have them choose somenatural object to describe in their poems (clouds, trees, etc.). Ask thechildren to write one thought or description on each card, keeping in mind thatthey will be using the cards to make a poem. The writing need not be completesentences. Entries could include a series of "ing" words, verbs, adjectives,or other word combinations. When the class returns to the room, have-the childrenshuffle the cards and lay them out in random order. They continue repositioningand improving the cards until they have the poem-form that they like. Thefinished poem could then be written in final form.

* * *
There are at least two possible introductions to this activity. One is tofurnish the class with a kite or two. Take the class outside to watch the kiteas it flies. if possible allow each child to fly the kite while the otherswatch. You may want to use cross-age helpers to help fly the kites if thechildren are too young to handle it themselves. The second introduction wouldbe to have the children actually construct kites. The art teacher could helpyou in the planning and the children in the ,actual construction. After the kitesare finished, a field trip to a nearby field or park can be planned so that thekites can be flown.

Prior to flying the kites discuss some of the things to consider while watchingthe kites. Questions as the following might be posed in order to focus thechildren's attention on possible considerations:
How high will the kite go?What will it see when it is flying? How will we look to the kite? How will itfeel when you are holding its string? What will the kite do to you? How wouldyou feel if wu were the kite? What might you want to do? What things mighthappen as the kite was flying? What might the kite yell to you? What will thekite look like to you? How will it move?

After flying the kites allow time to discuss the experience. Again questionsas those above will come up. Have children be kites demonstrating movements andfeelings of kites. Suggest that they write about the kite-flying experience.This can be a factual account or a story. The child may wish to write as if hewere the kite telling about his feelings or views.

* * *
You might begin this activity by displaying pictures of children in variousemotional states: happy, sad, hurt, scared. Ask the children what feelings theythink the children in the pictures are experiencing. As a clasS, list thefeelings that various children in the room ve experienced. Talk-about thesituations surrounding- the feelings. At this point you may want-to Teed .somepoetry which. relates to-feelings. -Excerpts of Stories can also serve this purpose.Encourage children-to dictate or write .stories- about their .awn personallexperi-ences involving feelings. These may also be done on tape. to be played for class-mates later.



Children might choose to "advertise" something, giving it the qualities of
something else. For example, the earth might be advertised ironically as follows:

For Sale

Beautiful site for e home. Covered with lovely yellowish mist
most of the year. '0qly several billion people. Never have to
worry about'wild animel-s-,-..as- they will soon all be extinct.
(The. Earth)

or

This little beauty iS going at.rock bottom prices. Look at all
the fantastic extras you get. Comfortable swayed seat, sleek
fur upholstery, four powerful legs, sleek tail for air condition-
ing. This baby has a fantastic one h.p. motor. it runs on grass
and hay. This is the one deal you can't resist. (A horse)

The limerick form of poetry provides a structure for the child and avoids the
sometimes stilted-quality of rhymed serious poetry. Limericks can be developed
around a theme, such as people's names, or can be random. The limerick contains
five lines. The first and second lines rhyme with the fifth line, and the
short third and fourth lines rhyme. The best way to teach children the limerick
form is to read a number of limericks and write a class limerick. This should
provide enough guidance so that the children can take off on their own. Below
are student and professional examples.

There once was a man from Darjeeling,
Who in his stomach had a very queer feeling.
He lay flat on his back
And took some Contac
And threw up all over the ceiling.

(written by a 3rd grader

1 give you now Professor Twist,

O
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Changing words and adapting verses of familiar songs allow the child to work
within a framework and helps him to develop syllabic rhythms in his poetry. A
good song to use for a first experience is "The Twelve Days of Christmas."
Children could retain the basic framework and add new verses as below:

On the first day of Christmas, my true love gave to me
A poison cobra on a sticker, tree.

Have the children sing the songs after iriting. Other possible sources might
"I did what I Could," or chants such as "One, two, buckle my shoe."

*

Poems developed around a format such as the song "This Old Man" provide a frame-
work for children's humorous poetry. Start the children out with a portion of a
poem as illustrated below and let them continue with their awn verses based on
progressive numberinn.

Little wee tiny nuts lived in some jugs,
Instead of small cars, they traveled on slugs.
The first one was slimiest, he was number one,
This little one stopped to engage in some fun.
The second was salted, he was number two,
He stopped for too long and turned into slick goo.

* * *
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Have the children write their own paper, with the intent of writing for a
specific audience. The children need to determine what types of information,
jokes, cartoons, and illustrations that the particular audience appreciates.
Example of audiences: younger or older students

parents
teachers
principal
coordinator
school librarian or secretary
custodians
superintendent

After publication invite some of the people for whom the paper was written to
come and respond to the paper. Were the contents .and articles appropriate?
Suggestions? You may then have the children write a paper that is fun and
appropriate for their own class, and compare the types of articles, how they
differed, how another audience might respond to what they liked in their own
Fver.

Arrange with a teacher from another school to exchange letters with her students.
The exchange works especially well if the other school is in the same district or
locale. Letters can then be easily exchanged through the school mail or hand
delivered. If the other child lives close by field trips with pen pals can also
be more easily arranged and some children will make contact independently through
use of the telephone or through visits arranged by parents. It is also more
effective if the children exchanging letters are approximately the same age.

Set aside a special time for letter writing each month. It is difficult to
plan for more than one letter a month, especially with younger children as the
project can be very time consuming. Cross-age helpers during letter writing time
can help considerably. The entire class may write their letters at the same
time or they may be written independently and placed in a specially marked box
or envelope for proof reading. Individual proof reading can be done with the
child by the teacher, an aide, or a cross-age helper. Final drafts of letters
can be made if necessary following proof reading with the emphasis placed on the
importance of making the letter legible and meaningful to the receiver.
Encourage children to include pictures, stories, poems, riddles, or other items
which they think might interest their pen pals. Letter form should be taught
although it should be varied according to the age and maturity of the children
involved.

When letters are eturned from the other class allow ample time for children to
read and enjoy them. Have the children share their letters with classmates if
they wish. Talk about the ideas and the enclosures in the letters. If the
children are not answering the letters immediately, you may want to collect them
until letter answering time so that the children will be able to refer to the
letters in answering any questions that were asked. The children are very
possessive of their letters and will want to keep them, so be sure to return
the letters to the children after they have answered them.

3NT
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Activities for this expectation have been gathered in the Basic Skills section.
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Junior High Senior High

Intermediate students can choose a primary book with the intention of taking
this hook to a primary classroom and convincing the primary students that it
is a book that they should read. The intermediate student should read the
book himself, and become very familiar with it. He or she may then practice
before his peers telling about the book, without reading it and without telling
the complete story so that another youngster would want to read the book.
When the student feels confident, he should visit a primary room and, after
telling about the book, give it to a youngster who is enthusiastic about reading
the book.

*

Play for the class a recording of some exciting natural event (example: a
storm, the ocean, a stampede). Brainstorm on the board all of the individual
sounds that make up the total sound setting. Go through the list and ask the
children to suggest a way of reproducing each sound using objects in the room
(tapping on desk, sliding hands together, etc.) Order the sound list-in a
logical sequence. as below:

Storm ---- gentle rain

hard rain
thunder
lightning
wind

Discuss ways in which the sounds can be built to a climax. Divide the class.
into groups, each group representing a particular sound.. Point to each sound on
the board and bring the groups in one at a time'. Increase the volume for climax_
and diminish. Extension: Divide the class into groups and have each .grOup.
develop their own sound symphony. After a performance, have the class discuss
what-they were trying to represent.

Students can be given an opportunity to suggest a new body extension. This can
take the form of an informal oral explanation and description or students may
want to make a more elaborate presentation to the class. This might include a
rough sketch of the invention, a name for it, a description of its possible use,
and the reasons for its need. (Pages 55-57 in the third grade New Directions
in English can serve as a good introduction to this activity.)



For sheer joy of language nothing can be more effective than choral reading or
the speaking of poetry. Almost any poem can be read by a group or groups of
"children in a variety of patterns. Informal choral reading or speaking is
especially enjoyable as the children can take part in the planning of the inter-
pretive reading. You might begin choral reading with nursery rhymes already
familiar to the children. Read or speak the poem as a total group. Then ask
the children to suggest ways in which the poem could be divided so that various
small groups or individuals might read specific lines. Group the children and
try their suggestions. You, too, may suggest an alternative pattern. Experiment
with different expressions, rhythms, and volumes as well. Discuss the versions
tried and the children's reactions to them.

Befo e attempting choral reading of unfamiliar poems have the children read the
poem through silently or you may want to read it through for them as they follow
the words on paper. Then read the poem through as a total group. Follow this
by having children suggest different reading patterns. Discussion of poem
divisions, volume, expression, and rhythm should be encouraged. Allow the children
to experiment with various suggestions and evaluate the results as a group. You
may want to tape the versions so that the children can listen to them as they
talk about the interpretations.

After much choral reading has been done as a total group, you may want to have
children plan and present poems as small groups. All small groups can plan and
interpret the same poem. Then comparisons of the various readings can be made.
Or you may want to have children form their own groups, select their own poems,
and present them to the class.

Informal choral reading as described above is especially effective with
primary children. Intermediate children may enjoy a more formal approach to
choral reading as well as the informal approach. A good reference source for
teachers interested in formal choral reading is the book, Let's Enjoy Poetry by
Rosalind Hughes. The book is an anthology of children's poetry with suggestions
for the teaching and reading of each poem. The book is designed for the inter:-
mediate grades but could be used with older children as well.

Poems for informal choral reading can be found in any good children's anthology.
Three good sources are Poems Children Will Sit Still For, compiled by Scholastic
Lucky Book Club, Reading cif by William D. Sheldon, Nellie Lyons,
and Polly Rouault, and The Sound by Mary Austin and Queenie B. Mills
Another excellent source of poetry is the children's own writing. Children
thoroughly enjoy creating chants and poems for choral interpretation. They may
also add to or change existing poems and then use them forrchoral reading.

Read the following poem to the class. Have them divide into groups and read the
poem chorally. Pert of the ereup could pantomime the poem or the reading could
be-recorded and played as the entire group pantomimes the story. Have the groups
experiment.with phrasing, dynamics, and vocal effects.



Overheard on a Saltmarsh

Group I) Nymph, nymph, what are your beads?
Group 2) Green glass, goblin. Why do you stare at

1) Give them me._
2) NO.

j)

2)

l)

Give them me. Give them
NO.

Then I will howl all night in the reeds,
Lie in the mud and howl for them.
Goblin, why do you love them so?
They are better than stars or water,
Better than voices of winds that sing,
Better than any man's fair daughter,
Your green glass beads on a silver ring.

Hush, I

Give me
stole them out of the moon
your beads, I want them.

NO.-

a deep lagoon
glass beads, I love.them so.
Give-them.
NO.

I will howl in

For your green
Give them me.

them?

Many teachers are dissatisfied with Show and Tell or Sharing because it does not
seem to accomplish the goals it was designed to accomplish; namely, to develop
children's oral communication skills. Instead it is often a boring time during
which the same children share events or objects while the rest of the class
fidgets because they cannot hear the speaker or because what is being shared is
not interesting or important to them. The following are some suggestions that
may help to make Sharing a more alive and worthwhile English experience.

1. Vary the structure of the Sharing period. At times have the
arranged in small groups. They can then share with those in
groups rather than the total class. This makes shy children
frightened of the group and allows for greater participation
interaction among the sharers and listeners. At other times
the class as a total group. Have the children form a circle
other arrangement in which they can face each other directly. The
closer the children can be to the speaker, the better. If sharers
can remain in their "spots" while talking to the children, they may
be more at ease as well.

chiidren
their
less
and
arrange
or

Organize the Sharing period in such a way that it is limited in time
and does not drag on until everyone is bored. In order that all
children have a chance to share, you may want to establish a sign-up
list for each week. Establish a set number of spaces for signing up
for each day of the week, for example five. If five children have
already signed up for that day, a child may sign up for another day
of the week. Children may sign up any time prior to the Sharing
period. This sign-up technique gives you an opportunity to keep
track of the sharers and to approach children Individually either to



encourage them to share and to help them plan a sharing experience,
or to counsel with children who .tend to monopolize. this and other
classroom activities.- There is a need to be a listener, too.

Plan oral speaking lessons in English-classes in which children
talk about and develop:speaking skills. The class may-want to draw
.up a list-or.poster on which good speaking tharacteristics_are
given. During or after Sharing periods regularly evaluate the
speaking. Did...everyone hear the-speakers? Did they plan what they
were going to share? Were we good listeners? Did we ask good
questions? How could the -period be improved?

Make Sharing.anrexperienCe in interaction rather than confining
most class members to inactive spectator. roles. Encourage
listeners to ask questlons of the sharer. You as-a participant.
may serveas.-:an'eXample,-but- participate less often as children
begin to pia}, the role of questioner..

At times plan topics to serve as the basis for Sher ng during the
week. These topics can be related to or correlated with ongoing
English units. Examples might be:

a. Set aside a week during which children share their
mothers' or fathers' jobs with classmates. This could
be part of a unit on the family. Children may wish
to bring their parents who in turn might explain what
it is they do for a living. Arrange a time for each
child to have an opportunity during the week to share
the job of his parent.
Another week might be devoted to introducing pets to
the class. Each child may sign up for a time during
which he tells the class about his pet or some animal
in his neighborhood. Don't be surprised if children
ask to bring their pets. If they do, you may want to
arrange with parents to pick the pet up after Sharing.
Encourage children to read favorite poems or stories to
their classmates during Sharing periods. This is
especially effective if you or an aide has enough time
to work with the child before his presentation.
Children may be encouraged to share their personal writing
with classmates during Sharing. This nay be a story,
poem, riddle, or play. As children become more sophisti-
cated in their sharing skills, encourage them to plan and
present puppet shows or plays for classmates during
Sharing.

During a unit, on friends, you might ask children to think
of some nonliving object that is a real friend to them.
Ask that they share this friend with their classmates
during some Sharing period during -the week. They may
bring the friendif they like.



e hods of Developing Discussion Techniques

Brainstorming

A possible first step to developing good discussion techniques would. be to
have the children-practice brainstorming. Working as a class', ask the-
children an open-ended question,- suchas-, ."1-16W_co-uld you imProve your finger-
nails?" ..Encourage as many alternative sUggestions as the children can think
of. Have the children _brainstorm following these rules:

a. Accept all suggestions
Make no negative cements-
The wilder the idea the better

The next step would be to have the children brainstorm in groups. Emphasize
contributions by all members and ask the children_to abide by the brain-
storming rules.

Role-Playing and bramatics

Group activities which result in role - playing and dramatic presentation could
be used to help the children to learn how to cooperate in a group. For role-
playing, the children could be confronted with any unresolved problem, such
as how to deal with a child that has just called you "fatty." The enactment
could be either improvised or planned by a pair of children. Dramatics might
require more sophisticated planning involving more people. The themes to
be dramatized might be reenactments of something read, seen, or heard; original
plays, or pantomimes. Stress total group planning and involvement.

Discussion Roles__-

Teaching Language as Communication to Children by Frank B. May {available in the
Curriculum Library has an excellent chapter called "Thwarted Discussion." In

this chapter, he outlines the problem areas encountered in discussion, lists
common roles assumed by individuals, and gives constructive ways of improving
student discussion. The process below is an adaptation of May's basic technique:

I. Give the class a topic to discuss and divide into groups. Tape the
groups as they discuSs. Pass out a ditto listrng some of the common
discussion roles.

B055 -- Bossy but not mean. Tries to talk more than anyone else.
Tries to get the group to agree' with him. Keeps explaining
to others why his idea is best.

Blocker Always cutting down others. Never agues. Uses words
like "stupid" or "dumb."

Blob Sits there and does nothing. (Never tells what he's thinkin
Chameleon Agrees with everyone. Always nodding or repeating

what has been said. Contributes nothing new.
Playboy Goofs around and distracts others. Generally disruptive.
Good guy -- Tries to draw others into the discussion. Asks things

like, "What do you think?"
Go-between Tries to calm people down and make peace for all.

Tries to get people back on the subject.
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Home body -- Always relating things to personal experience.
Tells endless anecdotes about things that have happened
to him

Baby -- Always trying to get the sympathy of others. Tells about
the tragic events in his life.

Peacemaker -- Tells others that he likes their ideas. Encourages
group members.

Organizer -- Keeps the discussion on the right track.. Summarizes
what has been said.

Discuss with the class which roles might be constructive and which
would be destructive to a discussion. As the tape of a discussion is
replayed, have the children practice rating the members of the discussion
as to their roles. It might be ego-deflating to classify people in the
groups orally, so keep the lists private. The children could t-,e asked
to classify themselves and their discussion roles.

2. Cut apart the ditto containing the different roles and ask for volunteers
to hold a mock discussion. Fold the slips containingg role titles and give
one to each of about six children. (The ensuing discussions might be more
successful if you choose the bolder students for the first demonstration.
Give the members of the group a discussion topic and have them assume
their roles as they discuss. Tell them to exaggerate if possible.
"After they have discussed for about five minutes, ask the class to guess
what each person's role was. Again emphasize positive and negative
roles. Experiment with different combinations of roles.

Have five to eight students carry on a discussion over a lively issue
in front of the room. Do not assign roles. Assign two or thre
'observers for each one of the discussants. After the discussion see
the observers can agree on the role or roles which each discussant
naturally played.

The key to this activity is the selection of a picture that arouses interest in
the children and stimulates much flexible thinking on their parts. The selection
must be made on the basis of the age, maturity and interests of the students
involved. Show the picture to the children and talk about what they see in it.Have them speculate on what they think happened just before the picture was
taken. Allow for many different interpretations. Ask them to tell what they
think happened just after the picture was taken. Again allow for many differentideas. Have various children tell a story based on the picture beginning with
before-the-picture-was-taken through the time of the picture and into the futureafter the picture was taken. These stories may he done individually on tape,
orally in front of the group, or in written form if the children are writingwell enough. An excellent source of interesting and unusual pictures is The
Sounds of Language. Each text has several pictures chosen specifically for- story---

The book also furnishes the teacher with suggestions on picture reading
activities. This series is available in limited supply from the district ware-house.



There are several ways of introducing puppetry to the class. One- of the- better
introductions-is to have a puppet operated by yourself introduce himself andpuppets in general. A simple hand puppet works well. Ask various children-to
operate the puppet-. Have them experiment with different-voices and .movements.What can they make the puppet say or do? .ASk the children if they would liketo help develop a puppet corner in the clatsroom. Discuss the things that yOuwill need for your corner. There are several sources for puppets. Children canbring puppett that they have at-heme. Garage sales are.. excellent sources ofschool orteacher purchased, puppets. They can also be-made by students. This isespecially effective with older children. -A puppet stage- can be made by placing
a sheet over a table- or a simple stage can be-made from wood. See the drawingbelow:- -

cut out area
for puppets wooden side supports

wooden frame

There are unlimited possibilities for the use of puppetry in the development
language skills. Some suggestions follow:

I. As informal play furnishing practice in oral sentence composition,
voice inflection, tone, pitch, enunciation. Younger children
especially enjoy participating in chants without actually performing.2. As a form of interpreting literature through acting out stories
or poems which have been read to or by children.
As a stimulus for writing stories in the form of puppet scripts which
children can present for themselves or for their classmates.

Guidelines for the:use of the puppets and the Puppet-:Corner in general should
be developed.by the class. When the corner is first initiated, the teacher
mayThaVe--to-stress-compljance with the guidelines-.

As an introduction to this type of activity, you may want to create and presenta filmstrip story for the children. The story should be simple and short,
possibly about something a pet of yours has done. Illustrate the story on sheetsof paper of the same size. Scotch tape the sheets together in the proper sequence.You may want to roll up the sheets on a paper towel roller for easy handling. Anordinary cardboard box can serve as the screen for the filmstrip. Cut the bottomout of the box so that it serves as the screen. Cut slits in two sides of thebox so that the strip can be fed across the screen. (The slits should be as wias the strip.) See drawing below.

2nd slit

cut-out
screen area
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slit through which
Paper is fed



As the strip
to tape the
tion.

fed through the slits, you can narrate the story, or you may wanty and then regulate the movement of the strip to the tape narra-

After presenting the filmstrip to the chi ldren, talk about the story. Show themthe process you used in making the filmstrip. Then suggest that they makea filmstrip to share with classmates. This may be an individual or small groupproject.
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Make up an alphabet book for a particular subject or object. For example, the
alphabet book for an ocean might include A-algae, B-bathyscape, etc.

Have the children collect, draw, or paint pictures of pets to place in a class-
room pet dictionary. You may want to have each child select a different kind
of pet so that there is only one entry for each species as dog, cat. With older
children you may want to make the dictionary larger by including various breeds
of a species. Have children label their pictures. Then, as a class organize
the various pages in alphabetical order. Place the dictionary in the classroom
library.

After children have had a chance just to enjoy poetry-either through listening
or i_ndependent reading, suggest- that -they. begin a booklet of poems. This book-
let can be.a combination of poems_theyhave -Written-and poems-written by others.
The collection can be classified In many different ways -. -The book itself is
group of poems which could be classified. as -Poems I Like. The poems could also-
be grouped according .to subject or type:depending on the.. purposes and maturity of
-the -children involi/ed.

A variation would be to have children make a collection of poems around one
the family, poems about people.subject or topic as poems about mice, poems abou

*

You might begin by asking, "How many of you have newspapers in =your home?"
Discuss what a newspaper is and why it is read by people. You may want to explore
the word "newspaper" by breaking it into two parts and, talking about the meaning
of each part. Explore the feelings of children toward the newspaper. Some of
them may actually resent it because it absorbs much of their parents' time Have
children bring newspapers from hone or you may supply them with papers. As
partners explore the papers. As children find interesting sections or pictures,
talk about them as a class. Encourage children to ask questions about the things
they discover in the paper. Especially emphasize the parts of the paper that
might have something for them. The comic section, the sports pages, the weather
report, and picture sections are often interesting to children.

After exploring the newspapers you may want to suggest that children might like
to have a classroom newspaper which they would publish for themselves and their
families. Talk about the kinds of sections they might want to include in theiy
paper. Examples follow; The major news section could cover. classroom news of
special importance to them. They may want to have a sports section to cover
physical education and recess activities. Children may suggest a comic or joke
section.

The newspaper should'be kept simple and fairly short, especially with young
children. If possible the paper should be .published regularly;once a month
works well Children can volunteer for or be assigned to complete publishing
tasks.



You may begin by exploring children's magazines. It is especially effective ifclassroom subscriptions to a few children's
magazines are possible. These thencan serve as a basis for exploration. Talk about what a magazine is and whypeople use and enjoy them. Set up a reading corner where magazines are kept andencourage children to use the corner in their free time.

After children have thoroughly explored and talked about magazines, you cansuggest that they might like to publish i magazine of their own. Talk about thekinds of things the magazine could include. Stories, poems, essays, jokes,riddles, and advertisements might be mentioned. Discuss the frequency of publica-tion. Should it be a quarterly or monthly magazine? Set up a specified areawhet) children may turn in artcles or items for the magazine. A speciallymarked box or envelope in the reading corner can be used for this purpose.
Tasks can be identified and assigned to students in the room. It is helpful ifa few members of the class serve as an editorial board, whose job it is to select,organize, and proof-read materials submitted for publication. All children inthe class should have the opportunity to serve in many capacities through theyear.

After each magazine
publication, take the time to read, evaluate, and enjoy themagazine together. Place extra copies in the reading corner, other classroomsand possibly the school library. Encourage children to submit writing done inEnglish class as well as independent writing which they have done at school orhome.

Many of the activities in the English class involve student writing or projects.Individual or small:-group work of this type can be bound into books which may beplaced in the classroom library for others in the room to share. Many differenttypes of books can be published throughout the year. The following are a fewsuggestions, many of which have already been mentioned elsewhere in the handbook.
1. Primary children can publish a wide variety of picture books basedaround units or activities from English or other classes. One suchbook would be a picture book of pets organized in some way, possiblyby species.

Children can develop a classroom telephone and address book in whicheach child and the teacher is listed. These can be arranged as aregular telephone book, alphabetically.

Classroom dictionaries may be developed patterned after regulardictionaries. Words which are used and needed by children in theirwriting can be placed on appropriate pages.

4. Brief autobiographies can be written by each child in which he tellshis classmates about himself and his family. The book can beliberally illustrated.

Individual or total class anthologies of the children's poetry canbe. bound. added to as the year proeresses These may be classi-fied by topic or by child.



Children can write stories in the form of novels and illustrate
them for classmates. These can follow the pattern of the books
the children are reading in which one or two sentences may be
placed on each page with liberal use of accompanying illustrations.

Anthologies of classroom short stories can be developed. These_
may center around one topic such as Halloween or they may be a
random selection of stories.
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-An effective- -way to-havestudents become involved in discussing their own
writing .and. the'wri ing of others is to haVe the class write and Oblish a
newspaper.

1. What kind of audience
that audience?

the article for, and is it appropriate for

2. What facts need to be included?

3. What makes an interesting article?

4. What makeS one article more interesting than another?

5. Is it grammatically correct? (spelling, punctuation, structure

Have the children develop a Food Book in which they organize foods into groups
according to personal criteria. For younger children the book will probably be
very simple with as few as two classes or groups, Foods _I Like and Foods .I Dislike.
With older children, more sophisticated groupings may be developed. Have the
children draw or collect pictures of the foods they believe fit into the groups
they have developed. These can be pasted or drawn onto the appropriate pages.
Children should be encouraged to share and compare their books. Questions related
to the differences in classifying various foods will probably arise from compari-
sons.
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Have the children role play a machine.

1. A child individually selects the machine he wants to be, and panto-
mimes it for the audience to guess.

2. Then two or three children build a machine together, each child being
one part of the machine.

3. The children make their machine have moving parts, so the machine has
to function and move as a unit.

To begin the idea for a moving machine, choose, for example, a vacuum cleaner.
Ask the children what needs to be first, next, etc. As each child's part is
added to the machine, his machine motion begins. You may have an end product
of ten children moving and vacuuming as an amazing unit. The audience can be
helpful in suggesting many different ways for pieces of the machine to operate.

Follow the suggestions given by Kenneth Koch in his book Wishes, Lies, and
Dreams for a collaboration poem. If you have non-writers, you write the poems
OTENT children and read them back. You can write them on tag board charts for
all to see. It's amazing how thrilled the children are to hear their work read
back.

For .the students who are writing, each can write his own verse and hand-it in,
then the teacher can compile and read all of the responses. You can establish

ethe format, for example, with first .graders:. "We are all going to make a wish
-and therehas to be a color in your wish", or simply "Each poem is going to be
anything you'd want to wish for."

Show the film Holiday from Rules (K -6). Discuss or write about the follcowing :

1. What is a rule?
2. Criteria for establishing rules safe y, order, efficiency, etc.).
3. Who makes the rules?

in our class?
in our school?
in your family?
in our city?
in our country?

4. How does each of these groups decide the best way to make rules and
decisions for their group?

5. Can you think of an easier or better way to establish rules?

In small groups have the children establiSh their own plans for establishing
rules: a room clean-up, a fire drill,-a:Sharing session, a lunch procedure.



1. Have the memebers in each group select an activity to plan and
establish rules for.

2. After the rules have been carefully planned and explained by the
group,have each group lead the rest of the class in-their task.
After each task the entire class or individual group may critique
the effectiveness of their rules and discuss alternative methods
for procedure.

This can be quite an extended project. Each group may be given a week or more
to carry out their project, allowing time daily to evaluate their system. By

keeping daily charts on problems, solutions, time taken to complete their tasks,
etc., they may at the end-of their project more easily evaluate the best way
they found for working together as a group

Stage a "black box" experiment. Find five pieces of junk (things with wheels and
simple shapes are good). Put each piece into a box and wrap the box with black
paper.- Divide the class into five groups and give one box to each group. by
moving, shaking, and turning the box, the groups attempt to discover the approxi-
mate size and shape of their object. Each group records their observations and
makes a sketch of the object as they think it to be. Boxes are opened and
observations are evaluated.

The following activity can be done as a total group or in small groups. The
small groups allow for greater participation by individuals. Bring or ask
children to bring a specific item of food, for example, an apple. Supply each
group with the sample. Give oral directions or have the set of directions
printed indicating the avenues of investigation. Appoint a scribe or recorder
to take notes on discoveries and/or observations made by his group. These may
be organized as follows: Looks, Touch, Taste, Smell. (With younger children,
the notes are necessarily brief, although this may be overcome if cross-age
helpers are used as recorders for each group.)

First experiences in this kind of activity need to be more teacher structured.
Later children can choose their own avenues of investigation of a subject. You
may want to have children respond to one question at a time. The following are
examples: How does the apple look? What colors is it? Does it have a stem?
Are there any surprising things about the appearance of your apple? What shape
is it? Can you describe the shape? How does it feel? On the outside? Cut it
open. What does it look like now? When you bite into your apple, what do you
notice? Is this related to smell, taste, feel? What reactions do you have to
the apple? If you like it, can you tell why? If you hate apples, why? Is it
the looks, consistency, taste? If this activity is done as a total group, chil-
dren may just be allowed to respond orally to the questions asked. If small
groups are used, allow time for each group to report their findings. At this
time you may want to ask further questions as various groups report and compare
their reactions. One question at this point might be, "Why were there different
reactions to the apple by various groups or individuals?" (Good food items are
cotton candy, marshmallows, pickles.)



Divide the class into groups. Have the class picture a particular situation
(example: your sister setting the table). Have each group represent a different
mood (anger, happiness, fear, boredom). Have the groups write a paragraph
describing the situation. Their paragraph should reflect the mood that they are
in. One person in each group could read the paragraph while the others act it
our.

Discuss the meaning of the word "conversation" with the children.
situations when they or the people around them use conversation.
to differentiate between conversation, discussion, and argument a
Allow children to plan a conversation with one or two classmates,
play the conversation for the class. Follow each role-playing wi
emphasizing the characteristics of a good conversation.

Ask them for
You might want
this time.

then role-
h discussion

You may want to establish a Conversation Time each day when children are given
ten minutes to converse with classmates. Two good times for this activity are
the first thing in the morning as children enter the class and at lunch time
while the children are eating their lunch. After the conversation period it is
occasionally good to review the class guidelines for the activity. Children
need practice and training in conversing without causing general classroom dis-
ruption.

Another p sible strategy would be to establish a Conversation Corner. This can
include a throw rug and various displays. Children can be encouraged to use this
corner when they have their work completed and wish to share something with a
classmate or two. The establishment of such a corner necessitates that much
work be done in formulating class guidelines for the corner and that reminders be
given to children who are having difficulty in operating under the guidelines.
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inShow the film Flock_ the Road (appropriate for all grades Ask the following
questions.

1. Why did the first two men replace the rock?
2. Why do you think the third man did what he did?
3. How did you feel about the actions of these three people?
4. What would you have done? Why?

Have short, intense listening periods in the classroom (about one minute in
length). With young children it helps to have made "Hearing Masks" which the
children use when they are listening for soUnds. The children are asked to
close their eyes or put on their Hearing Masks. They are to listen carefully
to detect as Many sounds as they can in the one minute time period. Arrange for
no-planned sounds, just let the-children listen to the sounds of the classroom.
After you call time, have the children list as a total group or in small-groups
all the sounds that they heard. If small groups are used, be sure to allow for
the groups to report to the total class. Discuss the various .sounds heard
and the words that could be used to describe the sounds. Questions relating to
form and wording may come up such as: Which is a better way to describe' a sound,
the clock or the ticking of the clock? Is one better than the other? How? Why?
What do these sounds you heard mean to you? How do you react toward them? Are
words sounds? At this point you may want to start a-list-of Sound Words which
can be expanded as new words are discovered or created.

Mount pictures of objects that are hard to recognize when viewed out of context
or without explanation (magnified sugar crystals). List four multiple choice
answers per picture for the question, "What is it?" Example: a) diamonds,
b) cubes of ice, c) sugar crystals, d) transparent dandruff. Let the children
guess which it is. Discuss the role past experience plays in helping decide
upon an answer. Why was it difficult to decide? What would help make the
decision easier? Allow the children to choose and write multiple choice guesses
for pictures which they find. Have the class guess and discuss which were hard
to guess and why.

Use paint chips to illustrate a continuum. Choose colors that lie in between two
primary colors (Bahama Blue and Surf Green). Colors should be close enough so
that they could be classified as blue or green. Allow each child to name the
colors without knowing what anyone else has named them. Compare the names and
discuss things that are difficult to divide accurately. Other examples are
seasons, ages, darkness, and light.

*



Discuss food and ways in which it becomes classified. Discuss the systems ofclassification involving time of day and type of food. Children might collectand classify food pictures in different ways. The following assignment mightdevelop from the above activity:

Describe a fantastic room. it is one of twenty - seven, rooms in
millionaire's mansion. Each room in his house has a
particular theme. He loves food, so the rooms tend to be
styled after his favorite types of food.

Choose a theme, such as hamburgers, and allow the children to brainstorm for allof the things that go along with hamburgers. They then utilize this list indecorating an imaginary room. For example, the room might have lettuce leafcurtains, a catsup fountain, onion slice rugs, and a pickle couch. After discus-sing a room as a class, the children could develop rooms of their own. Theycould either write about these in a narrative way or draw pictures of them.

The above lead-up can also be used to motivate the construction of fantasticairplanes.- Again discuss things that go together, such as foods in the fantastichOuse. Discuss ways in which a plane could be constructed, using a theme. Whatwould a flying tortilla look like? What goes with tortillas? It might have atortilla body, .taco propellers, enchilada wings, hot sauce tail, and Pepto Bismolwheels. Planes.need not be limited to food. Things such as flying pillows andbikes also work quite well. The children can build their planes from -constructionpaper. After construction, they could write about-a battle or a race betweentheir plane and another plane .in the room.

The book, How to Ooze and Other W of Traveling lists a number of ways ofgetting from one place to another. Give the children a situation, such asdiscovering a way to get from one side of the street to the other, and have thembrainstorm for unusual ways of getting there (ride a crocodile through the waterpipe, fly on fifty balloons, tie worms together and have them pull you, greaseyourself and slither across).

Brainstorming is a method which can be used to develop alternative answers to aparticular question or problem. It could be introduced by giving each child anobject, such as a piece of velvet or a toothpick. Have the children brainstormfor as many different uses for 'Iat object as they can think of

They could also brainstorm for the solution for a particular problem. For example,they have been given the task of designing a new school desk. Have them brain-storm for as many improvements as they can think of.

A drastic si tuati.on could be set up for them. For example, they are trapped atthe bottom of a twenty-foot pit filled with seapping crocodiles. They have onlya sheet, two pirloWs,and five sticks.- How do they take care of the crocodilesand escape?

Brainsterming can be creative or practical. In a practical situation, a listcould be brainstormed and the individual's
contributions evaluated and revised.



Have the children make up a repair manual for zoo animals. For example, if the
elephant's trunk fell off, what could you use as a substitute (garden hose,
enlarged spaghetti). What could you substitute for a camel's hump (pillow, sack
of potatoes). The children could illustrate their substitute part and give
instructions for putting them on the animal.

* * *
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show the film, ,Junkyard (appropriate for all grades).

Ask the question, "Is-a junkyard beautiful or ugly?" Encourage the students to
share their opinions with others.

*

Show the film, Snow (appropriate for all grades). For teaching ideas that apply
to this film and many others, consult the guide included in the film can which
was written by the Bellevue English Coordinator.

Bring or have-a child contribute an animal to serve as a class pet. Allow ample
time for children to get to know the an observe him, feed- him, and care for
him. The animal can serve to stimulate unlimited numbers of discussions,
class writing,- and individual writing projects. The following are some examples:
1) Have the children begin thinking of a name for the pet based on his charac-
teristics. Each child can present his name to the group along with supporting
reasons for the name's choice. The class can select a name from the choicespre-
sented. 2) The class can keep a journal of the pet's activities, growth, care.
This may be done as a total class-or individual children may be appointed in a
rotating fashibn to Serve-as recorders. 3) Children can be encouraged to write
descriptions of the pet, either in general_ or during a specific-time period as
feeding .time. This may take the form of small group work.or individual writing.
4) They can write out instructions on the care or training of the pet. 5) Chil-
dren can compare the animal to some other animal. This works-especially well if
a new animal is added to the classroom after the children have had time to con-
centrate on the first.animal. 6) Children can use the pet as a main character
in a poem or story. The pet may-take on human characteristics-43r- do unbelievable
things as well as .serve as the basis for-realistic writing-. These stories or
poems can be made into books for the classroom library.

* *

Pair the children and give each pair a blindfold. Have one child blindfold the
other. The blindfolded child will be the observer and the other child will be
the recorder. The recorder hands a small food object to the observer. The
obr,rver, without guessing what the object is, must describe the object, using
the sense of touch and smell. He then puts the object into his mouth and describes
it using his sense of taste and touch. He swallows the object and the blindfold
is removed. Record some of the observations made by the class on the board. Dis-
cuss which observations are most useful. Ask the children at what point were they
fairly sure of what they were testing. Which sense was most valuable in describing
the object? Which was most valuable in guessing what it was?



Give the students a sentence in which a word needing clarification is used. (Joe
walked to school.) Have the class brainstorm alternative words for the underlined
Word-which help to clarify meaning. These may be listed on the board as they are
given (strolled, wandered, strode, hobbled). You may want to have children dem-
onstrate the variations in meaning that the new words give to the original sentence.
Discuss the relative clarity and degree of imagery which the various words supply
to the reader.

You may then want to arrange the class into groups. Give each group a sentence
in which one word is underlined. Have them explore alternative words for the
underlined word which would increase imagery. Have them present their alternatives
to the class through role-playing. They may want to have a group member read the
new Sentences as various members act them out or they may want to act out the sen-
tences.and then have classmates guess the new word before they identify it.

* * *

Mount pictures of objects on separate cards. Made the cards in envelopes.
These may be placed in a game area for independent use or the envelopes may be
used in a group situation. The children select an envelope, take out the cards
and group the various pictures into "families." They then supply a label for
each family.

Example of one envelope; each card would contain a picture of the named object:

I shark_l

app e

car

orange

salmon

[anana

train Jane

rswordfish

Reach

bike

Possible Labels

Fish

Living Things
Swimmers

Fruit

Things That
Grow in Trees

Bring in a large number of leaves of different types and forms. Discuss
generally how the leaves are all alike. Discuss a few of the basic differences.
Divide the class into groups. Give each group a pile of leaves. Have them put the
leaves into categories according to similarities. Have groups make labels for
each category and turn them face down. Have groups change places. Keeping the
same leaf piles, have the groups think of labels for the piles and write them on
cards, placing the cards face down next to the orignal cards. Keep groups rotat-
ing until all groups have labeled all leaf piles. Then have them return to
their original places and turn over the labels. Have each group present their
original labels and read labels others have written for their groups. Di scuss
why some are different. This could lead to a discussion of labels given to
people which vary with the person who is the viewer (a child might be an angel
to parents and a pest to friends at school).

*



Have the children bring pictures of people from magazines

of
papers. Encourage

the children to bring a wide variety symbolizing people of different ages, sizes,
sexes, races, features, clothing, jobs. Place these on tagboard backing so they
can be handled. The class can work as a total group, in small groups, or as
individuals in completing the activity. Have them sort the pictures into "boxes"
or groups. After they have the groups developed, have them furnish each group
with a label.

Go through the grouping process more than once, each time thinking of a new way
of grouping the people represented in the pictures and labeling .the various groups
developed.

Give the students an appealing question and have them brainstorm for creative
and unusual answers. A motivating choice might be, "What are some perfect
excuses for not turning in homework?" Encourage creative answers, such as, "I
was attacked by Mongolian Death Lizards on the way to school and they ate it."
This might be developed into a contest, with a prize of a free night of homework
for the best entry.

Share a picture with children in which action is involved. Pictures involving
children of your students' ages are most effective. Talk about the possible
stories behind the pictures. What happened before the picture was taken? Ask
various children to dramatize a possible ending for the picture story. Allow
for many variations. After each child or group of children dramatize the ending,
ask for the observers to interpret what they saw and how they read the dramatiza-
tion. Allow the actors to explain what it was they were saying if they wish to
clarify or explain. The Sounds of Laljguage Series supplies many good pictures
for storytelling which can also be used for dramatization purposes. This series
is available in limited supply from the district warehouse.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show the film, Rabbit Hill (grades 1-6, available - Seattle Public Library).
Discuss the animals' and people's feelings.

Why were the rabbits worried and excited about the "new folks?"
Why did the workers think the "new folks" were crazy?
Why do you think the new folks" acted like they did?
How do you think the animals will feel if different people moved in?

Make a list of familiar sounds on the board. Discuss which sounds would be
familiar to all people. Which would be unfamiliar to some? Discuss what sounds
might have been familiar to cave men but not to us. What sounds might have held
special importance to Indians? How might we view these sounds?

* * *

Tape some sounds of animals such as a cat purring, a bird chirping, or a dog
barking. You may also want to use the sounds of objects such as a clock ticking
or a door, slamming. Play each sound, then have the children imitate the sound.
It is good to tape the sounds of the children's imitations so they can listen
to their own. Have them singly or in pairs name the sound or think of a word
that imitates the sound. Have the children share their words, listen and compare
their imitations to the original sound, and discuss the similarities and differ-
ences. Do our imitations sound like the original sound. Like each other? Why
are there differences? Are we all hearing the sound alike? Why can't we imitate
it exactly? Do our words fit the sound? In what ways?

*

Make a tape of various sounds. Play the tape and have children either in groups
or individually group the sounds according to .characteristics. Labels .may be .

supplied or children may form their own 'group labels (Screechy Sounds, Crunchy
Sounds, TappingSounds, Rubbing Sounds, Frightening Sounds, Soothing Sounds).
To facilitate grouping, each sound can be given a number on.the.tapeso that the
children. only .haye,to list-the number under the desired label. After the sounds
have been grouped, discuss and compare the lists. If they vary, discuss why
different people feel -or interpret sounds differently. Which labels were associ-
ated with-.the greatest. number of differences among individuals? Can this be
explained?

39-1



You might introduce this Activity by asking children how they were given their
names. If they do not know, ask that they check with their parents and report
back to the class. Allow them to share their name backgrounds with classmates.
Have children speculate on why names are given to people, variations in naming
criteria, and origins of specific names and names in general.

Suggest that they invent a new name which they would like to give to someone or
keep for themselves. With older children you may ask that they do this as a
written assignment. When the children present their new names to their classmates,
have them give their basis for the name. Possible reasons might include:
a pretty or catchy sound, relation to a favorite object, relation to a personal
characteristic.

Set up an area in the classroom where displays will be placed for labeling.
Change the displays often, each time placing a collection of objects that have
least one common characteristic. Have the children explore the objects and
think of -a name or label for the display. Encourage them to consider more than
one label for any one group. Later in the day discuss the various labels that
children have supplied and their reasons for them. Groupings can be based on
such characteristics as shape, color, smell, material, or use.

Later you may want to have children rotate in supplying the display. They can
place chosen objects in the Labeling Corner for classmates to explore and label:
At the end of the day they can compare their thinking with that of their class-
mates.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Explore man's effect upon his environment.

1. What was the environment like before man's industrial intervention?
2. What are the results of man's inventions?
3 What needs resulted in the inventions?

After discussing the above topics, the children may discuss or write about:
"What might the world be like now without these inventions?" or "Why do
people desire these things?"

The film Cities in Crisis is a good resource for this topic. Even though the
film is quite technical in places, the excellent photography depicting cities
in crisis more than conveys the message.

The sound film strip Environment of Man can also be u ed as a resou ce.

Have children bring samples of written information that could be used as a basis
for planning future actions. With younger children you may want to supply the
samples. Some examples are maps, weather reports, newspaper or magazine articles
on places or things of interest, .ads.

Use these as stimulation for discussion of how language in
might affect our future actions. Speculate orally or in w
might plan to do after reading any one of the samples.

Example: An advertisement for a 10-speed bike
Possible Resulting Actions: You buy one

You plan a bicycle trip for the weekend.
You decide to sell your bike.
You repair your broken bike.

DiSCUSS as a class some of the danger or trouble spots around the school grounds
with the principal. These may involve problems caused by objects or they may
be the results of student actions. Have the children make warning posters
related to the various problems brought out in the discussion. This would be a
good small group project with each group in charge of a specific problem. Have
the children post their warning signs as tools des.gned to prevent future acci-
dents or bad scenes .

these
itten

specific forms
form on what you

Instruct the children to write a paragraph on any given topic. Give no
instructions other than the title. The following day, give them a similar
assignment but tell them that any messy paper will be thrown in the garbage and
must be recopied. Compare the two paragraphs and discuss how language helped to
extend their knowledge of the future and may change their actions in accordance
with that knowledge. List things that affect a person's future actions, e.g.,
weather reports, due date for a report.



Before going on a field trip or having a guest speaker in the class, allow for
a period during which children brainstorm the questions they think should be

asked during the following activity. Their questions should be listed on- the
board or taken down on tape for later reference.

You may want to divide the questions into groups and have children be personally
responsible for seeking answers to certain questions or you may want to duplicate
the list and give each child a copy to take with him during the trip or visit.
He can refer to it to focus on the kinds of things he wants to find out during
the activity.

After the activity use the list of questions to serve as a basis of the follow-
up discussions. Which questions were answered? Which were not asked? Which

were unanswerable? Which require further research or trips?

Ask the children for names of several favorite television series. Discuss the

hero of the series and what special qualities he possesses (example: The road-

runner is smart and fast.). Have the children brainstorm for possible changes
in the series if the main character did not possess these various traits. For

example, if the roadrunner were slow, the following might happen: he would be
eaten, the coyote would get fat, the series would end.

Hide a "treasure" such as a piece of candy on the playfield. Tape secret clues
as to where it is hidden in strategic places around the playfield. Divide the
class into groups and give each group the first clue. This clue will, if they
interpret it correctly, lead them to the next clue. The clues might be worded
in the following way: Look for the next clue under the synonym for house in a
very valuable place (Found under home plate in a baseball "diamond). Groups

could be sent out one at a time and given a time limit or four different treasures
could be hidden in different parts of the playfield.
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E l er enta ry ,Junior -High. Senior High

* *

Ask children to write or illustrate their speculations on what people might
become as a result of our changlngenvironment.

Examples: Whet will people look like in l000 years if the clime e
grows warmer? -Colder? Wetter? Drier?

b. What might happento people If machines replace brain
power and all physical labor?

Have each child collect- items including a written message by himself to be buried
for the future. Place these in a sealed container. This may be a jar sealed
with wax. Have the children bury the containers in their own yards or some other
place which is legal and leave them for someone to find. Their written messages
illustrate writing for the future. The person who finds and reads the message
will have received a message from the past. Children may want to include a
request that the receiver contact them as part of their message. You will find
that some children will want to write to themselves and then plan to :recover
their own messages from the past.

Collect objects for an archaeological hunt and hide them on the playfield or
bury them in sand. Pottery, rags, burned wood, food -remains work well Before
sending the children on the hunt, discuss ways in which mangathers information
about pre-verbal societies. -- Discuss famous archaeological discoveries, showing
pictures of objects found and let the children guess What the.objects were used
for Send the class outside and have them 'collect and catalog materials hidden=
Working in groups, have them attempt eo infer information about the "Playground
ndi ans "

Mount and display pictures of people dressed in distinctly different styles o
dress such as a person in furs, hippie dress, jeans, business suit. Discus
dress as a physical extension into the _future. Have the children select a
style of dress according to the image of himself in the future he wants to
create. Have the chi ldren display examples. Discuss.



To inven and, trans um sentences



Elementary unior High Senior High

Have each child select a short sentence from a reader or compose a sentence of
his own. Have him write the sentence on a prepared strip of tagboard. Lined
tagboard works best. Then have the children cut the strips into pieces, one word
for each piece. Have each Child shuffle the pieces of his sentence changing the
order of the words. Then have each of them exchange their cards with their
partners. The partner's job is to rearrange the cards into a logical order.
After all children have completed their sentences, have them compare their version
to that of the original- Did the partner arrange the sentence as it ini ti al ly
had been written? In what ways is it different? Which version makes the most
sense, or is one better than the other? If the second arrangement is identical
to the Original, how is it that the partner was able to guess the original se-
quence of words? Did a change in word order change the meaning of the original
sentence? If so, in what way?

A variation you may wish to use with younger children is to supply them with
premade strips on which the words have already been printed. They then only
have to cut the words apart before handing them to the partners.

* * *

The literature series Sounds of_1arj,..EJam, uses the technique of transformation
to teach sentence patterning and word order. The student is given a sentence
and asked to change the word order without changing the meaning:

dinging happily, she clapped her hands --as -she did-her. work.
As she di.d-.her :wOrk,. she sang 'happily.. and clapped -her. hands.

,Other examples could be taken from the children's own riting.

Have children cut out advertisements f om magazines and recombine the sentences'
parts to make new advertising slogans. For example, the child might cut out,
"Does the sleeping tablet you're now taking start to work in twenty-one seconds?"
and "One hour later, it won't get hungry again." He could combine the two
separate lines to form sentences such as, "Does the sleeping tablet you're now
taking get hungry again one hour later?"

Pass out magazines or newspapers and have the children cut out five nouns, five
verbs, and ten descriptive words. Segregate the words in three boxes. Let
each child select five nouns, five verbs, and ten descriptive words from the
boxes . Have the ch i 1 dren compose five sentences us ing the words. They could
be given particular sentence patterns or allowed to create in any form.

#t *

Select about five advertisements that contain a catch phrase, such as "Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should." Circle the subject part of the sentence and
have the .children brainstorm for possible endings:

Winston taste good like.. .a pi le of rotten peaches.
twelve molded cantaloupe.
fried bees in tuna oil.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

,Have children experiment with colors through the use of water colors or paint.
By blending colors, they can create "new colors,".which in turn they can name
and display for classmates. The names may take the single word form as "lurch, ""
a multi-word form such as "Dirty-yellow," or a combination of .color words such as
black plus green equalS "Crack."

Listen with eyes closed for one minute. Then record (on the board) sounds heard.
Have a child choose one of those sounds. Make up phonetic nonsense words to
imitate that sound. Associate that sound with colors and discuss in which
tuation would that sound be like a certain color.

Example: Breathing
Nonsense word spush, Fnush
Red -- Breathing of an angry person
White Breathing on a cold day
Green -- Sick breathing

You may also have children write words that might be used to describe breathing
as := gentle, steamy, _heavy.

As a class, invent. a nonsense word. Write a definition for the word. Give the
word about two different meanings. Have the children use the word in sentences
so that the intended definition is clear. This process could also be done in
reverse. Write th ree sentences using the same nonsense word. Have the children

to the multiple definitions.
Example: 1. The snop was too cold to drink.'

2. 1 like to snop in the winter.
Possible Definitions: 1. water

2. ski

Many of the activities involving the children in the classroom can also be used
to furnish them with labeling experiences. The following is a par
labeling activities of this type.

ial list of

Have children label tle their art work. If they are not yet
ribe.riting, the'teacher Can serve as

les for their ies. These serve label' the

Have child en -pake a title pa for the books that they wri

Have children help-in creating labels for articles or areas in the
room for ease in organizin
Game Area

and locating materials (Drawing Paper,

Have children help to create labels for bulletin boards and di-p
that are set up in the. classroom



invite the children to make strange rulers (they may be in the shape of animals
or things) They should be 12" long. Have them name the unit represented by
the length of the ruler (blobophiles, snilors, etc.) and measure the width of the
room. Discuss whether giving the unit a different name affects the results of the
measurements? Is a width of five snilors different than a width of five feet?
Why do we call the standard unit a foot? Why are all rulers 12" long? If your
hand is over 11" long, why don't you wear a shoe on it, because it must be a foot
A good extension of this activity might be to have the children write legends
about how their rulers came to be a standard unit of measure (example: starched
snakes were used instead of hippos because they were easier to carry).

Think up -compound animal names that tell something about the ani.mal. An examp l e
might be, gyrogeronamus = spinning hippo or centiwheer= centipede with wheels

Have children develop and name their own animals think up a new name for an
existing animal based upon some cha acteristics of hat animal.

Example: Hippo = Silver Wobble
Tubohips
Jellobelly

The class could then attempt to guess what the eni
the new names.

-original name was from

Project several advertisements in which the product name displayed has special
appeal for.the-readers. Examples might. be Profile bread, Cold Power soap,_
Kool-Aid drink. Iii sous` the possible reasons for the choice of productiname.
Ask. what each name is supposed to make the reader think of or do.

e the children a list of products and ask them to, invent a new product name
that is designed to have special appeal for

Examples cat .-_.Ligh:tning Bolt'
°dine = Red Gold

he consumer.

'The above activity may be done in small groups.
children design an advertisement featuring thei

You may. a
new name.

o have the

Have the children brainstorM for a list of combined words. Some examples
smog, boatel, motel, and floatel. Have -the children take their names and
them with another name. For example, Robert and Carl might produce Rarl.
them combine food names. For example, a grape and a plum might .become a

include
combine
Have
rump.



Have children experiment with creating new words by substituting other letters,
blends, endings; suffixes, or prefixes for the original.
nonsense words

Examples: dog -float_

log,

bcg
fog-

ceg

These may be real or

foot kindness

coat foam tableness
moat fooz roughness
boat foolo sickness

treeness

Discuss the words which the children have created. Are they words which have
already bzen invented? What do the various:wo ds mean? if they are truly new
words, what might they mean?

An extension of-the above activity is to have children purposely build nonsense
words through substituting new letters for a given part of the original word as:

Buckle

3uckle
-tackle

Sackje
_Meckle

selfish

melpish
rappish
sapish

Have children read their words as a chant. They may experiment with arranging
a choral reading with classmates. Talk about the feel and sound of the words.
How do they roll off the tongue? Do they appeal to the ear? What parts of the
words make them appealing to the listeners? The chanters?

* *

After children are familiar with syllable structure of words, haVe-them e peri-
ment with word structure through inventing new words o a given syllable count.
You may want to supply them with a beginning or ending syllable

Examples:

Hake two syllable words beginning with em.

a plat em(go) o

Hake three yllable words ending with rak, erk,

fl torak) smikamerk) F ebomeb)

Allow them time to share their favorite words with classmates. Ask children
to attempt to pronounce the words they have created. Did all children realize
that every syllable must have at least one vowel sound? In sounding out the
words which they have created, use the phonetic rules and combinations which they
have lea,rned to use in working with regular English words

C

*



Discusscommon affixes used in modern advertising. Some of the following might

be used:

super -- Superiffic (terrific +.super)
ex -- Kleenex, Windex (excellent)
un 33 Uncola_ (unequal, unused, etc.)
rama llotorama (panorama)
matic Hydromatic (automatic)
eria -7 Booketeria (cafeteria)

The above list includes the affix, examples, and the possible origin of the
affix. The children could make up some new advertising terms using the above
affixes. For examole, margprine might be advertised as the "unbutter," or a baby
care center might be called a "babateria."
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Elementa y

THE WAY I SAY THINGS SHOULD BE

Mount a pic ure of a very frilly evening dress. Show the picture to the class

and have the childrenwrite a description of the dress. As each child

reads his paragraph aloud, discuss whether his view is positive or negative. You

may want to pick out words or phrases that serve as clues to his attitude.

Ari alternative would be for the teacher to read,the paragraphs and have the
children discuss whether the paragraph' was written by a boy or a girl and g

reasons for their guess.

several situations such as
1. A lion stalks through
2. A rattlesnake rattles
3. A large banana split appears

Ask the children what kind of person might feel positive abou

feel negative? Discuss when they might feel positive or nega
cause a change in their reactions or feelings. Discuss the o

the same marine

ve

#1. Who would
ive and what might
her situations in

Prepare a description of some well-known person and make the copy into a trans-

parency. Project and discuss which things in the paper might have been recorded

`by any observer and -what things show traces of the person doing the recording

(subjective and objective recording)

Send 'two parrs of chi ldren obt of the room. Call intone of the first pair and

hand him a piece of cotton. Ask him if it is soft or hard. Hand him a piece of

rubber hose. Is it soft or hard? Call the second chi ld into the room. Hand him

a piece of steel and ask the same question. Then hand him the same piece of

rubber hose. Call the third child into the room and have him compare an ice

cube and a tin can Call the last chi ld in and hand him a warmed metal rod and

the tin can. Which is hot and which is cool? Ask the children why the same

things were classified in opposite ways. Discuss the role of relativity in

classifications. Ask the children for examples of comparisons that are relative

(size of kids in the room, shortness of skirts, etc.)

The "Screaming Yellow Zonkers" box has some good examples of relativity (Screaming

Yellow Zonkers are lighter than 35 hummingbird wings, 200 bee tongues, the world,

etc.).
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To encounter a situation in which judgment must

be reserved until all of the evidence is in



Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show several pictures of easily labeled people to the class (pilot, bum, model,
etc.). Ask the class to identify each person. As they provide labels, ask them
to list characteristics that made them give that person the label. Ask them if
the people might possibly be given another label? Can a hippie also be a
student, a father, a teacher? How could we be sure that our labels are correct?
What dangers might there be in labeling a person? See labels on page 33-5.

Experiment with grouping class members in various ways. This would probably be
done best as a total group. Ask the children to think of different ways in which
the class could be grouped. Responses might include by color of hair, color of
eyes, height, sex, age, special talents.

Talk about the various ways of grouping and the criteria used, why we sometimes
group people, and the possibilities for flexibility in grouping. Have the
children construct groups based on some of the criteria they have established.
You may want to get into the feelings involved in the grouping of people. DO

people always like, to be grouped? If not, what might cause a person to have hard
feelings about being grouped in a certain way?

*

"It" selects an object in the room. The class is given twenty questions in which
to guess the object. "It" calls on various children in the room to ask questions.
The questions must be able to be answered with a yes or no answer. If the answer
to a question is yes, the same child is allowed to ask another question. If the
answer is no, then "It" selects another child to ask the next question. The
child who guesses the object becomes "It." If the object is not guessed, "It"
tells what the object was and chooses another object for the next game.

After the children have played a game or two, discuss the kinds of questions that
have been asked. They may vary from questions which are random guesses such as
"Is it the clock?" to questions which limit the area of search as "Is it in the
front of the room?" to logical guesses based on past question and answer informa-
tion. Discuss the relative value of different kinds of questions. The game
develops questioning and inference skills as well as encourages children to
work cooperatively in seeking soliitions. One of the hardest things for children
this age to do is to pass up an opportunity to wildly guess and possibly become
"It" in order to ask a limiting question which will give someone else or the class
as a whole the opportunity to win.

Just before physical education class tell the children that you are going to play
a new game today. Instead of making a lengthy explanation of the game, tell them
that they will have to learn how to play the gare by asking you questions about
it Call on children who have questions and answer them. Do not answer beyond
the frame of the question. After all questions have been answered, go outside
to play the game. Do not make any further explanations unless some child asks a
question of you.



You may want to tape the question period described above. After the game has
been played, talk about how it went. Did the children have enough nformationto play the game without difficulty? Were all the right questions asked? Didall the children listen carefully and understand the answers? Which questionsunlOcked the most important information? At this time you may want to play thepe so that children can review the questions and the response they elicit.

Present the class with a riddle to answer:

Lives in winter,
Dios in summer,
And grows with its roots upward!

(An Icicle)

Mother Goose

There are many possible sources for riddles. Every elementary library hasbooks of riddles or books which contain a section f riddles. Children's magazinesalso furnish riddles at their level of maturity.

Allow several children to guess the answer to the riddle befo h .ng thecorrect answer. Discuss the clues which the riddle gives. Wh. words haveunusual or special meanings in the riddle? (lives, dies, grows, roots) What arethe special meanings for the words?

Display several riddle books or magazines in which riddles can be found in theclassroom. Suggest that the children select a riddle to share with_ the class.You may want to set aside the Sharing Period for the week as Riddle Time so thatthe children can present their riddles to the class. A few a day is much moreeffectiie than allowing all the children in the class to ask their riddles on thesame day. Discussion of the clues and unusual uses of words can follow eachriddle.

Encourage children to write their own riddles. These can be presented orallyto classmates or a classroom riddle book can be developed. Children may enjoyhaving puppets ask their riddles as well.
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Elementary _Junior High Senior High

Show the film, The Lemonade Stand: Wha
Have the students express their opinions

's Fat (appropriate for all grades).
or a fair solution.

Show films from the Let's Talk series (primary). Have the students discuss
what they would have done.

*

Have children make two lists: Things I Like and Things I Dislike. (This can be
done on tape or dictated if the children are not yet writing.) After the lists
are completed, compare them. Talk about the differences in Zhe lists as children
read or play them. Why don't we all like the same things? Dislike the same things?
Are these differences good or bad? Both? A variation of the above activity is to
list one thing liked and disliked by each child in the class on the bulletin board
or a chart. Then discuss them as above. You can also talk about the things that
are liked or disliked in common by children in the class.

You-may want to have children write Like and Dislike poems or stories.

*

Divide the class into two groups based on their like or dislike of a thing, for
example, a frog. Give each group a specimen to observe and describe. They may
want to list characteristics under categories such as size, color, shape, feel,
smell, feelings. From their notes have the group write a brief description of
the animal. This could be given orally or taped if children are not yet writing.

After the various groups have given their descriptions, discuss the differences in
the descriptions. Are they alike or different? In what ways? Did the groups
choose different kinds of words to describe Lheir objects? In what ways are they
different? How different are actual animals each group observed? Can you
explain why the differences in the descriptions exist? Can you tell from the
description how the group felt about the object?

Ask the children to write descriptions of a common object that might incite some
emotional reaction. Compare papers, noting the relative amount of sensory data
versus personal reaction. Have the children underline words in their own papers
that are personal reactions. This activity might lead into a comparison of
editorial versus factual news writing.



Have the children classify comic strips according to different criteria (Comics
I Like, Comics I Don't Like, Exciting Comics, Dull Comics, Single-Episode Comics,Serial Comics, Humor Comics, Drama Comics).

Discuss the validity of each type of classification. Which methods of classifyingarc the most accurate? Which might not be useful because of the role of personalopinion?

Develop a situation for the children. For example, they have just crashed inthe middle of the desert and must try to walk out to safety. They can carry onlya limited amount of material. Give the class a list of available survivalmaterial and have them decide in groups which things they will take. Ask themrate the items according to importance and be able to defend their rating. Thelist below is used by NASA in training astronauts for emergencies on the moon:

matches
magnetic compass
five gallons of water
mirror
dehydrated food
rope
axe

first aid kit
pistol

parachute silk

Shuffle the
of their original groups. Try to come to an agreement as a class on a

cups and have new groups rerate the list by discussing the ratings
ted list.

Read the_book, Animals Should Defini tel iot ',tear Clothin', to the class. Havethe children make up some h reasons for= animals not wearing clothing (hippoclothes would take too much material, slugs would drown in their own slime,chickens would have trouble laying eggs). Make up a list of similar negativestatements (animals should not brush their teeth because. .animals should notwear shoes because..., etc.). Have the children choose a favorite statement andwrite supportive reasons.
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show the film The House of the Seventh Master (appropriate for grades 1-6).
Discuss as a group what-the film was about, what was the author saying., Have
the students respond, orally or in writing to the following question:

What are some alternatives to the actions of the first six masters?
Choose the alternative that you feel is most appropriate and tell .why
you think it would be the best course of action.

* * *

Show the film, Lemonade Stand. _What's fail?_ (appropriate for grades 1-6).
Have the children list an the board as many solutions to the problem-as they
can. Have each student make a commitment to one solution and respond to why
he or she thinks that this is the-fair solution,

* *

Show the film Treehouse (apprcpriate for grades Discuss the children's
perceptions of the film:

1. -Why was the man bulldozing?
2. How did the boy feel about the man and his job?

How-did the boy feel about the big bulldozer?
Why .was- the boy's treehouse so special? Why couldn't -he simply
rebuild his treehouse in his own yard?

Was At necessary to clear the plot of land?
What would have happened if the man would have stopped clearing
the land?

You may have the children, after discussion, commit themselves to one solution,
then, orally or in writing, present evidence for the fairness of their solutions.
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Elerent ilry Junior High Senior High

Draw a large machine on the board. At the input end, write a list of words.
Tell the children that this machine is a type of computer that sorts words into
categories. The words will go into the computer and some of them will come out
in a group. The kids' job is to try to out-guess the computer and write a label
for groups of words which describes how they have been grouped.

A variation of this game would be to pick objects in the room to ao in a particu-
lar category or group. For example, you might say, "Members of my group
include the clock, Tom's glasses, and the fish bowl. What similarity do you see
in these items? Make a label for the group."

Suggest that children make a Touch Book for which they collect or draw pictures
of things which they have touched. As .a group develop labels for the chanters
or divisions in the book. These might include such things as Soft Objects,
Smooth Objects, Rough Objects, Hard Objects.

It would be fun to have children work in small groups to complete their booklets.
They could then share and compare the things which they exnlored and classified
according to touch. Did any of them explore the same things but place the object
in a different classification group? How could this happen? Who is right?
Uho is wrong? Are we both right? Can a thing be in two or more groups?

L

Prior to taking a field trip encourage the children to discuss methods of col
lectinq important information to be used in later classroom discussion and
activities. Some possible methods might be to take pictures or important and
interesting materials,. take'notes on findings, or bring back specimens.

following the field trip organize the trip material as a class according to
class-defined criteria. Two examples are:

1. On a zoo field trip, the children may take photographs of various
specimens. if older, they may also take descriptive notes. Later,
in the classroom, the photographs can be classified into croups
for display purposes. Appropriate written descriptions may
accompany the photographs. Tbis could also be in the form
class book.

During a field trip to the beach the -children may collect non-living -.
or living.s-pecimen'if the natural balance -of-living things in the
ea is.not disturbed. Later, in the classroom these. can be

classified for. display..purposes according to the Class criteria.
DiScussior- may also be-organized aaround the -- classification .SySt
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ntary Jun' ?r High Senior High

Have each student write a message asking the receiver to perform some action.
Pass the message to a classmate at a gifen signal. You may want to pair the
children prior-to this time so they exchange the message with a partner. At a
given signal the receiver interprets. the message and acts it out. You may want
to have the total class perform the actions at once with somewhat humorous resu
Small groups may be asked to peform their actions while classmates watch and
guess what they were asked to do, or each individual may.act out the message
while others guess what he was asked to. do. Discussions of language as a way
to pass thoughts from one mind to another can follow.

Divide the class into five or six groups. Take one basic event such-as The
Conquest of Mt. Everest. Have each group communicate this event in a different
way...dramatics, pantomime, poetry, speech, etc. Discuss the various methods- of
communicating information and the ways in which- they are effective.

Follow this sequence in emphasizing the many-ways of 'communicating one idea:
1. Communicate- some idea by thought or pose; do not use movement or

voice (stern look)
2.. Communicate by adding movement to your pose
3. Communicate through movement and voice
4. Write about your thoughts
5. Write about your thoughts in one-paragraph'
6. Write about your thoughts in one sentence
7. Write about your thoughts in one word.

Discuss the effectiveness of these-ways of communicating. What does each a
accomplish. that the other does not?

Play the game "Telephone" with the.class. Children are seated in a circle for the
game. A student or the teacher whispers a message to the person sitting next to
him. That person in turn passes the message to his partner, etc. The message
travels around the circle in this manner until it returns to the sender. The last
person to receive the message repeats it aloud for the class. The original sender
then tells what his original message was The change in the message as it was
passed along Is usually quite significant and humorous.

After playing the game, talk about the changes and the possible causes of the
changed communication. You can then lead into a discussion of communication blocks
and the problems that arise because of them.' This also can leadiinto talk about
the need for careful use of language. Encouraging chUltiv..4-: :.peak clearly and
loudly -in'order that their messages be !,.1 llerstood can _a'f,n ?. part of this ac-
tivity.



An extension of the above activity is to send a message in a foreign language or
one made up of nonsense words. Do not explain to the children that you are using
anything other than English. After the message is given orally, you can supply
the original. The chances of complete change in the message are far greater.
Often there is no similarity at'alt. This is especially effective with older
children in illustrating the language barriers that exist in just hearing another
language correctly.

The following activity can be done as a total group or in small groups. The
small groups offer opportunity for greater individual participation. Present the
group or groups with an object. Their task is to study the object and ask as
Many questions about it as they can in a given time limit. Have them list their
questions on paper or transparencies. If you are working as one group, you may
want to write the questions on the board as they are asked.

After time has been called, have the children group the questions in some way.
Possible groupings might be (1)-What, Why, How, When,- and Who; -or (2)- Questions
that. can be answered through observation; (3) Questions that can be answered
through. experimentation; (4) Questions. that can be answered-through consulting
others;- (5)=-Questions that can be answered immediately; (6) Questions that
require further research; (7) Questions that cannot be answered; (8) Questions
that may have more than one answer.

If smell. groups were .used, have each group present their questions and groupings
to the rest of the class. Compare the questions and their groupings from the
various small groups.

Discuss the types of questions asked and the relative value of the various kinds
of questions. Which questions can be answered by observing the object? Which
questions require you to do further research? Which questions are the most
interesting to you? Why? Which questions would lead you to find out the most
about the object? Are any of the questions unnecessary or irrelevant? If so, why?

You may want to end the activity by having each child or group of children select
what they think to be the five most valuable questions asked of those listed and
briefly explain their choices on paper.

Divide the class into small groups. Give each group a poem or selection from a
story. Each group may have the same selection or a different one. Ask the group
to read the selections and decide on the three most important questions that can
be aske about the selection. Have them list the questions on paper or a trans-
parency. Then have the various groups share their questions with the total class
and explain why these are important questions to ask. If the groups all had the
same selection, compare the questions and discuss the differences in them. What
makes a good question? Are there different kinds of questions? If so, what are
they? Is one kind of question more valuable than another kind? If so, in what
way or when? Why do we ask questions?

A variation of the above activity would be to have children pass their questions
and selections to another group whose task it is to attempt to lanswer the questions
asked. Then,discussion of the kinds of questions and the responses they elicit
can be held.
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To attempt to persuade another to one's ownAieljef



vl=matmi. Elementary Junior High Senior High

Book 5 of the New Directions In English series has a section on the language of
advertisements. After introducing the techniques of persuasion to the class,have the children develop their own advertising campaign. Have them make up a,poster, write a T.V. commercial, and make up a can or box label (after studying
a real label). The campaign could be carried out and the students could auction
off their products. The products could be priced so that the campaign expenses,cost of materials, and profit margin could be figured into the price.

* * *

50-1
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Elementary

THE WAY I SAY I AM

Junior High Senior High

Allow the students some time each day for journal writing. This may be kept in
a personal notebook and does not have to be shared with anyone, although many
do like to share with others or with the teacher. Primary students should
also have picture paper included since their entries may frequently be in the
form of pictures. For kindergarten children and beginning first grade children
the teacher can write whatever the dictates for his picture.

Have the students make a word or picture-collage which shows what they feel
they are like.

Have the children write stories about things which frighten them the most. Have
them include in the stories the experiences that made them form the association
of fear. You may want to have children share their stories with their class-
mates, but this should be voluntary as fears are a very personal thing and
children do not always want to share them with others.

Have each student and yourself bring a snapshot of themselves to school. Be sure
to include a picture of you as a member of the class. Place the photographs on
the bulletin board. Then have each child draw a picture of himself. Place
these next to the photographs. Have the children print their names on oaktag
strips. Place these under the pictures of each person.

Discussion should revolve around the, forms of symbolizing the reality of "M '

Be sure to include in the discussion the first dimension, the real me. The
photograph, the drawing, and the name are all ways of representing or symbolizing
a person.

With older children you could expand this even further by having the children
write a description of themselves to accompany the other forms of "Mc." Children
may place their name on the back of the paper and you can read the descriptions
or post them in random order. Then classmates can attempt to match the person
to the description. (Encourage children to include personality characteristics
as well as physical characteristics in their descriptions.)

Have each child bring a picture of himself, or take a Polaroid picture of each
child in the class. Discuss the physical differences and similarities of the
children in the room. Have children cut out pictures of others their age and
contrast and compare themselves to these children. Talk about the pictures as
symbols of the reality of the individuals. Sample questions might be: How are
we different? How many different colors d© we come in? Are we all the same
size? Shape? Hew are our features different? In what ways are we alike? Would
it be good if we were all exactly alike? In what ways? What problems might
there be if we were identical?

StresS the common characteristics. of all humans as well as the desirable unique-
ness of each of us.

51-1



Have the children make tapes which classify themselves as unique human beings.
These may serve as riddles for classmates to guess the person described. An
example might be:

"I am a boy. I am taller than most boys in the room. I have brown hair
and blue eyes. I live on S.E. 8th Street. I ride my bike to school.
have a dog named Sam."

Play the tapes and have children compare the verbal descriptions with the real
humans around them in order to guess who made the tape. Discussion of likenesses
and diffcrences can also take place.

A variatiGn of classifying self would be to have each child write or dictate a
"Who Am I" poem. This could include many different answers to the questions

.which serves as a title. An example would be:

Who Am 1?

I am a girl.
I am Mary.
I am a sister to Ann.
I am a person.
I am a first grader.
I am a Smith.

.* *
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Elementary Junior High Senior High

Show the film Rock in the road (appropriate for all grades and have the---
children discuss or write about the implications:

1. What would you have done?
2. What is the "right" thing to do?

What could have been done?

With the aid of the school counselor some of the following materials may be
shown and discussed.

Exoloring Moral Values: Warren Schloat
First Thing Series: Guidance Associates
Dave! Understanding of Others: DUSO Kitn

* *

Find a book on Indian names and read to the children the section that describes
how Indians were given their names according to experiences in their lives. Mostelementary libraries contain books in which this information can be found. Movefrom this to other naming systems such as Korean. Discuss our way of naming
people, which is usually based upon personal associations and preferences ofparents. Give the class a list of names with the original meanings included. Havethem select a new name, based upon knowledge of their lives and characteristics.
which they might adopt. They could be asked to write stories telling how they
earned their name.

You might begin by talking with the children about what "getting along" means.Have then give examples of things they do that are getting-along_actions. Whatare some things that children do that are not getting-along actions? Theseresponses can be organized on two charts under the appropriate labels: Gettint:Along Actions, Not- Getting-Along Actions.

A variation of the above activity would be to have children collect pictures
showing children getting along together and children not getting along. Thesecould then be classified as they were pasted into a book or placed on a bulletinboard. Discussion around the proper classification could develop. This offersmuch opportunity for children to discuss personal actions and those of theirnlaymates as they relate to getting along or not getting along.



You might begin by asking the class, "What is a friend?" Allow them to give
various definitions or descriptions of a friend. You may want to list (on the
board) characteristics of a friend as the class suggests. Questions such as the
following might be considered: What do you do with friends? What do friends
do for you? Do your friends change? Why? Why do some people become your
friends? What do you do for friends? What kinds of things do you tell friends?
Would you tell just anyone? Why not?

At this point you might viant to read a poem related to friends or friendships
to the children. "Hy Friend John" by Charlotte Zolotow is such a poem. )iscuss
the kinds of things this boy does with his friend.

Children may write or dictate poems or stories about their favorite friends.
These may be placed on tape for classmates to share or they can be made into
a booklet. Some childrenmay not want to share their writing with classmates
because friends are often a very personal experience to be shared only with
oneself.

An extension of the above activity might be to have children discuss the things
around them that they have or now consider to be friends. Many times objects
become special friends. This too may serve as a source of oral or written
stories or poems. You might want to ask children to bring an object which is a
special friend to them and share it with their classmates.

My Friend John

I know everything about John

52-2
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FORWARD

This project began as a CIP project attempt to answer certain questions...

Just exactly what are the basic Skills?

Do they have to be taught in any particular order?

Flow is it that a kid can learn the definition of a noun every year

for five years, and act as if he'd never heard of it the year after
that?

How is it that a kid who can flawlessly repeat the book definition

of a noun, a verb, and even a sentence cannot write a complete sentence?

We leave it to you whether those questions have been answered* but that is what
we were trying to do.

If ever proof were needed that a piece of writing can have a life of its own,
this Basic Skills project is it What began as a mild little exercise six months

ago has grown into a living, vibrant thing, very nearly out of control, As a
fascinated observer, I feel in many ways like a famous gothic doctor near the
shores of a lake in Switzerland.

All of this is to say that of the names listed on the front cover, no one of us
is responsible for all that appears here. We all began with a simple desire to
put down some things that we thought would help kids write better. We worked in
bits and pieces largely; writing some in small groups, working or researching
alone sometimes, and in almost no case working as a total group on the total
document. Therefore no one of us would agree with every word contained here.

This is said because the document is going to make some people happy and some
people mad. If the paper makes you happy, probably you ought to say something
nice to one of the contributors. But if it makes you mad, it's kind of hard to
find any one person to blame. I guess I'm it.

Jim Sabol



SOME RATHER STARTLING ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT THIS PROGRAM

Basic skills is by no means a universally understood term. Perhaps most people
would respond to the question -- "Basic skills for what?" with the reply, "for
writing." Therefore this is essentially a writing program. The implication is
clear, however, that we also need to develop programs in the basis skills for
speaking, for responding to literature, for using language sensitively, for
interpersonal relationships, and other basic operations of languaging man.

The Bellevue School District has published many proposals and guides over the
years for the teaching of writing. Only a foolhardy person would claim to
possess the final answer. What follows, however, has been developed from a
wider framework of scholarship, has received more classroom testing than most.
As such it is an apt beginning for a district-wide dialogue from K through 12 or
this most important of questions, how can we teach writing effectively?

This supplement is included in each teacher's notebook, K-12, It seems especially
important in the area of basic skills that each teacher in the district see and
understand what teachers of other grades are doing.

A fundamental assumption of this program is. that the basic skills must be taught
in their basic sequence of drafting first, editing next and preserving last. We
think it not extravagant to say that unless the student has achieved at least
some beginning skills in drafting, it may not only be pointless but probably harm-
ful to propel him into editing and preserving skills. What is not so clear is
how much time each student requires for each step. Probably each student will
need to experience activities leading to mastery of all three skills in every
grade. What must be avoided like the plague is a hurried race through drafting
in order to reach the respectability and "safe" ground of preserving.

The rush to impart a mastery of preserving skills for the sake of appearance --.
the rather adVanced "cosmetic" skills of usage, punctuation, and neat margins
before kids have had a chance to achieve success in the fundamentals of drafting
and editing, is likely a leading cause of kids' failing to learn any of the skills.

This is an appeal to return to the basic skills. But of the basic skills, let
start -7th the most basic. Appearances are not enough.



ANOTHER NOTE

It is an injustice to students to teach writing merely as "communication."

Students complain about learning to write, as well they might, if writing

merely the business of transferring ideas on paper.

Writing is important because it is one of the most effective ways of getting

thoughts straight. A person can clear up a lot of doubts, can come up with a

lot of new ideas, can get things fairly well figured out through discussion or

reading. Both are important, especially for other reasons, but neither can
approach writing as a means of really clearing your head.

If one hasn't already, tomorrow a student will ask, "If we develop a way fur

instantaneous telepathic communication of thoughts, will we still have to take

writing?" The question is not impertinent.

If all that writing is for, is to communicate, the student's point is well-taken;

writing: who needs it? People who want to communicate an idea call up, shout,
whisper, phone a telegram, drop in, call a meeting, or wave their arms at you.
People who want to figure out what they really think, what is worth thinking,
what the extent of their own honesty is, write.

Of course, none of thig makes sense if we torture writing by slicing it into

"expository" and "creative." It would be hard to think of writing more creative
than filling out an income tax form or writing a "research" paper, both of which

are designed not just to inform, but to create an artful as well as true impres-

sion of one's character and condition.

If it is useful to distinguish kinds of writing perhaps we can get more mileage

from the distinctions between writing that states my understanding of what I

have heard or read, of what I think might be, of what I believe should be, of the

way I appear to myself questions that are tied to purpose.

Perhaps the British, in whose schools eyewitness observers say kids seem to
enjoy writing, have the best idea of all; distinguishing merely between personal

writing and documentary writing, concentrating in the schools especially on

personal writing in which one sifts through his perceptions, sorts out, arranges
and rearranges the way the world seems to be. Whether this takes the form of a

poem, a wee story, a straightforward account, or a drama is not sufficient cause

for labeling people as "creative" writers with the inescapable implication that

everyone else indeed the same child at another time -- is "uncreative."

Writing for personal purposes -= in whatever form -- in order to determine and

set forth as-truly as one can what one thinks and imagines is an experience that

should not be denied to any child, especially at the expense of making him -- at
the one extreme -- a filler out of forms or -- at the other extreme -- a-junior

literary critic. Writing is to say the way 1 think things are, or might be, and

in so doing to discover the wellSprings of my own authenticity. Each kid, each

human being, needs a chance to do that whether he is going to college, to voca-
tional school, into military service, into the arts, or whatever.

And that will be just as true in an age of instant telepathic thought transferrence

as if we get bombed back to the stone age.

-3-
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INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC WRITING SKILLS OF DRAFTING

What is basic for a student depends upon where he stands in his mastery of the
various skills required for the different stages of the writing process. Roughly,

this process consists of a first stage we can call drafting, a second stage we
can call editing, and a third stage we can call prese7Ong.

During the drafting stage the student puts down on paper the beginnings of his
ideas. He is involved simply in beginning to think through his early thoughts by
getting them down on paper, in any form. The thoughts may come out in telegraphic
notes to himself. They may come out as little sketches and diagrams or as dis-
jointed (even "incorrect") sentences. At times they may come out as fairly long
pieces of fairly smooth and unified prose. But the point is that when he is
drafting, the student is engaged in an act of thinking through. In this stage he
is simply trying to gain control over his early thoughts by trying to get what
is inside him outside him, on paper.

As the student works to think through his early thoughts, he is in fact taking
notions and feelings that are dim and jumbled and bringing more clarity, order,
and power to them. The earlier stages of the writing process give the student
an opportunity to develop his powers of thought. It is by thinking things through
by using his language to convert dim and muddled thoughts into clearer and more
orderly ones, that the student begins to define his reality for himself. The

student who is proficient in this kind of thinking-through actually has stronger,
more useful, more finished thoughts and meanings in his mind. His grasp of his

world, of his reality, is strong and clear. He is s' rer of what his role -- and
thus his importance -- might be in the scheme of things.

-During the first or drafting stage, it is basic that- the .student learn how to
start and. -how to maintain -a-flow of words and ideas, no matter how muddied, how
-fuzzy, -hoW-rough, how ragged they might at first be.- It is-basic that he learn
-how-to use various techniques -to keep his-mind occupied with his -topic long
enough to-produce the-quantity-of-draft necessary-to think through his ideas.
This:Can be seen. as basically a problem of learning to ask many. and different
kinds of-questions of one's topic. As you continue to ask questions of a topic,
your-answers provide that quantity of draft necessary to think your way through
it The materials in the sections on word-caches-,-basic sentence patterns and
"How to Continue Asking Questions" deal-With this basic- questioning skill.

Thinking-through also -requires .a variety of ways of thinking -- and thus of
writing -- about a topic. ' The protest can be illustrated with how you might think
through .the- problem of what-to do with-a strange mushroom you-find in the woods.

-yOUr.thinking-threugh.usually begins -with the thing, the mushroom, itself.- You
look at. it, feel it, smell it, perhaps even-_taste -a bit of it. in short, you
begin to-think about-it by exploring your senses, by making use of your powers.
of perception.

But if you are at all cautious, you probably feel that you have not yet thought
thingS through enough; you might feel the need for more precision. And at this

point you might begin to get more analytic: You might compare the strange mush-
room with those described in your mushroom hunter's field guide -- looking for



similarities. and differences between it and known specimens in the book. You
begin to fix its relationships with other specimens, which require you to look
for specific attributes: Does -R have pores or gills? Are the gills brown or
white? .Attached to the stem or free? Does it have a.smooth cap, or a wrinkled
one? This process of analysis and abstraction allows you to establish its
relationships to-other-known mushrooms.,

At some point you begin to think of the more general implications of this mushroom
or, perhaps more accurately, the more general implications of the act of your
eating it. Some mushrooms can make you very ill, can in fact kill you. You
might even think in terms of an analogy. Eating an unknown mushroom is a little
like stealing the giant's goose; you will probably get away with it, but if you're
wrong, you're very wrong. These analogies and implications give a more general
significance to your thinking-through of this simple little fungus growing in the
woods.

Finally, you must arrive at some sort of conclusion.. You must evaluate the mush-
room. At-this point you have moved into a kind of thought involving very abstract
values like "good" or "not good," "palatable" or "not palatable," "edible" or
"poisonous.

Thinking your way through this mushroom-andwhat to do with it involves you in
several different ways of thinking: There -is the concrete exploring of your
senses as you-look at and smell it. There is the more abstract kind of analysis
in which-you try to identify its crucial attributes and use them to:relate your
specimen to descriptions in your field guide. There is the pursuit of more
general implications and analogies. And finally there is the value judgment you
make when you arrive at a conclusion about this partictilar mushroom and what you
should-do with it.

Teaching a child to draft about a topic is basically teaching him how to think
about it in these different ways, to think about it and to write down his
thoughts.

The following description of drafting7-skills-and activities is based on the types
of thinking just discussed: that kind of concrete thought. involving the senses
and perception; that more analytical search for attributes and relationships;
that search. for More-general implications and analogies; .and that process-of
evaluating and concluding,Hor drawing a "moral." There is nothing sacred.about
the sequence offered here. Dut-the -student -should be helped-to-keep moving-among
the various modes Of-thinking-through.

Not having anything to say is Usually caused, not by a lack of ideas, but by a
fixation upon one way of thinking and talking abbut a topic. The best way to
avoid this fixation is by. simply' being able to use many different ways-of
thinking-through.

The chart on the next page is an attempt to represent in diagramatic form these
four kinds of thinking-through identified by Dr. Donald Cummings.



For people to whom diagrams have appeal, the sketch below illustrates the
relationships between the four kinds of thinking - through mentioned in the

preceding introduction. For people who prefer to skip over to the next page
and get right to the specific activities, that's O.K., too.

CONCRETE
SPECIFIC

/

/ ABSTRACT
/ SPECIFIC

Concrete Specific

CONCRETE
-GENERAL

Abstract Specific

Relationship between this
thing and other .things of
the same kind:

-What this.specific mushroom
is like Compared to other
specific-mushroomS

Concrete General

ABSTRACT
'GENERAL

Abstract General

General conclusions from
this/these things;

Deciding whether It's a
-good :Wee to eat this
.mushroom, to eat mushrooms
generally

Qualities-of the specific General implications:
thing:

This actual mushroom
before me and what it's
like

What it means to eat a
mushroom; where mushroom-
eating fits into the scheme

of things



The Chart on Page 7 as a Crafting Aid

One of the ways the chart on the previous page can actually be handy is in
encouraging kids who are rutted in one of the chart's corners to move around a
bit.

For example: a kid who writes lots of anecdotes. that don't appear to
add up to anything could-be praised, not criticized, for
doing a nice-job with CONCRETE-SPECIFIC. But now it's
time to add some ABSTRACT-GENERAL themes, and here's how
that works .

or a kid writes lofty morals and themes- with but scant
support. This writer could be encouraged to see that
his (ABSTRACT-GENERAL). conclusions, although admirable,
would be much more belieVable, even understandable, with
some foundation of'CONCRETE-SPECIFIC details.

or a kid suffers from the "right turn " syndrome; that _is,
he habitually detours ..-erotind -the (CONCRETE-GENERAL)
bOttom of the chart to get from CONCRETE-SPECIFIC to
ADSTRACTGENERAL. Thi-s Writer could be encouraged to
take a left turn at CONCRETE-SPECIFIC to try drafting
his' way through the categories, analogies, and similes
of ABSTRACT- SPECIFIC as another route to achieve his
paper's payoff'theme.



PART ONE: DRAFTING SKILLS

The Word Cache

The Anglo-Saxon word for "speaking' meant to unlock the word hoard.

If it makes sense to collect stamps, coins, silver spoons, model cars, or fishing
lures, it makes just as much sense to collect words -- new words, old words,
stimulating words, uplifting words, useful words, provocative words, favorite
words.

Most collectors have special boxes, racks, or cabinets tostore.andprotect their
treasures. Thus, theword cache: "a hidden place for storing provisions or
implements, especially as used by explorers."

In which of us are the meanings of words not. hidden In our private associations?
In which of us are not.Wordi a basic provision ZTa enables thought? Which of
us is not an explorer of language?

It is not an overstatement to say that without the word, one may be forever
prevented from having the idea. Students should be,encouraged to keep a.word
cache notebook to include

nouns: interesting names of-interest ngthings
verbs: words that happen -- and make things happen
adjectives and adverbs: words. that make me all nervy and shakous
key words in a play, poem, song: when taken together, forming an

-idea-map or fabric of a work
key words in a discussion: a cumulative effect that sets a tone

and perhaps gives another message
key words from which to write:

. attacking the problem of1-never-
know-what-to-write by jotting words
thatcome.to mind about a topic;
seeing-the shape that emerges

trouble words; words I always misspell, words that trigger semi-
colons, words whose meanings I forget from one time
to the next

All of the activities and suggestions that follow assume an actual word cache.
Students should keep envelopes, folders, notebooks; and-boxes full of collected
words. _The

of
wall- or table should-have .space- for pinning up or deposit-.

ing-words of interest on tagboard cards, and folders or boxes for collecting and
ready dipping-into.



Activities for Making and Using a Word Cache

(In this draft of the program, activities are unspecified as to elementary,
junior high, or senior high. Perhaps-that's not a bad thing. Perhaps another'
person's idea might work with kids in many grades.)

VERB, ADJECTIVE, NOUN, ADVERB, PREPOSITION, CONJUNCTION, PRONOUN CACHES: Mix up

the 'caches freely.and ask students to regroup them and consider their reasons
for classifying-certain words together.

Draw from all the-caches and ask students to generate new sentences after the
models in the sentence pattern section. (page 23). Encourage students to record
what caches they have to draw from to make complete sentences.

PREPOSITION --CACHE:_ Starting with a basic sentence modified by a prepositional
phrase draw from the preposition cache-and see how the meaning changes as the
preposition changes.

Actually use an object and, as students draw a preposition card, see how many of
them they can move physically around that object, in the manner of the preposition.

over
Sally, please place this box under the to

beside
up to- .

down from
alongside
away from
by

with

CHARACTER ANALYSIS: Students begin with blank cards and build a character-word

cache from a play, novel or short story, writing doWn descriptive-and.illustrative

words,
will come

said by or about a character or .characters. From this

cache will-Come thebasis for character-analysis in- discussion and writing. If

students have already begun todiscuss a .character or characters , this same

exercise might be used -to edit and shape a further exploration and ordering of

ideas and impressions after the discussion.

SEVEN F11.11 SAM:. The next seven word cache activities are combinations of ideas
suggested by Or. Sam Sebesta and Jim Sabol in their University of Washington
lorkshops on creativity.

IMAGINARERIE: Invent words for new animals. Example: kangarooster. Keep these
in your word cache for use in writing basic sentence patterns in the next draft-
ing unit, or for use in writing fanciful stories.



ENLARGING YOUR WORD CACHE: Comb the neighborhood for old Reader's Digest

Clip-Clip and mount items from each iSSee.intitied TTTZT677sque-Speech and

Patter" The Sounds of Language series also offers a good hunting ground for

collecting exciting words frOM- 'Tieal" literature.

COLORING THE CACHE: A word cache does not have to be a dusty envelope. .Students
will enjoy making notebooks in whith their favorite entries are illustrated with

colorful pictures. The combining that takes place In.such -a notebook is a

stimulating source of story ideas.-

FRUIT BASKET: Give each child a piece of manuscript paper with a picture of a
fruit pasted in one corner. Encourage the kids to write words to describe the

look, the feel, the taste, the smell of the fruit. If, after discussion, each

child transfers his words to word cache cards, the assembled cards each child

makes can form the basis of a riddle for the other kids: look at my cards and

tell me what fruit I'm thinking of! There's no really good reason this won't
work with twelfth graders who might make cards for the personal characteristics.

of Hamlet, Polonius, Goneril, Ahab, Sisyphus.

The cards from the fruit activity above can be entered in word cache collections

-titled "Sense Words." You-can think of- other categories. There's no reason word

cache categories have to be labeled just "nouns," "verbs." There can be word

caches for good things to eat, .good names to be called, good'places to visit, poi
things to do on foggy days, etc.

More Ways to Enlarge the Word Cache--

ALLITERATION: Choose a consonant sound. Then choose an adjective, noun, verb,
adverb.in that order-which begins with'the same -sound and-put them together to-
form four-word sentences pertaining to a particular subject:Halloween example:
Gray ghosts gasped grotesquely. Combine -this word cache 4ctivity. with the basic

sentence patterns 'activity-.

READINGANDVOCABULARY:..... Fromi -story in the children's readers, select the new
words and write -them on a word cache card. Then prepare sentences with blank

spaces into which these words could fit. (The more words, themore sentences
you'll need.) -Discover the meanings of the new words by trying to fit them into

the context' of the prepared sentences.

The-words identified-above can-be kept In a class word cache: "See how full the

box is getting with all the new words we've learned this year." Before the words

are entered in the-cache, students can write on the card the various parts of

speech the word can be (this always depends-upon-how the word. is used; there is
no.suchthing as a word being a certain part of speech before it has been spoken
or-written in some context).and sample sentences in which the word is used. This

running class word cache is handy to have when you want to refer to a word we've
already learned that occurs in a story three weeks later, or when you want to dip
into a commonly. shared vocabulary for writing a class story together.

For the word cache entries above, children can find adjacent-words that can go
with the new vocabulary-word. -If the word Is "mostly" a-noun, have the children
list adjectives that fit_before it, and verbs that fit. after It. if the word is

"mostly" averb, list nouns and adverbs. If It is "mostly" an adverb, list verbs.
It if Is "mostly" in adjective, -list nouns.



DEFINITION CACHE: The phrase list below, remains constant, although the teacher
can readily make changes to make it- more appropriate for a particular class. The
list on the left is-invented anew by the teacher or students from words that
seem particularly connected with a work of literature each time a new book is read
by the class. Once the two lists are on the wall, students choose or draw a term
from the word list, then move down the phrase list, stopping wherever they are
particularly taken by the connection. The student completes the. phrase and, in
so doing, gives everyone in the room something new to think about for that piece
of literature.

For example, from the lists below try combining

Justice in Billy Budd is measured by

Imagination in Where the Wild Things Are can be found

Word List Phrase List

courage moves like
imagination goes with
power looks like
miracles is connected with
creation

has the characteristics of
honor happens because
feminity changes into
masculinity embodies
freedom follows
discipline precedes,
mercy is grouped under

START justice
is likea i.

-ham
.7. . .=.

or is unlike
humanity results in
English follows the word
wisdom A

precedes the word
knowledge

1 corresponds with
conscience u_in (insert title) is opposite to
responsibility ,

',_is measured by compLETE.
insight extends to
understanding stops at
compassion feels like
truth can be found in
realty is possessed by
human nature results in
belief exists as, in
inquiry was evident in
wth is proved by
good is exaggerated in
evil is experienced as
God can be explained as
kindness acts like
meanness occurs where
honesty occurs when
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WORDS AND BEHAVIOR: For older students the article reprinted below offers an
interesting variation on the word list /phrase list activity, with regard to the
word "peace."

U.W. Law Profs New Book Ana zes Lethal Conflicts

(Svein Gilje is a Times
staff writer specializing in
defense and international is-
sues.)

Does a "nation of murder-
ers" make that a "war
mongering" nation?

Does a high crime rate in
Mainstream, U. S. A,, turn
the country into a war - hun-
gry nation? Or does a low
crime rate, particularly in
homicides, make us peace-
ful?

Is there a tie between mur-
ders, or lethal conflict
among individuals, and
wars, lethal conflict among
nations?

Can one explain aggres-
sion in nations out of aggres-
sicn in man? Just how do
you explain human aggres-
sion?

These and other intriguing
questions are raised by Dr_
Roy L. Prosterman, a Uni-
versity of Washington law
professor with wide - rang-
ing interests, in a new book,
"Surviving to 3000. An Intro-
duction to the Study of Le-
thal Conflic t." (Duxbury
Press, Belmon t, Calif.,
$5.50.)

Thus Prosterman adds to
the growing list of publica-
tions that go into the issues
of war and peace..

OF COURSE, much has
been written and said about
war over the years. The his-
torians have treated wars
extensively. The politicians
think of them as important
(though not necessarily de-
sirable) milestone s. The
economists measure them in
monetary terms, in costs to
a nation and in periods of
boom .

The scientists look at key
scientific - technological

By Svein-Gilje
the Seattle Times, July 30, 1972

strides made in times of
modern war, largely because
of accelerated research
being demanded to carry on
the war. Just think of Proj-
ect Manhattan when man
split the atom toward the
end of World War IL

Peace, on the other hand,
is vaguely thought of . as
something that exists while
war is not being fought. It
appears to be a condition
that is "just there," auto-
matically in absence of war,
being in the background
waiting for war to end.

Prosterman takes issue
with those who suggest that,
if there is no war, there's
peace. He speaks of the state
of war, the state of non-war,
(a passive period during
which lethal conflict merely
is absent), and the state of
peace.

"THE STATE OF PEACE,"
Prosterman says, "is a stale
in which events are under:
stood and actively dealt with.
It is a state that recognizes
that conflict will always be
with us, and that it must be
processed actively, enthusi-
astically, understandingly
and nonviolently."

So a nation ought to arrive
at a "peace strategy" that it

PEACE- -

can pursue either unilateral-
ly or jointly with other na-
tions.

Peace strategy, he adds, is
possible if pushed by nation-
al leaders and by the citizens
of the society.

Though to the average citi-
zen it may seem an immense
and hopeless task to "work
for peace," Prostemian re-
calls that so appeared the
situation for the environmen-
talist five years ago.

"A congressional, enact-
ment requiring Detroit to
clean up its cars by 1975 was
as 'unimaginable' five years
ago as a legislated end to
classified research and espi-
onage laws is today," he
writes.

FROSTERMAN HIMSELF
has undertaken numerous
peace initiatives which, at
first. may have seemed
hopeless but now are facts
or on the way to become
facts. I am thinking of his
work in pushing for and au-
thoring the Land Reform Act
in South Vietnam, now in its
final stages of being carried
out; his consultative work on
land reform for the Brazilian
government and his plan for
land reform to help settle
Palestineans on the West
Bank.

In fact, while you're read-
ing this, Prosterman and a
team of researchers are on
an around-the-world tour to
work on other reform pro-
posals,

What about the question of
correlation of murders and
wars?

Prosterman concludes that
the one does not necessarily
lead to the- other. Statistics
show that some nations with
the highest rates of murder-
suicide, or internal group
conflict, have barely been
touched by war.

Going beyond the simple
"body count," Prosterman
notes that "the' smallest
quarrel (murder) also ap-
pears to be the most impul-
sive." Likewise the lethal
riot "appears to be an im-
pulsive rather than a pre-
meditated killing," He adds:

"Unfortunately, we are no
more able at present to pre-
dict riots than to predict
murders."

The 424-page' paperback
grew out of Prosterman's ac-
tive involvement in the U.
W.'s Conflict Studies the past
few years. It is not the type
of reading you'd take along
to the beach, but it will add
significantly to the growing
library on conflict studies.

HAPPENS BECAUSE

is_ LIKE__

IS UNLIKE

CAN BE EXPLAINED AS

ETC.



ESSAY ANALYSIS: All that is provided here is a list of blank cards and an essay
that is meant to persuade or to provoke discussion. The students are asked to
go through the essay and write down. the words and.phrases which seem important
to them in some way. They then discuss the reasons for their. choices with the
group, and a sorting process takes place. The first sorting may establish a
first-to-last order of ideas. . The second may discard some phrases and focus on
others which most closely emphasize the ideas.- The third may seek out over-.
simplifications or logical difficulties in the material,, being sensitive to some
of the following characteristics:

either-or thinking; good guy-bad-guy oversimplifications
highly abstract language:
loaded words
bias hidden by scattering, revealed through rearrangement of the cards
relative concreteness of negative, positive ideas.,
-cliches,. euphemisms

words and phrases that are reused, to what purpose

Students should try to deterMine how.0 e and placement of individual words and
phrases determines the tone; how the context determines the meaning, how distor-
tions occur when ideas are considered out of context. The end of the process
may be the creating, orally or in writing, of their own reaction to the ideas in
the essay.

LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION: Have students begin with blank cards and make a word
cache of terms we use for describing people. Sort the cards according to degree
of abstraction. What words are general? What words are specific? Are there sub
groups? What different areas of personality are we covering? Which words refer
to facts, which opinions? From this raw material and discussion let students see
whether they can devise a system for categorizing the whole human race. Discover
to what extent their system leaks, by trying to make the system work for one
living human model. Then ask students to write a character sketch about a real
person with the words that seem most precise and useful to them, consciously
beginning with more abstract words and making them have reality by the use of
concrete detail.

ASSUMING VARIOUS ROLES: Make a word cache of various roles we assume. (For
instance, mother, teacher, student, nurse,-lover, lawyer, child.} The roles
may be drawn out of current reading, as may the problems, such as those-.that
follow. 'Students should have the opportunity to.change roles'and pursue the
same problem in a series of dramatic improvisations. See how different people
handle the same role. Here, are some sample problems:

financial insolvency in the family
a-child is about to go to war
a. marriage is.breaking up
-a-kid is in .t.roUble at school

a person wants to commit suicide
a daughter becomes a feminist
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METAPHORS:' Have students make a word cache of very concrete words and phrases.
They could begin with the already existing noun cache. Then have them move the
phrase "is like" in between different combinations of nouns. Add words until
they are satisfied with the results. Students might use this technique as part
of the composition task of describing a person or an object vividly. For this
and other word cache activities, it helps to use a Separate card for each word
or entry to facilitate experimentation with new combinations.

SENTENCE STRUCTURE: Introduce a. vocabulary word generated from class content;
for example, the word misogyny.might be taken in a women's studies course. Stu-
dents are asked to generate specific sentences based on that idea and the use
of the sentence pattern models in Sectioh Two. Can they make the statement say
essentially the same thing in each sentence pattern, or does the idea change as
the form changes, necessarily?

ROLES' AND VALUES: Examine a picture that represents a person of another race,
sex, age, clasS, or culture. Family of Man is a good source. For each person
in a picture, the students make two category cards: Who I Am, What Seen.
Students complete additional cards with answers they think likely for the person
represented in the picture, then discuss and role-play their cards.

Some insights that might emerge from this exercise:

- The difficulty of assuming roles with little knowledge of history,
tradition or life style of others

- The pervasive influence of our own value system in assuming roles
outside our experience.

- The persistence of stereotyped thinking for others outside our
social milieu.

- The patronizing attitude we often assume unconsciously when
speculating about people of another race or class.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT: In an exercise to discover historical bias by class, race,
sex in defining the idea of "human nature," or "what it means to be human,"
students make a word cache of qualities that describe desirable or model human
characteristics from literature of another historical period (Lysistrata --
Pre-hellenic Greece, Shakespeare -- Renaissance England, The Scarlet Letter--
Puritan New England). From this cache the students arrange the words in order
of importance for the period and then again in order of importance for themselves.
The difference in arrangement illustrates the similarities and changes in the
definition of what it means to be human.

Example 2: Students arrange the words as they think they might be arranged by
various social classes in their reading (royalty, peasant, merchant) to discover
which class is the.model for humannesS.

Example -Students .arrange the qualities _by current and historical associations
with femininity and masculinity to discover the -sex bias that has come to the ..
present in defining human-nature.



JUST THE FACTS, HE SAID: Either students or teacher chooses a controversial
issue from class discussion, reading or current media. Students group themselves

into various interest groups and make one set of key word and phrase cards that

explain the facts .of their position. They make a, second set of persuasive words,

to be used to convince the .other groups of the correctness of their position.

After each group has constructed both a factual and persuasive set, they present

their material to the others. When presentations are concluded, the original

lists could be readjusted in light of what the groups have heard from one another

A summation of the activity, either in discussion or writing, might illustrate:

the many ways in which persuasion tactics are often questionably factual; the way

ideas are modifed by challenge; how facts are detrimental to a given position;

how ideas are tentative until tested in practice.

WORD WHEELS: The word constructor below can be made from wood or cardboard. Each

of'the wheels is pinned -through. the center in order to.rotate freely. The middle

tray is glued-or nailed to permit standing-root cards upon it.

The entries
have the mos

-ted-on .the-next page for the word wheel are those which- appear to

requent uzy.T3 in.ordinary English.

OOPS! The wheel on the right, above, will have
to be lettered just the opposite if the
print is to be right side up when the
wheel rotates a suffix into position
alongside the root card. Don't make our

mistake!



Prefix Entries
Leff

AD To or Toward

COM With or Together

DE Down or Away

DIG Apart From

EX Out or Formerly

IN Into

IN Not

INTER Between

MONO*One or Alone

MIS Wrong or Wrongly

NON Not

OB To Toward, Against

OVER Above

PRE Before

PRO Forward or i n Favor

RE Back or Again

SUB Under

Root Cards
for Tray

CEPT To Take or Seize

DUCT To Lead, Make,
Shape, or Fashion

FER To Bear or Carry

FIC To Make or Do

GRAPH To Write

LOG Speech or Science

MITT To Send

POS To Put or-Place

PLIC To Fold, Bend,
Twist or Interweave

SCRIBE To Write

SIST To Stand, Endure,
or Persis

SPECT To Look

TAIN To Have or Hold

TEND To Stretch

.OTHER SPELLINGS:

CEPT CAP, CAPT, CEIV,
TRANS Across or Beyond,

DUCT
cm, CIP
DUC, DUIT

UN Not FER LAT, LAY
FIC FAC, FACT,,FASH, FEAT

OTHER SPELLINGS: LOG OLOGY
MITT MISS, MIS, MIT

AD A, AC, AG, AL, AN,
AP, AR, AS, AT

POS

PLIC
POUND, PON, POST
PLAY,.PLEX, PLOY, PLY

COM CO, COL, CON, COR SCRIBE SCRIP, SCRIV
PIS DI, DIF SIST STA
EX E, EF SPECT SPECSPI, SPY
IN IL, IM, IR TAIN TEN, TIN

OP OC, OF, OP TEND TENS, TENT
SUB SUC, SUF, SUG, SUP,

SUR, SUS
TRANS,TRA, IRAN

Suffix Entries
Right A-eel

ABLE Capable of

ACE Process of

ANCE Fact of

ANT One Who Does

ED Past Tense

ER One Who Does

FUL Possessing

ING Act of Doing

1511 Resembling

1ST One Who Does

IVE HaVing Nature of

LESS Without

LY Like a

MENT State of

NESS State of

OUS Having

TION State of

`OTHER SPELLINGS:

ABLE
ANCE
ER

TION

IBLE

ENCE

OR
SION



PART ONE: DRAFTiNGSKILLS

.Basic- Sentence Patterns

A sentence a day keeps incompleteness away -. A sentence-braved is a sentence

learned. A-roll.ing sentence-gathers no loss. ..A class. that sentences together

Improves together. Prose is'arehitecture-,. not interior dee ration.-

Whatever Hemingway meant by his addition to the otherwise sparkling wittici
above, it seems clear that kids should have a chance to practice and extend
understanding of the English sentence.

It seems unlikely that memorizing definitions of sentences will help and the

Reed-Kellogg diagramming promulgated in the thirties has not exactly covered

itself with glorious results. If kids are going to learn how to build sentences,
it seems like a sensible idea that they should do that by building sentences.

Taking things apart can be a lot of fun -- if it's not important that the object run
after you're through with it or if someone else will clean up the mess. Putting

things together can be messy too, but on the whole something positive often
results and makes the mess worthwhile.

heir

It may be possible to learn the English sentence without being messy -- although
the experience of our major writers makes that seem unlikely -- but for sure it's
not going to happen unless a kid gets a chance to build sentences with his own
two hands.

-. This is a-program in-sentence building -- with kids' hands as well as heads.

This is a serious proposal that kids build a sentence a day beginning with the
basic blueprint patterns of the. language. Manipulating words from the word caches
into sentences of one's own making,following sentence patterns, will give visual
illustration to the idea that language is structure. It will also involve the
student in working out structural problems, from modifier placement and verb form
to punctuation and spelling.

The word-cache plus model-sentence activity will facilitate the drafting process
by offering models for the variety of ways in which an idea can' be expressed, and
by showing the effects of sentence-form on meaning.

By using correct models and the student's-own capacity .for sentence - production,
we teach by positive example rather than by.thejindthe-mistake-and-correttlt
method. The-latter method never answers the question, why did the-kid -make- the
error in the first .place?

What we ought to have right here is a stack of printed basic sentence pattern
models for each-teacher to hang on the classroom walls. But there's only so much
you can.do in one summer so .we -don't -- yet-. -(Anyone-.want to hel0?)

Basically, the plan works like this:. Consult the basic Pattern-list included on-
the follo wing pages, .and:notethe_dotted lines around each pattern. -These lines -
indicate hoW..a- teacher might.write the-sententes with -felt pen ontagboardi-pnd_-
mount -them on the wall.-- Placethe model-sentences around the classroom, Student
should see them.

-18-



NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Gook

Pre-Sentence Experience

1. Speakers of all languages describe their experiences

2. Speakers of English experience natural objects and
words in parts and divisions ("things" separated f m

"actions")

Speakers of English give names to things

4. Speakers of English give names to actions

5. Speakers of English interchange names flexibly; a noun
is a verb is a noun

Reference Pages:

3, 8-10, 12, 14-15,
66, 75

2, 19, 54 -55, 60-61

6-7, 11, 48-51, 63

4-5, 16-18, 21-25, 67

52-53, 58-59

(Development of a sense of the sentence begins with imaginative
experiences in the first and second grade books. It is not
impossible but is certainly an uphill struggle for a child who
has not had these experiences to develop sentence sense.)



NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Book 2

Pre-Sentence Experiences.

1. Speakers of English see comparisons in their desc_I
tions of things and actions

2. Speakers of English describe natural objects and words
as if they had parts and divisions

Speakers of English name things in terms of membership
classes

4. Speakeri of English name actions in terms of membership
classes

Reference Pa2n:

2- 3, 5-7, 13, 15-21
76

8, 36, 78, 86, 91

29- 3 37

33 -35, 38- 39

Speakers of English must live with both the problems 11, 31, 37, 53, 75,
and the enrichment caused by their flexible use of 79-81

language

6. Speakers of English use word parts to show number and 82-85, 87-
time.

7. Speakers of English use start and stop signals to mark 92-95, 97-101
written sentences

. Speakers of English use sentence patterns that can be 90, 96
expanded and -transformed

=Standard Sentence Pattern:

Noun Part + Verb Part 8 - 90



Standard Sentence Pattern:

Book 3

Sentence Noun Part + Verb Part 155

Book 4

Standard Sentence Pattern:

Sentence Noun Part + Verb Part 63

Book 5

asic entente Patterns:

Pattern 1 5 = N V 179

Pattern 2 5 N + V + DO 182

Pattern 3A 5 N + LV + C-n 185

Pattern 3B S N LV + C-adj 185

Pattern 3C S N + LV + C-adv 185

Book 6

Pattern 2A S = N + -V + 10 + DO 159

Pattern 2B

Review of All Above

-Book 7

DO + OC

Book 8

207

124 -125, 314-316.



Activities for Generating Basic Sentences

The first activity is for the teacher, or the teacher and students together, to
produce models of the basic sentence patterns for use on the wall or table. They
could look like this, made of tagboard and printed with felt pen, perhaps in
colors:

Ira
NOUN + YE

But it would be helpful if the models can be displayed just above the blackboard
or bulletin board so that students may write or post their own sentence directly
below:

lrcts sin3.
N + V

Birds sini,
N + V

OW 73

CLOIJD

POIR SE r

An alternative arrangement is to make the models with slots or holders to contain
the sentence parts:



Once you have decided on a method of construction, here are the basic pattern
models for which you may need cards, depending on what grade you teach:

PATTERN 1:

PATTERN 2:

PATTERN 2A:

Birds

N

make melody.

V DO

PATTERN 2B:

PATTERN 3A:

Cats

N

consider

V

mice tasty.

DO OC

Kangaroos are

LV

marsupials.

PATTERN 3B:

PATTERN 3C:

Pandas

N

are

LV

furry. I

ADd

Winter

N

is

LV

here.

AM/

Note: Before you race off to make these models, check the pattern xpanslon.
exercises in the editing section.



Further Activities

MAKING YOUR OWN: A class may develop its own series of sentence models from words

and ideas they like better than the ones Provided.

LIVING SENTENCES: Print some nouns and verbs from the class word cache on extra

large cards and distribute them in random order to students standing in a row who

will hold them up in the front- of themselves. The students will need to rearrange

'themselves in-order to form a sentence. (This never fails to remind one of the

Christmas pageant which was supposed to begin with five children marching on

stage, each holding a card with a letter to spell, H E L - L 0, and then the

boy with the '0' got on the wrong endl)

SENTENCE-NOTEBOOKS: ,Students can use their awn word cache to form sentences accord-

ing to the model patterns. These can be kept in a notebook. Occasionally students

can get together to form stories from-sentences collected in their notebooks.

ACTIVITIES WITH WALL MODELS: The teacher introduces a specific model and asks

students to generate their own version from the word caches. This can readily

be tied to recent reading, field trips, discussions or interests.

FROM READING: The students are working on a specific story or discussion. The

teacher introduces a sentence.model incidental to the main task of understanding

the story or event, but helping. that purpose by affording a structure in which

students may put.fortn their ideas. Amazing things-will happen if half the room
states their idea in Pattern 2-but .the other half uses Pattern 3.

TROUBLE-SHOOTING: Students having specific difficulties with sentence structure
and punctuation are directed to the models and the word caches, and helped to
generate sentences which confront-and work out the problems.



BOOK 4
PAGE 50
NOUNS

Word Drafting Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

in the blanks with interesting nouns from your word cache.

EXAMPLE: The shrewd detective solved a complicated case.

1. The pcs erfu l repaired the leaky

2. The busy gabbed for long hours.

3.

4. Our crazy cat gobbled up the meek

5. The sad driver stepped from the smashed

The fast elevator left my weak on the first floor.

6. The gleeful baby banged on the interesting

7. The vacationing family drove across the deserted

8. The unhappy schoolboy growled about the wet

9. I held my throbbing after-1 dropped the heavy

10. The snoopy searched for some sloppy



BOOK 4
PAGE 36
VERBS #1

Word Drafting Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

On

in

I.

2.

4.

6.

the line under each
the sentence. Check

Gradually the snow

sentence, trite five words that can fill each of the blanks
your word cache for possible answers.

The general all day.

She the cum that was on tne table.

Ray the car.

The students he classroom.

Sap from the tree.

The object terrible!

Birds

9. Phil up themountain.

10. Sue he football.

Extra copies of any_page,in this notebook are available in
classroom quantity from the coordinator.



BOOK 4
PAGE 39
ADJECTIVES #1

Word Drafting Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

From the word cache below, choose words which sensibly complete the following
sentences.
will

2.

Use each word
need.

The

only once. There are more words in the list than you

into the air.

record.

dog leaped

Little Jimmy was unhappy about his

3. The rabbit stood by quietly.

4. The duckling waddled into the pond.

5. The door startled us as we walked slowly through the

house.

6. The boy walked across the lawn.

7. The apple was placed on the table.

8. That carpenter is a worker.

9. The gentleman bought us milkshakes.

10. As a safety patrolman you should be extremely

funny
yellow
fast

good
awful
full

grassy
clean
beautiful
hot
creaking

wet ordinary
bright sorrowful
ugly violent
broken advancing
delicious skillful
thumping wealthy
smelly dreary
dangerous cute
twelve -cautious
wrecked cool
tiny brown

nervous

-27-



BOOK 4
PAGE 39
ADJECTIVES #2

Word Drafting Supplement

NEW DIRECTIONS IN-ENGLISH

Complete the sentences by filling in the blanks with adjective-

1. The
teacher.

2. The

The
quarterback.

4. The

5. The

He popped his
uniform.

pupil was congratulated by the

car performed poorly on the trip.

coach was happy to work with the

bike stood near the

bus took forever to reach the city.

boats drifted slowly past the dock.

The

9. The test was extremely

10. Our

buttons when he tried on the

building.

horse trotted slowly along the path.

puppy tripped over the hose on the lawn.

-2



BOOK 4
PAGE 47
VERBS #2

Word Drafting Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Use each word cache below to make a sentence, supplying your own verb or verbs to
create the action. Underline all your verbS. Add whatever words are necessary to
make your sentence sensible.

EXAMPLE: prey, anteater, busily, hungry, unlucky

Possible sentence: The hungry anteater busily hunted its unlucky prey.

I. allowance, quidkly, generous, boy, Dad

2. drum, cool, noisily, daily, guy

enormous, fiercely, gorilla, target

4. popcorn, pool, accidental y Bill

napkin, naughty, gleefully, messy

6. rhinoceros, river, rambling, carelessly, shallow

race, sprinter, good, speedy

wind, tent, ground, howling

landlord, greedily, sneering

10. glue, gloves, Tom,- fuzzy,- foolishlY, sleepy

-29-



A REMINDER: Check again the word cache activities, many
'th sentence pattern activities.

ROLF STROMBERG

usie

which can tier combined

WAS THIS'A PRINTER'S ERROR,
OR HAS SOMEONE NOT HAD THE
THE BELLEVUE BASIC SKILLS

ENTENCE PATTERN

ut- PROGRAM?

Jatigosky Makes

It is truly presumptuous
to comment about some
musicians, They are artists
so tar advanced in their
realm that- they are in
many ways above criti-
cism. That's-the case with
Gregor Piatigorsky . who
gave a stunning concert
last night in the Opera
House with the Seattle
Symphony.

Some cellists in this
world may match him on
occasion none will surpass
him. lie proved that so
convincingly last night as
he performed the world
premiere of Grant Beglari-
an's Diversions for Viola.
Cello and Orchestra, along
with Milton Katims, who
stepped down from the po-
dium, and then was -the-so-
loist in Antonin Dvorak's
Concerto for Cello and Or-
chestra,

''eorsky is a muster
nv comment

'r-

d lo

The Post- Intelligencer

AMA /ARTS
TI105., Oct, J, 1972 S*

again excellent solo work
by flutist Scott Goff and a
brief moment by -concert-
master Henry Siegl,

The world premiere of
Beglarian's work was stim-
ulating. It is divided into
eight short segments; a
march. A Sad Song, A mer-
ry Song. Canonic Dis-
course, Fantasy. --Menuet,
Gigue and a- March. It I
highly melodic, in the
modern sense. but not glar-
ingly dissonant.

Piatigorsky- was superb
as was Katims, who sur-
rendered the podium to Jo-
seph Levine for the Be-

',=ian. Piatigorsky gave
--sning and Katims-

' .0 hp is a

was not as polished as one
would like.

Not until the fourth
movement did the Sympho-.
ny come alive,' and do the
Allegro con spirit° with
alertness and vigor. It
wasn't so much that they
weren't inspired --- they
seemed to be ._just

'spired," if one can -say
that.

The rest of the evening
consisted of Joaquin TtirI-
na's "Dariza Fantasticas,"
which is pleasant enough,-
and which received a fine
reading from Katims and
the Symphony. There was
a nice but brief solo by-
principal cellist Ray I'-
"is. The second mew-



PART ONE: DRAFTING SKILLS

Questions That Form Ideas

Have you ever Seen a student whose head was not spilling over with ideas and

chatter -- until he picks up a pencil? Have you ever seen a student who, given
an assignment, grinds out a sentence and a half, then collapses from sheer
intellectual exhaustion with "Can't think of anything more to say"?

Contrary to what might seem obvious from the example above, lack of ideas is not

a major problem in kid's writing Kids don't need stimulation or motivation for
more ideas. What kids -- and everybody need is help with the ideas they have

People need some means of shaping, carving, rolling, turning, testing ideas that
are within them,. but unexpressed; that is, not pressed Out

Perhaps the most basic skill in pressing out ideas and maintaining the momentum
of continuingto think about a topic is the basic skill of question-asking.
Using for an example one of the dullest assignments imagineable -- "Write about,
courage" -- the examples that follow illustrate how even a dull, unformed idea
can be quickened,and thinking energy sustained,through the use of question-asking.

The ability to ask the questions that follow, suggested by Prentice-Hall's
Thinkin' and Wri n An inductive Pro ram in Comosition 1969) should be part of
every student s repertoire of basic drafting ski

Note:

As with every other page in this publication, indeed in the

entire,notebook, extra copies in class quantity are available

from the coordinator.



QUESTIONS ABOUT...

1. Action, mental or physical movement
WHAT MOVEMENTS DO YOU ASSOCIATE WITH THE ACT OF COURAGE? WHAT THOL S?

2. A reement concord
WITH WHAT THINGS IS COURAGE IN AGREEMENT? WITH WHAT DOES IT GO?

Appearance, the external image
WHAT DOES COURAGE LOOK LIKE? A PERSON WHO HAS IT?

Association, a logical physical or mental connection
WITH-4HATTAINGS DO YOU CONNECT COURAGE?

Attribute, that which is characteristic of a person or thing
WHAT ARE THE' CHARACTERISTICS.OF COURAGE?

6. Cause, that which brings about a result
WHAT MAKES COURAGE HAPPEN? WHAT THINGS DOES COURAGE MAKE HAPPEN?

Change, an alteration
WHAT= THINGS DOES COURAGE EASILY CHANGE INTO? UP TO WHAT POINT IS IT
STILL COURAGE? WHAT CHANGES DOES-COURAGE MAKE HAPPEN?

Character, an individual portrayed in a story
WHAT CHARACTERS CAN YOU THINK OF WHO HAVE HAD COURAGE?

9. Chronology, an arrangement based upon the criterion of time
WHAT COMES BEFORE COURAGE? AFTER?

10. Classification. the grouping of objects, facts, or events in accordance
WitheStabrisHed criteria
IN WHAT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM DO YOU PLACE COURAGE? WHERE?

11. -Comparison, an examination-which reveals likenesses or differences
WAT -TS COURAGE LIKE? UNLIKE?

12. Conclusion, an outcome
WHAT ARE SOME LIKELY-OUTCOMES OF COURAGE OR COURAGEOUS ACTION?

13. Context, the words-appearing before or after another word or phrase
WIT77Filvestablish the_intended meaning.
WHAT WORDS ARELIKELY TO APPEAR JUST BEFORE OR AFTER COURAGE IN A STORY?

14. Correspondence, a matching ofitem with item, or a matching of items
in one series with-items in another series-
WITH THE WORD "COURAGE" APPEARING IN A LIST OF GOOD THINGS, WHAT WORD
WOULD IT DE ACROSS FROM IN A LIST OF DAD THINGS?. IF "COURAGE" APPEARED.
IN A LIST OF BAD THINGS, WHAT WORD WOULD IT BE ACROSS .FROM .IN THE.LIST.
OF GOOD THINGS?

15. .Criterion, a standard by which something may be measured or judged
WAtstAilDARDs CAN'YOII APPLY TO AN-ACTION-TO' TELL WHETHER' ITIS "COURAGE"?



16. -Definition, an explanation which describes and sets limits on the oeaning

:o. frobjaets, words-,- or statements
WHAT IS-THE MEANING OF COURAGE? -HOW FAR DOES IT GO? WHERE DOES IT STOP?

Description, a report which conveys an image of what has been experienced
or imagined ...

DESCRIBE A TIME YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED COURAGE IN YOURSELF OR-SOMEONE ELSE

Detail,-a fine point
WATTRE THE FINE POINTS OF--COURAGE-THINGS NOT EVERYONE NOTICES?

19. Direction, a point,in space, an instruction . .

WHERE-DOES COURAGE SEEM HEADED;_. WHERE IS-A PERSON GOING WHO HAS IT? HOW

WOULD YOU .TELL.SOMEONE HOW TO BE COURAGEOUS, HOW TO GET COURAGE?

20. Effect,- a result
.WHAT - RESULTS DOES COURAGE.HAVE UPON THE PERSON WHO HAS IT? ON OTHERS?

21. Entity that which exists as a distinct. unit-
IS COURAGE -A THINS? IS THERE SUCH A THING-AS COURAGE OR ONLY COURAGEOUS
PEOPLE?

22. Event, an incident
DESCRIBE SOMETHING THAT HAPPENED IN WHICH COURAGE WAS EVIDENT

23. Evidence,.that which is used In-an attempt to prove something
IMAGINE AN ACT-YOU THINK IS COURAGEOUS, -THEN LIST ITEMS OF EVIDENCE THAT
WHAT -YOU -SAW WAS, IN FACT, COURAGE

24. --Exa*ration.,the act of going beyond the truth
WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF- A-- PERSON SAVING A CHILD FROM A:BURNING .BUILDING, AT
.FIRSTCOURAGEOUS,-- THEN- EXAGGERATED-- WHAT DOES THE COURAGE BECOME?.

25. Exzrjence, an involvement that produces an effect
DESCRIBE AN INCIDENT 'INVOLVING COURAGE, GIVING ENOUGH DETAILS OF THE
ACTION SO THAT nig READER ACTUALLY BEGINS TO FEEL WHAT IT MUST HAVE BEEN
LIKE

26. ExPlanation,...that which tells about a particular state in relation to the
JaCtei-0*-i4t:brought-it-about.
IMAGINE A STORY-IN_WHICH..CHAPTERTHREE SHOWS A_COURAGEOUS ACT.- NOW WRITE-

-. THE -PART- OF-tHAPTER- ONE WHICH SHOWS HOW THIS COURAGE WAS DEVELOPED IN THE
HERO'S lilLDHOOD

27. -Form,_-an external framework._
IN-WHAT ORDER OF EVENTS .DO-YOU_THINK OF COURAGE-HAPPENING? IF YOU MAKE A

PICTURE OF COURAGE,--WHAT- SHAPE. DO YOU SEE -FOR IT?

28. Function, o natural:Or_ assigned action which-AS in accord with the intrinsic

make-up of persbn. or- thing
OF-ALL-THE THINGS THAT MIGHT HAPPEN IN A COURAGEOUS ACTION, WHICH ACTIONS
_BELONG SPECIFICALLY...TO THE ACT OF COURAGE ? -



Generalization, a principle derived from particulars
FROM ALL THE FACTS YOU HAVE BEEN ABLE TO IDENTIFY ABOUT COURAGE, WHAT
CONCLUSION COULD YOU DRAW ABOUT WHEN IT IS LIKELY TO HAPPEN? TO WHOM?
UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES?

30. Goal, an aim
WifiTt- IS COURAGE AN ATTEMPT TO REACH FOR?

Hypothesis, a reasoned explanation, subject to-verification of what'has
happened or Will happen:-
UNDER-.WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES WOULD YOU EXPECT To WITNESS THE NEXT ACT OF
COURAGE ?. -HOW WOULD YOU ACCOUNT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COURAGE: IN THE
HUMAN RACE?

32. Identification, the act of making something distinct through its name,
unction,-pr-attributes

HOW CAN YOU TELL COURAGE FROM BRAVERY? -.FROM COWARDICE?

33. Ima:er -mental impressions suggested through figurative language
1A At WOULD BE A GOOD SYMBOL FOR COURAGE? .-

34. Inference, judgment-based on information, knowledge, or belief
WHAT VOLD YOU JUDGE TO BE THE MAIN REASONS FOR A PERSON'S HAVING COURAGE?

35. inter retation,- the.adding. of one's- view to another's view-or set of views

DOES LORD JIM POSSESS COURAGE?

36-. Key Concepts,- basieideas-that -control. reasoning wi thin -a subject-area
WHEN'A PERSON IS-ENGAGED INAN,ACT OF COURAGE, WHAT'SEEMS-TO BE HIS THINK7
ING PROCESS?- WHAT THOUGHTS OVERCOME HIS FEAR?

Meanin_, the relationship in the mind of the speaker or writer and in the
pun_ cif the heareror reader between the symbol :and the idea it ca l i s up
DOES HUCKLEBERRY FINN SHOW COURAGE. WHEN HE BEFRIENDS JIM?

Membership,the.stateof.belonging'to or being included:in:4a group'
WITWWHAT OTHER PERSDNALHCHARACTERISTICS.DO-YWINCLUDE- COURAGE? WHAT ARE
THE SET OF.ACTIONS ORTHOUGHTSTHAT-COLLECTIVELY ARE CALLED COURAGE?

39. Modificationthe. act--of -changing- toalimited-degree:
riln-i#6Thlimu.ANYONEWHO_HAS GROWN IN COURAGE? CAN COURAGE BE SOMETHING
THAT -YOU -CAN HAVE MORE OR- LESS -OF? WHAT IS A .LITTLE-COURAGE7.

40. Moiv, naed'or.desUre.:that results in action
ARE THERE REASONS THAT-COULD MAKE A PERSON BE COURAGEOUSONE TIME AND NOT
ANOTHER _TIME?.

41. Name, a word or group of words by which something can be identified
FROM WHAT LANGUAGE IS THE WORD COURAGEOUS? WHAT DID IT MEAN ORIGINALLY?

42. Narration, a linked succession of happenings or ideas
TELL A LI1TLE STORY TO ILLUSTRATE COURAGE



43. Negation, denial, opposition, or nullification
MAKE A LITTLE PRESENTATION TO SHOW THAT THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS COURAGE:
THERE ARE ONLY PEOPLE WHO WANT SOMETHING.VERY BADLY

44.. Observation, the act of seeing or being aware of objects or situations
THINK OF THE LAST TIME YOU WITNESSED COURAGE AND MAKE A LIST OF EVERYTHING
YOU CAN REMEMBER-ABOUT IT

45.- Ob e ct, something tangible
K AROUND THE ROOM; COULD ANYTHING IN THE ROOM BE USED BY A PERSON 1N

AN ACT OF COURAGE? COULD COURAGE .ITSELF BE-SOMETHING PHYSICAL; THAT IS,
CERTAIN NERVE IMPULSES OR BRAIN. CHEMISTRY?.

46. Opinion, a personal or group viewpoint
WHAT IS_YOUROPINION OF THE VALUE:OF COURAGE IN OUR SOCIETY? WHAT DO
PEOPLE IN YOUR DISCUSSION GROUP-THINK?.

47. -Order, a--systematic arrangement
. MAKE A SERIES OF THREE-PICTURE CARTOONS-IN WHICH THE ORDER OF PICTURES. IN

EACH IS I) CHALLENGE, 2) DECISION, 3) COURAGE

48. Orpnization, the act-of arranging items -to function interdependently
according to a specific pur-poSe'-
PLAN A LIST-OF-CHARACTERS-TOR A PLAY THAT WILL-ILLUSTRATE COURAGE; DECIDE
THE ORDER OF THEIR APPEARANCE AND -WHEN EACH WILL BE ON STAGE WITH ANOTHER

49. -Part- Whole, the relationship between.a.member-and the total
DISCUSS Trit SHOT-HEARD ROUND THE WORLD AS PART-OF A-LARGER SOMETHING
WITHIWTHE_COUNTRY;: DESCRIBE THESOMETHING-WITHIN THE COUNTRY AS PART
OF A-LARGER SOMETHING WITHIN.THE WORLD.

50. Pattern, -a form established by recurrence
Or-MY-SEE ANY PATTERN IN VARIOUS- COURAGE;-IS THERE SOMETHING
COMMON TO THEM -ALL?

Place,. a specific_location
-MAW ACT OF COURAGE YOU CAN RECALL, WHAT- DID THE PLACE WHERE IT OCCURRED
-HAVE TO DO WITH IT?

52 Point of View, a physical, logical, or emotional position from which some-
thing is viewed
DESCRIBE AN ACTION WHICH ONE OBSERVER WOULD CALL COURAGEOUS BUT ANOTHER
OBSERVER WOULD CALL SELFISH; WHAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE DIFFERENCES IN PERCEPTION?

53. Predication, the act of assigning actions, states, or qualities used as
complements
PRINT THE WORD COURAGE ON A CARD; EXPERIMENT WITH PLACING VARIOUS VERB=
CARDS AFTER IT. TRY "IS," "MIGHT BE," "SHOULD BE," "ATTEMPTS," "OCCURS"

54. Preference, principle of favoring some over others
MAKE A LIST OF FIVE DESIRABLE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS INCLUDING COURAGE;
CHOOSE THREE THAT YOU WOULD MOST WANT FOR YOURSELF



55 Priority, the order of selection or placement according to importance
MAKE A LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS YOU MOST WANT A PERSON TO HAVE WHO WILL
SHARE A DESERT ISLAND WITH YOU; CHANGE THE SITUATION TO A PLANE CRASH

56. Procedure, a series of actions directed toward an end
WRITE A MILITARY MANUAL LIST OF PROCEDURES FOR DEVELOPING COURAGE IN NEW
RECRUITS; WHAT SHOULD GE DONE WITH SUCH A LIST? WHAT PROCEDURE WOULD
DOING THAT TO THE LIST BE PART OF?

57. Quali an attribute
THE U LITY OF MERCY IS NOT STRAINED; WHAT WOULD YOU SAY ABOUT THE QUALITY
OF COURAGE?

58. Reason, stated cause for opinion or action
NAME ONE GOOD REASON WHY I SHOULD HAVE COURAGE

59. Recall, the act of bringing back something through memory
HOWMANY,ACTS OF COURAGE CAN YOU REMEMBER FROM REAL. LIFE COMPARED WITH
THE NUMBER YOU CAN REMEMBER FROM READING? FROM TELEVISION?

60. -Reference, person or work consulted -for information or recommendation
WHAT WOULD YOU FIND IF YOU LOOKED IN THE-LIBRARY FOR READINGS ABOUT
COURAGE?. OF THE SOURCES YOU-MIGHT- LOCATE, WHICH WOULD BE MOST- AUTHORITATIVE?-

61. Relations-I-02i a- physical. or mental- association

WRITE THE-WORD ..COURAGE ON A CARD-.---- ALONGSIDE. THAT CARD PLACE-CARDS WITH
NAMES_-0E- PEOPLE,-0E- LITERARY-CHARACTERS,- OF PLACES, OF MOVIES. STATE
WHAT COMES INTO- YOUR HEAD AS YOU.PLACE_EACH NEW CARD ALONGSIDE:THE .COURAGE
CARD. NOW-.TAKE AWAY -THE .COURAGE -CARD AND -TRY TO ARRANGE.- THE'OTHER CARDS
WITH EACH OTHER AND TELL YOURSELF -WHY YOU'RE PUTTING THEM THAT WAY

62. -Relly a-written or oral- response
WRITE A LETTER TO-THE COWARDLY-LION ANSWERING HIS QUESTION, WHERE CAN I

FIND COURAGE?

63. Rules, guides for procedure
WRITE A BOOK OF RULES FOR-PLAYING THE GAME, COURAGE

64. Sequence,-a consecutive arrangement
PLAN AN OUTLINE FOR A SCHOOL ASSEMBLY HONORING DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING

65. SeriatIon, the placement of an item in a sequence according to its relation-
ship to other members of the sequence_
FOR THE ASSEMBLY IN #64, JUSTIFY TO THE PLANNING COMMITTEE-WHY THE READING -

OF I HAVE A DREAM SHOULD OCCUR WHERE YOU THINK IT SHOULD'

66. Setting, a time and place for activity
FOR THE PLAY IN #48, WHERE SHOULD THE ACTION HAPPEN? IN WHAT YEAR?

67. Simile, a figurative comparison using like or-as
ffEWITTkSTATEMENT WITH IS LIKE . COMPLETE THE STATEMENT IN
TURN WITH THINGS THAT CAN BE PERCEIVED BY THE FIVE SENSES



68. -Symbol, something that stands for something else-
YOU HAVEJUST BEEN APPOINTEDPRESIDENT OF A COMPANY MARKETING A NEW
GASOLINE CALLED COURAGE. DECIDE WHAT ANIMAL, FIGURE, OR OTHER-SIGN-WU
REPRESENT YOUR COMPANY IN ADVERTISING

non m, a word having_a meaning similar to_-that of another wordhaving _
LI DS THAT MEAN ABOUT THE. SAME AS COURAGE; RANK THEM 1-2737-ETC. FOR
HOW CLOSE -THEY COME TO MEANING EXACTLY THE SAME THING AS COURAGE

-70. Sys1em,aset procedure; a comb nation-of related parts that form- an
integral whole
TELL WHY COURAGE CAN NEVER BE PART OF A SYSTEM

71. Time, a period in which a narrative occurs
117AFTIMS IN WHICH WRITERS HAVE DEVELOPED GREAT.THE -ES OF COURAGE; IS
THIS ONE OF THOSE TIMES?

72. .Transition', the process-of- linking one point to another;. that which does
-TETTITI77g
PUT 'A CARD WITH THE WORD COURAGE ON THE WALL; WAY OVER TO THE LEFT PUT A
CARD WITH DISINTEREST; WAY-OVER TO THE..RIOHT PUT A CARD WITH H-COWARDICL
NOW TRY TO MAKE NEW CARDS THAT WILL LEAD INTO AND TIE ALL THE CARDS
TOGETHER. (IF. THE FLANKER CARDS -AREN'T YOUR IDEA OF EXTREMES, MAKE YOUR
OWN.)

Some the Previous List

You could, of course, give the kids one a day like vitamins But you could also
develo0 skill with the items on the list through:

1. Reading Students identify for their word caches an important word or
two from their reading, then group themselves on the relatedness
or similarities of their selected words. Each group then runs
their word through the list for interesting ways to discuss
what they have read.

Conferencin Teacher meets-with student who has momentarily lost momentum
and,- using -items from the list inquires, "Have you thought
about--this?"

Outlinin List is posted on wail. student-throws .five darts at-
Resulting five-items-form preliminary topics just to get drafting
started.

4. Giant Collage Begin a gigantic wall hanging in_which each work of literature
the class reads is represented by a collage depicting one.of
the list-questions. A visual record of the year's.reading
-resultsiwhitl- Ought to be fun in itself.



PART ONE DRAFTING SKILLS

Principles of Creativity

In an article called "Structure of Intellect" appearing in the Psychological
Bulletin (53, 1956, pp. 267-293) J. P. Guilford suggested that the operations of
the creative mind are not particularly mysterious. According to Guilford,
creativity is largely the manifesting--which anyone can do--of six basic principles.
Teachers who remember Dr. Flora Fennimore's year-long in-service course in the
Bellevue English Program during 1971-72 will perhaps recall Dr. Fennimore's
application of Guilford's ideas with Bellevue children.

Even though this may be too brief to be of much help, we reprint Guilford's six
principles here as leads for ideas in'the drafting stage:

Capacity To Be Disturbed What's wrong here?
What's missing?
Where are the gaps?

Fluency

Divergence

Analysis

Synthesis

Redefinition-

How many things can I use this for?
What comes next?.

How can I add to this?
What can I substitute for this?
Haw can I think of, this in a different dimension?
How can I combine this in a different way?
How many purposes can I use this for?
What can I put this next to?
What new situation can I put this in?

How can I take thiS_.apart in adifferent way?
How can I. spread the pieces into new groupings?

How can I put this together in a new way?
How can I recombine these pieces?:

-How can I make something else. out of this?.

How-can-1 -comOare.this:to somethingeiset-

-Other ideas for creative drafting activities can be found in

.Don Fabun, You and_Creat_iy_ity, Glencoe Press,..1969

8701-Wil-shire Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90211.

Making It Strange Harper Row- 1968



.FART ONE: DRAFTING SKILLS

Question

SECTION 1: CONCRETE-SPECIFIC

That Extend Ideas

Perceiving the qualities of specific things and specific events

OVERVIEW: 1. Questioning the senses
2. Drafting descriptions and narratives
3. Writing dialogues
4. Exploring imagery and concrete language
5. Exploring one's perceptions
6. Drafting from a point of view
7. Exploring one's emotional responses
B. Meditating

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH:

Book 4 1-6 Book 6 1-12. Book 8 2-10

197-203 250-253 95-107
203-209 257262 131-151

212-215- 263-270 249,

-240r245 327-331 -4137421

276281 346-352

3537.360-
.Book 5 2-13.

-214-229 Book .7 1-43

353 -.359

389-396-
397 -1463

Questioning the Senses:

(from HerUmend Cummings: Plans-, Drafts, and Revisions

Seeing-lt

What position is it in?
How far is it from you? How far is it from the central figure of the scene?
In what direction? What is beside it? above it? below it? in front of it?
behind it?

What shape is it?
Is iti mostly angles, or is it mostly curves? Are there many small angles or
curves, or are there just a few large ones? Is it flat, or does it give a
sense of depth? What else is that shape?

What size is it?
Is it large or small compared with you? Is t large or s a
the central figure of the scene? What else is that size?

What color is it?
Which color seems to dominate? Do the colors contrast sharply
merge? Are they bright, or are they shadowed? Where is the 1

from? What sort of light is it What else is that color?

1 compared
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IS it moving?
If so, is all it moving, or just certain parts? Is the movement abrupt?

rapid? slow?, fluttering? fluid? What else moves like that?

Smelling It

Is there just one smell, or are there many? How strong is the dominant smell?
Does it smell like flowers? Is it like fruit? like spice? Is it a burned smell?
a resinous smell? putrid? How would you characterize the background smells?
What else smells of this scene?

Tasting It

If you tasted the thing, would i.t be sweet? Would it be salty? sour? bitter?
How strong would the taste be? Would it be mixed? hat else tastes that way?

Hearing It

Is there sound in the scene? Is there just one sound, or are there many? What

sort of sound is dominant? Is it like music, or is it like noise? Is it rhythmic
or random? Is it soft or loud? Is it high in pitch or low? Is it constant or
changing? If there is any background sound, what sort of sound is it? What else
sounds like the sounds of this scene?

Touching It

If you touched it, would it be cold or warm? Would it be wet or dry? Would it
feel oily? Would it feel slick but not oily? How soft would it be? How hard?
Would it be smooth, or would it be rough? Would the surface flake? Would it
scratch? Would it respond? What else feels like that?

Drafting Activities=

Draft- descriptions of objects-in terms of the _five senses.

Sit ouietty .and. close...your.eyes. Listen.. Concentrate:..on the loudest sounds..

and-describe them to yourself.. Try-to desaribe -the -sounds withoUt identifying
their-source. Then'push,the-loudest'soUnds_, into the background and focus--
your attention on-- softer sounds -.- Describe them.- Then-try-to push -all of
-the,sounds--into :Our.backgreundand-te'Y'to.fpeus on the weakest sounds you
can ilbat%. foreground them -and describe them.

Do the same with sights.

Do the same with smells.

Do the same with touch. Concentrate on the touch of the chair -on your bottom.

Concentrate on the touch of the floor on the bottoms of your feet. Concentrate
on the touch of the air on your face. Selectively concentrate on different
touches and put all other sensations into the background.

Have different students go into the sane experience
or blockedi Compare their differing perceptions of

h---.different Senses open
he exper ence..



If all men were born sightless, what effect
.

Notice the visual_ metaphors in our speech:
for a new friend," "You're a sight for sore

would it have on our language?
"I see your point," "I'm looking
eyes."

Ants' antennae -seem to combine a sense of smell and a sense of touch
(synesthesia)'. So they smell shapes and feel smells-1 What would the odor
of lemons feel like if you were an ant? What would a round shape smell
like?

Observe two friends talking.-- Ignore what- they say. Concentrate On-What
they do with their:bodylanguage. Describe it.

Consult: i rdwh to 1 It Kinesics and Context or Fast, Body- Language.

Draft a narrative description- of eoroees!9r continuing event, Concentrating
on exactly What happens. From literature,-.draft descriptions -of scenes,.
events,-and characters based -on -the-- imagery and other sensory. information.

Set up a scene llutoblographical,historiCal,fictional imaginative

Describe it from -the-point of view of character ill
Describe it from the..point:of view of. character #2
Describe it fr ©m the point of view. of charatter #3

Write a dialogue in which charatter #1 and character #2 diStuss their percep-
dons-of the- scene.

Exploring_ One's_Perceptions:.

What things -are easy to understand?

What kind of things are hard to understand?

What Makes -it difficOlt7

Does your perception change hen y u are ill?

What changes in your environment cause your perceptions to be sharper? re-

stri ed? broadened?

What images come to mind when you- think about ho idays,,dates a new bicycle,
a favorite-uncle?

Does the way a person talks evoke certain
Example: a' radio disc-jockey.

images of he might look?

.Drafting Activities:

Describe 'a:specific objett bycompar ng it with another specific -obje
A-vase shaped_like an ege).a block_.ofswood_ about as big as a pose, a towel
foTTFIT like a- n.

Have the children close -he r- eyes. -Then make a series of sounds with- c.ass-
-room objects. Let them-Wri eahout their-perCeptiO6 of the sounds.-



Place objects in a large box. Each object shoUld have a unique feature,
size,,texture, shape. Then let the children feel the objects without look-
ing. They may then draft their responses to .the way the objects appealed
to their other senses.

Take a field trip to the waterfront. Explain that the. purpose.of the trip
is to explore the smells-and-shapes of the waterfront setting. Write about
the

Have the -kids- make a tape recording of a sh rt story they have read. The
tape. will include.sounds :but notdialogue, Then listen and identify the
part of the story -the sounds .suggeSt.

Have children role.play situations without dialogue. Ask the rest of the
class to imagihe what the situation was all about.

how slides of- a-series-of-events:(news-events, his torical pictures that
have common.theMe and.esk- students-:to- draft Jdeas about the way they
perceive-the events.

Invite students to make photo essays. Ask them to select:a series of pictures
that will depict an overall:theme, then encourage them to arrange the pictures
in such a way that the rest of the class can perceive what the central theme
of the essay might be.

Examine the imagery of body. .1anguage.. .Take -4ifferent.piCtures of people cut
out of a magazine, -show them to .the children, and ask them to imagine what
each pose means..

Drafting From a Point of View:

The chart on the next page is intended to show how drafting from a point of
view can bring purpose and meaning to the sometimes scattered impressions of
a field trip. The idea is to lend a structure which assists in the drafting
of concrete details or sensory images about a scene, using two points of view:

1. The dramatic-- in which the writer is limited to the outwardly
observable appearance of the scene

The omniscient - -in which the writer speaks as if he knows all that
can be known: thoughts of the characters, fate of
the characters, purpose of the characters, etc.

The chart could be reproduced large enough to accommodate pictures. Students
could be encouraged to share their images of a scene at a farm, for example,
by bringing pictures to place in the squares. Each day the pictures could
be changed to provide fresh images to comment upon either as a drafting
exercise or for discussion.

The dramatic point of view is a workable beginning place. After describing
the observable details of the barn, the pasture, the animals, students could
shift to the all-knowing point of view and describe the same scene with
knowledge of what is about to happen, what has happened previously,what it
all means.
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Variations and exten ons of this activity could include:

Drafting details of the scene as viewed by a person. who has never been
on a farm before, and

Drafting details of the scene as viewed by a person who has lived all his
life on a farth

Dra ting details of a meeting as.seen by the main speaker, and
as seen by an usher

Drafting details of a shoreline as _seen13y a person standing on the bank, and
aS'seen by a fish underwater

Drafting details of a scene as experienced by Macbeth-creeping up the _stairs-,- and

as-.-experienced by. Lady Macbethwaiting-doWn below,- and
as .experienced by a-sleeping groom having a nightmare

Drafting details of a problem as described in a popular song, and
as-described in-an editorial

Another Kind of Chart for Scene:

Kenneth Burke's pentad (The Grammar of Motives especially for older kids,
'offers another useful graphic tool for drafting responses to a scene, or for
responding to a work of literature for that matter. Burke sees any human act
as occurring within a framework of actor or agent, purpose, scene, agency,
and the act itself. Burke doesn't mention it, but we have added audience to
the, list as another dimension the writer needs to be concerned with:

ACTOR
who did this?

PURPOSE
why the .actor- did It

ACT
what happened

AUDIENCE
for whom the actor

4 4-

SCENE-
when and where this happened-

AGENCY
what means are used



Exploring_ One's Emotional Responses Specific Things and Events:

How does it make-you feel?

Angry? Hateful?

Fearful? Nervous"

Joyful. Happy? Proud?

'Confused? Anxious? Uneasy?

Appreciative? Loving? Admiring?

Sad? -Sorry?, Guilty? Ashamed?

Do events ever evoke an emotional response by- appealing to your sense of
pride?

_ Do you '.respond in a generally happy manner to events -:that are associated with
your childhood? Do your childhood experiences sometimes .evoke angry
responses?

in what ways do various objects appeal to your emotions?

Does going to a -e tain-place make you sad sometimes? -Does it make you happy?

Drafting Activities:

Draft your emotional responses to music,
to pletures and collages,

colors',

to tactile experiences,
to various sound effects,
to various smells.
to events, scenes, and characters in literature,

-Draft descriptiOns of personal or hypothetical situations that.elicit strong
emotional. reactions

Examine-6 set of pictures showing national shrines, national. heroes, or
.symbols,- Draft- your .responses to the reaction or impact these pic
have upon yoU.

Examine_ the-imagery. of pictures--:_ writing _that-evoke emotion by appealing to
your sense of community spirit. Draft your reactions.

national
ures

Write about the color spectrum and the emotional connections you make
different colors. Example: What does green make you feel?

Describe a scene that originally affected you strongly_ but has since come to
have a different sort of emotional effect.

and describe five things that make you angr er than anything else.

List and describe five things-that make fou happier than anything else.

-45-



Meditating:

Meditation differs rom daydreaming in that it involves a person in an extended
period of ,houghs on the same topic. Although the ability to spend a consider-
able amount of time in disciplined thinking about a topic is a basic drafting
skill, we don't know too much about how the mind stays occupied or how to teach
it to someone. The questions that form ideas in the previous section may offer
some suggestions.

Some other ideas for rr ditating ar

1. Mentally frame a scene, for example to one's imaginary visual left. Toward
the right, imagine a list of things that could be in the scene. Concentrate
on moving one item at a time into the scene and arranging it there in some
fixed relationship to the boundaries of the 'frame.

2. Project yourself into the scene one sense at a time slowly experiencing
each item in the scene with each sense in turn.

Imagine an idea written in chalk. Allow the chalk to write items that
expand the idea but imagine the eraser wiping out all unrelated ideas or
distractions.

Drafting Activity:

Work a large, relatively easy picture puzzle with a major, central piece re-
moved. Meditate--this is, think; don't rush for your penc --about the kinds
of things that could possibly be in the missing piece, and what the various
possibilities could mean to the whole.
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Questions That Extend Ideas

SECTION II: ABSTRACT-SPECIFIC

Conceiving relationships between things and between events

OVERVIEW: 1. Exploring relationships in space and time
2. Exploring connections between widely separated historical events
3. Exploring similarities and differences
4. Exploring cause-and-effect relationships
5. Classifying things and events-
6. Exploring abstractions and abstract language
7. Analyzing
8. Deductive thinking

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS IN E GUSH:

Exp orin

Book 4 10-16 Book 6 18-25 i 1 8 47-62
19-30 128-138 375-379
42-43 304-319 408-411
178-190 325-339 413-421
303

Book 7 43-64
Book 5 17-23 101

69-76 109-126
290-302 152

267-295

tions and Ti
What is the shortest period of time yucan Imagine?

What is the longest span of time you can imagine?

Are the terms space and tiro synonomous?

How are space and time related?

.How do scientists_ measure time?

How do_children. measure time?-

How would -you compare life -time of-an elephant with a frult-fly7

HoW do people react-when space relationships change rapid y?

-does time regulate-our lives?

astrolOgy a study of.time relationships or space relationships?

What is meant -by a temporary friendship?' How long would it last?

What does the phrase, "Having the ti
single incident? A period of time?

f your life," mean? Does it roan a
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What does the phrase, "She led a full and rich life," mean? If a person
lives to be a hundred years old, does this mean he has a full and rich life?
Could a person live only twenty years and still have a full, rich life?

bring Connections between Widely Separated Historical Events:

How are the events similar?

How are the events different?

Were the events of the same duration?

Did the location of the events have anything in common?

Were the causes of the two events similar?

Were the events predictable?

Were the events avoidable?

Were the events unavoidable?

Were the human motivations in the events similar? If they were different,
are they

What impact-did these two events have in common?

Could one event be traced as a partial cause of the other?

Was any lesson learned by society at the conclusion of an event to avoid
recurrence of a similar event in the future?

Could common morals drawn from the final outcome of historical events?

Drafting

Write about the relationship between two widely separated historical event
Example: The first atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima and the signing of a
nuclear test-ban treaty.

What connections -do you see- between the fellowing events?

Lindberg solos the Atlantic, Helen Keller-learns to communicate

John F.-Kennedy 1s assassinated and a jetliner crashes.with 100
--passengers aboard

A criminal gets. a liife sentence and a young person graduates from
college

These books and short stories about time A Wrinkle in:Time, Time of
the Great Freeze, Time at the Top, Tunnel in the Sky



Compare /contrast the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Hiroshima with the
nuclear test ban treaty.

Compare/contrast the forced evacuation of the people of Bikini atoll during
the Hydrogen Bomb Tests with the later evacuation of Amchitka Island for
atomic underground tests.

Comare/contrast the reasons for the construction of the Great Wall of China
with the BerlIn Wall.

Compare/contrast the downfall of the Roman Empire with the fall of the German
Empire during World War II.

Explore the connections between the use of biological warfare in World War II
and the use of D. D. T. and the subsequent ban on its use.

The diagram below may help some students understand what is meant by an
historical parallel. Items from an historical event are first listed on the
left hand, solid lines. Then items from another, roughly similar event are
listed on the right hand lines. When making each dotted line entry, the
student will have to decide whether to write it on a parallel or "un-parallel"
line, and whether the overall outcomes are parallel or non-parallel.

HISTORICAL EVENT

Drawing Historical Parallels (Literally)

EVENT-IA

EVENT 2A _(PARALLEL)

_ X
_

HISTORICAL EVENT

EVENT 2C LPARALLELL

2--



Exploring Similarities and Differences:

What differences exist between ages,-sexes, races. nationalities?

What similarities exist between them?

What things are common to all human beings?

Are there similarities and differences in the use of the English language in
the U. S. A.? What are they?

What are some similarities and differences in people's habits and customs?

What are some similarities and differences in the way people handle conflict?
Fear? Love? Trust?

What are some similarities and differences between music and art? Between art
and law? Between law and a brick? Between law and a feather? Between music
and a feather?

.What are the similarities and differences between the Republican Party and the
DImocratic Party?

Grafting Activities:

Write about similarities-and differences between pictures and songt old cars
and recent cars-, Pike Street Market and Albertson's, handmade belts and
machine-made belts, a person building' a garage and a person composing a poem.

Write about the similarities and differences among a soldier in combat, a
victim of flood disaster, and a dislocated traveler.

What common adaptations do all three have to make to their environment?

How might they respond to the over-t ulation?

In what ways do they have to react to survive=?

What-kind of help would.each person need to cope with the predicament?

Hour are the situations different?

E91oring -Cause-and-Effect Relationships:

1. Give your interpretation of the term "cause".

What brings about a reaction?

How does a character in a story react to a stimulus? Identify the cause
and its effect.

How people with different life styles react to the same stimulus?

low are cause and effect related?



6. How do we change our perception when we witness the
of other people's actions?

7. What causal factors bring about reward?

What causal factors bring about punishment?

9. What causal factors bring about criticism?

10. What causal factors bring about rejection?

b. Is there ever a cause without an effect?

causes and the effe

12. Is there ever an effect without a cause?

13. Can effects ever be predicted from the nature of their causes?

14. What are some results that are predictable?

15. Are some results unpredictable?

16. What are some results that are unpredictable?

17. Can effects or results be "read" backwards to their causes?

Drafting Activities:

Draft logical conclusions to unfinished short stories

Draft illogical, humorous, or otherwise surprising endings to short stories

Draft hypothetical lawyer's summations to rather clearly drawn sets of
circumstantial evidence

Write mystery stories to show cause and effect

Write about events in people's lives that changed their way of behaving.

Write metaphoric autobiographies

Trace the events in a person's life that may have caused him to become a
criminal, a.priest, a teacher, .an artist, a roller derby performer.

,Imagine that you shot out a series of street lights An-the toughest part of
Chicago... What. effects would this action have-upon the citizens of that
-area?

Imagine that the police force of Seattle went on strike for a week. What
effects would that have on the city and its inhabitants?

Imagine-that-you relied upon ancither-person to write your'math problems for
you but they forgot. What might the reaction of the teacher be? How would.
you -deal with.10



What consequences would result from the United States` disregard of a nuclear
test ban treaty made with Russia? What form might these consequences take?

Classifying Thin s and Events:

What is this thing?

What does it do?

To what families of words does it belong?

Does it have significance to certain groups of people?

How do human beings classify things?

How might'animals classify things?

How could we classify new things and events?

What things would you classify as temporary in terms of usefulness, need
desire?

What things are permanent and require a classification system common to
thousands of people?

Are our classification systems based upon images of the object, or use of the
object, or by some other measuring device?

What events might cause us to change or.re-classify our meaning for things?

Do we classify, code, and catalogue things, events and people in an orderly,
fashion similar to the system used in a library? By what other means do we
classify?

Draftin Activities:

Classify animals- in a list according to attributes they have in common.

turtle
hare
impala
lion

puppy
panther
04l

Classify words according to whether they make people feel glad or sad, wanted.
or unwanted, hopeful or despairing.

Make a floor plan of a house and classify things that fit into each room.
This could be done on the basis of the function of each thing or object in
the room..

Devise new classification systems for the future.
transportation systems of the future?

could you classify the



Ex2121112221211:pct_ions and Abstract
Lan:lia:e:

What are abstractions?

Are abstractions widely used?

How are they used?

What
relationship exists between abstractions and clarity in language?

Answer in the abstract, answer in the specific.
Is an abstract painting the realization of the artist's specific idea or
it another

abstraction?

Drafting Activities;

Make a list of thematic
abstractions in literature (honor, love, honesty,

sacrifice, good, evil, etc.)

Draft abstractions as captions to pictures

Draft lists of what abstractions might be and might not be. (Love
kind, exciting, etc. It is not

deslructive, mean, dull, etc.)
Analysis:

What is data?

What is analysis

How -does-
nalysis work?

Of what value is taking
things apar

What are some things or events that can be analyzed?
can analysis lead to truth?

How can analysis lead to error?

How can data be used to analyze a machine's
effectiveness?

How can data be used to analyze
human behavior?

Who would want to apply an analysis to human beings?
How accurate are scientific

speculations based upon analysis of data?How can a person obtain data to analyze?

What guidelines would a person need to insure
proper selection of information

for analysis?

Are statements made by th.e Democratic Party, or the Republican Party open
to analysis? If so, how would yOU go about that task?

entle,



Drafting Activities:

Draft analyses of contemporary song lyrics. Do the same for other print and
non-print messages.

Draft analyses of events in literature. What do they have to say about
justice, human conflict, inhumanity, humanity?

Draft analytic evidence to determine its relevance to an undecided question
or questions.

Use analysis to draft responses to the following questions:

Is the abolishment of capital punishment by the Supreme Court of the
United States an immoral, moral, or legal decision?

Should we send-nuclear weapons into the atmosphere to circle the globe
as a poSsible deterrent to war?

Should we continue to encourage hear kidney and cornea transplants?

Is it justifiable to use Dolphins to take research equipment to under-
water scientists?

Is it moral or immoral to train Dolphins to ram underwater mines to
clear the way for war ships, and at the same time destroy the Dolphin?

Conduct community surveys in connection with the Coal Creek controversy, or
any civic issue. Use the data to analyze the issues in the dispute.

Examine the statements of authorities who predict the future of our country,
war, family life, or any relevant issue. Draft analyses of each prediction.

Deductive thinking:

What is it?

How does it differ from inductive thinking?

When is deductive reasoning useful?

Does it help a person make decisions about the future? About the past?

If a person masters the use of deductive thinking, would that alter his life
style?

What does it mean when
deduttiOn?"

Dreftin Act vi ties:

you are told by _ person that you have made a

Deduce from the l -ast picture.of a. Life magazine_ photo essay what the
01ctureson-the previous pages might .be .and -draft the possibili -ies.
Cartoons too.
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Read about Sherlock Holmes and other detectives: real, on television,
and in literature. Draft sketches of their deductive thinking processes.

Given a set of symbols, construct a larger symbol representative of an
institution, a group, or an event. (eagle + flag + Statue of Liberty)



Questions That Extend Ideas

SECTION III: -CONCRETE-GENERAL

OVERVIEW:

Speculating on the general implications of things and events

1. Working with analogies and analogical thought
2. Discerning and creating metaphors and symbols
3. Exploring implications

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH:

Book 4 10-15 Book 6 86-98
265-269 99-110

Book 5 83-88 Book 7 127-151
89-92
326-323

Analogy:

What is an analogy_

Book 8 173-184

How an the use of analogy be productive?

How can the use of analogy be unproductive?

Drafting Activities:

Read fables, allegories, parables, case histories. List a number of current
problems, then draft analogies that will illustrate the predicaments.

Now take one of your analogies and draft a list of items telling how the-pre-
dicament is really like that,- then a list telling how.it's really not like that

Discerning and Creating Metaphors and Symbols:

How does a symbol work? (Smokey the Bear)

How do a metaphor work

What

mighty fortress i s oar .God

purposes are served-by symbols?

What purposes are served by metaphors?

What i-s- Symbolic of weal h?:of evil? of love of trust?

Ask_your teacher fo his favorite metaphor prepared for a lecture on
oversimplification.

Write a personality sketch.of a person:ho thinks-it's important to distinguish
.-:betWeen.-metaphor.--and-simile

r56-



Dra-_in Activities:

Draft your reactions to these symbols: mascots (Rams, Lions,-Tige
white hats, black hats, environmental flag, uniforms.

Indians

Draft some symbolic associations such as: owl for wisdom, foX for slyness,
elephant for ponderousness (ponderability7 ponderosa?), pig for sloth, kitten
for gentleness, peacock for ostentation, etc.

Trace the history of some symbols. Research the time, place, and situation
that prompted the invention of a particular symbol, then draft a description of
a current situation that may give rise to a symbol.

Design symbols to complement a story. Sketch the symbols that represent the
major parts of a story.

Draft ideas about the symbolism connected with being a businessman, a hippie,
a judge, a marine.

Use the following framework to draft metaphors:

is like because they both

Ex. oring Implications:

Consider the etymology of the word im ication:

IM (in) in or into
PLIC -- to fold, bend, twist, or interweave
TION -- act of doing

Combine the above units into a definition. Then write a dictionary definition.
Now draw a picture of an implication.

Other forms of PLIC are PLAY, PLEX, PLOY, PLY. Experiment with (invent) new
arrangements of the word using these variant spellings.

Drafting Activities:

Draft implications for divorce in the family, interracial marriages, daydream-
ing, strictly-enforced conduct regulations, overdressing, underdressing, being
inattentive at a partisan political speech, winning a Miss America contest,
etc. Try role playing these before you draft.

Discuss implications of tone of voice, sarcasm, flattery.

Play "What games: What if you were put in an alien situation, as in Lord
of the Flies or science fiction? What if your parents were both gone and you
had to raise and your family?

.Note the use of the -ord'"play" in the activity above (plic, play

What.i.mplicationtdoes. color nave- in song', drama? -Draft-your.
of ligh-tand dark imagery in Macbeth.



Questions That Extend Ideas

SECTION IV: ABSTRACT-GENERAL

Evaluating and drawing general conclusions from things and events

OVERVIEW: 1. Making predictions on the basis of evidence at hand
2. Drawing morals
3. Making value judgments
4. Drawing conclusions
5. Inductive reasoning
6. Identifying general meanings; interpreting
7. Interpolating

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH:

Book 4 10-16
106-109

Book 5 118

296-301

Book 6 75-76 Book 8 11-26
161-170

Book 7 65-89 383-389
101 423-431
103

107

369

Makin Predictions on the Basis of Evidence at Hand:

1. When are -e-Called upon in our lives to make predictions?

2.- What is a good prediction?

3. What does a person need to know before making predictions?

-4. What are some methodS used in the making of predictions?

5. What kind of predictions are there?

6. Who-makes predictions?

Drafting Activities:

Read a Story part way through, then stop and draft some predictions about the
ending.

Read a news article, then -draft a. follow -up article likely to be printed
.tomorrow.

Draft Oredictions_fo-
appliances-.

nventions ,baSed on your evaluation of present

Evaluate how well social agencies are working -.chambers of commerce, political
parties hospitals, schools, armed .services - then draft p
twining or replacing these agencies.

edlctions for re-



Drawing Mora s:

What is a "moral"?

How does a moral differ from the usual expository conclusion?

How are morals derived?

What things are implicit in morals?

Where does one encounter "morals"?

How valid are morals as logical conclusions?

What relationship exists between a moral and a value judgeMent?

What is the connection between moral, meaning a lesson, and moral, meaning
proper?

What is the difference between the moral and the theme of a story?

Do morals reflect the tines and the historical setting, or are they a result
of the times and historical setting?

Drafting Activities.

1. Using selected proverbs, draft hypothetical situations leading to the same
conclusions. (See also Aesop and Charlie Brown.)

2. Draft your opinion of the validity of the morals above under a variety
conditions.

Making Value Judgments:

What Are value judgment

Who makes value judgments?

Upon what things are they based?

Are all value judgments logical?

Are all value judgments necessary?

Are all value judgments autobiographical?

dry value judgments interfere with logical thought processes?

How do value judgments help the process of finding out who you are, and how
you view the world?

Is it possible that industry is aware of your values and caters to them by
designing products that appeal to your sense of values?



Drafting Activities;

Draft the apparent value judgments held by groups such as hippies, Jesus
people, real estate developers, opera singers and others to determine what
their value system encompasses.

Draft fists of value judgments found in the case studies of the District
Social Studies Minority-Studies Program. Draft your own value judgments in
response to these.

Drawing Conclusions:

What is a workable definition for the word 'conclusion"?

Are there other terms that are synonomous with " onclusion"

Why is it necessary to draw conclusions? Could we exist without ever having
to draw conclusions?

the art of drawing conclusions a systematic one?

Could you devise -a- diagram that would be Useful in helping-another
draw proper conclusions?

About h
week?

many conclusions is a person asked to work

p son to

d in one day or one

Do we always draw conclusions by conscious thought processes? What kind of
information about a conclusion causes us to activate our-conscious thought?

Must we always come to conclusions about the information we receive?

is it possible, through careful planning, to lead another person to a ri7

clusion you wish him-to accept? What defenses does- he have?

Drafting

Show the film, The Hat: Is This War Necessary?

Draft conclusions from the information in the film.

Discussthepattern. of political assassinations in the United States. Draft
conclusions that can be drawn for the future_

Draft conclusions to unfinished movies or unfinished stories.

Role play situations to a point and then draft conclusions

Examine the rate of change in society and draft conclusions that have implica-
tions for the future.



Here Are Other. Abstract General_ Ideas ForWhic- No One Has Contributed Draftin
Activities:

-Inductive- reasoning

Identifying general meanings

Interpreting literature

Interpolatin

film, rams



A Potpourri of Drafting Ideas

Keep a journal which records observations and thoughts about what you see and read
and relates to your subject.
Be making an annotated list off` source materials, too. booklist)
Consider as proper sources of material for writing:

your own five senses; your own general statements about what it all means.
efforts to classify what you sense; efforts to characterize each unique detai
listening to other people; arguing with them; conflict, forced reclassification.
what you arriv.- at in word association, your own stream of consciousness.
attempts to define by example, by comparison, by contrast.
looking critically at what you read; you could analyze it, but you can also

respond by answering it, speaking to the problems and issues the writer
is concerned with.

looking at all media as something which speaks to you, and may deserve or
demand an answer.

Producing something funny might be easier at first if improbability i programmed in.
Try Passing around parts of stories, three sentences at a time. Only he last
sentence is evident as the next person attempts to pick up the thread. Read, the
final results aloud.
Write parodies of songs, other works of literature.
Write captions for cartoons.
Think of the situations that people have always laughed about and rt your
with:

Somebodf c led is overhearing something
Somebody is in disguise
Somebody miruses words, either intentionally or unintentional y
Somebody misunderstands a question
Somebody takes elaborate precautions and then
Somebody misjudges his audience
Somebody experiences something unexpected
Something does not fit.
Something is slightly mistimed. Someone is too late or too early.
Some man is masquerading as a women, or a woman as a man
An institution is responded to with a slightly unexpected attitude: the church,
the family, the law, government, marriage, in-laws.

Why do we laugh?
Why do we laugh at accidents, accents akes?.
What determines what it is all right to laugh at?
When are smiles appropriate? When do they infuriate, antagoniie?
Why does it take a certain distance to be able to laugh at some things?
Why is laughing sometimes considered appropriate, sometimes not?
What is proper, improper in storytelling?
Why do we laugh in certain places, not in others, such as church, or
times and in certain places?
What are the ethics of humor?
What life styles are associated wi
Why do we consider some humor sick
What is the relationship of humor to cruelty? pain?
How is it that we can laugh when as Camus says, "We
What can we learn from laughter about what it means

sta

blunders

writing

h certain kinds: of_hU



Write to explain a term, to explore an idea in a song, to describe song. Writefrequent, short responses to the many elements of song and your perceptions ofthem, their use of lauguage, the assertions they make about loves, wars, freedoms,joys, innocence, duplicity, uncanniness, riddles, wonders, amazements, heroes,loyalty, honesty, steadfastness, nostalgia, betrayal, fickleness, disloyalty,belief, inspiration, national and school loyalty, masculinity, femininity, house-wifery, fatherhood,
departure, trains, seasons' passing; write about Christmassongs, holiday songs, blues, Irish songs, Scottish songs, sea songs, mountain songssongs about desertion, about territorial pride, about cities, states, about treesand other natural phenomena, about parts of the, anatomy.Write your own parodies of songs.

Write your own songs.

Look at the occasions that writers have always helped c iebrate: recognitions,birthdays, awareness of sudden changes, deaths births, courtships, marriages,reconciliations, responsibilities, friendships battles decisions, discoveries,escapes, escapades, failures, futures.
Look at words which people have been writing about for centuries: war, peace,faith, love, truth, anger, enmity, courage, fear, loneliness, despair, ugliness,sacrifice, guilt. Find material for writing assertions about tnese topics,trying to describe

them,without:using` the topic word.

Find materials for writing your own reaction to topics and questions environmentalist!and science fiction writers have been concerned with:
Can man survive? Does he want to? Can he prevalWhat will be the conditions of his survival?
What conceptions haves there been of how man makes progress?If there is life-on another planet, what might we learn from it? What are thepurposes of human society? What are its real limitations?What are some problems society has, not solved?
What forces do you see as creative? What do you see as destructive?How do these forces operate?
What will be the future of religion, of science, of education, of governmentthe family?
What is the relationship of power to human
Can human beings control change? If they :dHow can the controllers be controlled?
What kind of future do you want?
What kind of human community do you hope to

What is yours

urvival?
who should-control the process?

see emerge?.

Write about concepts connected to
cool, mature, e, happy, egotis
taken, ambitiou
Write about what you are like:

What things, activities an u
What are your treasures? home
Who are your favorite people?
What do you think is most important? WhatHow do your values affect your decisions?
How do you feel about ambition, success, failure?-How do you react to change? to voilence? to other 'pc{What are your own handicaps? What are your strengths?

identity:
!cal, very

What do
tile,

s it mean to be integrated,
feed, different foolish, mis-

e do you prefe
travels, objec , people, animals, activit

are your values?
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What makes you fee compassion, love, joy,
How do you feel in large groups?
How do you react to conflict?
What terrifies you, or who?

i e about a reaction to the way life is organized around you, inyour family
your religious beliefs
your attitudes towards the law,

chool

arriage and divorce,
friendship
governments, politics
war, the draft
planning things, the futureWhat are these things good for? How do you solve conflicts regarding them?Write about your view of yourself; now, from an imagined future, or of an imaginedfuture you. Where will you be? What will you be doing? Who will be your friends?What are your resources for growth? skills, crafts, hobbies, beliefs.What does knowing who you are contribute to your chances for living the good life?

These questions may get you started writing:
Why do we have myths? What do they tell us about ourselves? Are they anythinglike dreams./
What kinds of myths are there? What are your favorite ones? Why? How domyths nelate to our hopes and fears. Our religion?What do myths have to say about being born, dying, being breve, wise, mature,marrying, being a parent, being a child?
How have myths been important through the centuries?them for?
Why o the same myths keep croppi.n
from people to people?
What is the difference between stories the. Greeks told each other about thegods and spectacular rumor or gossip of our own time?What happens when a myth gets control of a society? What isWhat is the occult?
What does our society use myth for? What does myth use society for?What modern myths does our society have about science, history, progressgovernment, beauty, satisfaction, men, women?How do you think myths have affected human life?affecting you?
What happens when you f nd
myth?
Do myths contain any truth? Why are theyas myth?
What creative uses can we make of myth?
What does it take to create a myth?
Could you write a myth yourself? Try changin

all over the

-What have people used

orld? How do they differ

.

out somethin

Wh ch nes-are right

that you-th ught was true

most useful to you

d my hs to sui

as

now

-.you ..know theM

your purpose.

Write to define the .vocabulary of your subjects: freedom, oppression, povert,in'usti ce, 152222221., :etc.
to answer these questions

-. What explains the abe-old effort at suppressing what 1 new, differen strange?



How do you view ritual in religion?
What is your attitude toward religious tradi ion, conformity towards an
established set of teachings?
What does religion have to do with morality?
How should we live in relationship with nature ?.
What does it mean to commit a sin, to go to hell, to be penitent, to make
restitution?
What does religion have to do with what it means to be a human being

iceep a Journal. of random:recollections, observations, reflections, and 'imagin n
Use.this-journaras!4 source- for composition.

Write about an :ineident that happened to you and several other persons. Retell the
same incident from the pOintof view of -one of the other pertons involved,

Wri e an account of an incident that had significance for you. The following list
may help you think of an event: a change, a loss, an argument, a piece of advice,
getting orders, a failure or a success, a discovery about a friend, giving orders,
working, getting lost in a crowd, finding a treasure, getting angry, being scared,
feeling good, feeling at home, feeling capable, going places, making a mistake,
feeling embarrassed, making amends. Write another version which begins with a topic
sentence that points out its significance. Which version does your audience like
better? Why?

Write a children's story and illustrate it. Record stories from the class on tap
and send the tape and the illustrations to a grade school iclass. Try to-find out
how the class reacted to the stories.

Write a character sketch of one of your improvised characters. Imagine the
incidents in the life of your character that would likely have produced his
personality. Write about one of these from his point of view and in his language
first person). Then write a second version from your point of view as an
imaginary observer (third person). How do the two methods differ in what can
and cannot be included? Which version does your audience prefer for this story?
Why?

Think of :a subject that particularly interests you -- cars, the Jazz Age, the
behavior of ants -- whatever. Pry to recall the incidents in your life that inspired
your interest. Tell severel of these incidents in a way that makes it clear to the
reader how or why they led o your present interest.

Think of a subject on which you hold strong opinions graduation requirements, the
environment, inter-cultural transfer programs whatever. Try to recall incidents
in your life and items from your reading and television or movie viewing that formed
your present beliefs. Write about the most important of these in a way that makes
it clear to the reader how or why they led to. your present beliefs.



Why do some groups bear the burden of men's fears? What has been the history
of the scapegoat?
Who have been the great leaders of minority groups?
What is propaganda? How is it different from education? Who uses it?
How do minorities get to be majorities? Which method do you prefer?
Who are the present minority groups? What rights do they have?
What is di fferent or unique about their situation, their way of life?
Why?
What are they suffering?
How does a group with diverse goals get to be a community with common interest 7

Try writing minority opinion:
Write another side to a newspaper article reporting oh a minority group crisis.
Write a letter from a bigot.
Write the answer to Baldwin's letter in "My Dungeon Shook"
Write the women's manifesto.

Define the vocabulary of inquiry: beauty, reality, truth im2gjnation, justice,
morality, good, ev i 1 .

Write to describe various systems 'of inquiry, people who have asked quest ions.
Write about your own questions-
Write answers to some questions:

What do you think happiness consists of? (When have you
Why are we here? Where_are we going? How can you tell?
What is the meaning of death? How do you know?
What is the nature of good, of evil? What does your experience tell you?
What is beauty? Where do you find it? Where have you found it?
What is justice? What is law? How do you know?
What is real? What is true? Why does it matter what reality and truth are
You?
How do .we get to know things?
What is the nature of God? gf l i r if, others,
all nature?
What is nature?
What is the value of trying
Will the system of values you

been, happy?).

What can
man in re

e know?,..

ationship

How?

to h se to

answer questions such as these?
hink you have relate to what you do about things?

Ito to define the bas i c words connected th be 1 ief fa i th dei ty, good, immortallLy2
spirituality, ritual, belief, virtue, sin, myinnocence, th atheist
Write about reTZTIZZIITITSaween these condepts.
Write to compare and contrast characteristics of various believers
Write to reconcile your beliefs to conflicting beliefs.
Write to answer basie questions about your own beliefs such os these:

What do you think is the purpose of existence?
How does the. idea of God relate to you? How does

th other people?
What is the essential nature of mankind? good? evil? unformed?
How do you explain the presence of evil in the world? How do you reconcile
Yourself to it?
What does it mean to be a believer of your part i cular faith?
What is hard about it? What is satisfying about it?
What is the relationship of worldly pleasure, personal
community, and enlightenment to a religious existence?

various beliefs.

it affect your relationship



View the film Alexander and the Broken Headlight (available from Seattle Public

Listen to a popular tune. Have the children write their own lyrics to go with.music.

Make an H or 16mm film to express a well -known s ory-

Make an animated film using a student-written story or a well -known h ldren'sstory.

Write through another voice, such:as a .teacher. flow would it feel to-be thisOersOn7r'How-Would you react to specific situations? Would you do anythingdifferently?

Perceiving Objects
Describe an ob:jeet lemon, apple, quarter, penci 1 ,> etc. First inspect the objectclosely. Observe shape, color, texture, weight, hardness, smell, taste. Makea list of these observations. Experiment with the objgct. Treat it as a laboratoryspecimen continuing to use all, your senses.
After making a list of what you observe, then relish all of your observations, ina new order from specific to general.

Perceiving Environment
Spend one hour in one place writing sentences describing what you are aware of ateach moment. Include not only what you see but what you hea -smell and feel.Try to recreate the atmosphere on paper,

Observing a Person

Go to a Public place and pick a person who seems unl ke you Take detailed notes.First write a general description, then observ&every detail that might lead youto some conclusions regarding occupation, family status, personal habits, homelife, and so on.
Put your material in order from

Perceiving Thoughts
Find a quiet place where you won "t be disturbed for thirty minutes. Think aboutsomething that bothers or worries you. Think about it carefully and list all thereasons why it disturbs you. Topics you might consider- are marriage, war, friends,generation gap, man in space, your future, etc.
When reorganizing this list, add some specific personal experience which addsfoundation to your concern.

pecific-concret observations to gue



-A Saran Drafting Project

Making the draft:

Zero -draft material for a three to five page paper on edbcation.
should be at least ten pages and should include the following:

The zero dra

your own ideas
notes from your reading in at least one published source
three, interviews of persons whose experience in school was somewhat different

from yours (an older person, a transfer student, a younger child a
student at the off-campus school, a student in a private school)

three accounts from your own school experience of incidents which shaped your
attitude toward learning or toward school.

You might also include interviews of teachers, administrators, or school board
members, notes from a visit to another school, sketches of your school building,
or tape recorded interviews. In small groups discuss interviewing techniques:What kinds of questions result in the richest responses? How do you question some-
one whose views differ markedly from your own?

In small groups develop ,a list of significant questions about education. Compilethe lists and as a class discuss whiCh of the questions can be answered now, which
demand evidence, which will have to wait to be answered in the future, which may
never be answered for once end all These questions may help you to focus on some
specific issues in education for your zero-drafting.

In small groups play with analogies: Students in school are like (troutin'a trout farm? pebbles in a stream./ hamsters on a wheel?) Teachers are like
(can openers? disc jockies' mirrors in a circus fun-house?). Writeanalogies for some of the important items in your zero draft (pre-school is like

emu, high school is like the school library is like
student council is like Add to your zero draft.

rking .the. dra

Your task is to find material that will hang together pretty much around a central
idea as an original and convincing expression of that idea, and with support forthe idea in a variety of ways and levels of abstraction.

1 . Mark the draft for your strongest WTI tirg. Your teat
small group might give their opinion on this, too.

Mark the draft for the ideas most inter-esting to you,' Make notations in themargin -of the draft thatsumMarJZe eaeh-tif these ideas.

Perhaps 1 and .2 coincide. If not, try drafting some connections between theideas in 1 and-those in 2.

Choose one of these ideas or combined ideas for the main idea of your
Draft a sentence which expresses in subject/predicate form this topic
The main idea should not be a question,-

paper.
idea.



5. In a similar way draft statements of the other ideas in 1 and 2. Find
connections if you can with your main idea. Your teacher or the small group
can help you determine which ideas you could include in the paper and which to
eliminate this time for the sake of unity. (Note: You might find that the
most original parts of the paper will be the connections you can make between
two seemingly unconnected ideas.)

Mark your draft for all parts that can be used to support your main and sub-
ordinate themes. Try to include as much concrete material as you can-- incidents
examples, details. Again, you may be able to make original connections between
the ideas and the supporting detail.

Arrange the parts from the draft around the themes. Use scissors and tape if
that is convenient. Draft more material if necessary to expand each idea.
Draft additional transitions.

Copy the paper
for recommendations for final editing.

nto readable form and submit it to the teacher or the group

her ossibi 1 ities from the -ft:

A short story from one the incidents

A chi ldren's story from one the incidents

A short paper based on one of the analogie

A paper hich explains how your ideas changed on a particular issue as you in er-
viewed persons of different experiences

A paper Which speculat_s about the effect of c rtain experiences on o e's attitude
toward school

A paper based on one or mo e c

unity in the first ass ignmen

Sketches of 'school life

A short paper. abou
Lion of it

e good ideas you had to disregard for the ake of

n the 60's- and 70's to read to your grandchildren

education

A proposal for action based on a problem you have

Letters to the editor of the school paper

identified

letters to s h

and your : evalue-

ol board members

Cooperative oral panel presentations by small groups whose zero deaf
similar conterns

A varlet en of recedin- sample writ ngi.pro-_ect:

con to in

The foregoing assignment can .be adapted to other subjects. Students might be asked
to draft about trends they see in contemporary music or film, about the theme of aparticular unit in literature ("The American Dream", "The Search for Identity", or
whatever), and other subjects. Here is an abbreviated writing project that could
folloW all of the steps of the preceding one on education, the topic of wnicn is

env i ronmen



Making the dra

Walk through Seattle from Lake Washington o the Sound. Sketch, photograph, or
write about what you see. Walk through some neighborhoods in Bellevue including
your own. Find a variety of neighborhoods to explore. Interview residnts of
various kinds of neighborhoods. Ask a speaker from Model City, an architect, a
member of Bellevue City Council to class for an interview. Speculate about the
possibilities for city life, for suburban life. Speculate about the influence of
mobility/stability on the lives of residents. Identify and discuss problems of
cities and suburbs: integration, suburban sprawl, transportation, urban decay and
renewal.

ERLII2sLos ibi

_A non-verbal essay on city or suburban life using photographs.or sketches

A descriptive essay that attempts to capture
could be the setting for a short story

the lav- Olace; perhaps

Talking blues about garbage, rush-hour tra dogs, or othe headaches

A paper thatdevelops- a-theory about the ate-effects-of transcience

A-proposal .or 'act on- on a neighbOrhood'or local problem

-A paper Ohich describes the kind of youwould choose to live in as an
adult and defend. your choice.

Letters aboUtprobl ms--.':')iou have identified to city or coninunity papers.

-70



-INTRODUCTION TO THE BAS I C : WRIT' NG SKILLS OF EDITING

Herbert Heade, in Education Through Art, said that there-are two irreconcilable
purposes for educaiion: 'That man should be educated to become what he is [or]
he should be educated to become what he is not." fade's observation gives us a
chance to say that there are two meanings for the word, "editing." One is to
make written language into something it is not (by cleaning up the errors and
perhaps shortening it to fit a given space). But the second meaning, the meaning
used by artists, is the one used in this paper; to make something more the kind
of thing it is.

When he is editing, the writer is concerned to discover what he has in fact said
in his drafting. Draftinj is a kind of exploration; editing is a kind of dis-
covery. We tend to think that first you discover something, and then explore it.
But that is just backwards: first you explore a thing sufficiently to find= out
what it is not, and then you are in a position to discover what it is. Columbus
didn't discover America until he had explored enough to determine that it wasn't
actually India. When you draft, you explore your private meanings. When you
edit, you discover which of those private meanings to communicate--that is, which
to make into social meanings.

The use of the word, "editing" as discovery is akin to Michaelangelo intent in
explaining- the achievement of his magnificent sculptured forms, "It's in the
marble." Editing used in this sense means the basic skill of discoverin somethin

so that ou can further shape it toward the kind of thing it is. It would have
been very foolish if Columbus had tried to force America to be India. Editing is
not so, much making writing into what it is not, or what you want it to be, as
deciding what kind of thing it is, what parts it has and what you can do to make

more the kind of thing it is.

The difference between, editing and "correcting" is
ing and imposing as the terms are used in the illu!

The shapes
in

A GOD WITHIN
by RENE OUROS

(Charleg Sciibner's Seng)$

listen: "As the carver held the raw
im fragment of ivory in his hand, he
turned it gently this way and that way,
whispering to it, Who are you? Who
hides in you?'" No one had told him
that he was an Eskimo sculptor. His
voice solicited the ivory's intimacy.
When his hand released a walrus or
seal from the ivory, that would attest
an intimacy with the beings around
him, deepened and renewed by the rite
of carving. Later, if commerce found
him, he began imposing forms on the
tusk: a day's quota of seals,- perhaps.
Then the ivory became Input, the seals
Output, and the difference between
them an increment of the Gross Es-
kimo Product.

LIFE

A parable, of course, though Rene
Dubos is too tactful to offer it bla-
tantly. When he lets us hear the carv-
es whisper he withholds the sermon.

When he quotes Origen's exhortation
to man, Thou art a second world in
miniature, the sun and the moon are
within thee, and also the stars," he has
just been observing that, the quality
of light under an oak differs from that
under a pine. Since some men live near
oaks and some near pines, the sun
within different men is different. if we
are second worlds, we restate what-
ever first worlds we have known, and
It is by no means poetic blather to in-
voke the Spirit-of the Place. Shelter,
food and oxygen would not make us
at home on Mars.



The Point Editin

In the in- service course for thls basic skills program offered fail. quarter,
Professors Donald Cummings, ,John Herum, and Kay Lybbert gave an interesting
assignment

An Assianment

Collect three sheets of student wri ting--preferably but not
necessarily,from three di fferent students. Choose samples
that have some good - -or- at east potentially good--stuff buried
in other stuff that is not so good.

For each
ing:

mple describe very_brjefly

Haw you would convince
in fact better than the

What you

the-student
other.

in writing, the foil

that the good stuff is

Auld t 11 him to help hirr get more good stuff.

e turned in next Tuesday.

If you think that ove or a while or, even better yet, try it yourself, it will
probably tell more of what this section is about than all the other pages put
together.

There's alSoaHittieposter around that speaks eloquently :to-what editing is
ailabOut..- The-.text goes like this

A f lend is

someone who

leaves you with

all your freedom

intact but who, by

what he thinks of

you,' obliges you to be

fully what you are

"Poetic Compos i ion Through the Grades m .teed due to copyright re: rio ions.

reprinted from: Robert A. Wolsch, Poetic CompositIon
the Grades, Teechers College

Press, 07UmETIDITiversity; New York,
1970.
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PART, TWO- EDITING SKILLS

The Word Cache

FOUND ORDER: In planning. a reorganization of one's own work, or in looking fe
the best organization, students can make a word cache of key words and phrases from
their own papers, then rearrange the cache-cards until a new strategy for putt
the ideas together appears.

DICTION: Have available one large copy or individual copies of a poem with certain
words substituted by a blank frame. Within each frame, put numbers starting with
1. Have the children number a sheet of paper correspondingly. After each number,
have them write possible words that might fit in the context. Discuss their
choices, then show the completed version of the poem

CLICHES, EUPHEMISMS: The students look at their own writing, using several composi
tions. They build their own cache of commonly used words and phrases, then con-
tribute them to a class pool of such words and phrases and see how many people are
relying on the same words and phrases. Then the class atterreas to think of fresh
ways of saying the same thing, using language that is more precise and concrete.

SENTENCE VARIETY: Students look at a number of their own compositions. They
build .a word cache from the words and phrases with which they typically begin
sentences. They group these words into categories and talk about what other
Possibi lities exist for beginning sentences. The teacher may at this point
duce the prepositional phrase, participial phrase or subordinate clause word
caches or have students make them. Then use the new constructions for beginning
some sentences. Discuss times when doing so is necessary or appropriate.

SLANG CACHE Ask students to build their own slang cache after introducing a model
slang cache. Dis uss how slang changes and why. Askstudents to supply es many
alternative slang words and phrases as possible for the same meaning.

PARALLEL STRUCTURE: In attempting to find the best placement for their as or
to determine what the best expression of their ideas would be, students examine
their on papers for parallel kinds of expressions which underlie ideas that they
are sttempting to group together or examine as different aspects of the same
preblem. They are also looking for ideas that seem parallel but which they have.
nut expressed in parallel form. Having sorted out these ideas and expressions,the students determine whether exactly parallels grammatical form will help them
in the statement or advancement of those ideas

The .-teacher. could 11 tes trate-- the .way this process ...orks sorting through
paragraph sisimilar tro that t-fo lcwincrc

e

Five factors determine the demand for a particular product. One is the
number of people available to buy it Another is their income, level. Athird is how likely people are to be able to get substitute products. Theprice ipportant. Sometime advertising creates a rise in demand. It
amazes me that the intrinsic worth of the product does not seem to concern
the economist who figured all this out



INTRODUCING QUOTED MATERIAL: Ask the students to search through stories, poems,
or plays for a variety of- single words, phrases, or sentences which seem important
in some way. Either they establish the main idea, they enrich with detail the
description of a character, they establish the emotional pitch or mood, or they
pinpoint the crucial conflicts. After the phrasesare made into a word cache;
ask students to construct around them a- comment about the original work. The
quotations will serve to. illustrate,-specify and give emphasis, Ask the sLudents
to weave the quoted sentences and sentence parts into logical, gramatically whole
statements, thinking as much about smooth arid-precise transition into the quoted
material as about accurate use of quotation marks-, commaS, -and-,end marks. Have
the class share thtir responses-to this project. Ask them to react to the manner
in which the sentences are constructed a 'well-as to what is being said.

COMPOSITION ANALYSIS: Cull through a wo k of imaginative writing, a story, poem,
novel or play for key words or phrases. Let problems in clear reading determine
what the class is looking for specifically, but here are some ways in which the
search may be guided or the culled material sortedr Look for expressions that

1. are parallel and express parallel ideas.
2. establish a kind of idea map for the story.
3. work together to develop the idea figuratively.
4. establish a bias.
5. determine the tone.
6. are varied repetitions of a cen
7. control the order of the story.

Once the parts are separated, various ways of re- sorting, will make the work meaning-
ful. In 7- above, for instance, the students might be working with the order of
events in a story such as Faulkner's "A Rose for Emily." A list of the events
in their story order will have to be rearranged to,establish a time order; talking
about this leads both to understanding the story and understanding how time can be
manipulated by an author, so the principles which guide the use of flash backs in
literature can be discovered. More generally, rearranging parts should make
students more aware of how their own writing may be consciously structured.

EDITINGrl Establish with the class these word cache- or ones similar to them:_

lawyers
business men
teachers
mothers
DAR ladies
feminists
male chauv nists

entertain sweet
enlighten acid
sell rancorous
persuade unctuous
inform pompous
exhort scholarly
scold school-teach
embarrass moral

parental
indignant

Style

letter offhand
speech labored _

dialogue businesslike
essay academic
poem effete
song psychological

new woman
playboy
angry youth

Let individuals cross-choose- from this list and attempt to write from, to, and out
of the composite- choire. Let groups_draw nd attempt to compose out of-the drawn
composite (This can be hilarious.) Talk about:the problems of pleasing people,
Fooling people, maintaining integrity, and attempting to preserve.honesty-



PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

Expanding and Trans ormin Basic Sentences

The English language operates with a relatively small number of expressive models
which all native speakers learn to generate according to basic patterns that can be
infinitely T22aL.1 and transformed in order to match precisely the details of
meaning intended. Thus the grammar of English is a "generative" or "transformational"
grammar.

Obviously the action is .not in the basic patterns since every three year old has them
pretty well mastered. The ability. to express exactly what one has in mind with all
necessary considerations for audience, honesty, power, grace, and courtesy is
determined by how well one knows how to use the expansion and transformation systems.

There aren't many occupations, or even quiz programs, that reward those who can
define "adjective." But-a-person would have a hard time acting like a human being
for even five minutes if he could not make adjectives work. This is to say that
adjectives- -like adverbs, verbs, and nouns - -are part-of the basic expansion system
of-the language, withlut which all Of us would be reduced to trying to grope through
the day uttering only the basic sentence patterns.

The most important consideration about a system is not how to define it, but how to
operate it.. The person who writes, "It has come to my attention," not because he
chooses to say that, but because he doesn't know how to say, "I .have noticed," or
because he is insensitive to the effect his expression has on people, will probably
go-through life-Wondering why people regard him as officibus and rather cold.

The expansion Systems on the following pages involve critically important language
-choices that all speakers and.writers- need to understand. Theee are no exercises
-here in underlining nouns,andcireling.adjectives that-keep kids mindlessly busy.in
the name of individualization. Ratherithe-exerCises concentrate- on getting kids
to go to work in using :adjectives,--.mouns, adverbs verbs, clauses, and phrases with
each other in order to say something in a more-effeCtive Way; that is, in a way
that more nearly nails .down what one is trying to.say--or- conceal.

The most important use of these exercises is to illustrate to students that language
is a structure that can be controlled for form and expression. And if anyone in
learning to work the system should discover what an adjective "is," he should
immediately call the nearest school of linguistics for what will doubtless be a
considerable reward for doing what scholars in a lifetime of study have been unable
to e.o.



EXPANSION:

Modification

Compounding

Substitution

Apposition

TRANSFORMATION:

Possessive

Expletive

Passive

Combining

Negative

Question

1,:nse

Expansion and Transformation Activity References

for New Direction_ in English

BOOK 1 2 4 5 6

5, 7,
13-20, 25

30 72-73

39
66-68 180

181-191
175

180 °l82

5

125

60-61 78 47 188=13

176-178 127, 143,
170-171

182

31-J

70

162-1 69

203 317

215-216 319__-_ _--

217-224 320

86 225-226

160-162 210-214- 318

8 5 156 36, 4 36 235_ 289-290 72-73

87 2 4 36 235 162139



Sentence Expansion Models

Reprinted below is the excellent exercise in sentence expansion from the second
grade New Directions in English. It serves as a self-explanatory model for a
way that students --u 'rig their word caches--can use the basic sentence pattern
models to expand sentences for increased precision and detail.
(2, yo

How does this sentence grow.



Ex -ndin and Trans min Possibiliti

Ex an ion by Modification:

Without changing the pattern, any *part of a basic
by modifying:

Nouns

Modifiers:

Verbs

Modifiers:

headword: BIRD

determiner
adjective
noun
verb

adverb
prepositional phrase
verb phrase
adjective clause

headword: SING

verb

adjective
adverb
noun phrase
prepositional phrase
verb phrase
adverb clause

-Adjectives headword: RED

Modifiers: noun
verb
adjective
adverb-
prepositiona

Adverbs

phrase

headword: (variable)

Modifiers: noun
adverb
prepositional
determiner

any Dictionary Class word
A Dictionar9 Class word 13 one whose meaning a dictionary makes clear: words that
mean things, action, ttributes of things, attributes of action; words like happy,
go, dark, soon.

hrase

sentence pattern may be expanded

the bird
the pretty bird
the neighbor's bird
the singing bird
the bird there on the branch
the bird in the tree
the bird sitting in the tree
the bird that I saw in the distance

sing standing
sing, loud and clear
sing-Sweetly
sing-an hour
sing to the rhythm
sing to -drown the noise
sing while the band played on

rose red-
blazing red
dark red
once red, sharply red
red as a rose

a tone higher, a step further
ile;ITT7 softly -_-

a_ead:b_ya neck_
when you:need your brakes the most

A Syntactic Oa word one that helps keep dictionary words in their place i ri

the sentence: words whose meaning the-dictiOnary does not mak clear; words like.
a, 'the, at; -or-.



ap91Liory113Compounding:

Without changing the basic pattern, any basic sentence pattern may be doubled,
tripled or repeated many times; or several different basic sentence patterns may
be strung together; with or without substitutions and modifications:

basic pattern: N V
doubled: Bruises heal and cut., heal, or, Cuts and bruises heal.

basic pattern: N V'N2

combined with three other patterns, substituted, modified:

This picture, which someone has submitted for the annual, shows
a senior's car in which there are eight studentS and-on which
there.are six more for whom there was no room inside.

Expansion b-Substitution:

Without changing the pattern, any *part of a basic sentence pattern may be expanded
by substituting a phrase or a clause for the original part:

any Dictionary Class ord-

Nouns It looks possible.
N V Adj

A clause can be substituted for N and the sentence will still keep its
N V Adj pattern:

That we 'ust m ht win t e ennart looks possible.
V Adj

I noticed that.
NI V N

2

A clause can be substituted for N2 and the sentence will s '11 keep its
NI V N2 pattern:

I noticed yop]_re_tp charge of decorations.
Ni V N2

The winner gets all the marble
Ni V N;

A-clause can be substituted for N1 and the sentence will still keep.its
N1 V N2 pattern:

Whoever wins the ace gets all the marbles.
N- VA A42



Verbs The birds flew the coop.
N V Adv

A clause can be substituted for V and the sentence will still keep
N V Adv pattern:

The birds just da-- well mi h have flown the coop.
N V Adv

Adjectives Jack's shack is nice.
N V Adj

A clause can be substituted for Adj and the sentence will still keep
its N V Adj pattern:

Jack's shack is reap where the action is
V Adj

Adverbs Charley went there.
N V Adv

A clause can be substituted for Adv and the sentence::
I still keepits N V Adv pattern:.

Charley went over to Rosie's place.
N V Adv

Expansion by apposition:

Without changing the pattern, any part of a basic sentence.may be expanded byadding an. appositive:

An appositive with a noun:
Alfred, my friend, -found his wallet

?any Dictionary Class word

An appositive with an adjective:
The woods were pitch dark, black as the ace of spades.

Adj

An appositive with an adverb:
For the first time he saw early, without the aid of lasses.

Adv

An appositive with a verb:
He meditated, that is, tboul221pIeethulllts.

V



possessive Transformation:

Basic pattern This is John, his book.

Possessive This is John's book.

Expletive_Transfo a ion:

Basic pattern To make such a rule seemed silly.

Expletive It seemed silly t make such a rule.

Basic pattern Only one piece of cake was left when I got home.

Expletive There was only one piece of cake left when I got home.

Passive Transformation:

Basic pattern Birds make melody.

Passive Melody is made by birds.

Combining Transformation---
Basic pattern

Combining

Nega ve Transformation:

Basic pattern

Negative

Question Transformation:

Basic pattern

Question

Birds sing. Fishes swim-.

Birds sing and fishes swim.

Birds sing while fishes swim.

As birds sing, fishes swim.

Birds sing.

Birds do not sin

Birds sing._

Do birds sing?



Tense Transformation:_

Basic pattern

Tense

Birds sing.

Birds have sung.

Birds will singt.

Birds once sang.

Number Transformation:

Basic pattern The bird sings.

Number Bird(s) sing. A bird sing(s).

(dote: Native speakers of English do net have to be taught the rules for transforma-
tions be-cause we come to school knowing how to make the transformations
unconsciously. But just as an illustration, here is a grammar rule-that a
Person learning English as a _second language would have to learn, using the
passive transformation as an. example:

1.BasicsentencelV-N2 order: The hostess serves tea.

2. Add ed to verb served

3. Add modal fro :verb to be
keeping tense and number:

Rewrite N1 as phrase with "b

is served,

by the hostess

Invert order to N2-V-N1 Tea is served by the hostess.



Ex.andin

Some Models for

Transform in ences

Expansions_ from Pattern

Modification.

Compounding

Substitution

Apposition

Birds sing.

Yellow birds sing cheerfully.

Canaries and parakeets sing and preen.

Whatever has feathers sings.feathers

Birds - -my canaries for example-- sing.

Trans 'r ations from Pattern

;.'nssessive

Expletive

Combining

Janet'S birds sing.

There are birds that sing.

Birds sing and fish play.

Birds that fly also sing.

Negative Birds do not sing.

Question Do birds sing?

Tense Birds will sing.

NUmber Bird(s) sing. A bird sing

Expansions from Pattern 2:

Modification

Compounding

Substitution

Apposition

Birds make melody.

Little birds make marvelous melody.

Birds and ducks make melody.

li211imUlt make melody.

Birds make melody, a song_ every day.



Transformations from Pattern 2:

Possessive Birds' voices make melody.

Expletive There are birds that make melody.

Passive Melody can be made by birds.

Combining Birds make melody while they fly.

Negative Birds do not make melody.

Question

Tense Birds have made melody.

Number Bird make melodies.

Do birds make melody?

Expansions from Pattern 2A:

Chickens give farmers eggs.

Modification Clucking, pecking chickens noisily give hungry farmers fresh

Compounding Chickens and geese give farmers egg, meat.

Substitution Kee in chickens _in ens gives farmers eggs.

Apposition Chickens such as Tsullets give farmers eggs.

Transformations from Pattern 2A:

Possessive A chickerl'sMotherhood gives- farmers eggs.

Expletive

Passive

Combining

Negative'-

Que- ion

Tense

Number

:There. are chickens that-.give farmers eggs.

Eggs are given to farms by chickens.

Chickens.give_farmers eggs_that can be-sold at the market.

Chiekens-never give farmers eggs.

_Do chickehsgive farmerS eg,

Ch i ekens have always :given-farmers' eggs-.

One chicken- givle the farme

gg



Expansions from Pattern 2B:

Modifi- Even sweet pussy cats often consider ha mles little Meld mice Leja.
.

i

cation
tasty.

Compounding
Cats and owls consider mice tasty,

Cats consider the results of their hunting

tasty.

Apposition Cats, even well -fed pets, consider mice tasty.

Substitution

Transfo ations

Possessive

Expletive

Passive

Combining

Negative

Question

Tense

Number

ram Pattern 2B:

Cats consider mice's tails tasty.

It is known that cats consider mice testy.

Mice are considered tasty by cats.

Cats consider mice tasty everywhere they go.

Cats hardly ever consider mice tasty.

Do cats really consider mice tasty?

Cats will not always consider mice tasty.

Cats consider one mouse at a time tasty.'

Expansions from Pattern 3A:

Modification

Compounding KangaroOs wombats, End bandicoots are marsupials.

Substitution Animals that 0 ho

Apposition

Hopp in kangaroos are pouched marsupials.

Kangaroos :..-are

marsupials.

marsupials, animals that have

pouches For babies.



Transforma

Possessive

Expletive

Combining

Negative

Question

Tense

Number

om Pattern 3A:

Kangaroos' husbands are not marsupials.

It is surprising that opossums are marsupials.

If bandicoots are marsupials, they have a pouch.

Male kangaroos are not marsupials.

it really true that wombats are marsupials?

Kangaroos have been marsupials for a long time.

Thousands of kangaroo (s) are marsupials.

Note: Expansions and transformations of Patterns 3B and 3c are similar.



Lpansion and Transformation Activities

WRITING A SUMMARY

After reading a chapter or a story, have the children choose the main character
or characters. Then have them tell in short sentences what happened to these
people, putting these events in sequence. Next, expand these sentences by adding
significant details.

DICTION

Have available one larvae copy or individual copies of a poem with certain words
substituted by a blank frame. !iithin each frame, put numbers starting with 1.
Have the.children number a sheet of paper correspondingly. After each number, have
them write possible words that might fit in the context. Discuss their choices,
then show the completed version of the poem.

DICTION

Put the first sentence from a paragraph on the board with -one word substituted by
a blank-frame. Ask what words .might fit-in that slot, then -record the- answers.
Read the next sentence_and cross out words inappropriate to the expanded context
and eddOther words that might apply. Continue until the paragraph is completed.
Final step is to discuss possible reasons for the author's choice.

EXPANDED SENTENCE

Select a sentence like gray ghosts Qasped_grotesquely. Expand it by inserting
words, clusters of words, phrases, clauses. These additions do not have to be
alliterative, but if they are, that can be kind of fun, too. Halloween example:
Late one ghastly night, gray ghosts, with great gusto, gasped grotesquely,
"Good-bye," instead of graciously greeting the girls grouped together in the
gloomy graveyard.

EXPANDED SENTENCES

i,)1 a picture. Then ask what it is. Record the number of words used in that
rirst sentence responn2 . See if this sentence can be expanded by substituting
4-9er but pertinent structures for renaming the object. Halloween example:

First response--It is a witch. Expanded response--It is an old woman with uncombed
hair who is trick or treating with her children.

E A:CLOV.!
word ca_

RE A CLOWN! (Using subStitOtion phrases to:build context
ing.

1. Collect a body_ of .material about clowns; bring in all
costumes, books,about clowns, etc..

Write "sentence frames" on the board. l rre_-are examples:
A clown is a
A Clown wears
The parts of a clown are
You will fi.nd clowns in



3. Pupils build a word cache by figuring out what words could fit into the
frames, using the materials described in III above for research.

4. When the word cache has been collected, pupils write description or
narrative about clown(s) from the viewpoint of someone who has never seen a clown

before.

NEWSPAPER tHEADLHEADLINES AND SENTENCE EXPANS

Supplement the now familiar examples: SHIP SAILS TODAY and PROFESSOR RAKES LEAVES
AFTER COMMENCEMENT. Use headline from current papers to show the need for ex-
pansion in order to eliminate ambiguity. Let children bring their.own headlines
and organize a writing lesson around them.



BOOK 2
PAGE 10!
BASIC SENTENCE PATTERNS

Word Editing Supplement

NEI DIRECTION IPI ENGLISH

How do you think these words should be arranged to make sentences? Write your
sentences on the lines.

1. crow_ rooster Our at little sunrise.

2. in still she believe Santa Claus Does?

on We time were all ready.

4. a like box is What square?

5. fire The is on house!

isThe closer ghost coming!

the in lake can fish You.

a. fish Are the biting?

I can Where fish?

s
10. at Come-once here!

-95-



As an alternative to the activity above, the teacher could put each of the words
below on individual index cards and keep them in packs to be shuffled and re-
arranged into sentences.

or heavy light the pole Is?

A is round circle.

taste the or split Wi 1 1 good banana bad?

4. rather are nice think mice I.

5. the in tank The shark is.

6. aquarium We to the went.

7. my has Help! brother the shark!

8. of a Is toenaitoenail a toe part?

9. around jet Did the the world fly?

10. on the Look the clown at stool.



BOOK 3
PAGE 40
ADJECTIVE EXPANSIONS

Word Editing SuppIem

to

NEW DIRECT' ENUISH

See which adjective you think best describes each noun. Then combine them in a
phrase. Then make sentences using one phrase in each sentence.

ADJECTIVES NOUNS

happy airport

clever balloon

busy bridge

angry acrobats

little banana

round birthday

yellow bicycle

fast baby

high cake

birthday alligator

SENTENCES

PHRASES: ADJECTIVE NOUN



BOOK 4
PAGE 39
ADJECTIVE EXPANSIONS

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Can you make these sentences 2Eat by adding modifiers to make each sentence more
descriptive? Write your modifiers on the lines with the arrows. On the long line,
write the complete new sentence.

1. The actor likes the play.

Bill is a player.

. The piano Is in the room.

L

The girl completed the assignment.

He is a teacher,



1 am a singer.
A

7. My drink is in the glass.

Turn right-at the building on 3rd Avenue.

I read. a book.

i9 Did you see the woman with the purse?



BOOK 4
PAGE 40
ADVERB EXPANSIONS

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW IN ENGLISH

On the line with the arrow, write a word or phrase that expands the meaning of the
verb by telling how the action was done. On the long line, write the complete
new sentence.

The coach walked

I. The band marched down the street.

2. She gave the prize me.

4. He accepted the reward.



5. Sue drew the picture.
A

The woman spoke in church.

7. We hid the ball in that drawer.

The jeweler decorated the crown

q. He spoke to the p

The students worked on t,7_ r assignments.
A



BOOK 4
PAGES 4o-4i
ADVERB PLACEMENT

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS I ENGLISH

For each line with a word that tells how the action was done, draw a little in all

of the spaces in the sentence where the word could go.

EXAMPLE: The coach walked by

and

and

slowly

The coach x walked by

slowly

The coach walked by

sl y

Then draw an arrow to the space you prefer:

X The coach walked by



BOOK 4

PAGES 40-41Continued
ADVERB PLACEMENT

1. The boys

2. The class

and girls swam all day

h

rked on the project

cheerfull

The candidate spoke to

Li. The automobile broke

noisil

he cr

-own

The racoon hunted for

althi

his food

6. The boy refused

9.

10,

ubborn

the work

The captain blew the

sudden 1

whistle

The ball crashed through the window

unec sected

We like to play football

The bill

usual ly

collector

1 efu

wrung his hands.



BOOK 3
PAGE 67
ADVERB EXPANSIONS

Word Editing
Supplement

to

NEW DIRECT ION- IN ENGLISH

npiete the
following sentences in two ways.

First with a single
adverb, second

with an adverb group.

EXAMPLE:

Jane sang (where)
downstairs.

Jane sang (where) under a
t_rllhlarlepi(.

1. The model plane plunged (where)

2. The rabbit ran (h

The batter
swung (when)

Everyone cheered h

Mark closed the door (how)

6. Sam pushed the pole (where

The boy whistled (when)

The 'snake
slithered

I placed the books (h

10. The kangaroo hopped (when



BOOK 5
PAGE 44
ADVERB EXPANSIONS

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Rewrite each sentence with a phrase to replace each underlined modifier.

Place the records here.

(EXAMPLE : in my _1 u).__

2. The dog barked Steadily_.

1 walked often.

He drove the car mpa711L.

5. Soon, we entered the cool countryside.

6. Suddenly., we noticed the dark clouds.

I lost the ball over there.

The place plunged downward.

He read the message rapidl



Add modifiers to answ r these questions:

10. Sam orked (how)

(EXAMPLE: slowly)

11. The man talked (when

12_ He we1com ed the boys

13- He approached the bull (haw

14. The 11 snorted en

Mark closed t the door (where)

16. am thrust the oo

'7. Ted pitched the-ball (when

We walked lazily here

The snake slithe -d (how

20. Mark strode away (when



-..ROOK 5

PAGE- 48
PRONOUN SUBSTITUTIONS

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

'On the line be each -en ence, write a pronoun that could repl ace the underlined
words in the sentence

1. An unknown person took my book.

2. My book has a library card in my book.

Did some pe person in here seemy book?

4. If you did, will you please tell Nancy Jones, (my nay)?

John and Bill and Jim are my friends;
I really like John and IJi ll and Jim.

This is Janet Johnson a anet ohnson will play the piano for us.

7. We are-Sally and Sherrie. Will you please. take Sally's and Sherrie's coats?

Ralph rescued the kitten. Rescuina the kitten was a brave thing to do.

1 talked to Joe today and Joe said Joe can go hiking Saturday.

0, Fred would 1 ike pie, please. (Fred is my name.
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Word Editing Supplement

ANY BOOK'
PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Here are some words called preTositjons: of
to

from
by

With

Any preposition can be used with other words to make a prepositional _ph

of the pirates
with a loud yell
over the waves

MMIMENM.E

as_

Where could you put these prepositional phrases in a sentence like this?

about:

On6 jumped.

One jumped

ith a loud yell of the pirates over the waves

With a loud yell one of the p i rates jumped over the waves.

Use this list of prepositions to write your own prepositional phrases:

after

at

and

behind

by

for

int

of

on

WIC

through

toward

with

without

Now try writing sentences of your own with prepositional phrases from your list

above. and new ones you will think of.



BOOK-5

PAGE 37
TURNAROUND WORDS

Word Editing Supplement

to

NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLISH

Some words can be certain parts of the sentence one time, and other parts another
time Write each of the following sentences in the sentence pattern boxes two ways.

Example: Joey watered the duck.
(Joey ducked the water.

The officer tracked

2, Mother planted the root.

The native cooked the pepper.

They spied the secret hunt.

5. The machine will run the light.

The player moved his 122.

We munch crunches.

She will ria that sti ch.

Will you dance the _Play?

W. He nailed the drum.

_ _anon Verb _ Noun

J DO' warmitto TWf Duct.'

Qty Digger)
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PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

ParagraRhing

C

The reader may wonder at the absence of paragraphing in the drafting section in
favor of its inclusion here as an editing skill. The reason is that making
paragraphs is something the writer, his editor, or the writer-as-edi or do
after the writer has written.

Paragraphing is much more the tool of the typesetter than the writer, stemming
as it does .from the invention of movable type. In operation the paragraph acts
very much like the two spaces we allow between typed sentences; it's easier on
the eyes.

As an outrageous analogy, asking a person to write (compose in terms of) a

. paragraph is.akin to asking a person to design a spaceship for the next century,
but stipulating that it must run on steam, cost not over $100.00, and fit-. in- the
trunk of. a compact car. It is simply impossible to tell for sure what ought to
be a paragraph until one has produced a sufficient amount of draft to be able to
see what.. ought to hang together, what might better be separated, left as it is,
strengthened.

-The paragraph is no more-a unit of.thought than the sentence is a unit of thought.
In English, our basic unit of thought isthe phrase; phrases are the little-but-
complete snatches of thought that we string together to produce connected dis-
course. aragraphing, although one of the cosmetic preserving skills whose
purpose is to make print look-better, does concern itself with consideration for
the audiende and thus deserves attention. during the editing stage.

Paragraphs-can be added to draft when the writer asks himself these questionS:

1. What will the reader appreciate seeing in one short spot?

2. What will the ruder appreciate seeing-in more .connected passages?
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PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

Questions That Lead to Makin in More of What It Is

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS IN ENGLI SH:

Book 4 28-30 Book 6 29-43 Book- 3 346-349

90-99 111-118 372-373

178-188 205-207 331-339
270-275 290-339 207

276-281 361-366 328-329

300
Book 7 371380

Book 5 53-56 338

58 -65 348-349

272-276 358-359
284-239 361-369

308-313
326-330

At the editing stage it becomes frustratingly clear that, in writing, the virtues

compete. The expansiveness and variety so important in drafting must give way, in

editing, to tightness and uni,ty.. The processes of achieving the latter begin when
the writer looks at what he has drafted to see what he has in fact said.

The first thing the writer-now-editor needs to-do- is to sift, through his draft and

see what he is writing about: bees, revolutions, bottles, cabbages, and kings.

These are the writer's topics.

Next the writer must ask himself what he has written about the topics: bees are
misunderstood, revolutions are messy, bottles keep things out as well as in,
cabbages are toe hope of mankind, heavy lies the head that wears the crown. These

are the writer's comments.

The combination of topic plus comment should add up to a larger predication, the
writer's theme. The task of editing is to identify, from the reams of draft,
recurring topics and comments that can legitimately be said to result in a
particular theme. Doing so involves a double barrelled responsibility, first to
the material, then to the reader. To the extent that the writer carries out
these responsibilities honestly, he is also exercising responsibility to himself.

Responsibility to the material will be covered in this section. It begins with
an identification of recurrences.



Identifying Recurrences:

Have you noticed any recurrence of words or phrases in your draft that may
suggest the presence of topics?

Jot down the number of times a recurrence appears in your draft and "star"
the places where they occur.

Look carefully at the recurrences and make a tentative list.of topics:
These are the things I seem to be most interested in writing about.

At this point it is wise to try out your tentative selection of topics on
a critical listener. Read your draft to .another person and ask him to jot
down the topics.he hears as the ones you most emphasized--

FocusingToLics:

As you read through your draft, do you recognize similarities in topics that
show up in several sections?

Are you able to recognize a recurring topic even if a variety of ords is

used to name the same idea?

Focus i nz Comments:

Given your list of topics, what sorts of things io you appear to be
saying about them?

Looking at the, comments you have written, is it reasonable to say such
things about the topics?' Cah such statements be supported?

Which topics and comments can be added up to produce a large, overall
. predication or theme? Of these, which can be illUstr .ed or supported?

Focusing Theme:

1. What would another person say are the attributes of he things, people,
or events in your topics?

2 Now look at your comment.for each topic Do your comments seem consistent-
with the attributes listed above? If your comments make statements widely
different from the attributes most people would think of, can you support
them?

Looking_ at your topics and comments, or perhaps playing them-back on a
tape recorder', -attempt to state some themes that could be derived.
-Themes might relate to

This is the way other people say things are, were, will be,
might be, should be.

This
be.

the way I say things are, were will be, might be, should

This is the way people are, were, will be, might be, should
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Summarizin Comments, and Theme:

When you are fairly certain of your answers o the questions in the preceding
sections, it is a good idea to write summary sentences for each topic and
comment, and one for the entire paper and its specific theme. Here are some

suggestions:

Try to make each major topic of your section of draft the topic of
the summary sentence.

Then write a climactic summarizing sentence that pulls the comments
of the paper together into a cohesive statement of theme.

For each of your topic and theme summarizing sentences, can you point
to the specific subject and predicate:

This is what I'm talking about; (subject)
This is what saying about it? (predicate)

Examine your topic- summarizing sentences in context. Do they relate
closely in two directions: both to the topic-and_ to the theme?

Are,you able to find a single word or short phrase that pinpoints
exaClly the common underlying idea for all of your topics and comments
taken together; that is, your theme? Could you use this word or phrase
throughout the paper as a focal point?

Have you attempted to experiment with the form of your surmary
sentences? Did you experiment with word placement in these sentences
to insure the clearest possible meaning?

Does each summary sentence reflect the level of abstraction, general-
ization, or concreteness that is carried in the text of your draft?



PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

ues ions That Assist h Writer in His Concern for a Particular Audience

PAGES IN NEW DIRECTIONS III ENGLISH:

Book 4 10-16 Book' 6 63 Book 8 197-207
66-67 68-82 338-339
102 285-289 349
152 -158 294 -296 372-373
213-220 301-303 388-389
244-245 324

Book 5 96-105 Book 7 346-347
109-117 349.

322-325 417-434

Identfyi the Intended Audience

What is the level of education of the audience?

What is the economic status and standard of living of,the audience?

What is the age of the audience?

Are-the-persons you have selected genera y -liberal, conservative, ultra-
liberal or ultra-conservative? -

How much are members of the--audience involved in everyday life with what
you have written about?

What biases _,re members of the audience likely to have that.should be con-
sidered?

Are members of the audience of a like mind or can you expect their attitu es
to differ widely?

How can you make intelligent provision for the characteristics- of members of
your audience but not typecast them?

Is there a possibility that your writing offend or hurt some members
of the audience?

Are any members of the audience in a position to take reprisals against you
if they disagree-with things you say in your paper?
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Identi r Intention Toward the Audience:

Have you identified something worth saying to this particular audience? What

exactly have you written that you think the audience will appreciate?

Are you attempting to present information or ideas that will strike the
audience as new?

Are you attempting to ask the audience to take a different look at an old
Idea?

Are you trying to persuade your audience to believe in so_ thin

Are you just trying to stimulate their thoughts about an issue?

Are you going to recommend that the audience do something?

it your intention to complain to the audience about their behavior?

By the end of your paper are you the only one who comes out smelling like a
rose?

Are you attempting to entertain or amuse your audience?

Are you trying to please them?

Are you trying to confOse the&

Are you trying to lead someone from here they are to where you are?

Have you written this paper so the audience will think about. some thing or
will think about you?

Id"tif-ingT1C1-Content:
What period of lime does the draft cover? A-single brief incident? Several
incidents that constitute an event? Events that suggest. an era of history?
'Points of view that are supposed to be true now,and.forever?

Are you representing incidents that are current, past or future?

Are the events in your draft connected by appropriate verb tenses?

Does your paper have lapses. in it? Where great leaps of time or situation
occur, have you helped your-reader make the jumps?

Would your papee benefit -from tying everything more closely to a particular
thing, place, event, situation, or point of view?

Does your paper have "landmarks?" How is the reader supposed to find his way
around in it?
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PART TWO: EDITIIIG SKILLS

Planking Symbols

Drafting is essentially a private process which a writer performs mainly to
satisfy himself: to see what he thinks, to discover what he knows, to find what
he cares about. Given the assignment to publish some of his draft--which all of

us from time to time face, whether as students or as professional writers--the

job is to select those portions of draft which can be and deserve to be made
public, to be shared with an audience. This is the com in communication: the
making social and shared what has heretofore been private and individual.

At this point it is of great help to the writer if he has someone look at the

draft which he has tentatve1.1' selected for the application of editing and pre-

serving technics. And it 15 nt precisely this point that the teacher can be of

inestimable help - -if he is willing to set aside the role of corrector and grader.

John Herum (Writing: Plans, Drafts, and Revisions) suggests that the teacher-as--
helper can use just three symbols for marking a paper, marks that offer great
assistance to the writer as he works over his draft:

f/ Hey! Wow! That's good.

I am really puzzled about this. Can you explain?

3 These appear to be good topic and comment summary
statements. (See importance of these statements on
page 113.)

This marking strategy works best if the teacher can apply the symbols while con-
ferring for a few minutes with the writer individually. Class size seldom makes

that possible, but it's worth rearranging whatever we usually spend in-class time
doing. Even if the conference can be scheduled only every third or fourth paper,
the payoff in student interest and gratification is tremendous.
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What About Grades?

Perhaps the strongest impulse for a writer to do better comes from evaluation--

"How'm I doing, coach?" Unfortunately, grading and evaluation are not the same

thing. In fact, grading almost never provides the kind of evaluation the writer

needs-

If an analogy from athletics can work here, grades from a coach might influence
some team members to play better. But on the whole, stimulus anJ motivation
result from what actually happens on the playing field. You don't need a grade

to reveal that you've done well by scoring a touchdown; the cheers from the crowd

tell you that--and that is evaluation. Few symbolic grades from a coach are as
impressive as the very real lumps and bruises that faulty execution gets one for
his troubles on the field, even worse, perhaps, is the feeling of having let down

one's friends.

Some students will write better as a result of teacher approval or disapproval.
But here the athletic analogy breaks down. You can criticize my footwork, and I

will just smile. But when you criticize my language or my writing, I interpret

that as a rejection of me. A 'C minus' on my paper means you think I'm a C minus
person.

This is not to say that students should have their sensibilities artificially
gentled. Students as writers, as much as students as athletes, can benefit from

lumps and bruises--and cheers. But the place to get your lumps is in the market-
place, so to speak. The fact that writers receive grades but not evaluation may
explain why so many kids regard sports, music, cars, and jobs as real, but writing
as irrelevant.

Unless the teacher has three or four hours to spend in person with each student on
each paper, he can get much more mileage from joining the writer as co-editor, and
let the evaluation come from a live audience. But if the teacher refuses to permit
evaluation to be something that happens naturally from the real responses of real
people, then he can hardly approach the student as helpful co-editor. The student
so approached inevitably w nders, "Which hat are you wearing now?"

How then does the teacher arrive at a grade for student composition? The t uth As
that there is no really satisfactory answer; the system places us in a bind in
much the same way that art teachers are in a bind. Language Arts, remember?
But if it is true--and surely we need more research on this--that the most useful
role the teacher of writing can adopt is that of helping editor rather than grader,
then it would be irresponsible to slow or halt kids' developing ability to write
because of the pressures on us to assign grades.

In the meanwhile, these suggestions are offered as possible ways of determining
grades in composition:

Provide a file where students can keep their writing. Grade on improvement
from first to last.

Grade on completing the work.- 1.)1d the student draft, edit, and apply pre-
serving skills in sufficient quantity to meet ctaas standards.or not?
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Grade by real evaluation.. How did the audiences respond to your various
papers? This is the only way published writers get graded.

Grade the masterpiece, the student's selection of the paper, or several papers
he is most proud of with responsibility to point out what's so good about
them.

Grade on a contract. Teacher and student agree to and sign a printed agree-
ment for a certain degree of progrdss or production to result in a certain
grade, then abide by the terms.



Editing Activities

Sometimes editing works best if the teacher and student can confer individually
with each other, using, for example, the strategies listed back on page 8. At
other times the development of editing skills can, best be helped through group
work and group activities. The ideas below, suggested by three people from the
Department of Education at the University of Washington--Dr.- Sam Sebesta, Dr.
Dianne Monson, Dr. Watson Hovis-7are specific aids that can be offered to groups
of students in the editing or pre-editing stage.

INTRODUCE METAPHOR

Use HAPPINESS IS A WARM PUPPY or similar one-line metaphor booklet to introduce
this comparison technique. Do a class booklet in which each pupil does one page
defining some quality such as misery, patience, happiness, vacationing. Examples
from such booklets: Misery is getting sea water in your mouth. Misery is getting
sick on a vacation. Happiness is the click of your electric blanket on a cold
night.

ALL

Choose a consonant sound. Then choose an adjective, noun, verb, and adverb in
that order Which begin with the same sound. Make four-word sentences pertaining
to particular subject-. Halloween example: Gray ghosts- gasped grotesquely.

CONVERSATION IDEAS

Examples:. What do your pencil and paper talk about at night?
What do your shoes -say at- night?.

What might two dinosaur skeletons talk-about at night when the visitors
haveleft the museum?

AN AT GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY

Example: Write as-if you were Paul Revere horse on that famous night.

JUST -SO ORIGIN STORIES

Write a humorous or magic just-so story of how an animal or.plant-got to be.
Examples: -Why do mice have long tails? Why do mice have pink ears? Why do cats
have whiskers? Why do leaves fall? Why does it snow?- How did grasshoppers get
their hop? Why do fish have scales?

P1CTOMAPS

Make up an imaginary country. Make a map of it. What incidents could occur there?
Show the incidents through small pictures on the map. Connect the Incidents with
tracks. Tell the story of the traveler in an imaginary country encountering the
incidents. This is background for many fine epic as well as children's-tale
e.g. ODYSSEY.



CREATIVE FILM VIEWING

Show a film or part of a film without turning up the sound. Have children con°

jecture on what would be said in the film.

SENTENCESEND SENEND

You may readily try the technique of giving children the beginning sentence on
which to base a story. Try, instead, giving the END sentence for a story.

Examples: "They lived scrappily ever after." "And so the cat put his tail back

into the well."

UNUSUAL SENTENCE BUREAU

Give children unusual sentences: "Create a situation where this utterance could

be used." Examples of sentences: What is that that doing there. If this is is is,

then is it his? When I say no, I mean yes.

FOLK TALE SCRAMBLE--THE !WHAT -IF INSTANCE

Take two or more highly familiar folic to les. Mix the characters. Write the story

that results.: GoldiltiCkS,-taking a basket food 'to the Three'Dears,encounters

a wolf who...

SUPPOSE- THAT - -CRUCIAL DECISIONS MANIPULATION

Take a familiar story and, midpoint, ask what would have happened if a character-

had made a different decision from the one he Made. What if the hero in MATCHLOCK-

GUN had not fired the gun?

THESE ARE A FEW OF MY FAVO-RITE THINGS

Remember the song "My Favorite Things". from the SOUND OF MUSIC?. Learn it, say-
sing-it. --Then have each child make up one line to go into a class .project; a
favorite things poem. One child's line in my classroom was this: ."Lying down

the back seat of the car when my-father is going around fast curves."

CINQUAIN

Five lines; the first line is the title of your poem. Second line, two words

long, is description of the title. Third line, three words long, gives action
associated with the title. Fourth line, any number of words, tells how you feel
about the title. Last line is another word for the title.

BUILDING TALK (From Mauree Applegate)

Do buildings talk to you? Have you noticed any like these on some of your walks?
A house that resembles an old tramp in the sun. A white church tiptoeing toward
a hilltop. A tumble-down house hesitating at the edge of a cliff. Have pupils

describe a building that to them seems to be alive.



DESCRIPTIVE WRITING THROUGH PICTURES

Use a picture with plenty of action and vibrant colors. Ask children to list ten

or twelve items in the picture. Then let the class work together to add one or

more descriptive words to each noun. The new phrases could also be combined to

form a sentence or two describing the picture.

WORDS AND MEANINGS

Use a bulletin board or flannel board for this. Take words from reading lessons

or from spelling_ lists. Write each word on a "left" mitten and its meaning on a
"right" mitten. Let children take turns matching left and right mittens. This

exercise can also be done on ditto for cutting and pasting.

DRAMATIZING BOOKS WITH STICK PUPPETS

Stick puppets,made from tongue depressors and pieces of plywood or wallboard, are
easy to do with children. Start with a simple story like "The Three Billy Goats
Gruff," make a puppet for each character, and a stage from a cardboard box. Let

-children act out the story with puppets while you read it.

COMPARE BOOK CHARACTERS

You choose .the books or let children choose their own. .Stories could be written

on questions such as, "What would happen if Toad (WIND IN THE WILLOWS) net Caddie
Woodlawn?" or "What would happen if Alite-inWonderiand met Pooh Bear?"

BOOK CHARACTERS MASQUERADE

Have a school party to which everyone comes dressed as a book character. and others
in the class have a chance to guess the book. Suggested character's are Pippi

Longstocking, Homer Price, Toad, Nancy Drew, or the Bobbsey Twins.

FAVORITE CHARACTERS OR AUTHORS

Each child writes about the author or character he would most like to meet,

focussing the writing on wiahe would want to know the person.

LETTERS TO AUTHORS

%,w:t children write a letter of appreciation to an author, telling him why tiv;y

like his-book. Letters can be sent in care of the publisher. Publishers'

addresses are given in' Arbuthnot's' CHILDREN AND BOOKS.

FIRST SENTENCE STARTERS

Present three "starters" in a lesson: children choose one and use it as first

sentence of story. Later, ask children to add new "starters" to the "starter

box." Examples of good "starters" designed by fourth graders:

"She's gone! Now I am going to, find her diary," muttered John to himself

as he crept up the stairs noiselessly.

John stood stock still. His legs refused to go. The sweat broke out on

his forehead.



At first the noise was very faint and seemed far away. It was an odd noise,
one that the boys didn't recognize. As it moved closer, they went out to see what
it might be.

Mary knew that if her mother found out, she wouldn't be able to sit for days.
But she was determined to carry out her plan in spite of this.

There was a cow on Main Street, block nn traffic, that morning

Everything was just fine, until I met those people....

"Something's coming out of the sink. Help!"

"John, the bathroom is flooded again."

It all began in the laboratory of Professor Bang.

The children were playing on the beach when they found the strange footprints
in the sand. Their curiosity got the better of them and they decided to follow
them along the shore...

AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

Use titles to narrow the autoglography to one incident. -Don't expect a child to
write his whole lifetime! Suggested phrases or episodes:

An Early Memory
My First Day at School
A Trip I Remember
When I Was Sick

My Best (or First) Friend
One I Loved
My Happiest Day
I Was All Mixed Up

STORYTELLING PICTURES

Use a picture collection to stimulate creativity.
the picture?" Instead, ask:

Don't ask "What do you see in

What happened just-befOre this picture was taken? What is going to happen right
after this picture is taken?

FINDING COMMON ATTRIBUTES IN WORDS

From a list of words, write on the board the ways they can be alike. Number these
ways: 1) Contain the same number of letters, 2) Contain double consonants, 3) Con-
tain silent e, 4) Contain the same number of syllables, etc. Make a chain where
each word has at least one way it is like the word before. Put the number of the
similarity beside the two words. Example of a chain; witch--ghost (1,4), ghost,
bat (4), grave, scare (1,3,4).



PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

The Survival Kit

It is clear that the sort of writing that results from this program is characterized
by genuine involvement, concern for audience, honesty in trying to make sense of
what the world is all about, or could be about, and where one fits into it, and
interest--even delight--on the part of the writer in what he has discovered.
Unfortunately these are not always the qualities that receive high grades from
people who value the term paper, the expository mode, and linear systems of logic.

Despite the phenomenon of many college departments of English having rebelled from
the imposed role of freshman composition as a "service" course, most English
teachers are still expected to teach writing in a way that will enable kids to
fulfill other teachers' essay assignments. The proliferation of agencies that, for
a fat fee, will write your collene papers for you with a grade guaranteed is a
reverse tribute to the sort of writing these assignments typically demand. Thus,

a thorny moral dilemma is posed for the teacher of English composition:,shall I

teach kids to write that they nay more fully realize how to be true to themselves
and to others, or should I give in to the pressures to teach my students how to
beat the system?

Because no one else is likely to help our students, teachers of English simply
cannot responsibly turn their backs on the kid who, unable to afford a ghost writer,
needs to know by next Monday how to write a 500 word expository essay with tight
organization and impressive use of sources.

Such a paper, although a parody of serious composition, can nonetheless be taught
to most kids in fifteen minutes, so why not? Even though the English teacher may
feel that he has not been wholly true to himself, to his students, and to the
language, teaching the fast and dirties--as one full professor from a state
college English department calls them--can be justified because it gives kids a
necessary survival skill in a hostile environment.

After all, not even novelists and poets can write if someone doesn't pay t
bills.

A.model for a paper that will get kids through most of the tough spots is .diagramed
-in the next page.



1-2-3 Fast and Di rty

Floe to Pass Anv Coma 101 Course in the Count

Introduction

IThesis statement in one, crisp
declarative sentence

Subtly but unmistakably suggest
an order for the body paragraphs

Body Paragraph
ill

Topic Sentence

Following the order suggested in intro
Make statement ill to support thesis
Cite textual evidence

Explain or detail to clarify both above

Body Pa
, 2

Transition

Topic Sentence

Following the order suggested in intro
Make statement #2 to support thesis
Cite textual evidence

Explain or detail to clarify both above

Body Paragraph

Conclusion

irAP
n_

Topic Sentence

Following the order suggestpd in intro
Make statement #3 to support thesis
Cite textual evidence

Explain or datailto clarify both above

Tell 'em what
you're
going to
tell 'em

Tell 'em

Return reader to thesis

-Remark significance of thesis
in some way

Tell 'em what
you've
told 'em



Appropriate Use of the 1-2-3 Model

roan Kebo s es tau ran t

yes . . e re very happy you came!
We're died . . . and cnniiiateitted. Happy, because preparing the very finest
too u and serving it with thoughtft -=ass and good cheer is what we most like

ratified, yes, because you are ing us the opportunity to serve you and
it philoso iy that good food, eaiiliness and friendly hospitality can travel

n hand. Coup rented, because you have chosen Kebo's in your quest for good
to eat. Fu illin this quest is our purpose and our opportunity to contribute

is part of o 4 r great Americas standard of living. May we assure you that we will
verythiug po ible to "glad that you carne to Kebo's."

Cordially yours,

Sets U Order
POI NT BI OF THES IS, IN ORDER

AND SUPPORTED

POI NT 11 OF THES IS IN ORDER
AND SUPPORTED

POINT OF THESIS, IN ORDER
AND SUPPORTED

RESTATEMENT OF THESIS

WITH SIGNIFICANCE ADDED



A Potpourri of Editing Questions

Read your work aloud. Who does it sound like? What emotion does the tone convey?
is that emotion right for your voice or the voice you are trying to create? Does
it sound authentic? How will you know? Weil, listen to numan voices, and listen
to your own voice when you are talking and you have something to say. Listen to
tape recordings. Make comparisons.

Close your eyes and see if what you have written has any sights, colors, textures,
patterns. If it looks grey and abstract, let yourself go a little and put in
words that excite your visual sense or your other senses.

Do you have some feeling about your individual sentences? If you haven't got some-
thing dear to you in each one, it isn't your writing yet.

Are you writing this for somebody real? How is that person going to react? Where
will he be ?. What will he be doing while he is reading? Where is he going to
become completely enraptured by what you are doing? Make more of those places in
your writing. What can you say that will make him let dinner burn while he finishes?

Is there any relationship between what you felt and wanted to say, what you heard in
your own inner language that was beautiful, and what came out on the page? If not,
getting there isn't magic. It's a matter of deliberately choosing words you like
over words you have no feeling for.

Have you been confused, did you change, were you learning- anything as you wrote?
Does what you have said matter to you? Is it honest?

As for what order to put your ideas in, try at least to have a reason for that
order. If you can't give a reason, try rearranging the parts and see if it makes
any difference whatsoever.

Are the parts of what you are writing,. communicating with each other in any way?
They ought to be. What does the first part say that the second part has to be aware
of? If your last part seems to be ignorant of what your first parts discover, some-
thing isn't happening.-

Nave you thought about recasting your essay as a dialogue? There is nothing sacred
about the five-paragraph essay.

Get involved in situations where you hear or see the audience react to what you have
written. Watch them. Get someone eite to read your work aloud. If he stumbles or
looks confused, that's a clue. If he laughs when he- ought -to look sad,. that's a
clue. If he starts talking about something entirely unrelated, that's a- clue,. but
a complicated-one. Try _to 'discover how the words you choose and the- order you put
them in communicate- your purpose. If the other Person does not get the point,
there is at leatt a possibility you did not make one.

See if your work provokes a reaction. Does it make anyone angry, happy, -inquisitive?
Does it make you proud?



PART TWO: EDITING SKILLS

Writing or a Live Audience

One of the fundamental questions that must be faced by the teacher of composition
is that of one's stance or location with regard to the writer and his audience.
A common way to line-yourself up is "against" the writer as follows:

student as teacher as

writer audience
against the -CD

Teaching the basic skills of writing as drafting, editing, and preserving, gives
the teacher an alternative stance, joining forces with the writer, as follows:

student as
writer and editor

with

teacher as
co-editor

against the .44 audience

Clearly -- because it is difficult to stand in two places at the same timethe
second scenario above demands a supply of audiences other than the teacher. One

way to develop such a list of audiences is to fill out a little frame such as

Take your paper to and ask him, her, them to

The pages following, numbered-integrally unto themselves, are .taken from a
publication of the Regional Composition Project in which seven Bellevue teachers
participated over the past three years. The project document is included here as

a source-of-ideas-for live, immediate audiences for student composition.

Note: The vision of audience -as- adversary above is, to be
charitable, oversimplified; but it does make
recognition of the writer's very real feelings that
the audience is critic and judge from whom there is
no appeal. In the publishing world, this is very
real indeed.



The ideas in this booklet are for teachers
who want to liven up their teaching of oral and
written composition. The emphasis is on new
and varied ways of responding to kids' efforts
at speaking and writing--alternatives to grad-
ing and error-hunting.

The teachers who devised and tried out these response tech-
niques in their classrooms are united on a principle of belief!
if we want to help kids. use language better, we must create sit-
uations.that encourage a caring attitude about what they say.
Speaking and writing are notjust matters of "basic skills":
they are enevitably tied to attitude.

These response techniques are not designed for a particular
grade level. Many of them can .be adapted for use in either ele-
mentary or secondary grades. Nor. do they all depend upon a par-
ticular kind of composition form or subject matter.

We welcome teachers' reactions to these,ideas. Any of the
teachers listed on the next page would be pleased to discuss them.

Regional Composition project
Seattle, .Washington

AuguSt', 1972



This booklet, and the videotape which accomnanies it, orew of

the Regional Asscs3ment of Oral and Written Composition Project. Sup-

ported by contributions from the participating school districts, the

project has brought together several teachers in the Puget Sound area.

Its ain has been to examine the composing process as it occurs in ele-

montary and seconder" school classrooms and to discover ways to help

young people use iamuage with greater skill and satisfaction.

The foliowin teachers and coordinators of English language arts

have been particimants:

James Rarchek
Kent chool District

Kim Brockway
4ewnort High School
Bellevue School District

Robert Freund
Mercer Island High School
Mercer Island d-Scho-1 District

Beverly Galvin
Olympic Junior High School
Aubbrn School nstric:c

Victor Could
Auburn Hiah School
Auburn School Dist. ct

Mary Ann Johnson
Olympic Junior High School
Auburn School District

Frank Love
Shoreline School District

Mary MacRae
Auburn High School
Auburn School District

*Helen Richardson
Shorecrest Hiah School
Shoreline School District

*Bobbi Rohn
Tillicum Junior High Soh
Bellevue School District.

Marylee Graves James Sabo]

Olympic Junior Oinh Schi _1 Bellevue School District

Auburn School District

Clara Hayward
Mercm, Island high School
Mere.- Island School District

Brian Horbison
Inolemoor High `ehool
Northshore School District

Barbary Hudson
Meridian Junior High-School
Kent School District

Ron Swift
LeaHill Elementnry School
Auburn School Nstrict

Gary Vaughn
Interlake High School
Bellevue School District.

Robert Weston
Interlake High school
Bellevue School District

Pro_ ectCoordina_
Eugene Smith
Department of Enalish
University of Washington

*Editors for this booklet.
Drawings and pictures by Robert weston.
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WHICH VOICE

Purpose: To help students discover the variety of nies they can assume in
their writing.

Procedure:

Response:

Begin with a class discussion about the many "voices with whichwhich a student can speak (Walker Gibson's Persona, Random House1969 is very useful-)

2. Discuss the Intimate, personal voice of a journal or diary; afriendly voice in a -letter to an adult relative; the stiltedvoice of the writer of a book review, etc.

Each student offers one piece of writing to three other studentsto read.

The readers identify the voice they hear in the writing.

The student rewrites his paper in two new versions, each with avoice different from the original, but ith the same material ortheme.

The writer then returns to the first three people and asks themis iden ify the new voices. If they can,- he has succeeded.
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Variation: Repeat the-same process asking students to write for different aud-
iences

-a parent
a teacher
an employer
a lover
a goodlriend.
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PRAYERS FROM THE ARK

Purpose:- To enable students to discover and develop style and tone in their own
writing.

Procedure:,

Response:,

Have students make a list of animals that they think have "per-
sonality." (They may also discover that several adjectives are
based on the names of animals, i.e., sluggish, catty.) Have them
!ist as many animals as there are class members. Be sure the
animals are well known to the students.

2. While the list is being made on the board, have someone in the
class copy these animal names, one each, on 3 by 5 cards.

tonduct a drawing among the class members so that every person
has a 3 by 5 card with the name of an animal he can "be for the
writing assignment.

Distribute dittoed excerpts from Carmen De Masztold's book,
Prayers- from the Ark (or The Creatures' Choir) for students to
use as examOles of a prayer format. Good ones to.use are "Pray-
er of the Ox"; "Cock"; "Butterfly"; "Mouse"; "Cat"; "Dog."

5. Ask each student,to write one prayer as if he were the animal
whose name he drew. His goal is to-reveal the personality of
that animal by the style or tone of the prayer rather than by
physical description.

Collect all
animal.

e papers and ditto several without the name

a, Or, ask those students who finish early to-write another stu-
dent's prayer on the black board.

Or, project .several pape-$ (with the title and name masked).
on an-opaque projector.
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Discuss the papers. Explore those elements of tone and style
that contribute to each successful characterization.

Variation: Use stereotypes (heroes, sports' figures, comic strip characters)
instead of animals. The writing about one of these might consist
of an epitaph; his first words in the morning and the last ones at
night; a favorite object- a favorite food.



THE OLD SHELL GAME

Put-Pose: To test and rate the student's ability to perceive and describe-.

Procedure:

003
ing

Select objects .(such as rocks) to insert into envelopes for each
member of the-Class..

Number nvelopes.

Have students-- number their papers with as-many numbers as there
ere- envelopes- leaving room to write a description beside each
number.

Set. a pattern for passing the envelopes.

After---all'the--descriptions .havebeenwritten, switch objects and
envelopes-..: (Be Sure to record-both- the old and-the new numbers
for-each object.)

Passthe envelopes again and ask-the-students -o-match the new
numbers -of- the -.- object to the:old.description. It is not neces-
sary to discuss-"the descriptions.

Response: Grief, but immediate and powerful)

When students have finished' the matching, read the exchange re-
cord (see 5 above) and have students correct their papers. Work
out a curve so they can judge their description perception.

Caution: Students may try to cheat by writing the fir t number
down on the object to.'_Aid in Identifying jt-later. If so, a
cunning teacher can use this to his advantage by changing or
adding digits thus compounding the confusion.

Variation:

Procedur

1. Have several students select eight large pictures on a pa
tar theme and number them.
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2. Ask each student to select another person to present his port-
folio of pictures in order.

Response._

All students are then to fold a piece of'paper in half again
so thatthere.are four.spaces on-the front. and. back. They
should not number the spaces.

.

As each picture is shown, students should write their descript7
Lions of it in random order,. front and back, on their folded
papers.

After students have written all eight- descriptions, they ex
change papers..

The presenter holdsup the pictures again in order and students
try to match the number of the pletures.to a description on the
paper they have received. They write the number down.

Return papers to the original writers.

Have pictures shown again so that the writers can see how many.
pictures were correctly matched to their original descriptions.

Have the number of correct-matches tallied and then develop a
curve for the student's eValuation of his descriptive skill,
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THE OBITUARY

Purpose: To give students practice in making inferences as they read and in

using the information imaginatively as they write.

Procedure:-

Response:

Gather samples of fairly lengthy obi
magazines and circulate .them among s
read several.

uarles from newspapers and
udents so-that they all

2. Discuss the different kinds of information to be found in them.

Consider those accomplishments and facts of a person's life that
are commonly included. Discuss what information is left out and
why.

Have each-Student Make a.private projection of "the way he ex-
pectt his _life to _go. After he has done some thinking,. ask him
to write-his own obituary,-using a pseudonym in-place of his own

name,

Assign a number to each paper; distribute the papers randomly.

Ask each student to write a biographical sketch of the person
whose obituary he has received.

The sketch should be consistent. with the'_:acts as,stated, but
should alsocontain details that could be logically inferred:from

the information in the obituary. For exampie, what inference.can
the student draw from'thelact that the man had been a long-time:
member of the American Civil Liberties Union ?, of-the John Birch
Society?

Have students staple the sketch e obituary; return to the

original writers.

. The two writers then confer together about whether the second
writer's inferences are reasonable. Either person may complain
about the treatment he has received at the hands of the other
writer and raise the issue for .class discussion.



TEAMWORK

Purpose: To give students experience in an e

Procedure:

005
Verbalizing

ive way to review for a test.

Have each student choose a card from an envelope of index cards
on which have been written the names of topics to be covered on
a test.

Allow time for-each student to organize notes-on his topic from
his text, notebook, etc. He may include questions on the topic.
that he would like answered.

StUdents break into small groubs.'

Response: Students read:their,notes to eadh other,,aSk and ans
and-try to anticipate what items 60 information wii
on the test.

r questiOns4
be inclUded
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SOBTLE HINTS

Pur pse: To help students, who a neither mature.or secure enough to profit
from adverse criticism',' gain critical insight into their- own- wHting.

Procedure:-

Response:

Having fin shed:a rough-draft of any e of writing, the stu-
dent- reads-it-alouCto himself,

-He then writes a-second draft, cutting, adding, rearranging.

He puts his writing aside for a day or two; then he rereads it
and polishes it again. This time, he writes it-on a ditto.

The teacher runs several copies of his ditto, enough for a small
group with whom he student will discuss his writing.

The student-. takes his writing -to a. small group :other._w ters

Each member of the group tries to respond to the writing in pos-
itive terms. (no negative criticism is permitted.) Each member
may question the writer;

The writer listens to the comments. The writer may perceive
what his peers are avoiding'in their discussion of his paper.

The writer may or may not make a list of the changes he thinks
his paper needs.

The writer revises his paper, basing his changes on what he
thinks will make the paper more acceptable to his peers.



SHOW IT LIKE IT IS
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`Purpose: To-let the student discover that effective written communication o
visual experience depends upon. the accuracy of his description.

Procedure:

Response:

1. Divide the class into -two groups, one -ors each side of the room.

2. Show pictUre-to the first group,--Another to the second,
Each picture should--be one that can be-easily reproduced-by a.
student-with no artistic -ability.' 'Position-the pictures-so that
the picture. Is only visible by its group.-

Ask students to describe in writing what they see.

Tell the students that they will be exchanging their descrip-
tions. The person on the other side of the room will then try
to reproduce the picture he has not seen by means of its writ-
ten description.

After the above, give students time to addfinalde _ails to
their detcriptions. Then exchange papers and have students
gin their drawings.

1. After the first attempts to draw the picture are initiated, stu
dents may write questions to the original writers concerning the
problems he is encountering in his drawing.

2. Give questions to the original describer who then answers in
writing.

The process of question /answer can be repeated. as time permi

At the end of the writing, have each student keep his own drawing
and the description he has used Show all the students both
pictures.
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Ask students in each group to hold up their drawings and to ar-
range themselves according to the accuracy of their drawings.
(Judgement should be based on visual qualities such as; size,
position, identity, etc., and not on artistic merit.) Students
settle their own disagreements.

Discuss-what details (-or lack of detail in the written.descrip-
.tions ) influenced the accuracy of the reproductions in each
group.

Caution: it Is crucial -that plenty of time be allowed for th
response pr ce;- it should not be crowded in at the end of
peribd,

he

Variation: Once students have received this kind of resp_nse to their desc p.
tions of "appearance ", they. -are ready to try,--the more difficult task
of describing action. instead of pictures, use two short sequence's
from a:film, or two live performances with two different routines,
Follow the same response `technique,
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A REASON TO REWRITE A PAPER.

Purpose: To provide the serious writing student with a new view of his own
writing; to give him clues on the way in which to approach the re-
vision of a paper.

Procedure:

Response:

Have each student choose a piece of writing (less than 500
words), one which he values.

Have students form small groups to evaluate the papers within
that group. (The teacher may want to assign students to par-
ticular oroups to control the mix within the group)

Have a tape recorder available to each group. (if only one re-
corder is available, repeat the activity with various groups on
successive days.)

Give each student a two-column form to be filled out by the
writer during three stages of the procedure. The first col-
umn records his feelings at each stage of listening; the sec-
ond, the insights obtained about his writ rig from each listen-
ing experience.

5. The student reads his paper. aloud to the group. The reading is
taped.

The student then. records on the form (see example below). his'
feelings end disCoveries about -his. paper after the initial
reading.

The tape is then played back so that the -group can take notes
and prepare to comment.

The writer then fills out the second s :age report, listinn-only
those feelings and insights- he gains from the mechanical nlay-
back.

The group discusses the paper; the discussion taped. The
group may or may not grade the paper.
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The writer listens to the taped discussion (he can. do this a-
'lone later)- and- fills out the third stage Part-of-his form.

Sooner or later, the student makes a list of the changes he
plans to make in his paper.

7. He then rewrites-the paper,

SAMPLE FORM

Activities. Feelings (Emotions) Insigh deal

1. Writer reads
aloud-and tapes

Star e

2. Writer hears
playback.

Stave 7

Writer hears
ped discussion.

Stage

-List of changes to be-made:
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MYSTEIri.--. PAPERS

Purpose: To enable students to hear without embarrassment a variety of reac-
tions to their writing.

Procedure:

Response:

-Students sign their writing with a -Oen name before handing in
-their'papers.

2. Each student receives a paper in
12 students (or half of the class

eturn and Joins his group of

Each student reads the paper-he received to h s group.

Each-listener takes notes.-. :The notes.consist-of a-list of-the
specific parts of-the paper- about-which he has a feelleiga
question, or _

When- the:reading it finished and the group is ready, the reader.
turns .on.-the tape. recorder..

The reader reads the pen name on the paper. Then each listener
in the group states his 'name and his reaction to the writing,
specifying which parts he reacts to and explaining any ideas,
feelings, or questions he.has about those parts.

The reader turns, the recorder off until the group ready to
respond to the next Paper.

Sufficient time should be allowed later for the writers to hear
the taped comments about the papers'in their group.

Variation: This variation may be used separately or in connection with the re-
sponse to the mystery 'papers. The teacher may wish to fill -out the
ratingsheet for each group onsuccessIve'days-, or one member of
the group can Serve as the recorder,
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Variation Purpose: To provide group members with information which will help
them evaluate and improve their discussion skills.

Procedure:

On a blank sheet of paper, draw one circle for each mem-
ber of the group.

2. Write the names of -each seminar member im one of the
circles.

Write-on the board-or hand out to the-students a ditto-
'ed'sheet of-criteria appropriate to the-behavior or
participation ofeach member of the group.

4. Have group participants select the-criteria appropriate
to the, particIpation_or behavior of each member_of-,the
group and record the number of the-crrteria,in the
circle.

AMPLE CR TE IA

Constructive

1. accepting feelings encouraging
paraphrasing
questioning,- information or OnlniOn-
seeking

lecturing, information or _pinion-
giving

5. directing,- initiating, summarizing
b. criticizing
7. directing answers
8. e*pretsing group feelings
9. setting standards

on-Constructive

oninion"ideas unsup
ported by specific
facts

-11. tilenc -confusion,
distractions, _Out

IdoWns

Response:

Have students hand-in filled response sheets.

Cut eachstudent s circle out and return it to hiM for
his information.

If this activity :is repeated often, have students staple
his collection of circles to a sheet of paper kept in
his writing folder. Review sheet with him periodically.
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HOTLINE
Purpose! To.provide students with experience in succinctly expressing problems

and understanding solutions to those problems.

ProcedUre:

Respons

Have each student. write-out- a problem using first person narra-
tive.' Tell them the problem can be one,any teenager might have,
or a problem they might have (What hours they can stay out on
a school night; having to,babySit for a younger brother or sis-
ter, etc.)

2. Have students omit their names and label their papers, "boy'
"girl", or"either" and identify the type of problem they have

_;written out.

3. Collect all the papers for use by the volunteer in step 6.

Set up a Pacific NorthweSt Bell T letrainer* and connect a tape
recorder for later playback

Ask for a_volunteer to take over the operation of the "Switch -.
board" and tape recorder.

Ask.another student to volunteer to read a problem Into a phone
from the hal, outside. That student may pick A-Paper from the
stack accumulated dUring:the writing that day.

Ask.a group of four students to ae.t as a Hotline' Panel to:ansWer
the problem called in. The panel can take turns resnonding upon
hearing the problem.

1. After the solutions have-been heard and discussed on the phones,
play-back-the tape 'for-rthe whole clais.

Discussion can -be aimed at evaluating how- logical the.advice-was,
-what kinds of adv ce seemedlnostOragmaticand how muChirepeti7
Lion there was. communicating: the problems or their _suggested
solutions.
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Variation: An interesting variation of the use of the Teletrainer can be to
haVe a student call in -a. problem Nice, the second time with a mir-
ror imfrontof:hiM-tc(watChjilmself_speaking..

, Upon the playback,
have ttudentw -decide.if they are able to detect any more Vocal var-
iety or intensity or clarity in commonicating the ,problem when a
caller watched-himself in-a-mirror.

*Teletrainers are currently assigned to the resource centers in each school
district and intermediate districts. They may be obtained through these re-

.

sourcecenters.
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quIcK-RESPONSE-TECHNIQUE$i-

Purpose: To show.thestudent immediately .whe her he has communicated to his
audience his purpose...for Writing

procedure:

Response:_

Div de the class in half; one half leaves the room.

To the-hat -remaining.- nthe-cia-ss,--introduce someone from out
side the c ats-.6rtefly and conspicuously to read a special an-.
nOuneeMent:

Variations:

Ask the people in class to describe this unknown person as ac-
curately as possible.

Give the gapers to the half that did not see the person. Send,
them to another classroom torwherever) to pick out the correct
person, using only the-description on the paper. This person
coLTRTiihepire,trlecustod an, a favorite teacher, etc.)

Describe a picture so others can identify it_ from among m
the same with a simple object like-a cup.

Each student chooses a partner. One nerson writes the descrityr
tion Of his partner. The writer hides the paper; he then returns
and writes directions 'on how to find the paper. He gives the
directions to a different Person's partner, who must then find
the paper and identify the fir t partner from the description.

Use -the same procedures. in Variation 2.
for a written -descriptidn.

ng an °bleat-

Give each student an orange. Have him write a detailed descrip-
tion of it Collect the .oranges. If his description conclu
sively identifies his orange, and he can pick it out of all of
the other oranges, he may keep it.
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WHAT DID YOU SAY YOU SAW

Purpose: To provide experience in the value of careful observation and listen-
ing, plus accurate reporting. To provide insight into trouble snots

in communication.

Procedure:

Response:

1. Have a tape recorder ready to use.

Select a large picture of a landscape or any other setting;

mount it on strong backing, attach a cover paper over it. (It

works best to select a picture with common elements such as wat-
er, trees, clouds, mountains, boats, weeds, or flowers, etc.)

Have a group of five volunteers go out of the room and let them
view the picture for as long as they wish. Have them decide in
which order they will return to the room to describe the pic-
ture.

Coach the students' in the audience not to react to the state-
ments of the volunteers as they each describe the picture--
for example, contradictions or omissions among the speakers.

Ask the students to return to the room one at a time, to de-
Scribe. the picture as fUlly as they can. Set no time on this.

-Tam record each student's description.

After each description, or at the end of all of them, have the
students write out their concept of what the picture will look
like.

2. Uncover the picture in the classroom.

3. Ask the students to tell you in what ways their written concept
of the picture differed freMth-LaCtual picture.. Liston the
board the main areas of variation.

Have the studenti listen..to the taped comments of t efive vol-
unteers for accuracy, thoroughness, and vividneSS. Match Sour-

.of .confusion on'the board with various speakers comments.
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1. Ask the entire class to write a good destrlption of the picture

based on the insight gained from the list of trouble spots list-

ed on the board..

2. In place of a picture, ask three students to choose a well-known

person, the three students then go out of the classroom. The re-

maining students try to discover the identity of the person by

proposing questions, as few as possible.

a, Divide the class into three groups, each group develops

question. Then .a representative from each group goes to the

hall; he reports back with both the question and the answer.

b. Continue the process Until the identity of the person is

guessed. Discussion should center on the kinds of questions

which elicit the best information.

Follow the procedure above, except have the students submit the

questions in writing *and .return with. a written answer.
.

a. Each of the three groups in the room work independently in

competition with the other two groups.

b. Only one question at a time may be submitted to the group in

the hall.
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Playing a Aole

AN OBJECT REPRESENTING ME

Response

Purpose: To focus on involving students within the

class in establishing an awareness of self

and of others.

Procedure:

1. The student is given an opportunity to

expand his consciousness of self by

bringing in an object he thinks best ex-

presses, represents and symbolizes him-

self-

esponse 2. The student should be prepared to use,

to speak about, to act out, and to

-share this symbol-With-his group.

Ne first offers' to h s group the object and lets them respond as

to the reasons they think that he has chosen the object.

He then gives a short reflection on his choice.

The group discusses-how together or apart they 'are in their un--

derstanding-of each other's search for an image.

Through this activity, it is hoped.that-they will better be able

to relate otherEnglishactivities to the immediate class, (John

is like the main character in this short story.in these ways,

.etc.).



I'D RATHER BE...

Purpose: To enable students to express their ideas more freely.

Procedure:

014

Playing a Role

Give each student two sheets of paper, each one. dittoed with one
of. the lists of- words below. Space the words so that they can
be cut apart to-form a deck of cards.

Here are 24 objects that you might rather be. Rank them in ord-
er of preference and see what yoU'd rather be.

a. redwood-tree
b. IBM card
c. racing car
d. gorilla
a. red balloon
f. scissors

amplifier
light bulb
pencil
novel

newspaper personal column
jet-plane

j
k.

1.

peace symbol
record
poodle
protest sign
thermometer
nail

worm
t. video tape
u. daisy
v. bottle of beer
w. poem
x. eye glasses

Now, give the reasons for your first four choices.

After you have made your preference list, cut the object cards
to make a deck .for a game you'll play to find out how well you
knew each other.

5 Combine your deck with the decks of your other group members.

6. Deal cards to each other

Each player looks at his hand to discover which card he thinks
each of the other players has made as one of his first choices.

The dealer_ has the first'turn, Ale nlaces one of his cards face,
in front of one the other group memoirs who he thTnks

c ose t is object as-one-0 1
, rrst our c °ices le t en

s_tates the reason fort s choice. The other prayers may respond.
but ould not reveal the our list choices

u



Response!
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Playing a Role
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9. Play continues until al! nlayers have used up their cards.

10. Now comes the moment of truth. Each player reveals his top four

card choices and compares these with the cards the group thought

were his top four.

11. How close are you to selecting each others' images?



SELLING YOURSELF
Purpose: To help students present themselves meanin fu

spective employers.

ProcedUre:

Response:

To help students gain further insight into j
by role playing the employer.

015
Playing a Role

ly in writinq to pro=

interview techniques

Have the students apply for a currently known and avai ab
form 'of employment. 'Application can be in the form of a
ter, a resume,' or a newspaper-advertisement.

e
et-

2. Or, have the students apply for a conjectural occupation, one not
presently needed and for which qualifications can only be imag-
ined. Application could be a letter and a portfolio of sample
work, a photo-essay, or a composition.

In addition, the students prepare for an interview following the
presenting of their written applications. (Preparation for
written exercises involving any of these situations may be ex-
tensive including: reading, interviewing and discussing.)

1. Suggestions for response to situation 1. above

A. Letters are projected so that the entire class can see them;
the writer= provides information about the nature of the job
he seeks, the expectations of the employer, and what he sup-
poses will be the criteria for the selection of employees.

The class comments on each letter using such criteria as
the physical appearance of the letter, statement of purpose,
observance of letter writing conventions, tone, and clarity
of explanation.

Suggestions for response.to situation 2. (above)

A. The class is divided into groups, each designated as the
company which might hire an 'applicant. They are provIded.
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with a written or tape-recorded description of the Imagined
Job and the type of organization which might need people for
that Job. (This information Is to be-provided by the group
or individual who produced the conjectural Job description
in situation 2.)

Each group reviews the applicant's materials and then calls
In each applicant for an Interview.

C. Subsequently, in either written or improvised dramatic form,
the small group tells each applicant whether or not he is
hired, with an,explanation of reasons.



Pla- ng

016
Role

ROLE PLAYING FOR OPEN TALK
Purpose:

Procedure:

Response:,

1. To enable students to think more critically about the
other students.

ting of

To help students, overcome their reluctance to respond openly to
the writing of other students..

Each student Should have writing that he is willing to share with
another student his partner.

2.' Circulate a can of bake s clay* and ask each student to take a
handful and shape it into a face.

Have each student.deelde on a name and an age for his clay face.

Each student will introduce his clay face to his partner so that
the partner will become familiar with the initial expretsion of
face.

Have students practice manipulating the clay faces to show an-
ger, pride, surprjse, etc. to see if their partners can ouess
the emotions.

Each student sh uld then read his partner's writing selection.

'After reading the piece of writing, each student should manipu-
late his clay face

A. Show how the writing made his clay face feel.

B. Tell what the writing made his clay face think.

Have students explain to each other exactly which parts o the
writing (specific selections) caused the face to react.

Repeat the procedure and the response often as time all



*Baker's Clay Recipe

c flour

I; C! salt

6 tsp cream of tartar

c, water

3 T. oil

Food coloring

Few drops of mint flavoring

Oft

Playing a Role

Page 2

Sift dry ingredients into heavy alum

ium pan. Mix liquids and add to dry

Ingredients. Blend. Cook over moder-

ate heat Stir constantly, until

dough pulls away from pan or until

sticky, Turn on floured board, knead.

Add coloring. Store in..airtight con-

tainer. Keep in refrigerator.
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PRE PRODUCTION WRITING

Purpose: To make students aware of _e fact -hat all project planning involve
the composition process.

Procedure:

Response:

The student writes in detail his plans for a project for another
class. .

Possible protects could include:

a, Home economics: a notebook of home decorating ideas, a col-
lection-of favorite recipes, hints on sewing synthetic fab-
rics.

b. Foreign language: making a tape for the use of a foreign
language student studying English.

Mechanical/technical drawing clasSes: plans for a house, or
a small commercial building with detailed explanations of
purpose and function.

d. Social stud es: construction of a model of an historical
building or the reproduction of a document.

e. Woodworking/metal classes: .drawings and written descriptions
of the process to be followed in-the creation of-a piece of
furniture, a-metal wall hanging, etc.

Mathematics: a written description-of the construction
three dimensional figures illustrating mathematical 'princi-
pies.

The teacher's approval of the project on the basis of the Pre-
-liminary-written des4ription,will- be the primary response,

The teacher's (other- subject area) acceptence of the finished-
project for credit -will be the final response.-



Formulate

Variation:

Procedure:

017
a Product
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1. A student works with a partner to conceive of a possible project,
product, or a service for which a need exists.

2. All co nun t cat ion f roman the beginning must be conducted in writ-
ing.

Writing continues until both are sure that they understand each
other's ideas, the process of putting the product together, and
the end reSult.

Response:

1. One partner gets up to explain the project orally to the class.
The other must remain silent even if he disagreeS with what is
being said.

The second partner then has a chance to set the record strai
to the class.

Both partners then discuss the difficulties they experienced in
communicating during the project. (Explanation may be done in
front of the class or with the teacher or as a written assign-.
ment.)
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Formulating a Product

STAMP IT ME
Purpose: To enable students to generate self-disclosure data and provide a

base for student interaction using the self-disclosure data.

Procedure:

1. Students are asked to make up a brochure advertising something
they have written (materials are provided for this activity:
sheets of colored paper, materials which lend themselves to
collage, such as catalogues, post cards, magazines, etc., glue,
staples, tape).

2 Advertisements are then displayed a- undthe re
der around looking at various advertisements.

Response:

Variations:

Students wan-

Students can select several advertisements that particularly in-
terest them and go talk-further with those students who created
the ads.

Creators can present theiradvertisemen
explaining and interpreting their crest

s to the entire class
ons.

Road of life: Each partioipant.1 s asked to place a dot an
paper which represents his birth. He .can then portray. in any
way he wishes a series of criticalincidentS which he feels are
representative of his life. (Road map with pictures symbolical-
ly placed, a -graph,- etc.)

Comic Strip: - Participants divide their paper into twelve-sec7
tions.- In each section -they are to illuStrate_ peak experi-
ence

Silhouettes: Group forms dyads and participants take turns
drawing full-sized silhouettes_of each other. Silhouettes,are
placed on the wall, the name of the model is added. All mar-
ticipants move from silhouette to silhouette adding the feature
which they associate with the model.
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Transferinq to Another Medium

JUST GIVE ME THE FACTS...

Purpose: To assist students in selecting data relevant to a specific assinnment.

Procedure:

Response:

Variations:

Divide into pad

2. Each member of the pair is to learn as much about his partner,as

he can for the purpose of making a collage. The collage should'

depict his.partner's personality or character, or interests, or

any combination of these.

Students should have time to work on their collages in.class. The

collage may be shaped so as to suggest a personal characteristic

or interest. (A-large mouth for a talkative girl; a musical note

for a musician)

4. Allow.several days for completing the assignment. Have students

display their collages In the room for leisure viewing by all

students.

After all of-- hecollages have been posted, allow time for stu-

dents to talk to their Partners about the contents of the col-

lege.

2.: Ask a Ihirdstudent in the class.to explain the collage using on-

the information depicted on the collage. The .collage-maker, the

subject and the third party. then discuss the problems of commun7

'cation encountered at each step.

At the beginning_ of a new class,si:tuation, have students inter

view each other for a definite period of time. Each partner

Will then introduce the other one to the class, using only that

information ObtaTned_in the interview.

Have Students select a controversial issue and interview five

peoplefor their opinions on the issue. in-class, havestudents
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explain the issue and detail the responses of the people

interviewed, Students then discuss or write out their react

Ions to how well the interview covered the central facts.



RESPONSES.
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Trans ing to Another. Medium

IN
. ANOTHER MEDIA

'Purpose: To]lelp_--stUdents- perceive Something- aboutthe. process of_communication.
byreacting.toand interacting with tither students' compositions.

Procedure:

ReSOonse:

Variations.

AlmoSt any student writing will serve as starter. -Teachers us-
ing this technique for the first time might consider assigning a
detailed description or a creative writing project.

. Identify each student's writing by number rather than name.

One student evaluates.another student's composition by respond-
ing to it in a medium other than writing.

Example! The student has written another student re-

spOnds-to the writing with*

*written -Form -Response----=-_-

Short story Collage

Character sketch Cartoon
Incidents or episodes Montage

History Mobile

Biography Clay figure

Reporting Portrait
News story Drawing

Editorial Photograph
Letter Film

Play Vide6 tape
Poem Recording

Novella Role playing

1 'The possible _opoWnations-af writing and 'responding a e.endiess._

. Consider sendlog,a set of Oapers,toAn'art cies to a drama,



Cautions:

Trans erin
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0 Another Medium
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speeah,..or. musicclassrfor response. Students In the non-

writing-class":..can-rispOntiotOnly.through.anothermedium, but

through tapeciorin-personi.discussions.

The nonivriting responses in turn can trigger new writing ex-

periences; a collage made in response to one student's writing

can serve as the stimulus to another student for descriptive

writing.

whether the tusk as leined suits the skills of the stu-

dents,involvedat both the wrltinq and the responding levels.

Allow.pienty ofIlme.forAnteraction:between.writer and respond-

ervespecially ..if:the)t,are,from:OifferentclaSses.....

it 1s the ongoing kocesi hat is crucial in this activity.
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Creating an Emotion

CLUES TO FEELINGS

Purpose
.To help students

bec a alert to clues about the emotiona'
state of

another
person

Procedure:.
(With he-,-help

of-an extroverted.
student,

the teacher
should demon-

strate the proCedure
first.)

1. Ask eachstudent
to think of an emotion and write it On papei

a clear physiCal,
menifettatiomef

it without naming
the emotion ,

Collect :the
papers'.,-t

)

,-,redistribute
them rapdoM, because_eoee

student
mightje embarrassed

by being in
front of the class.

Send five students
at a time to the front of the room.

Each

student
acts out:the phYsical

clue he has found on
the paper he

received.
By counting

off from one to fiVe around
the room,

as-

sign
students

(all sttidents
with the number

3) to watch

a certain actor (number 3Yintently.

The class
tries. to guess the emotions

that have been demonstrated.

The class,disCusses:lboth

the:actor's
response

to their writing

tlues,
and. the audience',s-response

to the acting..
Actors dis-

cuss how'helPful
Tthewritipgwas-to

them.

As a follow up .activity,
describe a person doing something

quite

ordinarY (such, as.walking
.into

room) in a way thatcould
reveal

his emotional
state.

Discuss.

Use the sameOrocedure
to

son.

uess the age or occupati

Divide the
class-, n o groups

of four.
One of the four students

leaves .the-room
while the others decide

mho he is going
to be (a

rock personality,-a
doctor, a repairman,

etc.).
When he returns,

the others
treat-him as the character

he is supposed
to be,. He

then
tries to

figur6 out his role and respond-accordiegly.
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Creating an. Emotion

THE WRITING TEMPERATURE

urpose To he p students assess the emotional impact.° heiT writinq upon

their readers.

Procedure::

Ask.each.,student. to to, etermipe.what-.his emotional state. is

at the beginning of.the lesson- tired, bored, apprehensive} ex-

-.cited,. etc.

Students readeach others' paper (any writing) according to a.

prearranged pattern. Each paper

people..

should be read by three to five

The student writes down on a tall
fore he begins reading the paper.

sheet his emotional state be-

The-student reads another student's paper until he-discerns the
moment his:emotional state changes. -.He then:records .on his

tallysheet where in the paper. the change occurred (after which

words,.phraSes)-and what the change is (from boredom to inter-.

est, from_fatigue to Jamusement, ete along with thename ofthe.

writer. there should be a separate. tally sheet for each piece
of written material the student reads.

Every time the reader feels an emotional change wh i le reading,

he records it He should not Mark the paper itself because
might influence the next reader.

At the end of the reading,.the reader. records his overall emo-

tional response to the paper,.even though his response -may be

"no change in emotion(s)."

After each paperllas been ead by at least three different peo-

ple, the o 'elnal writer retrieves and has three tally sheets

to ponder before he writes again.



EMOTIONS AND

Creating

MEDIA
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n Emotion

.Purpose: To explain the relationship between personal emotional responses and
various,forms_of media.

Re-- ns

Have students list the various emotions they experience such as
iove,hat, kindness, pity, disgust, etc.

Us ng a scale:of zero to'ten, have them place the range of emo-
tion they usually experience' ( 0 is none; 10 is extreme; some
students experience very little emotional reaction to anything).

Make a list of media (movie,
ers, magazines, etc.

Have each person try to rank these in terms of his emotional ex-
perience, listing in order from the one which evokes the great-
est emotional response. Have students consider both the highs
and the lows.

books, adio-songs, newspap-:

Make a composite chart for the whole class of the media and he

emotional responses to them.

Discuss the reasons why a certain med0m creates a greater em
tional response than another.-

Discuss what particular films, poems, novels etc, create emo-
tion in individuals. Are there any patterns

Variation : Instead of media, explore topics such as stories about love,
venture, mystery, psychological quirks, etc.
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provoking an Aesthetic
or Value Judcement

WHO DO YOU SAY:: yo- ARE
Purpose:

Procedure

To enable students to evaldate the .writer in erms of his product-.

All-students.wri e descriptions of there=
seives.which,-are then distributed at ran-
dom.

Each student is given ;a large sheet of
paper-and 10 minutes',to:do any of the
following

Draw a picture, a toon or a
caricature of the person who has
written a self descriPtioh.

Drew pie with wedge-shaped seg7
ments'of differing sizes to 11 -
lustrate-percentages of the
writer which are devoted to
particular life focuses --_ love,
worki school, sports, music,
sleep .etc-.

.".DraWa..lifejine-nrAraph.-.0f:the.
Writer'S- tifeHsh6Whg:high,taCiintS-L
or projected total'1ife -11ne4)n-,
dicating whe the wrlter.:1S atth- esent time.

Write a series of words such as adjectives,
or even another description.

Res- nse:

Completed sheets -are.held by individuals while they circulate a
round the. oom discussing descriptions. They should be Instruct-
ed to .talkto each other concerning the product (how well the

sponder understood' the deseription, etc.

Perhaps a sheet of questions could be attached (limit o our)
to enable the students to discuss more responsibly and/o think
more critically about the process.
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okinq an-Aesthetic
or Value Judgement

THE .-.STUDENT AS CRITIC

Purpose: To help the student develop hsoncritical frameework for evaluating
his writing.

To help the student develop a sense
than the teacher.

writing for audiences _ her

ProdedUfe:

-Response:-

A starter
It may be

r. ng -assignment.may -include any kind. of

hatever -thestddent- Wishes t-o

The class as a whole.suggests a list of responses which could
be applied-to all types of writing. The teacher.records these
responses on the blackboard (20 to 30 are recommended). Un-

doubtedly there will be both descriptive and evaluative terms.
One word responses are expectable and acceptable. Here are

some probables:

interesting
well organized
vuk !

fresh
boring
sloppy handwriting

.

poor spelling
confusing
weird
interesting
fun
illogical

Assign numbers_or..lettert to these responses..

The atuden s read the papers. Each student reads several piec-
es of writ rig. Somewhere on the paper the reader lists the
numbers of these responses which he feels apply to that paper.

During this eading stage, more responses (and numbers) should
when the readers suggest them.be added :to-Ahe,lis

When each paper has been reviewed by five critics, i .returns

to the author. He tabulates the responses, decodes them into
written responses, and adds his own comments if he has any
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or Value;Judgement.
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The teacher may wish to form small groups'of
writing had similar responses.

students se

The teaChercarLtab-ulate:a.11.stOf...those responses which were
and.which were not used and_bring-them-to:classfor:discUssion.

follow-up Activities:

Repeat the activity with a modified list,
a different kind of assignment,
a different type of writing,

rewrite of the first paper.

The teacher collects the writing and tabulations until the ac-
tivity has been repeated often enough for each student to be
able to make comparisons with!n his own writing.

The teacher and/or students may wish to focus further discussion
and writing on one particular element suggested by the list and
their experience with it

Caut

The teacher's response to student writing may may not}
validate the effect of- student responses.

The students may need to be warned against submitting writing
which is too private to share.

The teacher should-avoid censoring-or amplifying the brainstorm-
ed list created by the class. ih time, the audiente will dis-
tover.what is useless and lacking 'and what needs emphasis and
what is vague.
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Provoking an Aesthetic
or Value Judgement-:

MAKING CONNECTIONS
Purpose: To help students recogn

media.

Procedure:

ze a -common heme occurring in two dissiinilar

The teacher cuts short accounts out of the newspapers, all re-
lated to.a common theme. There should be five or six more ar-
ticles than. there are-students. Mount the clippings on paper
with scotch tape. Suggested themes: beauty, ages of man, se
sons)

Circulate the clippings among the students, asking them to read
at least five different articles.

'Show a film with a related theme TheMeti.clistlIgs.are to be
foUndi.6.the-',tatelogues. bf..the-"Sea tle Public Library-,-.the Uni-
versityof:Washington, and Intermediate School District-110 )

Ask studepts:to-yrite-:ashort statement about..any-connect -ns
-the -they.isee between-the'cljppings and the film.

-:,Ask:stiidents-Jo'HIJOLtheireapers..and therf:teer.off.Hthe signer.,

tures;-=keepin4-,--thein in e- safe'.place -to :piodLice later. Then num --

ber 1 2, on 'nenee

Students-then-post:their...papers tapeYon:any well
.06M.Wherethey..ten.:be."-Teedebe.ilY OfmOre thenoneclass 'is_
involved, -±-use-0...different':colored:paper. for:eacivedriod.Y

Response

After all o the 'papers are n place, students are to roam the
room reading papers and discussing thcir merits informally.

Students then vote on the best three statements in each clas
Voting is-accomplished by marking en X next to the 1,2,3 on the
paper chosen.

. Take down all of he winning papers,, which are then matched
fhe torn off names. Public ze.the winners.



Variation:
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Students irst-develova criteria for judging paper

Students write about their reasons for choosing the papers, dir-
ecting the r'comMents to the Original-writers. (Response by
writing)

Winning statemen
through verbalizing

ttoed further d scussion. (Res



purpose:

PrOce_ure:
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Generating Action

SPEECH MEASURING STICK

To motivate a student to-us language effectively to achieve
hlvpurpose.

To.provide the Speaker with feedback
success and'evalUate-h his pe:formance.

his peers to judge his

Pre-de iVer,fitrategy writing or discussion with-the...teacher).

-Student states his topic and ssesses his knowledge

Student evaluates his. audience in relation to his subject:
level of understanding, predispositions, and what-informa-
tion his listeners will need and how they will use it

Student describes his purpose: What he topes to make happen
between himself and his audience.

StUdent organizes..his notes tO achieve his.purpose,

Studerit-AeSIgns a:meatOOnciAevice:(tUch as a quiz)-wi
which,he-canjudge-the'success..of_..hisreport.

Student; decides accept!.assuccess.

Delivery:of the speeth..

Response: a. The audience uses the measuring device.

The student collectshils devicel writes a summary of the
.suits, and evaluates his performance on the 'basis of the
data he.has.collected.

variations. Some other purposes and:appropriate measuring devices:

To persuade--a before
the report caused

nd after vote to ind cate wha vet* chap
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To entertain - -at the end of the .report have students hold up- a

"Yea" or a "Boo" card.

To teach a skill--audience performs the skill.

To sell a product -- audience .turns in.a "yes" or " card to the
speaker.

--EXAMPLE: (ProcedUre

Topic The danger. -to human beings --of-e*posure to radiation,.

Audience; The audience _has a background in general science gained in
a ninth grade general science Course. Some may feel mildly
interested in the subject; others may feel it has nothing
to do with them..

Purpose: To inform the audience about three basic sources of danger-
ous radiation and about the symptoms and effects of radia-
tion poisoning.

Adtes-: The..student..tries,to tailor his.mattrial:to_hiS lidienCe-by _-

gathering. examples young people stricken .with radiation

Device A short quiz -to be taken y the .audience. after: the speech-.

Success.:__ Seventy five-per.cent of the class should be able to 1

of the three sources of dangerous radiation and a least
symptiblms'of*p0S6h10_.
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Generating Action

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Purpose. - To give students experience in writing persuasively and in support-
ing their statements.

Procedure:

Each student-writes an 'editorialpreferablyon-.a..controversfai
issue that he'.feels strongly.- about. 'Youngerstudents'are some-.
t_imesmore-comfortable- writing -about-the -school:world)- --The.stp
dent. signs -his name,-

The student writer reads his-edito al aloucLto the class. All
compositions should. _once.

Other students take notes on those:editorials wish .to re-'
spond to with kietter.: the editor.":

Students must`- respond to-three editorials, addressing .each one
to--the'particUlarwrjter'inYolved::andsignIng:hts.,0*Cnamm- Try
nbit-.t61IWt0CrMutiMe:olapselleteen :the:aSsignments:so,the,
editoriais:i011.--.-remairrfre'shjnthestudents''Mands.--:.

Variations:

Students collect their ponses. They should be cautioned that
a large number of responses-may indicate a popular stand, an un-
popular stand, or a flagrant lack of support for statements made.

-.Each .:studentreads_h. reSpOnse-e-

tiMeof'diree.minUtas-lnrebUttel

Class discusses what conitutesa good editorial, such as sup
of statements, documentation of facts, clearness in sentence
structure, appropriate language, etc.

repeat: the same -process-,, use peti

A-school Issue--i a'goocrchoiCe.
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2.-

Have students respond to the petitions by writing letters ex-
plarning why they would orwOuld not sign a particular petition.

On the basis of the response, ask writers to modify or change
their petitions to make them more acceptable.

Circulate the petit ns in class to see which ones receive the
most signatures.

The-two or.three-best ones..may be.chosen by the.class- for. ir-

cula on*among-the-student-bodY.

aF
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Generating Action

RESPONDING TO RESEARCH
OR TECHNICAL PAPERS

Purpose: To enable students to understand the process involved in prepar_ng an
idea to be researched and tested.

procedure:

Students develop an assumption or thesis on which to base their
research for a proposed research paper.

Students are asked to list both sources and types of sources
which might contain information they need in order to support
their thesis.

They may also list questions or arguments hich might refute
their assumptions, and sources which would counter these argu-
ments.



Response:

029

Generating Action
Page 2

4. Students are then asked to write the introduction and the con-

clusion to this paper. (They need not write the body of the

paper, for the purpose of this assignment is to get students to

"think research paper.")

1. As students decide on a thesis or assumption on which to base

their research they present the thesis to the class for reac-

tion and response. Class members may question the validity of

the assumption and..point out areas of disagreement, thus enabling

the student to better anticipate opposition before he actually

writes the paper.

2. After the paper is complete, each student presents it to the

class and receives, comment and questions from the.grouo. He

defends and clarifies his paper and thin receives immediate re-
sponse to the Ideas in his paper and his way of p esenting

them. (Set time limits here.)

While the student-sits .in.the seminar thinking about and comment-
ing on another studenetpaper, he has his-own paper in mind,

too. .What he sees to criticize ir another paper suddenly looms

large in hit,own.



THESIS IDEA

RESPONSE SHEET

029-A
Generating Action

Supporting ideas, arguments, data and
sources which are acceptable

Unanswered questions,
ideas lacking supportin
evidence

Faulty arguments

Does this paper convince you of the the



INTRODUCTION TO THE BASIC WRITING SKILLS OF PRESERVING

Perhaps the first thing the reader will notice is the brevity of this section com-
pared with the drafting and editing parts of the program. One might even exclaim,
"Aha! Just as I thought: creative monkey business at the expense of basic skills."

To which we courteously, thoughtfully, reply, "Aaaaggghhr

Many people read magazines from back to front, so perhaps someone is reading this
page prior to at least skimming the156 pages which precede it. Here, then, is the
premise of this little booklet:

There are basic skills of writing, and they must be taught/learned/practiced
in order from most basic to "advanced" basic. Drafting is the most basic of basic
skills. Plan on it no drafting skills?--no editing skills. And no drafting=
editing skills?--you should make speeches about sunsets to telephone poles before
kids will learn how to punctuate and paragraph.

Also plan on it (and be pleasantly surprised): a kid who masters drafting and
editing skills will pick up enough preserving skills in the process to make the
jobof teaching preserving skills a whole lot easier.---

So that is why this. section is so short. Precisely because the drafting section is
so long.

To support the premise above, we have samples of kids' work from all ever the
district--kids who have been variously called slow, difficult, behind--whose work
is not only exciting but shows amazing improvement in short order with spelling,
punctuation, capitalization, and the whole works. To support the opposite premise,
we also have teachers all over the district with workbook exercises in hand asking
students, "Haven't you ever had this before?" followed a year later by another
teacher asking the same kids...followed a year later...

Unfortunately, people who call loudly for a return to the basic skills? seldom
answer the question, "Return to when?" May we suggest, at ieest back to 1877
(when the pupil was referred to as a "scholar")'

"This book is an attempt to bring the subject of language home to
children at the age when knowledge is acquired in an objective way,
by practice and habit, rather than by the study of rules and definitions.
In pursuance of this plan, the traditional presentation of grammar in
a bristling array of classifications, nomenclatures, and paradigms has
been wholly discarded. The pupil is brought in contact with the living
language itself: he is made to deal with speech, to turn it over in a
variety of ways, to handle sentences; so that he is not kept back from
the exercise--so profitable and interestingof using language till he
has mastered the anatomy of the grammarian. Whatever of technical
grammar is here given is evolved from work previously done by the
scholar."

-- William Swinton, New Lan ua enter Grammar and C m ositjOn;--



PART THREE: PRESERVING SKILLS

The Word Cache

PUNCTUATION OF APPOSITIVES IN LISTS: Make a word cache of nouns, then words and
phrases that can be used in apposition to them. Then work out and properly
punctuate the lists with commas, colon-, and semicolons. Work from these two basic
models:

1. Those items included ere string beans, zucchini, tomatoes, and peas.

2. The following items -are included: string beans, zucchini, tomatoes, and
peas.

Note that the first sentence includes a list which is the complement of the subject.
No colon is used. The second sentence includes a list which is in apposition to
the subject of the sentence. Use a colon.

PUNCTUATION OF INCLUDED APPOSITIVES: Make a word cache of nouns and appositives
for them.. Then write sentences with the appositives correctly punctuated accord-
ing to the following 'mode s:

Alfred The Great was King of Wessex.
(Close relationship; no punctuation needed.)

If you could hear Mr. Bronson, our head coach, you'd believe we're
going to win.
(Single unit, set off with corneas.)

Newer airplanes-- s_ecificall the 757, the 857, and the Starliner --
have much more com ort_le seats.
(Multiple units - set off with dashes )

Some itemsstring beans, a basic ingredient; zucchini, a succulent
filler; tomatoes, a colorful addition; and peas, a standard nutrient--
are indispensable for a good stew.
(Multiple units set off by dashes, then units within units set off by
commas and semicolons.)

PUNCTUATION PROBLEM CACHE: Ask students to construct a sentence cache which con-
tains all the different punctuation usages they can find. Use newspapers, school
bulletins, their awn writing, magazines, assigned reading. Ask students to sort
out and group usages which constitute problems for them, then arrange the final
sentence choices into a punctuation style board for the class.

SPELLING: Students use the spelling-problem word-cache to establish what their
own personal spelling difficulties are by making up a stack of their own problem
words culled from situations where their work has been proof read. It :s a
simple matter to hand the stack of cards to someone else to pronounce for an
oral test, then retest using only words they still misspell.



COMPLETE SENTENCE
STRUCTURE: Using the model

sentences for
reference, the students

are asked to
construct a series of phrases, clauses, or word

groups about which

they feel
there is an

incompleteness. Let them
combine their words with

another

person's until they can agree that they have a complete
statement. This activity

could be done with
the class

grouped to supply
subjects,

predicates,
complements,

modifiers, and
substitutions. Follow the class

activity with a search
through

the
students' own recent

writings for
incomplete

statements to be
revised.

PARTICIPIAL PHRASE CACHE:
snapping viciously
rolling under a toadstool
crawling on a

distended bellylurking in the
woodpilemunching on a crispy

critterStarting with the examples above, have the
students create (Oral or written)

sentences that begin with,
participial phrases which are

Immediately followed by

the subject they modify.
Example:

Snapping
viciously, the she-wolf kept my

Aunt Tillie away from her pups.
An awkward

construction example lows in order for
students to see what happens

with
displaced

participial
modifiers:

Awkward
example:

Snapping
viciously, my. Aunt Tillie was kept

away from the

pups by the
she-Wolf.

SENTENCE
STRUCTURE AND

PUNCTUATION:
Students can be various parts of the sentence.

They can actually
hold the model sentence cards and act out the

structure. This

would be
especially useful for

punctuation and modifier
placement: "Hey, I'm the

comma; let me in here!"
or "Move

your fat
modifier over here

closer to the
action!"

USAGE: Ask students to do their own research
and to come up with a number of

word caches, in the
following

categories:
Words and phrases used freely by kidsWords used only in formal

situations by kids
Words kids use that

adults do not approve of
Words that are O.K.

sometime but not when Big
Brother is

watching.
Make another cache for

occupational and social
roles, both

young and adult. Let

the group attempt to match usages to roles. Use this
exercise as the

basis for

work on the
history and origins of the concept of

standard English, the changing

nature of,
language, the basis of power

decisions about usage, and for editing

draft.

CONJUNCTMN CACHE: Ask the
students for two simple

sentences about the same topMenders has warts.

Menders has many friends.Keeping these clauses
constant, the

students-draw c njunctions
from .the

conjunction

cache and join the two ideas with them, noting how
implications and meanings are



altered as the conjunction moves in the sentence or changes completely. Students
will be able to see and discuss the connection between conjunction choice andprecision and clarity in ordering ideas. The correct punctuation of these con-junctions can also be illustrated here by combining this exercise with one fromthe punctuation cache.



PART THREE; PRESERVING SKILLS

Punctuation a italization,Grammar, and Usage.

The business of preserving skills is the business of knowing how to apply those con-
ventions that set off print in an attractive and rather standardish form. Only seldom
does the absence of preserving skills seriously impair understanding, but their
observance offers a tremendous advantage to the reader in being able to concentrate
on content without having to decipher "original" styles of spelling, punctuation,
spacing, and so on.

Our ability to read and comprehend written and printed material rapidly depends to
a large extent upon our being able to count on, and thus mentally ignore, the
accustomed spacing between sentences, capital letters, and periods. From the reader's
point of view, then, preserving skills are somewhat like the white lines on roads.
We plan on their being there, and we plan on everyone's staying to the right of
them, but we don't spend much time thinking about them. Their presence frees us to
think abbUt where -we want to go.

From society's point of view, the preserving skills offer a handy and inexpensive
way to separate the dummies from the smarties. It would cost a lot of money for
industry and education to evaluate seriously whether a person can think, manage,
construct, and arrange, so we rely on cheaply administered, standardized tests to
measure the only thingS they can measure, the individual's ability to apply the
cosmetic touches of punctuation and capitalization. People who can punctuate and
capitalize are in; people who can't are out. Why society would want to classify
people as-dummies and smarties is beyond the scope of this paper, but the fact that
it happens is real. Therefore, it would be irresponsible not to teach kids the
preserving skills in self defense.

Generally, New Directions in English provides not only an effective
but imaginative approach for developing the preserving skills. Each

book follows the other in providing a cumulative repertoire of skills
appropriate to the age of the student and, beginning with Book 3,
summarizes the growing list of skills in a LANGUAGE HANDBOOK. The

activities and observations which follow are offered as a supplement
to the eight texts of New Directions in English.

Punctuation

On the whole, punctuation and capitalization are like musical notes; their meaning
doesn't come alive, except in a very artificial way, until they are experienced in
some context--a sentence or a melody. This is to suggest that the best place to
teach punctuation is with the basic sentence patterns, and the best place to teach
capitalization is in the application of items from the word cache to real sentences.
Notice that the basic sentence pattern models on page 23 are both punctua ed and
capitalized in context.

The punctuation for a few items, like dates, can be learned out of the context of
the sentence, but the following punctuation rules can most effectively be developed
through work on the same sentence models as are used to develop senr--::.ee sense._
To a large extent;-the presence of .,.a visual model on the classroom wall is more
useful than rules or technical terms. The idea is that kids should produce
sentences and punctuate them rather than punctuate someone else's sentences.



Punctuation Models from Basic Sentence erns

Any basic pattern:

BirdS sing.
Birds make melody.

Emphasis added:

My bird sings and does card tricks!

asis and wonder added:

Your bird does what?

uestion transformation:

Do birds sing?.

basic a _ern expanded b series modification:

Cheerful, young, happy birds sing.

An basicLpatternexpanded by appositive substitution:

Alfred, my German pen-pal, never forgets my birthday. commas

period

exclamation point

i nterrobang

question mark

commas

Any basic pattern_ a ntilsglaxTul_t_i le-unit appositive substitution:

The ingredients for a goad stew -- zucchini, tomatoes,. dashes
beans, and carrots--are available most of the year.

Any basic pattern expanded by appositive list:.

These are the ingredients: zucchini, tomatoes, beans.

The in edientSfare as zucchini, tomatoes, beans.

Any basic pattern expanded' by asentence- om tin list:

The ingredients are
zucchini
tomatoes
beans

ry.._.:22siE...atterendeabcemotwo nouns:

Alfred is my pen-pal.

colon

no punctuation



Any basic pattern shortened by contraction transformation:

It's a nice day.

Any basic pattern shortened b 'ossessive transformation:

This is John his book. This is Mary her bike
This is John's book. This is Mary's bike.

Any basic atterns combined de.endentl

When birds sing, they also fly.
Birds, if they sing at all, also fly.

Any basic pat_terns combined independently:

My bird sings and does card tricks.
(very short)

apostrophe

apostrophe

comma

no punctuation

Birds sing for their supper, and ducks quack for their dinner
(short connector) comma

Birds sing for their supper; however ducks quack for their dinner
(toil; four letters or over--connector) semicolon

Birds sing for their supper; ducks quack for their dinner
(no connector)

A basic pattern combined with uestion transformation:

semicolon

Birds sing, don't they? comma

Students. who have trouble with applying the punctuation preserving skills should

be diagnosed for one of two prbblems:

1. Genuine forgetfulness

2. Lack of understanding

The solution for the former has troubled every parent, teacher, mentor, guardian,

and chaperone from the year 'one.' Explaining the rule is not the remedy: the kid

is not ignorant of the rule; he forgot in his haste, excitement, or oversight.
It is very tempting to hand the second child a stack.of pre7printed, easy-to-
check exercises, but when was the last time you can remember that worked? The

problem of the second child is not much cured through rule-memorization as through
practice writing his own sentences following the basic models while adding the
correct punctuation the model provides.

Another technique--different strokes for different folks -- relies on our ear to

tell us about punctuation. In the English sentence, it is possible to hear pitch,

fo-r example:



C

We are leav-ing now

Generally, pitch in English goes down at the ends of most sentences, rises at the
ends of questions or excited statements.

pauses, also, enable us to understand much of what we hear. Listening for the
pauses in the passage below, for example, can reveal where the punctuation ought
to go and make sense out of nonsense:

Lord Wellington entered on his head
his hunting cap on his feet
his famous hiking boots in his hand
his favorite walking stick on his brow
a cloud in his eye fire

Generally we insert periods or semicolons for "bi
pauses.

' pauses and commas for shorter

Many students, especially those sick of printed workbooks exercises, can be helped
in five minutes of work with the teacher in listening to pauses and pitch changes,
then inserting appropriate marks of punctuation in their own writing.

-;reminds one of the story about small hands being a requirement for radio
announcers: wee paws for station identification!



Capitalization

Like punctuation, capitalization is learned best in the context of learning the
sentence pattern models: each sentence, no matter how expanded or transformed,
begins with a capital letter. The capitalization of proper nouns, too, can be
learned as they occur naturally in the writing of sentence pattern examples.

Helen King, second grade teacher at Stevenson Elementary School, has a really nice
way of combining these preserving skills with sentence writing. Helen invites a
different child each day to compose a story which Helen writes on the board. When
the story has been completely dictated, Helen and the kids put in a green (for go)
capital letter at the beginning of each sentence, a red (for stop) period at the
end, a yella (for slow) comma at the pauses in the middle, and a purple (for
important) capital on any proper nouns within the sentence. Then each child copies
down the story complete with punctuation and capitalization in color, illustrates
the story, and gives it to the author who gets to take them all home with his own
on top to show mom and dad, Susie and Jeffie, and Spot. The next day it's someone
else's turn to make up the story.

Grammar and usage

Grammar is seldom a writing problem with native speakers. Very few kids born in
this country will write, "Apples tasty Yakima from are." What we somewhat
imprecisely attribute to grammar faults are very often faults of usage that no
amount of grammar can correct.

Accepted usage is like accepted social behavior, which is what it is part of. In

order to encourage accepted patterns, or to discourage unacceptable patterns, it
is important to understand what social behavior is and is not. First, it is not
logic. The reason we set a table the way we do is because that is the way we set
the table. No amount of arguing that it would actually be handier for most people
to have the fork placed on the right is going to do any good.

It is a matter of historical record that many usage items were invented exactly
for their snob effect, to be able to tell members of polite society from the un-
washed masses. It is hard to make any kind of serious "logical" argument that
double negatives are undesirable; they actually add emphasis. And why in the wog ld
the fact that aware in Latin is one word and can only be one word should mean that
in English we cannot splice another word between the to and the love, when in our
language the infinitive is clearly two words, can only be explained in terms of the
eighteenth century's admiration of things Continental and put-down of things Anglo-
Saxon. Who -whom, -and shall-will, are other usage items that would be regarded as
jokes and hoaxes if the conditions of their invention were known by the general
public.

Logical or not, society's attitudes toward setting the tabl,
nonetheless real, so it would be irresponsible not to help
unaware of the jeopardy his "faulty" usage places him in.

'h usage is

t who is

Pre-printed exercises won't help the kid with a usage problem any more than giving
a.kid who habitually puts his feet on the coffee table one more lecture on how
hard your mother and-1 have worked to afford that piece of furniture.



Information is seldom the Problem.

Usage problems are corrected on an individual basis one at a time by identifying the
faulty item, supplying an acceptable alternative, and providing positive reinforce-
ment for the student's adoption of the alternative.

Our reluctance to recognize that kids with usage problems need help, not exercises,
has contributed to the growth rc diploma mills which promise cvir former students
instant success if they'll just buy the "authoritative" handbook such as the one
below which, as we have underlined, neatly splits an infinitive even as it promises
to cure the rendering asunder of such constructions:

lour "instant"

guide to

You are judged
not just

hat you
now, b on how

CORRECI
ENGLISH

tfectivel
and correctly.

eak and write.
lhis hand

.

book ena
les you t 1

,

uch topics
Gil x V'

Clothound

as "agreernent
01 su

c
y ,' pht in;nitives,

"plural
forms

of noun
. " utile negatives,'

etc., as well

as explanations
on the usage

of such
wcs as

among-between,

farther-further,
lay,lie,

Who-whom,
-Quid-

would,
etc. Every

explanation
is followed

b examples.

Whenever
you aro in doubt you can quickly

Ind the an

swer.

WAR

PUNCTUAT
ION



A Project to A ly All the Preserving Skills

1. .Show the film, Story Of A Book and several primary books to see what kinds
of stories are appropriate. Or invite students from the high school children's
literature elective course to talk about elements of children's literature.

Each student then writes a story that he or she feels would be appropriate
for a primary student.

The story is then divided into parts so that one or two lines will be written
on a page.

The student then takes several pages of typing paper cut in half (5-1/2 x 8 -1/2),
and writes the one or two lines on each page as it will be in the final book.
Above or below the writing the student may then make a simple sketch of what
his drawing for that page will be like.

When this draft is completed to the student's satisfaction, he or she will
then use construction paper of approximately the same size to make finished
drawings using crayon or colored pencils.

When the drawings are completed, the student or the teacher may type the story
as it corresponds to the pictures using a primary typewriter.

A cover may then be made using tagboard and the-finished prodUct is stapled
together.

Intermediate students enjoy sharing their books with primary students and
primary students enjoy sharing with other students, the teacher, and principal.



SUPPLEMENTS
f_J

TEACHING SUGGESTIONS FOR

MAGK MOMENTS

A Film Series Designed to Unlock Children's imaginations

A Supplement to the Elementary Program .

by

Peg Foltz

Linda Oman

Lake Hills Elementary School

Magic _Moments, in sound and color, is one of the special film series specially
purchased to assist teachers to carry out the Expectations of the District English
Program. The films are listed in Classrooms Unlimited, the brief descriptions of
each film listed in this supplement are taken from the producer's guide.



is Sneakers (8-minutes)

A boy finds a wondrous pair of Magic Sneakers -- but an evil blue mon-
ster wantsto take them away from him! Thanks to the magic properties
of the sneakers, the boy is able to outwit the monster. Yet he aban-
dons the sneakers. Why? Viewers will enjoy deducing why from the clues
in the film.

As this film tends to be scary, it might be best used in the intermediate
The story involves a pair of magic sneakers. A boy finds the sneakers and
them on. He is pursued by a villain in a black cape who desperately wants
shoes. It is a good film to develop creative writing and discussion skill

Jes.

, is
the

1. Have the children discuss or write a story telling where the magic shoes came
from and explaining who the villain is and why he wants the shoes.

2. Have the children pantomime the story.
3. Discuss the qualities of melodrama. Have the children write their own melo-

dramas in either story or script form. They could perform these for the
class. A serial melodrama could be developed by assigning each group to write
a part. The total serial could be taped so that it sounds like a radio pro-
gram.

Standard plot for melodrama:
a. Hero and heroine happy and gay
b. Villain enters
c. The plot thickens and something
d. Climax (heroine poised over pit

heroine hanging by small finger
e. Hero to the rescue
f. They live happily ever after.

Getting Alons (2 minutes)

terrible happens
of deadly piranha,
over pool of crocodiles, etc.

An old gentleman sitting on a park bench finds himself embroiled in
a quarrel between playmates, which he deftly smooths over. Throughout
the film the emphasis is on hands the placating hands of the man
and the angry hands of the children. Students see how hands and their
movements show emotions, often emotions that are not expressed in other
ways.

In this film, two children have an argument and are unable to resolve it by them-
selves. An old man helps to settle the dispute. The film emphasizes ways of
settling arguments. It could be used to motivate a discussion.

1. Show the film to half the class. Have this portion pantomime the episode for
the other half of the class. The other half'could then try to guess what is
happening. Let them compare their guesses to the actual film.



Discuss ways in which groups settle disputes; animals, for example. Have
the children build a ladder of sophistication, in which the children list
ways in which different groups settle a particular problem:

nation - war, peace talks
adult compromise, fight, give in
teen - fight, compromise, give in
child - fight, cry, leave, compromise
baby - cry
animals eat the other, leave, mate

Encourage the children to brainstorm for different ways to settle an argument.
Then have them rate the list far best situations.

What's Happening? (5 minutes)

Five situations are shown, each one an intriguing part of a story for
students to complete. In one situation, for example, a group of
children is pushing a huge, psychedelically painted box along the side-
walk. What is in the box? Why is it painted that way? Where are
they going with it?

This movie is good for developing inference skills. The children view situations
which end with a mystery.- A group of children push a large red box down the
street. What's in the box? A group of children is playing tag. Suddenly they
all leave. Why? The film can help the child realize that there are many
possible answers to some questions and that there are some questionsthat cannot
be answered in an absolute way.

1. Divide the class into groups and have each group choose a different episode.
Have them dramatize it and provide a conclusion.

2. Discuss questions that are exciting because they have no known answers, For
example, is there life on Mars? Is there a Sasquatch? Discuss the different
attitude towards the moon since man first landed. Discuss educated guesses.
What does man need to make an educated guess about something?

What If? minutes)

Here are four situations that are often difficult for children to cope
with when they occur in real life. These vicarious experiences are an
excellent way for children to work-out appropriate responses in advance
or, if they have already met the situations, to better understand why
they responded as they did.- Two typical situations are: a girl finds
a wallet; a boy's ice cream cone is knocked out of his hand.

This film is similar to Whose Shoes? in that the child sees several situations
unresolved, leaving the ultimate solution to the children.

1. This film could be used to motivate discussion around a the44. Show the film
through once. On the second time through, stop the projector after each
episode and discuss poSsible solutions to the problems portrayed.

3



2. Have the children choose their favorite episodes and role-play the situation
and their choice of an outcome. They could also make up their own episodes
and challenge the class to solve them.
Discuss the word "diler3ma." Have the children write or comment verbally
upon dilemmas that they have tried to solve. The expression "on the horns
of a dilemma" might be explored. Children could bring in examples of dilem
from the comic strips.

Folding Dn ( 4 minutes)

A small boy goes to Fisherman's Wharf and to a carnival with his father.
Suddenly he's lost! What panic and terror, in the midst of carnival
frolic! What a wonderful Feeling to be found again! Holding On offers
students the opportunity of describing usually unspoken emotions in
therapeutic terms.

In this film, a small boy goes on an excursion with his father. lie sees many
things that are new to him and in the process of his explorations, he becomes
lost. The film deals with the feeling of being lost and alone.

1. Ask the children to tell about times when they were lost. What did they o?
What were they afraid of? Discuss the way in which things suddenly look
different when you are alone or lost. Friendly people look strange and
buildings and streets become a maze. The children could write stories about
their own personal experiences or imaginary occurrences.

2. Discuss situations in which the children feel very safe. The child in the
movie felt safe when he was with his father. Using Linus' security blanket
as an example, ask the kids what their favorite security items are or were.
Have the children compare the situation of being lost with other situation
in their lives. What other experience is like being lost? (The first day in
a new school , going to summer camp for the first time.) When can a person
feel alone in a large group?

Whose Shoes? minutes)

A heavy-booted authority figure stands over a small child; a child runs
after a car, trying to make the driver stop; boys and girls are dancing
when something makes them stop and run away. These three incidents,
typical of the five shown in the film, motivate students to discuss
what might have happened, and to tell how they would feel and what they
would do if they were in the shoes of the children in the film.

In this movie, five situations are shown in which feet play a key role. Children
are asked the question, what would you do if you were standing in the shoes of
these people? It is a good discussion film and could be used to develop inference
skills.

1. Stop the film after each situation-and have the children role-play the event
seen and a logical conclusion. This might follow a preview showing and
general discussion of the film.



2. Have the children create their own dramatizations in which they create
situation and ask the class to provide a conclusion.
Have the child "put himself in someone else's shoes." Ask him to attempt to
describe himself as several other people might. How would his mother describe
him? His sister? His best friend?

4. Have the children brainstorm for a list of words that describe the feeling
of being lost. Make a list of words or phrases that describe the way things
look when you are lost. Using these lists as a resource, have the children
write poems about being lost;

Lost

Empty streets filled with people
Sadness, fright, loneliness
Like a grain of sand in a desert
Alone

Fantasy_ofFeet (8 minutes)

in this film, feet walk, dance, run, jump, hop, wear sandals, flippers,
slippers, boots wooden shoes, and no shoes at all. A pair of cowboy
boots does a lively square dance -- all by themselves! Fantasy of
Feet will have children talking enthusiastically about all the kinds of
shoes there are, why there are so many, how feet serve their many
different functions.

After viewing the film, have the children talk about what they saw and heard.
Some sample questions might be:

What did you see? What did you hear? What kinds of feet were there?
What were the feet doing? How were they alike? Different? Did anything
unusual or unexpected happen? If so, what? How many different kinds of
shoes can you name? What are they? How are they different? Alike?
What would you like your feet to be able to do?

The following are sample activities which you may wish to use after the children
have seen and discussed the film:

1. Explore feet as individuals or
take off their-shoes and socks
or you may want to make this a
loo" t like. Their descriptions
children explore the-movements
they can make their feet moe.
They may use standard words or

in small groups. You may want to have children
and look at their and other children's feet,
home assignment. Have them describe what feet
may be oral, on tape, or in written form. Have
of feet. They may-experiment with the way
Have them describe the movements in words.
create new words for the movements. Explore

the sounds of feet. Have children experiment with the sounds .their -feet
can create. Talk about the sounds feet make in different situations,-at the
beach, in mud, when they are nervous, when they are angry.
Use what the-children have found out about the sounds of feet in writing
poetry or creating a symphony of feet. Have the children find or create words
for the sounds they have created with their feet. Combine these to form a
poem. To create a feet symphony, have children plan a composition of feet
sounds. Vary the sounds in kinds, rhythms, and volumes to produce the sym-
phony.
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After talking about the movements of feet (walking, dancing, running, hopping,
jumping) , suggest that the children write a poem about the movements of feet.
Or you may suggest that children combine movements of feet into a Movement
Composition. They may want to move to creative dancing music or they may
want to create a Foot Movement Composition in a sitting position based on the
various movements of feet. Other children may interpret the movements as
happy, sad, nervous or angry.
You may want to use this opportunity to introdtce or reinforce jump rope
skills and chants. You might begin by reviewing old standard chants to which
the feet move. Then have the children create a new chant and the foot move-
ments to go with it.

5. Have children explore different types of shoes. They may collect pictures
of shoes of all types. Have them describe the shoes in words. This may be
in the form of a riddle which classmates can use to guess the type of shoe
or the kind of work it does. You may want to have children create 3 new
pair of shoes. They can draw illustrations of the shoes and explain any
special characteristics which the shoes possess.
Have children compare a pair of shoes to an animal as ballet shoes might be
like a gazelle or bedroom slippers might be like a rabbit-

Ban (3 minutes)

Students see and hear a boy making "music" in the timeless ways of
children: by banging on cans, hitting pots and pans together,
striking bottles, and dragging a stick along a picket fence. Contains
broad science implications.

After viewing the film, talk about what the children saw and heard. The foil- ing
are kinds of questions that might he discussed:

What kinds of music did the boy make? What were some of his instruments?
Describe the sounds of the music. Can you duplicate the sounds with
instruments here in the room? With your voice? What word or words would
describe the sounds? What instruments have you used to make sounds? Can
you describe with words the sounds you made? In what ways are sounds
alike? Different?

The following are sample activities which may be used after viewing the film:

1. Have children experiment with creating music with different objects in the
room and at nome. Have them combine the sounds into a sound composition
through varying the rhythm or volume of a sound. You may want to acquire the
record by Harry Partch in which he creates sounds with homemade instruments.
The record jacket gives descriptions of the instrumes and how -ley were made.
Children may be encouraged to collect or make instruments which create'inter-
esting sounds. As a class you r.,,a want to have the children combine their
instruments into a sound orchestra and have them plan musical compositions.
With the help of the music specialist you may have older children make an
improvised notation system for recording the rhythms in their compositions.



You may want to have children create chants of nonsense or randomly selected
multi-syllabic words which are combined in a definite rhythm. Vary the
rhythm by changing the phrasing, accent of syllables, dynamics, and tempo.
Collect pictures of a variety of people. Have children invent sounds or
rhythms for each picture to-symbolize the person in each. They may use voice
sounds, instrument sounds or sound effects to interpret the person. Later
you may want to combine the picture interpretations into a composition.
Select a student conductor and have children volunteer for or assign various
students to interpret certain pictures. The conductor "brings in" the
various groups of students by holding up pictures.

4. Have children imitate the sounds of common musical instruments with their
voices. Then combine groups to make a composition.

Clap= minutes)

A small boy walks through a park clapping his hands -- and recruits a
passerby to clap with him; a large group of school children yells and
claps with abandon. These situations and the others depicted in the
film will help children better understand clapping as a way of having
fun and a way of expressing appreciation.

After viewing the film, talk about the children's reactions to it, the things
they saw and the things they heard. Sample questions:

When did the boy clap? Why did he clap ? What things did he applaud?
What things would you like to applaud or do you think should be
applauded? In what ways can we clap to create music?

The following are sample activities which may be used after viewing the film:

1. You may want to use the film as an introduction to clapping games. One
sample of this kind of music or game is "Sorito," an African Clap Song.
(There are music specialists in the district trained in African rhythms.)
Have the children work with clap songs already developed. Then you may want
to have them create clapping rhythms of their own.

2. Have the children work with echo clapping. First you may clap a rhythm, and
then have them repeat it. Later have children create a rhythm which the
class repeats. Vary the volume as well as speed of the claps.
Following the discussion of the kinds of things the boy in the film applauded,
you may want to have the children brainstorm the actions or things which they
really appreciate or think should be applauded. These might include such
things as a day of sun, recess time, a day with your father all by yourself.
Children may want to use one or more of their things to serve as a basis for
a story or poem.

4. Children may discuss or write about a time when they felt like applauding or
shouting their appreciation for someone or something. What were the circum-
stances and setting surrounding the feeling? Children could be asked to
collect pictures of settings, actions, or times that deserve applause.



Me To_ minutes)

A boy, alone on the beach, sees other boys building a sand castle
and asks to join them. When the group refuses, the lone boy destroys
the castle. In talking about Me, Too? children automatically discuss
their own feelings about being rejected and rejecting others. Most
will find, perhaps to their surprise, that they have been in both
positions.

The film is designed to stimulate discussion about the feelings brought about by
being rejected or by rejecting others. In the film a boy attempts to join other
children and is rejected. In retaliation, he destroys the castle they have been
building. Sample discussion questions follow:

What is happening in the film? How does the boy feel as he is walking
down the beach? What are the clues? How do the children feel who are
playing together? How can you tell? Why does the boy want to help
build the castle? Why won't the other children let him join? How does
the boy feel then? How do you know? How do the other children feel?
Why? Why does the boy destroy the castle? What would you have done if
you were he? If you were one of the other children? What could they
have done differently? What might have happened then?

The following are activities which might be used as a follow-up to the film:

1. Have children role-play what happened in the film starting from the time the
boy approached the other Children. Try various other possible endings
through role-playing. Encourage the children to think of as many alterna-
tives as possible.

2. Suggest that children think of a time when they have struck out at others.
What were the circumstances surrounding the situation? How did they feel at
the time? How was the situation resolved? Could there have been a different
or better solution? Have children write, tell, or role-play personal situa-
tions as above.
Have children think of a time when others have struck out at them. Why?
What did they do about it? How did they feel? Could they tell how the
others felt? How? Again, encourage children to write, tell, or role-play
these personal situations.

Getting Even (3 minutes)

A group of boys disrupts a girl's soccer game. To get even, the girls
"ambush" the boys, squirting them with water pistols. The film provides
a wonderful opportunity for children to talk about revenge. When, if
ever, is it justified? What are the results?

The film is designed to stimulate discussion about revenge. In it, a group of
boys disrupt a girls' soccer game. To get even, the girls ambush the boys by
squirting them with water pistols from a tree house. Sample discussion
questions follow:



What was happening in the film? Were the children having fun or was
there a problem? If so, what? How did the girls feel when the boys
took their ball? How can you tell? How did the boys feel? What
were your clues? How did the girls feel when they got even? The
boys, when they were beinn squirted? How do you know? Is getting
even a good practice or a bad one? Explain in what ways it might be
goad, bad, dangerous? What are some examples of dangerous ways of
getting even? Does getting even affect the feelings of the people
involved? In what ways?

The following are activities which might be used as a follow -up to the film:

1. Have children role -play alternative endings to the film from the point where
the girls walk off, after the boys have taken their ball. Discuss c various
endings for their effectiveness in resolving the problem.

2. Have children write, tell, or role-play common ways used (f pr.ople to get
even.. Discuss the methods identified. Why were they used? ,%id they resolve
the conflict effectively? In what ways did they affect the people involved?
Could there have- been better solutions?
You nay wish to have children explore and compare ways of getting even, used
by people of different ages or cultures. For example, compare the ways 'a
baby, teenager, or adult might use to get even. Children may be asked to
role-play their comparisons and then discuss the differences.

6 minutes)

A barefoot girl steps on and feels many textures with her toes: fur,
gravel, sand, paint, etc. Viewers will be delighted with this oppor-
tunity to tell how the textures shown would feel to their feet and
what they would do with their own feet, such as pick up a pencil with
their toes.

After viewing the film, allow the children to talk about what they saw and heard.
Some sample questions:

What did you see? What did you hear? What did the usic tell you about
the feet's reactions? What did you feel? Relate to specific situations
in the film. What were some of the things that the toes explored? What
dc- you-think the toes might say after they had walked on springs? Smeared
the paint on the canvas? Were scrubbed with the brush?

The following are sample activities which you may wish to use after the children
have viewed and discussed the film:

1. Begin by asking, "What might your feet like to explore ?" These may be some
of the things explored in the film or they may be others. Suggest that the
class set up a small foot lab in the classroom. Each child or group of
children can develop a foot box in which they place something for feet to
explore. The various boxes will make up the Foot lab. Spend some time
talking about the mechanics of having a container appropriate for the test
materials that are brought. After the children have brought in their boxes,
have them preview the various boxes.and choose a box that their feet would



like to explore. You may want to allow children to explore more than one box,
but structure the activity carefully because excitement will run high. After
each child has sampled a foot box, have him share his observations. You may
want to have the children net as recorders for their feet in describing the
experience on paper. Later have them share their descriptions with classmates.
If more than one child tries the same box, have them compare the reactions
of their feet to the box. In what ways were they alike? In what ways were
they different?

2. Ask the children, "What sounds can your feet make?" Have them experiment
and list the various sounds their feet can make (plop, stamp, scratch).
Using some of these words, write a poem about feet. This may be a class
,poem or each child may write or dictate his own.
Begin by talking about the things that feet do in a normal day. Have children
list some of the things their feet have experienced today. Have the children
imagine that their two feet are having a conversation about their day's
activities. They may work individually or in small groups to write up the
conversation. Younger children may dictate the conversations.

4 Suggest that the class might make a foot dictionary, a dictionary that would
include words that might be part of a foot's vocabulary and definitions
written from the foot's point of view. Some samples are:

socks a coat to keep me warm
blisters - rubbing sores caused by cruel masters who worked too hard

Follow Me (5 minutes)

Shows children playing follow-the-leader along the streets of their
neighborhood and through a playground. Follow-the-leader is a
rewarding game to talk about, since it involves children first
in following unquestioningly and then being barred from the game
for not following exactly. Follow Me will spark lively and profita-
ble discussions about how it feels to be both leader and follower.

After viewing the film, allow the children ,to talk about what they saw, heard, and
felt. Sample questions follow:

How did the children play Follow Me? Who was the leader ?. Is it fun
to be 3 leader? Why or why not? What makes a good leader? Were the
children enjoying the game? How do you know? What must the followers
in the game do? What happens if they don't follow the leader exactly?
How does it feel when you are not allowed to play because you didn't
follow? Should you be barred from the game for not following? Why or
why not? Where did the children go? What were some of the things they
did? What did the music tell you about the game? When isn't it good
to follow the leader?

The following are sample activities which you may wish to use after the children
have viewed and discussed the film.

Play Follow Me with the children. If possible use the playground area to
allow for large body movement. You may want to be the leader at first and
then allow various children to serve as leader. If you play the gam in the
classroom, you may want to limit the activities to in-place body movements.
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After playing the game talk about the things that were the most fun to do,
what makes a good leader, and what is a good follower.

2. Suggest to the children that the game, Follow hie, takes much careful watching
of another's actions, the leader's. Pantemimirg, especially mirror pantomim-
ing, also demands this kind of careful observation. Demonstrate mirror
pantomiming for the children by having a child complete some simple action
which you mimic simultaneously. Explain the process of mirror pantomiming
as you demonstrate. Stress the importance of planning and practicing the
sequence of actions. Encourage the children to keep their pantomimes
short and simple.

Have them work in partners, one child symbolizing the mirror image of the
other child. Ask that the children preplan and practice their movements so
that they are as identical as possible. Allow time for presentations by
partners for classmates.
Suggest that in our language we are used to hearing certain combinations and
orders of words. When the first or clue word is given, we tend to jump to
an appropriate follow-me sequence of words. Supply the children with key
words and have them finish the phrase with common follow-me patterns.

Examples: Shut...up Stop...your talking
your mouth that noise
your door it

your face tl-is instant
off the T.V. leak's

A variation of the above activity is to develop the concept of English as a
language in which sentences are Formed through follow-me patterns. Have
the children compose sentences in the following way. One child begins the
sentence which another child finishes in an appropriate way. Talk about how
we know an appropriate ending from the clues furnished by the beginning part
of the sentence. How do we know how to order the words within a sentence?

You may want to give children scrambled sentences in which they place the
words within them into a proper follow-me sequence.

Examples: Brown house is the
(The house is brown.)
(Is the house brown.)
(The brown house is.).

4. You may want to relate the sequence of a story to the follow-me pattern.
Have a child begin a story. Stop him and have another child continue.
Allow children to take up the story until one of them brings it to a natural
conclusion. Stress the importance of listening so that the next speaker has
clues for building on the follow-the sequdnce of the story.

A variation of the above activity is to give children a Paragraph or short
story in which the sequence has been scrambled. Have them work individually
or in small groups to read the scrambled story, cut apart the sentences,
rearrange the order so that it makes better sense, and paste the sentences
onto a sheet of paper in the new sequence. You may want to give each group
a different story.

After the children have completed the rearranging, have them read the original
story and then their rearranged version. Discuss the clarity of meaning, the
importance of sequence in understanding re aning, and the possibilities for
flexibility in arranging the sentences.
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With older children you may want to explore the follow-me psychology of
advertisements. Choose advertisements to explore for this kind of follow-
me emphasis. Possible questions might be

What does the ad suggest that we do?
Who are we to follow?
Do they tell us why?
Are their reasons valid?
Why do so many of us follow unquestioningly?
Is this good, bad, both? Why?

There are several variations of the above activity. You may want to explore
other areas in our lives where we are encouraged to follow a leader. Peer
groups, adults, political leaders, the media are possible sources to explore.

P1131_L;i2L9alLi ( minutes

Another split-screen film. Here torsos are projecte_-r the screen,
followed by feet. Students must quickly decide which match and which
do not.

This film can be used to develop inference skills as it is a split screen pre-
sentation showing torsos and feet during which the children must quickly decide
whether the feet and torsos match up. Show the film on a stop-projector if
possible because it allows additional time to analyze clues and discuss guesses
made by the children. Because the film is very enjoyable when shown without
interruption, you may wish to show it more than once, allowing for both uninter-
rupted enjoyment and for more careful analysis of visual clues.

Discussion can center around the clues children used to decide whether the feet
and torsos match up. The following activities may be used after viewing the
film.

1. Children can continue the matching game through the use of elementary picture
puzzles. If these are not available, they can be made by mounting magazine
pictures on oaktaq and then cutting them into appropriate size pieces.
Children can make their own puzzles in the same way. These can be placed in
a puzzle corner for classmates to use. In order to avoid confusion and lost
pieces, it is a good idea to give each puzzle a number and label all its
pieces with that number. Each puzzle's pieces can be placed in an envelope
appropriately marked.

2. A variation is to draw or mount pictures of humans or animals on tagboard.
Cut around the shapes and then separate the body of each picture in some way,
such as torsos from feet as in the film. Present the children with the pieces
in random order. Have them attempt to match the parts of the bodies to form
total figures. The original forms as well as some humorous variations will
result.
You may want to have children make collages in which they cut pictures from
magazines and recombine them in unusual and interesting ways. An example
might be a football torso with chicken legs. Have the children create a
name for the new figure as "chick-a-iock."
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a. Have the children snatch up parts
as: [tolrighti stand

b. Have the children match up words by groupipg
association as: frd

of words to form a total structure

them by meaning or

Have children match up' who e_phrases or sentences with a particular
situation or activity.

,agic Hands (7 minutes)

In four situations, four different children are suddenly granted
Magic Hands that can make frozen cones multiply, turn bullies into
frogs, and solve other problems magically.

If possible, use a op-projector to show the film. The is made up of four
separate situations. In each, a child uses magic hands to change a frustrating
situation. The film can be used to build inference skills if it is stopped just
before the magic hands do their work. Children can then be given an opportunity
to guess what change they think the hands will bring about. The film can then be
continued and the children's solutions compared to those of the film's. After
viewing the film, the following activities may be used:

You may want to discuss the kinds of frustrating situations or prob!ems
which children their ages face. What would they like to have magic hands do
for them in changing these situations? What fun things might they have magic
hands do for themselves? For others?
Suggest that children, working as individuals .1r in small groups, write a
story or play in which some part of their bodies has magical powers. What
changes does it cause to happen? Are the results good, bad, both? For
whom? Are they sad, happy, or funny? Children may present their stories to
classmates in a variety of ways. Some possibilities are: puppet presentations,
reading to classmates, presenting a play.
Children may write association poems in which a magic word causes a char . in
some unhappy or frustrating situation. An example might be

A hot day
Ti red and steamy people

H"Puff"
A swimming pool

. You may want to discuss real words that cause an almost magic reaction in man.
Advertisements are good sources for magic words of this type. Have children
find and collect magic words. Discuss the word:, how they are used, and how
and why they affect humans in the way they do. Examples might be "cool" in
cigarette advertisements or "slender" or "slim" in clothing advertisements.
You may want to have children think of a word or words that cause a special
reaction in them. Have them make a list of these favorite words and compare
them with those of their classmates. Why do the various words have special
meaning for certain people? Children may want to write or tell about their



favorite word in a poem or story. Prior to having children-write about their
wora, you may want to read and discuss the following poem by Lucia and James
L. Hymes, Jr.

M Favorite Word

There is one word

;'.14-ZW dtAA

Lc skieland (5 minutes)

Children love to stand on their heads to see the world upside-down.
Lopsideland shows them this world and the people and animals in
it -- upside down, right side up, sideways, and diagonally. The film
provides an important early lesson in looking at things from different
perspectives.

Activities that may accompany the movie, Lopsideland.

1. Experiment with mirror reading. Have the children read words backwards. You
may want to have them make a sheet of words in which the shape clarifies the
meaning:

TAU SMALLER oh

Write stories in which everything is upside down except you.
Have the children list things that you could see upside down that you don't
see rightside up (examples: bubble gum on the bottoms of decks, unpainted
surfaces). Have them write a description of an object from the usual perspec-
tive. Then have them describe it from an unusual perspective. This activity
could be preceded by an experimentation period in which the children
experiment with seeing things from a different perspective (moving, spinning,
aying Jumping, etc.).

Upside down meanings
Use the movie as an introduction to antonyms. For example, the upside down
meaning of day is night. Have the children find other upside down combinations.
A follow-up activity would be to have the children select a magazine adveTtise-
ment and change the wording to the upside down meaning.



Upside down stories
Given a familiar story, children turn it 100sided by changing such things as
character, setting, or plot. For example,- the story, "Little Red Ridinghood"
could take place in the Sahara Desert. Red would carry a basket-of gila
monsters to her sick Grandsheik. The main character in Cinderella could be-
turned into an eighty-year-old woman 'by the fairy godmother.

Guessing Ga (7 minutes)

This split-screen film shows pantomimists miming an action (e.g.,
pretending to throw a ball). The blank half of the screen may
then show a ball in the air. Only may, though, for sometimes it
will show something different from what the actors are miming. It's
up to the viewers to call out what matches and what doesn't.

Activities that may accompany the movie, Guessing Ga

1. Have the children follow the movie by observing motions and movement in a
natural setting such as the playground during recess. They could then panto-
mime their observations for the class.

2. Have the children work in pairs. One child pantomimes an action towards
another and the other child reacts in an unexpected way. (Example: One
child touches the other and the second child falls to the ground, gasping in
pain.)

Have groups pantomime the playing of various sports. Choose one g_roup's
pantomime and, discuss the individual types of movements involved. Have the
children write riddle poems:

Pulling
Stretching
Bending
Releasing-
Twang!

(archery)

Have the children pantomime familiar activities that might be performed under
unusual conditions (examples: raking leaves during a storm, playing football
during a flood).

Join Hands, Go (8 minutes)

A group of children joins hands, skips, and sings a catchy game song,
"Join Hands, Let Go!" Each time the children "let go" the scene
cuts to a comedian performing an action that ends unexpectedly and
humorously. For instance, a "conductor" waving a baton turns out to
be "directing" not an orchestra, but a phonograph.



Activities that may accompany the movie, Join Hands, het Go.

1. Give a b.ginning sentence and have the children brainstorm unexpected
endings. For example, a child is writing with his pencil when...(it melts),
or you are waving good-bye when...(your hand drops off).

2. Take a comic strip such as Peanuts and cut off the last picture that resolves
the situation. Have the children supply an unlikely ending. Compare the
child's ending with the original.

The following omitted due to copyright restrictions:
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NOTES ON IMPROVISATION

A Supplement to the District English Program

by

Judy Munger
Newport High School

Expectation 24 suggests extensive use of dramatic improvisation. James Moffett
presents a convincing rationale for the use of improvisations as a core language
experience from kindergarten through high school. The improvisation might be
taught as an end in itself, like a piece of creative writing an imaginative
invention performed for an audience. It is surely a means for students to arrive
at a better understanding of themselves and of conflict in their lives. But most
important in an English classroom, it is a means for students to develop fluency
of response, to learn to listen Intently and creatively, to practice entering
imaginatively into a created situation, and to sense possibilities of dramatic
conflict.

The best and happiest -- way for the teacher to prepare to use improvisations
in the classroom is to take a class in improvisational drama or in some other way
to get some experience actually doing improvisations. Another possibility is to
observe a colleague using improvisation in the classroom, to arm yourself with
ideas -' and plunge. Here are some suggestions. These ideas were gleaned from
or inspired by Jerry Siefert in a class in improvisational drama given at Bellevue.
Community College.

Begin each Improvisation session with relaxation. Go through a yoga relaxation
routine or move spontaneously to music. Students learn to relax in order to con-
centrate and focus their creative energy. You might suggest that they prepare
for writing or any creative task with the'same relaxation and concentration rou-
tine.

In the early stages there. is no audience. Students are not performers; they are
all participants. They work as a whole class or in small groups. They will need
space and some movable chairs and perhaps some empty boxes.

What To Do

Play some games to ease into impro-
visation:

Direct the students to explore the
room by moving around it freely (in
silence). Concentrate on the spaces
and the moods of different parts of
the room.

Have students bring sticks, cans,
spoons -- whatever. Improvise
rhythms.

How. To Talk About It

Ask how it felt to be in different parts
of the room. What did they discover about,
a place they thought they were thoroughly
familiar with? How fully could they con-
centrate? Were they distracted by the.
presence of Others?

Ask what they learned about listening..
About creative listening. Could any pe
sons anticipate what others would do?
How?



What To

Direct the students to explore the
sounds of the room in relaxed posi
tion with eyes closed.

Direct the students to sit in circles
in small groups. Each group chooses
a word and "passes" it around the
circle, varying the intonation and
the tempo.

Use a large cardboard box or
such indestructible object. on t,
whatever you do, use a school chair
for which there seems to be a sur-
prising amount of hostility!) Stu-
dents take turns lifting the object
and placing it somewhere else in the
room. The second time through, they
lift and place it imagining it to be
a particular object or being. The
third time they imagine it to be a
particular object or being for which
they feel a very strong emotion.

Have students walk freely around the
room. Ask them to imagine themselves
walking barefoot on various, surfaces
(sharp stones, hot concrete, soft
grass) or through various settings
(dense forest, knee-deep water, a
dark alley).

Direct the students to form small
groups and to pantomime various
actions of animals or humans or
machines. The others in the group
might try guessing what is being
pantomimed. Then the whole group
might try becoming a single machine.
One of the most inventive improvi-
sations I have seen was a group of
about eight Newport students being
a Cadillac -- lights, doors, con-
vertible top while another stu-
dent improvised a commercial "hard
sell."
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How To Talk About it

What did they discover? Could they con-,
centrate better or not as well with eyes
closed?

This is fun -- and funny. The students
will be surprised at the amount of mean-
ing communicated by intonation alone.
They'll want to talk about this and to
think of examples of the ways persons com-
municate different things with the same
word or sentence.

What was communicated? Could you guess
actions, emotions, or situations from
gestures and movement

How did it feel? How fully were you able
to experience the imagined sensations?
What is the difference between an imagined
sense experience and-a real one?

Does your own belief in your imaginary
experience influence how fully your audi-
ence believes in your performance? How
can you tell when performers are honest?



What

Hove the students gently into char-
acterization. All perSons partici-
pate at first in group or crowd im-
provisations; in other words, there
is no audience. Improvise such
group scenes as the school lunch
line, a family reunion, a train sta-
tion, the waiting room of a hospital,
the waiting room of an employment
office. The students will begin
working out a repertory of characters.
You might occasionally ask them to
portray a character from a book or
play they have read. Then play with
some frame images for characters to
widen the realm of imaginative pos-
srbilities: Ask students to play
persons with the characteristics of
animals or persons from fables and
folk tales such as Chicken Little,
Red Mding Hood, the Wolf, the
Cheshire Cat, or Little Red Hen. Or
have the students pantomime animals .

-- a bird, snake, cat, fly, duck,
rabbit -- and then become a person
with the characteristics of this
creature. Or ask the students to
become a characer with a particular
dominant trait or dominant emotion,
such as cheeriness, pessimism,
anxiousness, irritability, bilious-
ness, wonder, hautiness, conceit.
You might then direct the students
to place these characters in amusing
combinations for given situations.

When students are at ease with impro-
vising, move into minimal situations
from literature or discussion. (See
the sophomore guide for suggestions
for working with "del to Out There"
and "The End of Something" as exam-
ples.) A minimal situation might be
something like this: Three students
are directed to play mother, father,
and son. The son must break the
news to his parents that he failed
math. You might then direct the stu-
dents to replay the same but with

How To Talk About It

What was your character like? What are
his traits? What is his background?
Did the other students find him believable?
Were some of the characters in the impro-
visation flat, some round? What makes the
difference? How did your character react
to others in the improvisation? Why?

Discussion will vary, depending on your
uses of the improvisation. See the
Sophomore section for ideas for discussion.



Wha How To Talk About It

father and son reversing roles. Or

you might then complicate the situa-
tion by adding another character --
perhaps a younger sister who always
gets straight A's. Or, later, you
might take a minimal situation like
this and instruct each character
separately out of the others' hear-
ing: the son is instructed to break
the news to his parents about a fail-
ing grade; the mother is instructed
that she is the kind of person who
wants peace in the family at any
price and who tries to avoid unpleas-
antness by not allowing unpleasant
subjects to arise; the father is in-
structed that he has -been struggling
all day witn a particularly stupid
office employee and that he is on
rampage about the poor job that the
public schools are doing and the im-
perfect products they turn out as
graduates.

Work with setting:.. Students impro-
vise,children:entering a haunted-
house, or. persons.lh a cold waiting
room, or -e girl -and hergrandmother-
in.grandmother's.MOsty, brick -a -
braCk'house.

Work with theme: Students invent
their own characters, ,setting, and
situation with no givens but theme,
perhaps an idea-from a recent discus-
sion or the theme of a play or book
(communication, youth and age, dis-
illusionment, for example).

x c

The improvisation groups might perform other creative tasks- as Well. They might
act. out student written dialogue or:plays, they might act out plays or scenes from
plays being read -in class,-they .mightAdaptandperform works of fiction for chaM,
ber theater.or readers' theater. They will probably think of more things to do on
their own;° who knows what might happen if English students are not confined, to deal.
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BELLEVUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Bellevue, Washington

CREATIVE-WRITING NEWSPAPER.

Here are a few creative writing ideas using the-newspaper-as the kick off:

Write an essay or story on an item in the newspaper that made you fee
sad, happy.- concerned. .

Write a character sketch on'an interesting figure currently in the news.

Write a newspaper account (straight reporting) of somesignificant (or
insignificant ) event in your family life.-

Write a news story from an uncaptioned picture in the newspaper.

Find a car ad with a picture in the newspaper. Save the sections that advertise
the auto show when it comes to your city. Save the section that advertises all
the new makes and models. Discuss the words that describe the model, style,
coloring. Then ask students to write on the subject: What Model Are You?

The following example, written by an 8th grade girl, is very shot
give you an idea of what-can -haOpen.

It should

"You would probably call me a Volkswagen. I just sort of
putt around trying to keep up with the flashy sport cars
or hot rodders. I'm not a heap of junk even though some
other models consider me one admit I have my break-
downs once in a while, but in the long run I get real good
mileage, and my body is trim, neat, and has a good paint
job. I have a powerful engine under my hood, but nobody
knows it. I could just pass them all up, if I had the nerve.

Variation: A fearless teacher will allow students to write about him or her
t's simply amazing what you find out about yourself. Try it if

you're not afraid of the truth.

Watch a TV program and write an evaluation as a critic. Set up criteria in class
by which the program is to be judged. Compare some of your ideas with those that
appear in the newspaper. (The kids are happily surprised to discover that adults
like fairytales too--Bewitched, for example.)

Attend a play or movie and write a critical rev ew. (One presented within the
school is always good. Student critics tend to be a bit harsh. Emphasize the
positive viewpoint with this activity.)

Write a humorous satire. Prepare students by reading a good satire to them. Read
satire, from literature books as well as the newspaper.' Newspaper satire can often
be found in editorials or in certain columnists' work.



6. Write a book review--newspaper style. Limit the number of words or page space.
Emphasize that words must be carefully selected to get ideas across. The teacherwil- have read some of the children's book reviews that have appeared in the news-paper. Send some of the children's work to your local newspaper every time you dothis activity. (One day, the editor will print one of your students' book reviewsmerely because you have been so persistent! And think what it is going to mean tothat one child.)

Choose a single event in history.

a. Write a straight news account of it.
b. Write a feature story or a story with a human interest angle.
c. Write a letter to the editor about it.
d. A cartoon, a classified ad, anything else...

Possible subjects: Paul Revere's ride
The discovery of the Columbia River
The meeting with Montezuma.

"Capsulize" a newspaper story or newspaper picture story in a two-line rhyming
poem. This forces the students to think of the main idea. The rhyme is just
an added hurdle which adds a little excitement and challenge to the assignment.

Examples: Headline of the news story: MILD PROTEST
CAUSES DAMAGE

Student's two -line poem: At the start, it's just a mild protest,
But it's a riot when it reaches its crest.

Variation: (And this is harder!) Have a few talented and/or eager students
write the-two-line poems from stories they select. Classmates
write the leads to the stories from which the poems were written.
Since.litt TTTRormation is given; kids really have to use their
imaginations.

Example: Poem: sell asks for a 2.8 rate increase
Well my long distance calls will surely cease.

Lead: A request for a 2.8 per cent rate increase on.long d
t lephone calls was filed with the state public utili
commissioner Monday by Pacific Northwest Bell.

twee

Find pictures that might tell a good story. Have kids write a caption. Emphasizethat the whole story must be under the picture since there is no other printed
story connected with it. Use the 5 W's (who, what, where, when, why). Comparetheir story with the original capti

Variation: Write a "could happen or "way out" ridiculous caption.
These are much fun to show or read aloud.

10. Choose one tem from the classified ads that you would like to have more thananything else. Clip the ad, and write why you would like Ahe item.



11. From a discussion in class, the 18-yearold vote, for example, have some studentswrite a straight news report. Have a few students write a report slanting on the"con" side. Have others write the report slanting on the "pro" side. Compare anddiscuss.

12. Write a newspaper account of "Snow White," "The Three Bears." Students enjoyreading them aloud. The headlines for these stories are excellent vocabularybuilders.

13. Write a straight.news account of a poem "The Highwayman," "The Charge of the LightBrigade.". Try a parody of each of the 'poems. .Af you're very brave, and if youhave a-bright enough student who could. appreciate the humor of the activity, trya newspaper account of a parody of a poem!

14. Create a poem based on a. front. page story or some feature in lhe.newspaper.
Picture-stories- provide excellent poem subjects. Try different forms. .limerick,. Haiku, diamante, ballad. .

HOW ABOUT A CINQUAIN?

A cinquaih is a five line poem which follows a formula. (Pronouncedsang kane) Cine is a French word.meaning five.

Line 1 Theme (subject) one word only

Line 2 .Description of subject. (adjectives or

Line 3 Developme t (anything allowed here

Line 4 Opinion (feeling about the subject)

Line 5 1mpact. line (sometimes .synonym of the theme-line ) One word -only.

The following examples of cinquains were written by 6th and 8th..grade.studen

phrase

Fire.

Good and e
Warmth and
Desolation
Power

i1

comfort
and destruction

Cinequains
Five lines

Must follow the formu
Boring and stupid
Ugh!

Highway
Long black snakes
Gobbles up the innocent
Cradle of the careless
Death

Headache
j'aUndsof :pain

a Tossing, turning at
Oh, such misery

nigh

Brothers
Hideous blobs o protoplasm
Totally useless baggage
Who needs 'em
Love

Baseball
Pitch, crack, run

t Field it fast to first
Too high, too wide
Dummy!

Work one out on the board with students to show them how. It's amazing theimmediate response. The front page of the newspaper (or any page, really)gives subjects for those who claim they can't get 'Started.



Another way to use the cinquain is to have them
like and tell the story in cinquain form,

Variation: Line 1 - one word
Line 2 - two words

Line 3 - three words
Line 4 - two words
Line 5 - one word

choose a newspaper story they

This variation sometimes limits
much, but some students like th
challenge.

15. Duplicate a newspaper story excluding the .lead. Ask students to write th.including the 5 W's (who, what, where, When, Why).

Variation: Rewrite the lead in five different ways. Star
start with what first; start with where first.

with who first;

lead

Note= You y or may not give them the-headline of the story.

16. As a class,- write a letter to the editor on a subject that has been discussed.in class.- SEND ITI

Variation:- Encourage individuals to write. SEND THEIR LETTERS - the letters
that make sense, that is.

17. You are the teacher, You're supposed. to know it all. So write'a letter to theeditor- ourself. Kids will figure ifyoucan get yours printed, it shouldn'tbe so hard er them to-get theirs- printed either. Be persistent. Keep trying!
18. .Read a headline.- Without.-reading rthe:story, and in one sentence, write what youthink the _main -idea of the. -story will be.

1 .For one week, note the names- of-.-people who figure most prominently in the front-page-news.- In a short.paragraph. havestudents. tell Whatone.person-has done toreceive the coverage.

20. Find an item in. the Personals column of the .classified section. -HaVe students-write in ttory_ferM:_the events that. lead up to the placing.ofthe_adin theneWtpaPer. -Limit_the_ttory characters:only to those people mentioned in the ad.Thii helps_giveAirection- to-their writing.

IMPORTANT: ObviouSlYthese items must-be s lected.with'..care asto
story. .possibilityand good taste. -lhe_gradelevel for
which the `activity Is:used-,Is- most certainly
consideration in the Selection.

Examples:

Variation:

Example:

"Gene, please so worried."

"Bill, thank you se much for the gift. It made me so happy."

Use an adfroM the Business PorWals..

"Forget your clock, I'll wake you up. Kathy'
236-XXX"



Write a physical descr ption of Kathy. What is her "situation"?
How and where does she live? What kind of person would want a job_
like hers? What was her motivation in starting her business?

or: Describe Kathy's morning. (In writing or with a short. skit)

o Write two or three short " ituations" concerning people who might
use Kathy's service.

Note: The-teacher can actually call Kathy and find out all about her. I

Kathy turns out to be an interesting person, send some of the stories
to her.

21. Write an anecdote or an imaginary story based on a news story. For example,
what happenedbefore or after the event described in the newspaper account.

22. Are there more good or bad things written about teen-agers in the newspaper?
For five dayst survey the whole newspaper and clip every story about teen-agers
Have students write comments about their findings. They should use facts and
opinions in their written observations. (Good project for two or three students.

23. Create a short play based on a newspaper story, picture, or feature. Plan the
action, but create dialogue on the spot (Several groups can do this activity
in one fifty-minute period.)

The student pretends he is a columnist. He may choose the type of column he
would like to write if he were hired by ,a newspaper. Write the column for one
or two days. Stick to the subject area. He should use opinions, but emphasize
that opinions are based on fact. (Boys like to be sports columnists because they
get a chance to express their opinions on the latest events and still fulfill
a possible homework assignment.)

25. Skim one story of ,.a newspaper. List main ideas or facts. Reread e what
was lost in skimming. One child can prepare a quiz beforehand. DON'T TAKE GRADES.

26. Develop a fact or opinion quiz using one issue of the newspaper. Students should.
write their own after they work with and understand what you have prepared for
them.

27. Find one new word in a newspaper story. Use that new word at least once in your
writing or speaking during the week. Draw a big blue circle around it. You
might offer prizes (yes, bribes ) for those students who do so.

Have students clip several newspaper stories, features, or pictures that deal
with their particular hobby or career interest. Only one classified ad item
is allowed. In each article, underline vocabulary words that are "peculiar"
to their hobby or career. (This activity, of course, must be done over
period of weeks. Might be a good "extra credit" project.)



29. Teach the use of the Thesaurus using headlines in the newspaper. Choose a
headline with a "strong" verb or adjective. Substitute that word with a
word of lesser or greater degree. If kids can't think of any, (and they
rarely can) show them the `Thesaurus. How does the news word change the
meaning or the tone of the headline? (Purpose, of course, is to enlarge voca
ulary so one can choose the exact word to describe one's exact meaning.)

Study an editorial. Underline facts in red. Underline opinions=f

Write your own headlines for newspaper stories. Here's how:

blue.

Each of the columns on a newspaper page has a certain number of unit spaces
into which the style of type can fit. Each letter, small or capitalized,
takes up a prescribed amount of units.

Headline Unit Count

case letters: all letters = 1 unit
EXCEPT

, and t = 1/2 unit
m and w = 1 1/2 uni

UPPER CASE LETTERS: all letters = 1 1/2 units
EXCEPT

I, L, and T = 1 unit
m and W = 2 units

When you start, use one story. Each student writes a headline for
Compare With the original.

1 unit for
each space

between words.

32. Vivid words and expressions are found in sport story headlines. Developlist. Examples:- New York pumps Boston, Dodgers Crush Giants,Red Sox Edge
Cardinals -- outshine, trample, blast, outlast, stop, bounce, upset, tames,
top, pelt, trim, lead, sweep, clout, win, outslug, nudge, maul.... Are these
"Iwinning" words or "losing" words?)

Students respond: "...sato me, most of the words 1 found were losing words.
They sound sad. If I were "chewed" by someone, I'd be sad."

a hard question. It all depends on your point of
view. If my team won, it's a winning word, if we lost, it's
a losing word."

Find examples of variety in sentence openings in news s ries, such as start-
ling statement, quotation, prepositional phrase, usual noun-verb pattern...

Variation: Everyone use the same story. Rewrite the lead.

Variation: Read aloud to the class a startling statement opening sentence.
Then stop. Each child finishes the story his own way. Compare
with the original.



34. One day take a spelling lesson from one newspaper story that has generated
interest. Study, discuss, and take the test that very da (Breaks the
monotony of the spelling book. Hard words always emerge.

Keep a file of one or two comic strips for two weeks. Discuss sequenc
language patterns, episodes, purposes, etc. Bonus: Teach direct quotation
using the comic strips. Everything that appears in the "balloon" must have
quotation marks around it. Students write one episode in paragraph form.
paragraph at each change of speaker.

Every once in a while you'll find a budding cartoonist. Encourage him by
giving him a little space on the bulletin board or even the wall if necessary.
He'll keep your room decorated, and it will give him a feeling of self-worth.

36. Find and clip examples of punctuation illustrating the rules being studied.
Mount on construction paper. Head with a card giving the rule involved.

37. Reinforce grammar-English lessons by having students find examples in the
newspaper of noun phrases,. types of-determiners, verbs of being, appositives,
complement after be, proper nouns, four kinds of sentences, compound. sentences,
complex sentences....

38. In rewriting a newspaper article, remove all the capitalization and punctuation.
Have students rewrite and punctuate and capitalize in the correct places. Thestory or article. you select must be of high interest for this grisly project.(This is hard. Try it yourself sometime.) Kids can exchange papers and proofread.

39. Look in the classified section. Write a letter of application for a job thatis advertised. Have students state their qualifications and ask for an interview.
Naturally, the letter must be in proper business form.

40. Present an oral improvisation of a story clipped from a newspaper.. Could haveone or two .a day until you get around the class. Good opener. May startdiscussion, may not. A clever teacher can sometimes use these story points asa lead into the day's le on.

Variation: Try creative drama. This sometimes involves several students for
one story. Dialogue is created "on the spot."

41. Plan and conduct a daily newscast over the school intercom. Three minutesin length is enough. Use items of interest around the school besides one or
two items from the daily newspaper. Items from the hometown weekly are parti-cularly good. Excellent individual project. You'll never lack for volunteer
newscasters. (For students who need extra practice, let them play with the
cassette tape recorder before their big performance on the intercom.)

42. Two individuals may read the same story aloud for different effects. Showshow news can be "slanted" through voice interpretation, facial expression, etc.(Good way to show advantage of reading newspaper rather than being informed
exclusively by TV.)



43. Have the student write a newspaper style account of "The Tortoise and the Hare"
as if the student were a reporter covering the event of the big race. (Boys who
can think of nothing but sports like this one.) The student may use any other
literary character or event that might interest him. Include a headline.

Variation: With a partner, students might create an interview. One plays the
newspaper reporter, one may be the tortoise. (They can use any
angle, straight news or feature type depending upon the characters
or events they choose.)

Note: Why "The Tortoise and the Hare"? For motivation! The tortoise and the
hare interview always turns out to be a comedy. The kids enjoy watching
it and are motivated to try something like it themselves.

44. Several students apply for the same job that is advertised in the classified
section of the newspaper. One student becomes the "boss." Ha interviews each
applicant. Advanced preparation needed here on the part of both teacher and
students. The interviewer'must'set up certain qualifications for the appli-
cant to meet. He must have his questions prepared.

45. The "silent language" can be taught with newspaper pictures showing the im-
portance of facial expressions in communication. Examples: grief, surprise,
anger, happiness....(Can lead to a discussion and activities about kinetics
as a form of communication.)

46. Discuss and illustrate with examples these functions of the news story: to
inform, to entertain, to help.... Shows the variety of types of news stories.

47. Find a good "human interest" story. It's interesting to see where this leads
in group discussion. If the human interest story is about an animal, the kids
always have stories to tell about their pets. Human interest stories about
people bring out a lot of personal feelings. A good story with a picture is
even better. Overtones of group counseling here.

48. Read and classify editorials according to purposes such as to inform, to argue,
to educate, to explain, to entertain, to praise, to attack, to defend....

49. Compe an editorial with a news story on the same subject. Was the news
explained in any way? Was the editor's opinion expressed? Who decides what
stand the newspaper shall take on an issue? Should the news media have this
much influence on the public?

50. Compare the coverage of the same story or event by big city newspaper and
your local weekly. How is the story presented in each? Why does the local
paper probably give more space to the item? (The local paper may give the
story, front page coverage including a photo, while the big city daily may just
print a small news item tucked away on an inside page. Often the local paper
includes a fe ture or human : 'Wrest angle.)

51. Discuss sentence structure of an editorial; what makes an editorial different
from a news story?



52. Have a child find a political or historical cartoon. Tell why it is significant
or why it is humorous. Explain what characters are represented and explain
the situation or background.

53. Select TV programs to watch on a certain evening using the TV schedule in the
newspaper as a guide. Encourages selectivity.

54. Choose several social problems that are currently being covered in the newspaper
(local political situation, the crisis at the zoo over the bears, vandalism in
the park, drug related crimes, ecology...). Form groups of no more than 5
students for each interest group. The group discusses, researches in the news-
paper as to facts and opinions relating to the problem. Consider both "pro" and
"con" arguments. Interview adults and other students. The group is to agree
on one possible course of action which they feel would be a logical step toward
the solution of that problem. One group member reports orally to the rest of the
class. (Often two or three groups choose the same problem to discuss. It's
most interesting to hear the different ways-of solving the same problem.)

55. Search for the. stories, features-or editorials or pictures that Illustrate the
following basic truths:

Man is helpless against nature
Man is not helpless against nature
Man has a "human interest" in animals
Man is determined to succeed
Man loves-to laugh
Man -loves children and babies

Man is interested in the strange or unusual
Man is cruel
Man is kind
Man has courage

Clip the example and present orally. (It is possible to get around .the class
in one 50-minute period althoUgh often the class gets "hung up" on some discussion
point.)

Note: Develop your own basic truths with your students.

56. Ask a student' to presentorally an editorial that means something special -to
hin4- He may duplicate the editorial and distribute it-to the class, or
present it using the overhead, projector. The student-conducts the Class
discussion. He prepares discussion qUestions including some items-that may be
argumentative. Include fact and opinion in some-aspect_of the discussion.
(The local newspaper is a.good-source for this activity-since the editorial
usually deal with local happenings.

5 Pretend you have a scheduled interview
would you-aik? Role-play

What questions



58. A "special" speaker for your class might be a man from the circulation department
of your newspaper. Ask for a "feature" type presentation of mayhem and misha s
in the circulation department. Naturally he explains the process of
as he tells his anecdotes. How about a photographer? A reporter?

59. Clip ten articles on pollution. Ask a student if he discovered types of
pollution other than air or water pollution. List the types of pollution he
found and the number of stories dealing with each type.

Write two paragraphs: a. How he feels pollution is or has or will affect
him personally

What he as an individual can do about it?

Note: Heated class discussions have started with this activity.

60. List and locate all places named on the front page only. Sometimes kids must
go to the atlas to find them.

61. See how many states are mentioned in one issue of the newspaper. (skir ing).
Someone may want to carry it further and see how many days it tak $ to mention
all 50 states.

62. Individual students place a real classified ad in the local newspaper. .Parents
must give permission to sell the. item. Have reports on responses to the ad,
the cost, profit, loSs.

3. Find headlines in a newspaper tha
(Slanted according to whom?) Ois

may be misleading or that are slanted.
uss.

64. Headlines advertise the story to follow. Scan a page of a newspaper. Tell which
headlines catch your eye. Why? Could be style of type, position on page, or
interest catching.

65. Have students clip and select stories of interest to them. Separate story and
headline. Then match headlines to the correct story.

66. Bring news clippings and identify the 5 W's (Who, what, where _when, why) in aoch
story.- Identify the "'lead. "" A sixth W is called-a WOW! A WOW uses a startling
statement as the first-aentence of the story.

67. Select one aspect- of'the news,_weather, for example. Follow it through for one
week or-.-so77weather reports,- weather...stories,.weather charts. Create bulletin
boards. This-encourages-daily-use of the newspaper.

Variation: Use one current news story,-- Follow it through day by day..
Have students find background material about the people .or
location- of. the story. Follow their leads in disCussing
the information Note .hew the story_moVes from-the-front
pagea...of- the newspaper to the insidepacies and finally

-disappears-.



68. Display the front page of the newspaper and a world map on the bulletin board.
Each day one student selects what he considers to be the five most important
stories of the day. With colored yarn and pins, lie connects the front page
story to the location on the world map. Individuals sign up in advance to
accept this responsibility.

69. Kids think that history is the past. Show them that history is also NOW. Ask
two or three students to clip what they think are the five most important stories
that appear on the front page each day. Put the stories in a folder. At the end
of one month, have the class decide whether some of these--and which ones - -will
be mentioned in history books in the year 2050. Is history being made now?

70. Plan a meal choosing foods mentioned in a grocery ad. Itemize each product
purchased and the cost. Total the bill. How much change from a $20 bill?

71. DiScuss display ads. Clip or draw examples of the following ways that adver-
tisers get people to buy a certain product. (Use examples from magazines and
TV as well.)

basic ad

eye appeal

happy family appeal

expert says. I'

o: the package and the brand name

A mouth-watering colored picture of it

Your family will be as happy as this one if you use

People-feel experts should know

"famous people say. ." People like to use the same thing as the person
they admire,

"everybody likes. .

u
All different kinds of people think it's great.

snob appeal Be like wealthy people who use

youth appeal "That's where it's at, baby!"

symbols Jolly Green Giant

it s new!" It's improved; it's something special.

humble approach We're trying so hard to. please you

atist cs We took a survey,

concern- for the public goad We don't pollute he-air orwater. when we
produce it.

.Everyone else will think. you "re gorgeous
or handsome if you use it.

If the joke is funny enough, you'll remember.
the product.

romantic appeal

humor



72. Don't forget the value of good old pleasure reading. Allow kids some relaxing
time with their newspapers.

73. Compile a list of abbreviations found in the newspaper. Good project for one
or-two kids. At the end of their week, they report and explain. Keep adding
to the list on the bulletin board. (FBI, UPI, ABM, AP)

74. Compile a newspaper booklet. Students must know something about the newspaper
before they can work effectively with it. So from September through Christmas,
do different activities using each item on the list. In January, put a booklet
together. Yes, it's cutting and pasting, and what it amounts to really is a
review of the newspaper. Working one 50-minute period a day, it takes about 3
days to complete.'

Directions: Clipped examples.of the following items should appear in your
newspaper booklet. Label each example.

1. An international news story 13. A small ad (box type)
2. A national news story 14. A classified ad
3. A regional news story 15. A cartoon (not a Comic strip)
4. A local news story 16. Horoscope or crossword puzzle
5. A picture story 17. Some vital statistics
6. A human interest story 18. A story, ad, or review about local
7. An editorial entertainment
8. A "Letter to the Editor" 19. A column (written

9.

10.

The masthead

A two column, two-bank headline
20.

21.

talortinmin:t)
A

A radio or TV schedule
11. A one column, three-bank headline 22. The index
12. A story with a by-line '23. A sports story

24. A Story-about weather or a "boxed" weather report
25. An item about church news or a story found on the financial page.

75. Look for a recipe in-the newspaper--preferably cookies-, pie, cake, or some other
kind of "goodie." If this idea appeals, have someone prepare the food and serve
it to the class. If this activity must beiraded,.guarantee an "A" if the students
bring a note from home saying the kitchen had been cleaned-spotlessly after the
project. .(Public relations, you know, and it- always brings- i laugh.) Kids like
to work in pairs on this one. Introduce the'vocabulary word "palatable."

76. Draw a-"funny" car. Write a clasWied ad -to accompany it.

77. -Can .yourstudents.follow directions? Many newspapers print step-by-step-directions
on how to fold a pressman's hat
tages to this one-:

Call your newspaper. There are several advan-

Kids-must.follcw:exact_ directions- it won't work.
is :fun.

Disposes of excese'newspiper in your room at _the .end.of the day
because the kids wear them on their heads right out the door!.-

7d. Compile a list of ways the newspaper can be used after it has been read.
"Sedohd time ,around" could be the title.



79. Conduct a speed drill in finding materials through the use of the newspaper index.

80. Rewrite the horoscope to fit the atmosphere and situation of your classroom or
school. Good individual project for some student who has the inspiration and
the inclination.

81. Write a "Little Known Facts" column. Can be done with small groups. (For s
strange reason, this activity always ends in a "Trivia" column but it's fun.
Allow bulletin board space to add new items as they are discovered.

82. Work the crossword puzzle in the newspaper. Can be done as a class project when
everyone has the same paper. Or duplicate one and work it together. (Fearless
students may have 24 hours to research a word that stumps the class. If he fails,
he pays some dire penalty.

83. Students write a classroom column based on Ann Landers type of material.

84. Have you tried an apoword story? Many words in-English contain smaller wordswithin them. An oppoword uses the opposite' of the little word inside a. regularword. Rainstorm might become sunstorm or raincalm. Became would turn into
bewent. How about together into tobringher.

The newspaper plays a minor but important part in the activity. The newspaperis used only as an aid to build an_oppoword vocabulary. The students skim columns
looking for oppoword possibilities. Build, a. possible vocabulary on the board
together. The variety of subject matter in the newspaper helps create a diversifiedlist of words.

The object, of course, is to write a unified paragraph on some specific subject.

Example: An -oppoword paragraph care.be a stopling outcident for usmooths. The
paragraph can cause a trewomandous downroar ofJaughter when read
asoft. Poor readers are not 400tlippTI in this standuation once theyundersit. HolinTghtoppoward paragraphs-are wholelculffly fun to do.

85. Create a song using a newspaper story.asa basisjorthe.lyric. Select a news,feature, picture; or human interest story that 'has high' interest in your grade
and .subject area. Choose a familiar tune. 'Individual students may -write-the
newspaper story in verse -formto.fit the melody.- Roll the -piano in, find aguitar, use the auto-harp, or .sing- a capella. Sing it a.eoUple-of times-, laughand forget it! ._(1f-this Ictivity catches--on,-you may-be singing newspaper songsevery day fOra-fewWeeks.)

Example: (Tune:- Raindrops Keep y.Head)

(Continued on fOlowing page).



Headline: YOUTH'S DEATH
SMOG RELATED

Pesticides keep gettin' in my hair
And just like the guy who tried to take a breath air
He didn't last long

Cuz, smog and pollution got in his lungs
-teBut there's one thing I know:
The stuff they send to fill us, will kill us
It won't be long 'til relatives step up to "will"
Pesticides keep gettin' in my hair
And the people are beginning not to care
They think it's a big joke
But I'm gonna stop the smog without help
It's not all right
Our air is up tight.

86. Conduct a "Who Am I?" game based on persons recently in the news. (No more than
one week at a time and for only a few minutes, or it palls.) Can limit to front
page personalities. Promotes scanning front page at least.

Composers:

Two smiling,
proud sixth
grade boys

87. Create a collage of faces clipped from the newspaper. Display.

Variation: One girl did a collage of animais. It took her a long time though.

88. Do an advertising "layout" for anything the student might like to sell. Consider
artwork, slogans, type of print, size, and color. Display.


